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Abstract

The UK’s policy commitment to an 80% reduction in CO2 levels over 1990 levels by 2050

has framed much recent research and debates between policy-makers and industry about

whether and how a transition to a low-carbon future can be achieved. The technical

potential for improved energy efficiency and installation of low- and zero-carbon

generation technologies in the built environment is, in theory, large enough to achieve the

emissions reduction targets in this economic sector but it requires a step-change in

technology deployment, with less well studied implications for the industry actors who

predominate in the existing markets for housing refurbishment.

A socio-technical approach is taken to investigating this problem, drawing on the

academic traditions of Actor-Network Theory and Transitions to frame the problem: how

can a policy-driven change be brought about in a highly diffuse system of actors, where

large outcomes emerge as the result of millions of small-scale decisions? Parallels are

drawn with the history of Market Transformation policies that have achieved improved

energy efficiency of stocks of electrical appliances over time. In order to explore how a

Market Transformation approach might work in the rather different context of housing

refurbishment, three key aspects of this particular socio-technical system need to be

explored: the technical potential and workings of technology deployment; the operation

of several implicated markets; the nature of innovation in the relevant industry sectors.
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A review of the practical, technical issues encountered in pioneering low-carbon

refurbishment projects reveals certain risks of under-performance and unintended

consequences of poor implementation. Managing these risks requires a level of

underpinning knowledge as well as good-quality workmanship, raising the question of

how such knowledge can best be introduced into the fragmented roles and contractual

relationships that characterise the industry.

The market opportunities for the work are complicated by the number and

interdependence of the markets involved, including markets for property transactions

and markets for refurbishment work and technology installation. Information systems

already exist at the point of property transactions in the form of the Energy Performance

Certificate, but the greatest potential for change exists in the mainstream repair,

maintenance and improvement market.

Interviews with mainstream SME construction managers explain the reasons why the

industry’s custom and practice is essentially conservative, but also provide insights into

the situations in which innovation can thrive, rather than being resisted or subverted.

A proposal for systemic change has at its core the coordination of monitoring information

and learning experiences from a range of innovative demonstration projects, with

implications for change at an institutional level as well as within the practices of the

industry itself. The findings of the research are discussed in terms of the strategic

implications they hold for industry and policy-making.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aims

This thesis addresses the problem of how to create a robust system to deliver low-carbon

refurbishment of UK housing in the context of climate change targets. An 80% emissions

reduction target is taken as a given: it is the overarching context in which the discussion

takes place and the research question arises (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

2007, Committee on Climate Change 2008). The importance of housing in strategic plans

to reduce CO2 emissions from the UK economy is well recorded in policy documents and

academic writings (eg Department of Trade and Industry 2003, Department for the

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 2004, Department for Energy and Climate Change

2009a, Johnston et al. 2005, Anderson et al. 2006, Lowe 2007). The scale of the task is also

reasonably well known, and its technical viability generally agreed (eg Johnston 2003,

Boardman et al. 2005, Centre for Sustainable Energy, Association for the Conservation of

Energy & Moore 2008).

However, despite the broad consensus that an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050

over 1990 levels is possible in the existing housing stock using currently available

technology, it is also commonly observed that this currently available technology is not

being installed on anything like the scale needed to meet the targets. At the same time,

there exists a large and very diverse range of actors in the construction industry, who

specialise to varying degrees in aspects of this work. There are specialist installers of

insulation and renewable energy generation technologies (eg solar panels), as well as

firms providing services for repair, maintenance and improvement (RMI), whose primary

focus is not energy-related, despite the fact that the alterations that they make to homes

do have impacts on energy performance. Most of these firms are small and medium-sized

enterprises (SMEs).

The question addressed by this thesis is therefore about technology deployment in the

particular context of UK housing: how can the necessary technologies be retro-fitted to the

UK housing stock on a sufficient scale and to a good enough standard? This is a question
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about the configuration of a system to deliver physical works, whose ultimate rationale

resides in climate policy. The aim of the thesis is:

To investigate the implications of 2050 climate change targets for the SMEs in the UK

housing refurbishment industry

Research on energy in housing has tended to take the form of scenarios and policy

reviews (eg Boardman 2007) or the role of resident behaviour in shaping energy

consumption in the home (Hong, Oreszczyn & Ridley 2006), or on wider cultural shifts

over time, which may affect demand for energy in subtle and complex ways (Shove

2003a). However, relatively little attention has been paid to the agents of practical change

in technology deployment, but – where such studies have been conducted – the influence

of the people making physical changes to buildings and their energy systems emerges as

very influential over the processes of decision-making (Banks 2001).

Policy for residential energy efficiency has supported the development of a group of

specialist installers whose business model is designed to deliver government-backed

programmes (eg Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes 2008), but the limits of these

programmes themselves are acknowledged, and there is a need for new approaches from

about 2015 (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a). The industry involved in

housing refurbishment is therefore at something of a crossroads. By focusing on the

mainstream market actors in housing refurbishment, this thesis sets out to provide a

perspective from an under-researched viewpoint, and to relate the lessons from scenario-

based studies to the challenge of capacity-building and increased levels of activity: can the

industry rise to the challenge of achieving a low-carbon housing stock over the next forty

years?

1.2 Boundaries

The focus of this work is on UK housing, not non-domestic buildings, and on existing

housing rather than new-build homes. This is partly because the burden of real emissions

reductions falls on the existing stock much more heavily than on new house-building

(Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution 2007), but also because the two are very

different in terms of how the construction industry operates, with new house-building
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being predominantly the preserve of a relatively small number of large firms, and

building work on existing homes being mainly carried out by small and medium-sized

enterprises (SMEs) (Office for National Statistics 2009b).

There is a need for behaviour change as well as physical changes to buildings in any

genuine solution, but the focus here is on the refurbishment process and the technical

potential for achieving CO2 emissions savings through interaction with building physics

and engineering, not through changing occupant behaviour or lifestyle. This is an

artificial distinction in some ways, given that it is the interaction of people with buildings

and technology that leads to the environmental impacts. Nonetheless, building physics

and engineering are a significant part of that interaction: while it is true that physical

changes to buildings are not sufficient to provide a solution, it is assumed here that such

changes are nonetheless necessary.

The study is not solely technical, however, as it examines the role of building contractors

in delivering the changed building, and reveals the refurbishment process to be a complex

socio-technical system in its own right.

There is a small but significant DIY sector in UK housing, with some £5bn per year

estimated to be spent by amateurs working on their own homes (Construction News

2006). This market is not the focus of the thesis, however, which investigates the much

larger and more mainstream market supported by the SMEs.

This work is primarily concerned with the problem at the national (UK) scale, not at the

level of devolved administrations, English regions or local authorities. Those more local

scales are of interest to the extent that may well be part of a strategic process of innovation

for the UK as a whole.

The residential energy end-uses of space heating, water heating, and fixed lighting are

included but plug loads (for moveable lights and appliances) are not. This logic is

enshrined, for example, in Part L1B of the Building Regulations (Department for

Communities and Local Government 2010a) and in the advanced (voluntary) building

standards proposed by the Association for Environment Conscious Building (Association

for Environment Conscious Building 2007a, b).
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The question of how to achieve significant carbon emissions reductions from the housing

stock has been rising up the political agenda in recent years, and the field is one in which

new reports, consultations or policy documents are appearing every month. In order to

make the work of this thesis manageable, a decision was taken to impose a cut-off of July

2010: no new initiatives beyond that date are included in the analysis presented here. The

July 2010 date is essentially arbitrary. It coincides with the end of the first three months of

the Conservative-Liberal Democrat government, elected in May 2010, during which time

the outline of plans for a new Green Deal policy had been announced, with the

development of the detail of that policy set to take until 2012. The timing of the writing up

of the thesis coincides with this activity in the policy-making world, so it seemed sensible

to ignore the Green Deal here, on the grounds that it will continue to be a work in

progress for several months after thesis submission.

1.3 Definitions

1.3.1 Low-carbon

This term is deliberately not quantified. As climate science has developed in recent years,

the UK’s emissions reduction target has moved: policy in 2003 was for a 60% cut in CO2

by 2050 over 1990 levels (Department of Trade and Industry 2003) and now advocates an

80% cut in all greenhouse gases (GHGs) over the same timeframe (H M Government

2008a). The work on climate science continues and further revisions are to be expected in

the estimates of risk associated with different levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases

(GHGs). The UK’s national target may well continue to be a moving target as a result of

this ongoing work. A further difficulty in defining ‘low carbon’ with a precise number in

the short term is the nature of innovation and learning, which are both important to an

overall process of change (Foxon 2003). In a study of the design process for a new housing

development, it was found that professionals have some kind of threshold of innovation,

beyond which they may be reluctant to go, as a reaction against being asked to take on too

many unfamiliar concepts and practices all at once (Lowe, Bell & Roberts 2003a,b). Thus,

several incremental steps may prove more effective than a relatively few sudden, more

radical changes if the aim is to change practices across an entire industry, rather than just

among a handful of (self-selecting) practitioners. Cost and other issues (eg heritage
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buildings) also need to be taken into account, but the way in which these issues interact is

also likely to change over time, with costs likely to fall as the market develops (Hinnells

2005) and assumptions being questioned about the incompatibility of architectural

conservation and improvements to energy performance of old buildings (Changeworks

2010).

For all these reasons, therefore, the term ‘low carbon’ in this thesis is taken to mean any

housing refurbishment activity which ‘achieves significant CO2 emissions reductions

and/or provides evidence for new strategic directions which may help achieve significant

CO2 emissions reductions in the future.’ The phrase ‘significant reductions’ is taken to

mean ‘consistent with UK 2050 targets’, which for the time being is at least an 80%

reduction in the housing sector. Although this point may seem laboured when the

national emissions reduction target is clear, it serves to underline the point that the

interest here is the trajectory of change as a means of achieving a quantified target in the

longer term.

Nonetheless, the kinds of interventions required have been well understood by

researchers and engineers for many years and in many countries, with many case study

examples and demonstration projects providing further evidence (Olivier, Willoughby

1996, Roberts 2008). Changes to the thermal performance of the building fabric need to

tackle two sources of heat loss: heat lost through the fabric by conduction and radiation

(accounting for about 80% of heat loss in unimproved UK housing) and heat lost by

convection through the infiltration of cold outside air replacing warm internal air,

accounting for about 20% (Lowe, Oreszczyn 2008). The technical means to achieve this

include the application of insulation to ground floor, walls and roof; installation of high

performance glazing; work to minimise thermal bridging; improving airtightness and

providing controlled ventilation; installation of low- and zero-carbon technologies (LZCs)

to provide heat and electricity (Table 1.1) (Johnston et al. 2005, Boardman et al. 2005,

Roberts 2008).
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Table 1.1 Low- and zero-carbon technologies (LZCs) (Boardman et al. 2005)

Heat only Heat and electricity Electricity only

Low-carbon Heat pumps Community-scale combined

heat and power (CHP)

Micro-CHP

-

Zero-carbon Solar hot water

Biomass

CHP fuelled by waste or

biomass

Biomass micro-CHP

Photovoltaics (PV)

Wind

1.3.2 Refurbishment

The term ‘refurbishment’ is used in this thesis to be interchangeable with the classification

‘repair, maintenance and improvement (RMI)’, which is widely used in the construction

sector and in policy documents relating to construction, such as the Construction Statistics

Annual (CSA). The National Office of Statistics, which has the responsibility for data

collection for the CSA, defines RMI as:

work which is either repairing something that is broken, or maintaining it to an existing

standard. For housing output, this includes repairs, maintenance, improvements, house/flat

conversions, extensions, alterations, redecoration etc on existing housing.

(Office for National Statistics 2008, p. 252)

The CSA definition’s mention of ‘an existing standard’ is not intended to indicate

anything to do with energy performance of the building; rather, the term ‘standard’ is

here presumed to mean ‘ability to provide a service’ and ‘quality and durability of finish’.

The inclusion of ‘improvement’ in the definition of RMI indicates that the purpose may

also be to increase the quality and/or quantity of what was there before the works took

place. The technical options for reducing CO2 emissions from buildings include the

integration of low and zero-carbon technologies, all of which involve the integration of

new technology with an existing building and replacement or adaptation of its existing

energy infrastructure (eg meters, pipework, wiring, energy control systems).

The definition of RMI used in this thesis is therefore a development of the CSA definition,

aiming to be more specific about the different sub-categories of relevant work, and to
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include changes to energy systems, which are a particular concern in the context of low-

carbon refurbishment. The proposed definition is as follows:

The three different classes of activity grouped together within the category of repair,

maintenance and improvement (RMI) are defined as any of the following:

 work to fix or replace something that is already broken or so badly damaged that urgent

remedial action is required to prevent an accident or rapid deterioration to the building

fabric or the services provided by the building to its occupants (repair);

 work to prevent something breaking, working less well or causing damage in the event of

failure (maintenance);

 work to change the function of all or part of a building, eg to convert a house into two or

more flats (improvement)

 work to increase the quality or quantity of service provided by the building, eg by

increasing floor area (improvement)

 work to install new equipment which requires changes to the fabric of the building or its

service systems, including energy systems (improvement)

1.3.3 SME tradespeople

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are defined in various ways. The Enterprise

Directorate of the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform states that

‘there is no single definition, but in the Enterprise Directorate we define businesses

according to the number of employees they have. Micro-businesses are those with 0-9

employees, small businesses have 0-49 employees, medium-sized businesses have 50-249

employees, and large businesses 250+ employees. There are other definitions, for example,

that of The Companies Act 1985 or the European Definition of an SME.’ (Department for

Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform 2009)

The European Commission recommended changes to the definition of SMEs in 2003,

taking account of the changing economic realities within the EU and adding two financial

criteria to add to the headcount criterion (European Commission 2003).
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In this study of housing refurbishment, a definition of SME based solely on headcount is

taken to be adequate, as there is a predominance of micro and small businesses in this

sub-sector of construction, rather than medium-sized enterprises (see chapter 3). Indeed,

the statistics gathered for the construction sector do not distinguish between firms with

over 80 employees (Office for National Statistics 2008), so the category boundaries for UK

construction statistics are not consistent with a definition of ‘medium’ covering 50 – 249

employees. If 80 employees is taken as a useful cut-off for head-count in construction,

then the head-count criterion on its own is probably sufficient for the purposes of this

research, as the financial criteria proposed by the UK government and the European

Commission are much more easily met by a firm with upto 80 employees than they are by

one with upto 250.

The term ‘tradesperson’ is used here to describe any manual worker or site supervisor in

construction-related trades, including general builders, specialist contractors (eg flat roof

constructors), plumbers, heating engineers, electricians and installers of low- and zero-

carbon technologies. This definition is explicitly limited to construction-related trades,

and is therefore less general than the one provided in the Oxford Compact English

Dictionary for ‘tradesman: a person engaged in trading or a trade, typically on a small

scale.’ Notwithstanding possible accusations of political correctness, the gender-

indeterminate ‘tradesperson’ is preferred here to the more commonly used term

‘tradesman’.

In this thesis ‘SME tradesperson’ is therefore taken to mean:

any manual worker or site supervisor working in construction-related trades in a firm of

upto 80 employees, including general builders, specialist contractors (eg flat roof

constructors), plumbers, heating engineers, electricians and installers of LZCs

The larger SME construction firms employ managers and other non-manual workers,

although project managers and company directors often have knowledge and experience

of one or more manual trade. Where the distinction between manual workers and their

managers is important to the argument, the terms ‘tradesperson’ and ‘manager’ or ‘project

manager’ are used; where the distinction is not important and the context is clear, the
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term ‘SME tradesperson’ is used to mean any on-site worker in a construction SME,

whether working ‘on the tools’ or in a supervisory role.

1.4 Models and scenarios

Several publications since 2003 have used computer models and scenarios to quantify the

scale of the challenge of climate change mitigation for the UK, and assess the technical

potential for emissions reductions. These include several studies of the housing sector in

isolation (Johnston 2003, Johnston, Lowe & Bell 2005, Boardman et al. 2005, Shorrock,

Henderson & Utley 2005, Centre for Sustainable Energy 2008) and other studies focused

on the UK-wide energy system (Skea et al. 2009). All of these studies broadly agree that

the technical potential for improved efficiency in the residential sector is very large, using

currently available and ‘near market-ready’ technology. This is not to say that improved

technology would not be beneficial, but the fact that simulations can achieve these results

without assuming major technical innovations shows that the challenge is primarily about

technology deployment, rather than a lack of suitable products and materials. The

importance of reducing the impact from new housing is in not adding to the problem,

whereas real reductions in emissions can only come from the existing stock, where the

potential for improvement is large (Figure 1.1).

There is no intention to suggest that this is an easy transition to manage, nor to deny the

many risks associated with it. However, the alternatives - such as wide-scale conversion

to all-electric domestic energy systems and low-carbon energy supply - are neither easy or

risk-free either (Speirs et al. 2010).
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Figure 1.1 A scenario for 75% reductions in CO2 emissions from UK housing stock by 2050, showing
the relative importance of refurbishment and new house-building (Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution 2007)

1.5 Justification of study

The logic of first reducing energy demand before finding supply technologies with low

environmental impact is justified in terms of cost, overall efficiency and the best use of

highly diffuse renewable energy resources (Schipper, Meyers 1992). However, despite

positive financial paybacks for many energy efficiency measures, the technical potential is

a long way from being met (Committee on Climate Change 2009a, b).

Rather than seek solely economic explanations for this state of affairs, this thesis takes a

broadly socio-technical approach, in which the complex inter-relationships between

people and the material world are viewed as inseparable elements in what Thomas

Hughes describes as the ‘seamless web’ of technology and human behaviour (Hughes

1986). The socio-technical systems approach takes account of multiple influences on

decision-making about adoption of technology, and the consequent evolution of

behaviour and customary practice among users, producers and installers of technology.

Costs, returns and paybacks are one aspect of the system that needs to be taken into

account, but there are many others besides. The key factors governing future change are

not assumed at the outset, but are allowed to emerge from the research.
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Housing and energy in the UK are both complex fields with a large number of interested

organisations in the public, private and voluntary sectors, as well as civil society. Housing

brings together numerous areas of public concern and political debate, including

primarily social concerns (eg right to shelter, social welfare), primarily economic concerns

(affordability of housing, house price inflation), and environmental concerns (impacts of

energy and water consumption, waste, land-use and biodiversity). Stakeholders include

tenants, property owners, housing managers, local authorities, estate agents, mortgage

lenders and installers of energy efficiency measures.

Of all the possible perspectives from which the question of low-carbon housing could be

investigated, why choose the role of small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the

construction industry? Firstly, there is the question of scale and potential reach. Some

£24bn was spent on housing RMI in 2007, dwarfing all budgets aimed specifically at

improving energy efficiency, installing microgeneration technology or making household

energy more affordable (Killip 2008a). Yet, despite this market dominance, the role of

SMEs is very rarely researched in relation to more sustainable energy systems in homes,

despite the fact that the little work that has been done on SMEs suggests that they are

highly influential in the decisions that get taken about what measures and equipment to

install in people’s homes (Banks 2001). This situation is indicative of a strong tendency in

the debates around energy and housing to view energy-related decision-making in the

domestic sector as separate (at least in theory) from other kinds of decisions. The potential

for integrating energy-efficiency at the same time as carrying out other (non-energy

related) works is recognised among the energy efficiency community (Energy Saving

Trust 2010b) but that has not significantly changed the way in which policy and

programmes treat energy-related decisions as stand-alone choices (Energy Efficiency

Partnership for Homes 2008, 2009).

However, if one accepts that the long-term CO2 reduction target of at least 80% cuts needs

to be met, then the kinds of refurbishment projects which are currently the preserve of a

handful of pioneers need to be carried out at the level of the market for RMI (Killip

2008b). Taking this logic further, if low-carbon needs to become mainstream, then an

investigation of the existing mainstream is a valid starting point for research. The pace
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and scale of the transformation required are such that resources (people and money) need

to be deployed at the level of this mainstream market, rather than at the much lower level

of policies and programmes which are narrowly focused on energy-related installations.

The focus on the wider construction industry and the mature market for RMI services can

therefore be justified in various ways, but the other important dimension is the change

that is implicit in the long-term climate change targets. A key question in this research is

whether and how the SME construction industry can adapt to a future market, in which

low-carbon is required. That is not the reality of the market as it operates now but, if it

were to become so, would the mainstream be able to adapt?

Part of this logic of mainstreaming is an underlying assumption that the market, suitably

framed by policies, has the capacity to adapt to and deliver this new, socially-defined

objective. The corollary of that assumption is that policy can be designed and

implemented in such a way that the market does what is needed. Thus, although the

research takes the dominant actors in the existing market as its starting point, the debate

involves possible new entrants, the requirements of learning and adaptation, and the role

and influence of policy.

1.6 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 sets out why a narrow focus on cost and payback is insufficient to explain the

complexities involved in doing low-carbon housing refurbishment, and outlines an

approach based on the theory of socio-technical systems (STS). The analytical framework

for the thesis draws upon several branches of STS: the Transitions literature characterises

complex systems as they change; Market Transformation provides insights for analysing a

transition which is being driven by policy goals, and for which a mature existing market

could be enrolled. The analytical approach of Actor-Network Theory (ANT) is shown to

be particularly relevant to situations where a complex system is made up of very large

numbers of small-scale decision-makers, and where things as well as people have an

impact on decisions.

Chapter 3 is broadly descriptive of the UK housing stock, its energy consumption and

CO2 emissions, and the activities of both policy and industry in trying to reduce both
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those key environmental impacts. As part of this descriptive scene-setting, chapter 3 also

includes a visualisation of the institutional actor-network using social network analysis

software (Pajek) to map the relationships between key organisations.

There are then 4 results chapters, using a variety of research methods.

Chapter 4 investigates the technical complexity and associated risks of doing low-carbon

housing refurbishment, based on a literature review and evidence from case studies of

low-carbon refurbishment projects, including a discussion of real-word constraints which

are sometimes ignored in computer models and scenarios. The implications for

knowledge, site management and contractual relationships in construction are

introduced.

Chapter 5 explores the ‘demand’ side of the market. The argument of this chapter follows

the underlying logic of Market Transformation - that consumers should be able to

purchase the goods and services they want, but the goods and services need to deliver

reduced environmental impact in operation. This discussion leads to the question of how

much latent potential is being missed currently, because of the assumption enshrined in

policies and programmes that energy efficiency is only ever a ‘stand alone’ investment

decision. A simple spreadsheet model of the potential for integrating low-carbon works

into ‘normal’ or mainstream RMI projects is used to estimate the size of this latent market.

Chapter 6 explores the ‘supply’ side of the market through a series of interviews with

SME firms in the construction industry, characterising their custom and practice at work,

and their customary responses to innovation. There may be a latent opportunity to carry

out low-carbon works at the same time as other works are being carried out, but there

may be good reasons why the opportunities are not being taken. The dynamics of

decision-making from the contractors’ point of view are explored here.

Chapter 7 records evidence from relevant case studies of innovative practice by firms in

response to the climate change agenda as it relates to housing refurbishment. It

characterises different types of innovation in the construction industry, and then discusses

how the nature of innovation in this sector has implications for standard-setting and

compliance.
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Chapter 8 brings together the conclusions from chapters 4 – 7 and puts forward a

proposal for making low-carbon housing refurbishment mainstream, taking account of

the complexity, risks, operation of the market, and the nature of innovation in this sector.

It highlights particular challenges that any such proposal needs to overcome, and makes a

number of recommendations for further research as well as drawing overall conclusions.
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2 Analytical framework and methodology

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a framework for considering the research question from a ‘socio-

technical systems’ (STS) perspective, as a way to capture the complexity of the research

topic. It draws together key insights and concepts from a number of different branches of

the STS tradition, and shows how each is relevant to the research topic and how each fits

in to an overarching framework, which treats the technological and the social as co-

created.

The related topic of innovation is also discussed, because the term ‘innovation’ is often

used to be synonymous with ‘technology’, but here its use needs to be broadened to

include the social aspects of change (ie changes to processes and practices rather than

simply the introduction of new products), so that the use of ‘innovation’ fits better with

the socio-technical systems approach, and the labour-intensive nature of domestic

refurbishment work.

Finally, the chapter sets out the overall methodology used in the thesis, including case

study analysis, computer modelling, and semi-structured interviews.

2.2 Limitations of cost-benefit analysis

The technical potential for improvement in the energy performance and CO2 emissions

from UK housing is not being met, despite the conclusion from numerous studies that

investment in energy efficiency is a cost-effective choice to make, with accumulated

savings outweighing capital invested over the life of technologies and creating a negative

value on marginal abatement cost analysis (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1Marginal abatement cost curve for technical options in the UK residential sector (Committee
on Climate Change 2008) p. 221

In many instances, however, the observed behaviour in markets confounds the cost-

benefit analysis, suggesting that the reality is more complex than a simple balance of

income or savings weighed against expenditure (Jaffe, Stavins 1994). Conventional

economics offers a number of explanations, including the lack of perfect information

behind decision-making; the ‘transaction costs’ of researching and making decisions; the

application by consumers of high discount rates, which mean that investments can rarely

be justified on the basis of future cost reductions (Sutherland 1991).

However, explanations which seek to explain things solely (or primarily) in terms of cost

have been criticised for ignoring important contextual factors, leading to different

typologies of ‘barriers’ to greater resource efficiency (eg Reddy 1991, Eyre 1997). These

include the cost-based market failures discussed in the economics literature, but also

barriers at the level of institutions (eg governments), organisations (especially firms), and

individuals (behavioural barriers) (Weber 1997).
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Conceptually, the ‘barriers’ model is useful in identifying the variety of issues involved,

but it offers little in the way of finding solutions. It can also lead to compartmentalisation,

in which each barrier is viewed in isolation, rather than as an integral component of a

wider system (Reddy 1991). The danger with this approach is that efforts to tackle barriers

one at a time may prove unproductive, so long as the influence of remaining barriers

remains strong. A more systemic and strategic approach is needed to match the

multiplicity and complexity of the issues at play.

2.3 Socio-technical systems

2.3.1 Products and services as system components

The concept of a ‘socio-technical system’ grew out of a series of intensely productive

collaborations in the 1980s between sociologists of science and historians of technology,

which led to a body of case studies and more general theorising about the relationship

between science and technology (Bijker, Hughes & Pinch 1987, Bijker, Law 1992). The

distinction between science and technology ultimately foundered as the complexities

emerged, with the need also identified to include social actors and institutions: all these

elements, which were thought to be distinct at the outset, were later conceived to be

inseparable components of the ‘seamless web’ of socio-technical systems (Hughes 1986).

An academic endeavour which started to debate the meaning of science and technology

ended up using terms such as ‘network’ and ‘systems’ to express not only the fluid

boundary between science and technology (eg Murray 2002) but also between science-

technology and society (eg Geels 2005).

Fleck and Howells (2001) analysed eleven definitions of ‘technology’ from dictionaries

and scholars working in different disciplines, concluding that ‘in every definition of

technology, there is an artefactual component which is embedded into a specific pattern

of human activity and organizational or social context.’ (Fleck, Howells 2001, p.524). They

propose the term ‘technology complex’ as a check-list of different factors from the

physical to the cultural which are required in varying degrees to explain what any given

technology is. They also note ‘a tendency to privilege the artefact and underestimate the

work necessary to build in the “soft” elements of the technology complex’ (Fleck, Howells
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2001, p.530). A similar point is made by Rip and Kemp (1998), who refer to the idea of

technology as tool, commenting that ‘[t]echnology is often thought of as coming in from

the outside, diffusing, and being taken up for its overt function.’ (Rip, Kemp 1998, p.330).

But these authors show that technology does not exist in isolation and they emphasise the

importance of the underlying linkages to the social context of technology in their phrase ‘a

configuration that works’ (Rip, Kemp 1998, p.330).

The ‘soft’, social dimensions of technology can refer to users of that technology, but also

to those whose working lives are engaged in delivering or installing technology. In

labour-intensive industries, which are (by definition) concerned with processes as much

as with products, the installers of technology can be very influential in shaping the

‘configuration that works’ (Banks 2001).

2.3.2 Systemic change

Changes to a socio-technical system may be driven by technology but need not necessarily

be so, and, as Arthur (1999) illustrates with the case of competing technologies for motor

vehicles, ‘it is often a mistake to explain adoption by the “superiority” of the technology,

as is traditional’ (Arthur 1999, p. 107). Any innovation – whether of product or process –

will have impacts on the entirety of the socio-technical system into which it needs to be

integrated in order to be effective and ‘there is a potential economic inefficiency of

outcome.’ (Arthur 1999, p. 107). The outcome of the process is also inherently unknowable

in advance (Arthur 1999, p. 107).

The emergence of motor vehicles (whatever their engine technology) is an example of

what Rotmans (2005) calls ‘system innovations’, and which he defines in contrast to

smaller-scale ‘standard’ innovations: ‘system innovations span a much longer timeframe,

are surrounded by great uncertainties, affect a wide range of fields and do not focus

primarily on a (latent) market demands [sic], but on the development of public goods and

services for which a properly-functioning market is yet to be found.’ (Rotmans 2005, p.

12). This distinction between ‘system’ and ‘standard’ innovations is related to scale: a

small niche market may be large enough to support a small number of specialist service-

providers without the need for systemic innovation. But, where there is a perceived need
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to extend that market beyond a small niche, the process of change is quite different,

implying the creation of a new market, not simply the matching of demand and supply.

2.4 Transitions

2.4.1 Origins, precedents and applications

Transitions1 is a branch of the socio-technical systems literature which focuses on dynamic

processes of change. Its evidence base comes primarily from historic case studies carried

out by various scholars (eg Bijker 1995, Geels 2005, Hughes 1983), from which

generalisations and theoretical models have been derived, critiqued and refined (eg Rip,

Kemp 1998, Rotmans, Kemp & van Asselt 2001, Geels 2004, Loorbach 2007, Smith 2007,

Schot, Geels 2008). The concept of ‘transition’ applies to systemic problems which are

‘embedded in infrastructure, institutions and paradigms of business and behaviour’

(Bergman, Whitmarsh & Köhler 2008, p.2).

Transitions emerged as a school of thought in its own right in Holland in the 1990s,

drawing on the earlier work of scholars working on socio-technical systems (eg Kemp,

Schot & Hoogma 1998, Geels 2002). As its name suggests, the Transitions literature

focuses on dynamic processes of change in sociotechnical systems. Relevant case studies

include the electrification of industrial societies (Hughes 1983); the ‘social construction’ of

the safety bicycle, Bakelite and fluorescent lighting (Bijker 1995); the shift from sail to

steam in powering ships (Geels 2002); and the development of the public water supply in

the Netherlands in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Geels 2005). Building on the

work of earlier proponents of sociotechnical systems, the new direction with Transitions is

the focus on drawing generalisations from the historical evidence provided by case

studies (eg Geels 2004, Berkhout 2002, Rotmans 2005).

1 To avoid confusion, this thesis adopts a spelling convention: ‘Transitions’ with a capital T denotes the
theory of sociotechnical change and its associated literature; ‘transition’ with a lower case t denotes an
instance of this type of change in the real world, whether observed or hypothetical.
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2.4.2 Multi-Level Perspective (MLP)

One productive concept in this field is the multi-level perspective (MLP), which provides

a conceptual framework at the micro-, meso- and macro-levels (Kemp, Schot & Hoogma

1998), and which has been subsequently refined (Schot, Geels 2008, Geels 2002). Niches

(micro-level) are portrayed as the primary source of new ideas, which struggle to

influence or usurp the dominant regime (meso-level); on a longer time trajectory, there are

macro-level factors (the landscape) which shape all the micro- and meso-level activity

(Geels 2004). The ways in which influence and effect are mediated across the three levels

are intended to account for the complexity of significant systemic changes or transitions

(Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Multi-level perspective on Transitions (Schot, Geels 2008, p. 546)
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The socio-technical regime is represented by Schot and Geels as an irregular hexagon,

with six key components: markets and user preferences; industry; policy; technology;

culture; science (Figure 2.2). The shape of the irregular hexagon changes in the diagram

from left to right under the influence of a niche-innovation breaking through: the hexagon

changes shape but remains recognisably a hexagon, reflecting the ‘dynamic stability’

described in the accompanying text.

The terms ‘niche’, ‘regime’ and ‘landscape’ in the MLP do not have formal definitions – a

lack which has drawn criticism (eg Genus, Coles 2008) – but, notwithstanding the lack of

formal rigour, a general consensus does seem to exist about what is being discussed

(Table 2.1). The literature contains elements of definitions, for example the assertion that

niches and regimes are ‘similar kinds of structures, although different in size and stability

[but …] the sociotechnical landscape is a different kind of structure. […] While niches and

regimes work through sociological structuration, sociotechnical landscapes do not

determine, but provide deep-structural “gradients of force” that make some actions easier

than others’ (Geels, Schot 2007, p.402-403).

Table 2.1 Comparison of characterisations of niche, regime, landscape (sources: Ref 1 = Rotmans,
Kemp & van Asselt 2001; ref 2 = Geels 2004; ref 3 =Bergman, Whitmarsh & Köhler 2008)

Ref Niche (micro-level) Regime (meso-level) Landscape (macro-level)

1 The niche level …

relates to individual

actors and

technologies, and local

practices.

… relates to dominant

practices, rules and shared

assumptions … -for the

most part geared towards

optimising rather than

transforming systems.

… relates to … material

infrastructure, political

culture and coalitions, social

values, worldviews and

paradigms, the macro

economy, demography and

the natural environment.

2 Locations where it is

possible to deviate

from the rules in the

existing regime

Semi-coherent sets of

rules, which are linked

together. It is difficult to

change one rule, without

altering others

Material environments,

shared cultural beliefs,

symbols and values. […] They

form ‘gradients’ for action

3 Individual technologies

or actors outside or

peripheral to the

regime […] the loci for

radical innovation

Institutions, paradigms and

regulative subsystems

which tend to self-regulate

and oppose radical change

in the system

Slow, large-scale changes in

economic, ecological,

cultural and behavioural

trends
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Niches are identified as the commonest source of innovative ideas and practices, with

regime and landscape typically conceived of as encompassing forces, which are typically

(but not uniformly) resistant to change (Geels 2004). However, as was summarised in a

review of the first decade’s work in this area, ‘[n]iche innovations are rarely able to bring

about regime transformation without the hold of broader forces and processes. This

conclusion led to a search for conceptualisations that linked niche internal and external

processes.’ (Schot, Geels 2008, p.545).

2.4.3 Transitions Management (TM) and Strategic Niche Management

(SNM)

The interactions between niche and regime actors have become the focus of a branch of Transitions
called Strategic Niche Management (SNM) and Transitions Management (TM), which combines
aspects of socio-technical systems with evolutionary economics (Schot, Geels 2008, p. 539), arguing that
technical innovators do not simply present their innovation to other actors in the hope that they will
choose to take it up, but that those same innovators ‘also try to shape the selection process itself’
(Schot, Geels 2008, p. 539). Much of SNM therefore focuses on the ‘soft’ side of socio-technical systems,
and highlights the need to create shared visions, foster a culture of learning, and facilitate networks of
actors. These tasks are presented by Schot and Geels as the source of many policy dilemmas,
underlining the need for good management in steering change and reflecting the essentially ‘messy’
nature of policy-making (

Table 2.2).

TM and SNM can both be seen as evolutionary developments of the ideas first set out by

Rip and Kemp in 1998, but which were subsequently found to place too much emphasis

on the processes of technology development at the micro-level and not enough on the

wider context in which technological innovation takes place (Kemp, Schot & Hoogma

1998, Loorbach 2007, Schot, Geels 2008).

Smith takes this idea further, arguing that it is not only niche-innovators who lobby for

their particular preferred ‘solution’, but that regime actors can also use niches to further

innovative policy objectives within the regime, even though the totality of the regime may

Table 2.2 Policy dilemmas for niche development (Adapted from Schot, Geels 2008, p. 549)

Issues Policy dilemmas

Expectations,

vision

Be flexible, engage in iterative visioning exercises BUT … stick to the

vision, persist when the going gets tough
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Variety of

innovation

Create variety to facilitate broad learning BUT … too much variety dilutes

precious resources, creates uncertainty and may delay

choices/commitments (eg by consumers, policy makers)

Scale of

innovation

‘Bottom-up’, step-wise learning has disadvantages in being slow and

incremental BUT … big breakthroughs carry bigger risks if they fail and

may be mis-aligned with the selection environment

Incumbents Incumbent actors have resources, competence and ‘mass’ BUT … also

have vested interests against radical innovations

Incubating

innovation

Protection is needed to enable nurturing of niche-innovations BUT …

over-protection might lead to limited exposure to selection pressures

(and the danger of creating white elephants)

Niche-regime

interaction

Wait for ‘cracks’ in the regime, and then vigorously stimulate niche-

innovations … OR use niche experiences to influence regime actors and

actively create cracks in the regime

be resistant to change (Smith 2007). Citing Lovell’s case studies of eco housing niches

(Lovell 2004), Smith suggests that these iconic, mould-breaking developments ‘provide

the kind of “ready made” solutions that help ground policy rhetoric.’ (Smith 2007, p.432).

Whether such niche influences on the regime are ultimately effective is unknowable until

after the event, leading to an observation that the beginning and end points of what

researchers choose to present as ‘transitions’ are highly subjective (Genus, Coles 2008).

Where the topic of research is still in a state of development – as with any work related to

2050 climate change targets – it is not possible to know if a full transition is happening

because the process is still under way (Rotmans, Kemp & van Asselt 2001).

2.4.4 Emergent versus teleological (target-driven) transitions

Rotmans observes that ‘[i]n the diverse literature on transitions, the term is usually not

defined, but simply used as an umbrella for a multiplicity of phenomena’ (Rotmans 2005,

p.15). He offers a typology of different transitions and a set of three dichotomies, by

which a transition type may be defined. Firstly, there is the distinction between

‘teleological’ (target-driven) and ‘emergent’ transitions. Some transitions arise where a

prescribed or anticipated end-point is well known but the process or trajectory is not

known. In contrast, some transitions simply emerge as the dynamics of the sociotechnical

system evolve. The transitions literature has been built on a body of evidence from
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emergent transitions: target-driven transitions are a significant gap (Schot, Geels 2008).

Secondly, Rotmans distinguishes between ‘high coordination’ and ‘low coordination’

transitions, where ‘coordination’ refers to the degree of ‘interference from the

government’ (Rotmans 2005, p. 17). The final characteristic identified by Rotmans is

‘aggregation’, where high aggregation denotes a strong integration of the transition across

a domain or sector, and low aggregation denotes a weaker level of integration (Rotmans

2005). This typology is not without its problems. The phrase ‘interference from the

government’ can be read to imply a laissez-faire attitude to markets, where the term

‘strong leadership’ might be preferred by someone more in favour of regulation. The use

of dichotomies suggests over-rigid, ‘black-and-white’ categories but it helps, nonetheless,

to refine the definition of ‘transition’ and provides some useful insights. Most notably for

this thesis, Rotmans’ typology allows him to reflect that most of the case-study work in

the literature has analysed ‘less aggregated, barely coordinated, emergent transitions.’

(Rotmans 2005, p.17). In contrast, the shift to a low-carbon housing stock is target-driven

and, if it is to be consistent with 2050 CO2 reduction targets, needs a high degree of

coordination and aggregation. Thus, the subject of this thesis is a type of transition which

is as different in kind as it is possible to be from the bulk of the case studies in the

literature.

The role of policy in shaping future change has been addressed by more recent research in

the Transitions tradition. Smith summarises his own and others’ work on the role of

policy by saying that ‘[p]olicy interventions may be needed in order to articulate regime

tensions into a clear pressure for change’ (Smith 2007, p. 430). Quoting Raven, Smith

points out that opportunities for niches to influence regimes are greatest when the niche is

relatively stable and the regime is relatively unstable. However, the reverse situation is

much more common. To take the theoretical debate forward, Smith suggests a new focus

on the ‘translation of socio-technical practices between niche and regime’ (Smith 2007, p.

431), meaning that influence (‘translation’) should be viewed as bi-directional. Smith uses

a case study on eco-housing featuring the now iconic BedZED development by Bill

Dunster Architects and BioRegional for the Peabody Trust, completed in 2002. The case

study account reveals all the many reasons why volume housebuilders proved resistant to

replicating the BedZED example. On this evidence, the ‘translation’ process does not work
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easily from niche to regime. However, there may be more indirect paths of influence.

BedZED was not perfect, but it did show significant environmental benefits compared to

its peers (Chance 2009). In some ways, the project’s basic success was in getting built at all

and providing incontrovertible evidence that there is another, better, way. The example of

BedZED (and other pioneering projects before and since) has not so far led to widespread

change in the construction industry but the policy announcement in 2007 that ‘all new

homes are to be zero-carbon by 2016’ was made in a context where pioneers such as

BedZED were known about (Department for Communities and Local Government 2007).

That is not to claim any particular strength of influence for BedZED, but merely to say

that it was one supporting influence among many others: history may yet judge that it did

influence the regime in a lasting way.

The pioneering demonstration project is a common enough tool in the mobilisation of

support for new ideas and new practices in this field, with many good practice guides and

case studies published over several decades (eg Olivier, Willoughby 1996, Sustainable

Energy Academy 2007). The degree of influence can be limited in relation to mass

markets, however, especially in the short term (eg Hamilton, Killip 2009). A fruitful area

of new research in the Transitions field might be to use case studies to begin to analyse the

dynamics of influence between niche and regime, as Smith suggests, and notwithstanding

Rotmans’ observation that it is impossible to know if a transition is occurring while the

process is still ongoing.

The Transitions literature helps frame two key questions. Firstly, what initiatives might help stimulate
and shape a shift in mainstream market practice towards low-carbon refurbishment of housing? And,
secondly, how might the policy dilemmas (

Table 2.2) manifest themselves in the field of low-carbon housing refurbishment, and how

might they be managed?

2.5 Market Transformation

2.5.1 Overview

Market Transformation (MT) is an approach to policy-making and programme design,

which aims to improve the environmental performance of whole stocks of resource-

consuming products or new buildings in a market economy (Geller, Nadel 1994). MT
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adopts an approach that is rooted in the workings of existing markets and limits itself to

improving efficiency, rather than making reductions in resource consumption in absolute

terms, but the efficiency gains have a significant contribution to make, nonetheless

(Fawcett, Boardman 2009).

MT can therefore be viewed as an approach that is relevant to a particular kind of

transition – one that is mediated through existing markets and is teleological or target-

driven.

Some of the common themes of the MT approach are the provision of information to help

consumers make informed choices at point of sale; rewards and incentives for innovation

at the best-performing end of the market; and mandatory minimum standards of

performance (Hinnells, Boardman 2008).

2.5.2 MT in appliance markets

The application of MT principles in different market contexts has yielded significant

increases in the sales of more energy efficient models, as illustrated by the sales data and

key policy interventions over time for condensing boilers (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 Penetration of condensing boilers in the domestic boiler market, 1990 – 2006, showing MT
policy interventions (using data from Utley, Shorrock 2008)

The energy performance of whole stocks of products can thus be transformed over time,

with the length of time required being a function of the ‘natural’ replacement cycle for the

product in question. Condensing boilers may have reached 100% of sales from 2005, but

the less efficient boilers in the stock still predominate (Figure 2.4). There is an implicit

acknowledgement that the transformation of such large stocks of appliances will take

many years.

The detail of individual programmes to improve the stocks of different appliances takes

account of the technical design of the appliance and the condition of the market for it

before MT interventions. Thus a programme to transform the stock of fridges will be

different in several ways from a programme to improve the efficiency of light bulbs

(Geller, Nadel 1994, Boardman et al. 1995, Boardman et al. 1997, Palmer, Boardman 1998).

Background research and stakeholder engagement for the market in question are

important early steps in the process (International Energy Agency 2000, p.30). In mixed

market economies, MT is widely seen as a robust and successful approach to policy-

making, partly through addressing market failures (in the classical economic analysis)

and partly through close working with manufacturers to identify and incentivise technical
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Figure 2.4. UK Stocks of condensing and non-condensing boilers, 1980 – 2006 (using data from Utley,
Shorrock 2008)

innovation (eg Hinnells, Boardman 2008, International Energy Agency 2003).

Nowadays, MT is a well-established approach in European appliance markets, but it is

worth re-visiting some of the complexity and uncertainty that was found in the early days

of appliance energy labelling, as there are many relevant insights for the current situation

with housing refurbishment.

When labelling was first introduced for cold appliances (fridges, freezers and fridge-

freezers) in 1995, a mandatory minimum standard was scheduled for 1999, ie the standard

was announced in advance. The minimum standard was designed to achieve a 15%

improvement in efficiency compared to the appliance average of 1992, although a

technical study for the European Union had identified a potential for improving efficiency

by 56% with existing technology (and upto 83% with technical innovation, such as

vacuum insulation). A commitment to revise the standards periodically was also made,

underlining the strategy of industry engagement and continual improvement over time,

which is now well established. Taking the example of upright freezers, revised standards

to 2020 are projected to bring a two-thirds reduction in average energy consumption per

appliance, compared with the 1996 figure of 392 kWh per year (Boardman et al. 1997) –

see Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Projected energy consumption for new cold appliances by appliance group, 2000 – 2020
(Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 2008)

There were many sources of uncertainty over what the real effect of the label might be.

Poor installation (eg in fitted kitchens without adequate ventilation to dissipate heat, or

placed next to a cooker) had been shown to increase energy consumption by upto 160%,

while the popular ‘frost-free’ feature on fridges could add upto 45% (Boardman et al.

1997). Manufacturers and consumers both thought at the outset that more efficient

appliances would be more expensive, although there was in fact no observed correlation

in the end, because non-energy-related features of the market had a stronger effect. These

included improved efficiency of production processes, strong price competition in the

mid-range products, and ‘premium’ features such as curved ‘American’ styling

(Boardman et al. 1997).

There were similarly concerns about the number of old appliances remaining in the stock

through the second-hand market, and about how intelligible the label was for those with

low levels of literacy and numeracy. Retail staff were found to be highly influential in the

purchasing decision process, and their own motivations were in some cases not related to

the energy efficiency of the appliance, but to do with other commercial incentives, notably

the commission earned from selling extended warranties on certain models. Retailer
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companies also exercised influence by their choice of which products to stock and which

to actively promote (Boardman et al. 1997).

The MT approach is based on research of different kinds: exploring the technical potential

for improvement in energy efficiency; an analysis of the market for the appliance group in

question; and research on consumers’ purchasing behaviour and the dynamics of

decision-making. Minimum energy performance standards (including future standards)

are developed in the light of this research, which also has a bearing on the timescale over

which change is expected to take place, typically based on analysis of appliance

replacement cycles. The setting of standards can include activities such as competitions

(where voluntary standards are set to challenge innovation among the best-performing

models), as well as negotiations between stakeholders on the setting of mandatory

standards. Manufacturers then produce new appliance designs, which undergo testing

before moving on to full-scale production. With appliances, the responsibility for

producing the energy label also resides with the manufacturer (although the retailer has a

role in ensuring that it is displayed). The whole process is iterative, with new rounds of

activity being informed by the results of previous rounds (Figure 2.6).

By involving industry and policy stakeholders in an open process of consultation and

decision-making, it has been possible to improve the energy efficiency of products

available for purchase and to keep up the momentum for continued improvement at a

pace which is achievable.
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Figure 2.6. Iterative MT system for developing and delivering energy efficiency standards in appliance
markets.

2.5.3 Description and application of Market Transformation toolkits for

appliances

The development of Market Transformation policies and programmes has led to the

emergence of a ‘toolkit’ of policies and programme activities, which may be combined in

different ways to achieve improvements in energy efficiency across a stock of products.

Research into the workings of the existing market is needed to inform a workable choice

of interventions, with three broad strands to the research task: market analysis, technical

analysis and analysis of consumer preferences and purchasing behaviour. This research

can then be used to design policy interventions, within four broad categories: information
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for consumers and retailers (energy labels); minimum performance standards;

procurement initiatives; financial incentives to promote the best-performing products

(Boardman et al. 1995 appendix D, p.145). Definitions of these terms are given in Table

2.3.

Table 2.3. Definitions of MT tools as applied to appliances (Adapted from International Energy
Agency 2000, 2003)

Term Definition

Labels Markings, with supporting promotion and directories, which show

products’ energy use or efficiency according to a common measure.

Comparison labels indicate the energy efficiency of a particular model

relative to similar models on the market, and are usually, though not

always, mandatory. Endorsement labels (or quality marks), affixed only on

models meeting or exceeding a certain efficiency level, indicate by their

presence models of superior efficiency. They are, by definition, voluntary.

Standards Mandatory programmes (regulations) stipulating the minimum efficiency

levels or maximum energy-use levels acceptable for products sold in a

particular country or region. […] Though standards are most often applied

to all products on a given market, the product coverage could conceivably

be a given percentage of products on the market, a market-wide average

or a manufacturer-based average.

Procurement A process whereby an organisation (typically a government or energy utility

company) creates demand for a new product (or for an improved standard

of performance of an existing product) by drawing up a specification for

manufacturers to meet. This may involve competitions rewarding the best

new models and/or agreements to purchase certain numbers of the best

new equipment.

Financial

incentive

Any policy which provides a monetary reward for increasing the number of

energy-efficient models on the market. They can be in the form of grants,

discounts, rebates, tax credits.

The most visible of these tools – the energy label – may use numbers, star ratings, an

arrow on a linear scale, or some other simple visual means, by which the consumer can

understand the rating for a particular product, as well as the possible range of
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performance throughout the market (International Energy Agency 2000, p.17). The

European energy label uses an A – G rating scale – extended to include A+ and A++ in

response to rapid industry innovation to improve performance - and the basic design

(including the seven coloured bands corresponding to A – G) has been retained through

successive applications to different product groups, each of which may have its own

classes of consumer-focused information, such as washing and spinning performance and

water consumption for washing machines (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7 Energy label for a washing machine

While labels are the most visible tools in the MT toolkit, it is the combination of different

tools in different contexts which provides the impact in the market. The DECADE report

proposes key indicators to help with policy selection for MT policy packages for new

appliances. These hinge on three questions:
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1. Is there a large efficiency spread on the market?

2. Are consumers aware of energy?

3. Is the technology stable? An unstable technology includes rapid but incremental

changes in technology (the short product life for video recorders), or where

fundamental changes to technology could occur (eg introduction of vacuum

panels for refrigeration)

Thus, a label may be a suitable and sufficient policy where there is a large range of

efficiencies and where consumer awareness is already high. A financial incentive in

addition to a label may be appropriate where consumers do not pay attention to energy at

the point of sale. Procurement is appropriate when the technical potential is much greater

than anything on the current market. Voluntary agreements may be better than regulation

where technology is not stable but changing fast. Standards are more appropriate where

technology is stable (Boardman et al. 1995).

If this logic is applied to UK housing refurbishment, a successful combination would

include labels, incentives, procurement and standards.

Markets also change over time, so there is a need for MT policies and programmes to be

dynamic and responsive. Within a specific service or end-use, there are several stages to

the evolution of a technology or product:

1. The exploration stage, in which inventions and experimental designs are

conceived and developed

2. Consolidation, when a limited range of dominant designs is established

3. Maturity, in which a range of standardised products is produced efficiently and

diffused widely into society, the emphasis shifting from product to process

innovation

4. Minor innovation and development of product families to capture new markets

5. Decline and replacement by products based on a new concept or technology, thus

beginning the evolutionary process again
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(Roy 1994, quoted in Boardman et al. 1997, p.26)

This evolutionary aspect of product development can be used to inform another

evolutionary process – that of improvement to performance across a whole stock of

appliances. By matching appropriate policies to different stages of product development,

an overall strategy for market transformation begins to emerge, which can be applied

iteratively (Table 2.4).

Table 2.4. Policy instruments for a market transformation strategy (Fawcett, Lane & Boardman 2000)

Sequence purpose Policy instruments

1 Make efficiency

transparent

First develop measurement standards, then

mandatory efficiency testing, usually followed by

labels or other means of ranking products

2 Build the market for

existing efficient

technologies, ie

promote best practice

Educate and inform consumers / retailers / installers

/ manufacturers on efficiency / environment issues

Provide economic incentives to increase sales:

rebates to consumers / retailers / installers /

manufacturers; differing VAT rates depending on

efficiency; increase price competition at efficient end

of market; aggregated purchase

3 Encourage new, super-

efficient technologies

Technology procurement

Research and development support

Set ambitious targets for the best category on the

energy label and revise regularly in conjunction with

minimum standards

4 Remove least efficient

appliances from market

Mandatory minimum standards

Industry agreements

2.5.4 Market Transformation and the housing stock

Buildings are different from electrical appliances in several important respects, with

implications for the means by which an MT approach might be applied. Firstly, buildings

are not traded goods, in the definition of the European Union, which means that there is
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not a common market for buildings across the EU member states, as there is for products

and certain services. Secondly, buildings often have long lives (Boardman et al. 2005),

with refurbishment and improvement works all being carried out over time to make a

building better suited to changing needs: in the UK, and in western industrial nations

more generally, the emphasis is on adapting and renovating old buildings (Brand 1995).

Demolition and new construction do take place in western industrial countries, of course,

but not on the same scale or on anything like the short timeframe that applies to

replacement cycles of domestic appliances (Boardman et al. 2005). The way in which the

stock of buildings changes over time is therefore not the same as for a stock of appliances:

building stocks are mainly renewed through refurbishment, whereas products are thrown

away (or recycled) and replaced (Fawcett, Boardman 2009). Finally, the question of how

an MT approach might apply to existing building stocks implies an integrated approach

for several different markets: markets for products (eg insulation, solar panels), but also

the markets for two important services – the building refurbishment service and the

building transaction service, ie property sales and rentals (Fawcett, Boardman 2009).

2.5.5 Influential actors and opportunities in purchasing decisions

In the early days of MT in fridge/freezer markets in the UK, a variety of marketing

materials, leaflets and other sources of information were developed to reinforce the

message on the label. Consumer surveys showed that the most influential actors in the

process of buying a new appliance were the retail sales staff, who guide consumers

towards their final purchasing decision. Other sources of information may also be

influential, especially where they reinforce the message from the salesperson, but buyers

are significantly swayed by the information provided by the sales staff (Strang 1996). To

make the most of MT for fridge/freezers it was key to engage with retail sales staff and

train them to promote sales ‘up the label’ (Boardman et al. 1997). Equally, where other

competing incentives exist (eg the incentive for sales staff to sell extended warranties),

these may need to be reduced or eliminated in order to achieve the desired effect.

In the housing refurbishment market a study of decision-making for boiler replacements

came to a broadly similar conclusion, with the influential actor in this case being the
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installer of the boiler (Banks 2001). Consumers were found generally to follow installer

recommendations, with only a small minority of consumers expressing strong preferences

for innovative technology. The installers themselves ‘have many good reasons to be

conservative in suggesting brands and models to householders’, creating a vicious circle

that tends to work against innovation and in favour of familiar, tried and tested products

(Banks 2000, p.22). This research was carried out at a time when condensing boilers

attracted cash incentives, but before the setting of a minimum standard: the volume of

sales for condensing boilers at the time was still low (Figure 2.3).

The actors who exercise strong influence over decision-making at the point of sale are key

to the success of the MT approach. Overcoming their resistance to the more efficient

technology can be a complex process in its own right, which the simple provision of

training may not be enough to overcome. Significant barriers may remain in the form of

doubts about technology reliability, scepticism about claimed performance or cost

penalties for the new products (Banks 2001). Overcoming these barriers requires a change

in attitude from the actors themselves, but that may be linked to changes elsewhere in the

system, for example through technical improvements from manufacturers, more attractive

(or better integrated) incentive schemes, and changes to government policy, notably the

setting of minimum standards.

A means of encompassing these multiple influences on decision-making is provided by

Actor-Network Theory, which is described and discussed in the next section.

2.6 Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

2.6.1 Overview

A shift towards low-carbon refurbishment will involve new kinds of service as well as

new products. Conceptually, the challenge is to change the routines, habits and working

practices of several installer groups, while also finding a way to fulfil the ‘integrator’ role

at the level of the whole home.
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What are the routines, habits and working practices that need to change? And what might

be the customary responses to proposals for change among the actors themselves? The

conservatism of the sector is well known but not insurmountable, as the introduction of

mandatory standards for condensing boilers shows.

Actor-network theory (ANT) is used here to investigate custom and practice, including

customary approaches to innovation and change. It can bring out the detail behind the

observation that actors have influence over others, which they exert in complex ways to

meet complex and often unexpressed assessments of ‘what is best’. An actor-network

approach allows patterns of interaction and influence to emerge. The risk of failure also

needs to be accounted for, and an actor-network is particularly well suited to this task, as

it portrays routines and habitual practices as the result of complex negotiations between

actors: new actors or new roles can undermine the fragile construct of ‘routine’, leading to

unintended consequences and unwanted outcomes. From a policy perspective,

understanding how and why negative consequences might come about can inform better

policy design and reduce the risks. The actor-network approach also allows for the fact

that the physical attributes of inanimate objects can have a direct effect on people doing

practical jobs. In housing refurbishment this is particularly important as the true extent of

the work in older homes is often only revealed when the work starts, with previously

hidden problems having to be dealt with unexpectedly. Thus, the building itself and the

products and materials that might be fitted to it as part of the refurbishment process are

key to the success of the work. An actor-network approach takes account of the ‘agency of

things.’

ANT focuses particular attention on the material world, and its most distinctive

proposition, compared to other social theories of change, is that inanimate objects can

shape the reality of complex socio-technical systems just as much as human actions can

(Latour 1991, Law 1992). ANT provides a framework for studying people and their

physical environment as parts of a socio-technical system and so lends itself to many

kinds of study on the environmental impacts of human activities (Murdoch 1997). A brief

summary of Michel Callon’s 1986 work on scallop fishing in St Brieuc Bay gives an

indication of what ANT is and does.
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This study (Callon 1986) investigated what happened when a group of research scientists

sought to intervene in the workings of the scallop fishery to improve its economic

viability. They proposed a switch to a non-native species of scallop, which they claimed

would be more productive than the native variety. However, the time it took for the new

shell-fish to mature, allied to unforeseen problems with the new scallops behaving

differently in relation to the ropes and nets used, ultimately led to the fishermen

harvesting the scallops before they had reached maturity, thus destroying the viability of

the project. In this study the actor-network included fishermen, two species of scallop,

research scientists, fishing equipment and the complex geography and ecology of St

Brieuc Bay. Callon’s analysis of why things did not go according to plan hinged on the

interactions of all these elements, including the different reactions of the two different

species of scallop to new equipment, and the refusal of the fishermen to behave as the

research scientists wanted them to behave.

2.6.2 Definitions

The novelty of the ANT approach has led to the coining of many new terms. The phrase

‘actor-network theory’ itself is acknowledged as being far from transparent, with all three

of the terms ‘actor’, ‘network’ and ‘theory’ being used in ways that require clarification

(Latour 1999). In ANT terminology ‘actants’ can be human or non-human – a counter-

intuitive notion to anyone familiar with conventional definitions of ‘actor’. However, this

blurring of the human/non-human lends ANT much of its explanatory power in studies

of the interaction between technology and behaviour. The use of the word ‘network’ is

equally unconventional: it is not intended as a metaphor borrowed from computer

science, meaning an ordered, hierarchical structure with a central hub linking several

remote or peripheral terminal points (Latour 1999). The ANT meaning is closer to the verb

‘network’ than the noun: it denotes a process of negotiation and interaction between

actants, rather like the informal conversations and chance encounters that take place at

meetings, conferences and other ‘networking’ events. In ANT, the networking includes

objects as well as people: thus an ‘actor-network’ is the sum of all the interactions and

influences between the actants in a system, whether they are human or non-human.
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Neither is ANT in fact a genuine theory, in the sense of making testable statements or

predictions. Instead, it can be seen as an analytical approach, built on the hypothesis that

fieldwork is more likely to lead to accurate descriptions of complexity in sociotechnical

systems if it takes account of the ‘agency of things’. The originators of ANT see it as an

approach to tracing influence between people and other actants as a way of

understanding the end result, that is the practices, technologies and institutions that we

observe and even take for granted in everyday life (Latour 1991, Callon 1986, Callon,

Latour 1981).

2.6.3 Application to distributed systems

ANT has typically been applied to research questions on environmental issues, including

work on agriculture (Morris 2004), gardening (Hitchings 2003), wetland management

(Burgess, Clark & Harrison 2000), and soil management (Ingram, Morris 2007). In energy

studies, ANT has been used to analyse the complex interactions that took place in the

process of installing a district heating system in Mjölby, a town in Sweden (Summerton

1992). It has also been used to explore how heating engineers behaved with the advent of

condensing boiler technology into their working lives (Banks 2001). All of these studies

have features in common: they focus on human interactions with the natural or built

environment in what may be termed ‘distributed’ systems, that is ones that are not

centralised and remotely managed, but where local resources (natural or man-made) are

experienced and managed locally. The contrast is with large technical systems (LTS),

characterised by large organisations and large-scale activities (such as infrastructure

projects), where decisions are made remotely from where their impacts will be felt, often

with far-reaching consequences. ANT typically applies on a smaller scale - more

individual, less institutional, and where decisions have a more immediate impact upon

the environment of the decision-makers themselves (Lovell 2005, pp.36-37). In this

typology, housing refurbishment is a highly distributed system. Its overall impact may be

large, because of the size of the stock, but the decision-making processes for

refurbishment are spread between millions of actors, not centralised under the control of a

large organisation, such as a utility company.
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2.6.4 Routines and habits

By placing a strong emphasis on the processes of negotiation between actants, ANT can

be seen as characterising all systems as constantly changing or unstable. The fact that

routines and habits do indeed exist in the real-world is addressed in ANT by the concepts

of ‘enrolment’ and ‘black-boxing’ (Callon 1986). Firstly, a distinction is drawn between

actants that are passive in the processes of translation and those that are active (‘active’

and ‘passive’ are terms which can apply to non-human actants as well as humans). The

active ones exert influence on other actants by assigning them roles. If those other actants

do indeed perform the role assigned to them, then they are said to be ‘enrolled’. On the

other hand, if an actant does not perform the role, then that actant is said to be ‘dissident’.

If an actor-network has no dissident members and all actants perform their assigned roles,

then that actor-network is said to be ‘black-boxed’ – that is, its effects are taken for

granted as routine and familiar habits of everyday life. Enrolment, dissidence and black-

boxing can alter over time in response to changes initiated by other actants in the actor-

network. A policy change is one example of such movement in the enrolment process: the

policy is itself an actant in ANT terminology, so revisions to policy will provoke a

response among other actants – either enrolment or dissidence. In this case, a revised

policy document could be viewed as an active actant, whose purpose is to enrol others in

a modification to the existing actor-network. Non-compliance with policy can be seen as

an expression of dissidence by one or more actants in the actor-network – possibly

through deliberate rule-breaking, or as the inadvertent effect of a lack of knowledge.

2.6.5 The agency of things and the (re-)making of routines

ANT presents conventional, routine behaviour as just one possible outcome among many

of a process of ‘translation’ among people and things in an actor-network. The method

proposed by ANT is to assume nothing at the outset and to assign equal importance to

both human and non-human actants. This is not to deny that humans have inherent

characteristics that inanimate objects do not share – language, intentionality, reflexivity.
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Rather, ANT is a deliberate attempt to separate the analytical tool from moral or ethical

debates and so allow the complex inter-dependence of the non-human and the human to

emerge more fully. It is perhaps the persistence of the human/non-human dualism in

many researchers’ minds that leads them to conclude that the ANT approach seeks to

promote non-human actors to equal status with humans on some moral compass. In fact,

ANT has nothing to say from a moral or ethical standpoint, as one of the originators of

ANT points out:

‘Actor-network theory is analytically radical in part because it treads on a set of

ethical, epistemological, and ontological toes. In particular, it does not celebrate

the idea that there is a difference in kind between people on the one hand, and

objects on the other. It denies that people are necessarily special. […] We need, I

think, to distinguish between ethics and sociology. The one may - indeed should -

inform the other, but they are not identical. To say that there is no fundamental

difference between people and objects is an analytical stance, not an ethical

position. And to say this does not mean that we have to treat the people in our

lives as machines.’ (Law 1992, p.382)

In other words, ANT posits that agency (the power to have effect) is different from

intentionality (Whatmore 1999, p.29). Humans have reflexive powers which allow them to

define their own purpose for acting in a certain way; other living beings, in contrast, are

governed by ‘blind’ forces of biology, chemistry and physics; for inanimate objects, the

biological dimension is absent. There is an implicit hierarchy here, with the inanimate

world subordinate to living things, and humans occupying a privileged position at the

top. In contrast, ANT is concerned with outcomes rather than intentions, and so does not

give a privileged position to humans because of their capacity to act with purpose.

Indeed, ANT proposes that the material world has a large influence on outcomes, whether

humans wish it or not. ANT proposes that the agency of people and things together reveal

more about the way the world is than an account based solely on human intentions. Not

only that, but the non-intentional agency of things is actually quite robust:
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‘[S]ome materials are more durable than others and so maintain their relational

patterns for longer. Imagine a continuum. Thoughts are cheap but they don't last

long, and speech lasts very little longer. But when we start to perform relations -

and in particular when we embody them in inanimate materials such as texts and

buildings - they may last longer.’

(Latour 2005, p.387, emphasis in original)

Latour is at pains to point out that durability is relative, not absolute: the inclusion of

material objects does not make actor-networks unchangeable, but their inclusion in an

actor-network tends to make that actor-network more durable and less ephemeral.

Objects add solidity but they are not insuperable obstacles to change. One possible

reading of this assertion that ‘things have more substance than words’ is that thoughts,

ideas and language are less important than the material world. However, this reading is

not what the original ANT theorists had in mind, and they have been at pains to explain

and clarify their meaning over many years (eg Law 1992, Callon 1986, Latour 2005). In

fact, their purpose has been to add descriptive power to studies of socio-technical systems

as a means of making any resulting prescriptions more reliable:

‘ANT posits the theory that conventional practices and behaviours are actually

made up of struggling, interdependent forces. The attraction with this approach is

the promise it holds of being able to bring about change if we only understand the

complexity underlying the status quo. ANT is concerned with the mechanics of

power.’ (Law 1992).

2.6.6 ANT and low-carbon housing refurbishment

ANT provides a useful framework for describing and explaining the interactions of

people and things in the negotiation of a home refurbishment project. In particular, the

concepts of enrolment, dissidence and black-boxing are useful in helping to frame

interview questions about custom and practice in the industry, including customary

practice in the face of innovation.

In this thesis, ANT provides a rationale and a set of guiding principles for investigating a

number of key questions, with a focus on actants, customary practice and customary
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responses to unfamiliar situations. These questions are likely to include aspects of social

science, building physics and engineering, and ANT accommodates well that need for

inter-disciplinarity. It also fits well with a method using semi-structured interviews as a

way of exploring informants’ views of the complexity of their working lives. ANT frames

a pair of specific questions for exploration in the research interviews:

 How do tradespeople interact with other people involved in the process of

refurbishment?

 Which are the important relationships between the different human agents and

material things involved in housing refurbishment?

2.7 Innovation

The multi-level perspective (discussed earlier in this chapter and shown in Figure 2.2)

represents innovations as niche-level activities, which may be complementary to one

another or in competition with one another, but which are generally unco-ordinated and

rather limited in their effect on the regime, except in rather rare circumstances where an

innovation gathers momentum and ‘breaks through’ to achieve regime-level change. A

primary focus of the work on strategic niche management and transitions management is

the coordination of innovation activity through the operation of niche-regime networks, ie

on how collaboration between regime actors and niche actors might be able to increase the

chances of a breakthrough.

Market Transformation also sees innovation as important, because it can prevent the

process of standard-setting becoming too static and lacking in ambition: in MT the

purpose of innovation is to continually redefine ‘best practice’ and for that to feed in to an

iterative process of standard-setting. Without innovation, a standard runs the risk of

becoming ‘both a floor and a ceiling’ (Hinnells and Boardman 2008, p. 213)

The question of innovation is therefore an important part of the analytical framework, but

construction in general (and SME construction in particular) is often viewed as

conservative and risk-averse, rather than innovative. This section reviews the literature on

innovation as it relates to the context of low-carbon housing RMI.
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2.7.1 Types and sources of innovation

In general parlance, the term ‘innovation’ is often used synonymously with ‘new

technology’, reflecting Fleck & Howell’s (2001) observation that the artefact is often

privileged to the exclusion of its social context. In a similar way, new technology is often

assumed to be the outcome of a closed world of laboratory-based R&D. A broader view of

innovation is given by Von Hippel (1998), who identifies different cases of technological

innovations where users, manufacturers and suppliers of products all act as innovators.

The scientific research laboratory is shown to be only one among many sources of

innovation, some of which may be counter-intuitive at first sight, for example the

informal collaboration observed between commercial rivals in the development of new

products (von Hippel 1988).

Foxon defines innovation as ‘a process of matching technical possibilities to market

opportunities, involving multiple interactions and types of learning’ (Foxon 2007, p.141).

In this characterisation, the purpose of innovation is to create economic opportunity,

whether that be through the development of products or services, or both. Echoing von

Hippel, Foxon identifies three types of learning that can lead to innovation: learning by

doing, learning by using, and learning by interacting (Foxon 2007, p.141). In other words,

innovations can come about through experimentation (to create a new product or a new

way of performing a service), familiarisation (to better understand a new tool or product),

or collaboration (to share ideas or to find new solutions which derive from team-

working).

2.7.2 Path dependence and lock-in

David investigated the design and subsequent domination of the QWERTY keyboard (in

English-speaking countries), despite the later introduction of arguably superior

alternatives. He introduced the concept of ‘path dependence’ to account for sub-optimal

outcomes of innovation processes, arguing that such results are not only possible but

actually quite common ‘in the presence of strong technical interrelatedness, scale
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economies, and irreversibilities due to learning and habituation’ (David 1985, p.336). In

other words, once a technology has achieved some degree of dominance, there is a self-

reinforcing tendency for it to remain dominant: initial availability encourages greater use,

and greater use encourages wider availability. The workings of markets to help create this

phenomenon have also been described as ‘technological lock-in’ (Arthur 1989).

While innovative ideas can come from several sources, the success or failure of a new

technology depends on ‘the particular characteristics of initial markets, the institutional

and regulatory factors governing its introduction and the expectations of consumers’

(Foxon 2007, p.141). Foxon reviews the development of a similar set of ideas around

institutional lock-in, emphasising the effects on organisations of three related factors:

firstly ‘learning effects’ relate to the fact that opportunities for learning are largely shaped

by the institutional framework, so tend to perpetuate established thinking; secondly, ‘co-

ordination effects’ relate to the ways in which institutions relate to one another, with

established types of formal contracts and informal networks; and finally, ‘adaptive

expectations’ relate to the reinforcement of established practices simply because they are

already dominant (Foxon 2007). In addition, established institutions have economic

advantages over new institutions through ‘scale economies’, because of high start-up and

fixed costs for newcomers (Foxon 2007).

In an earlier report, Foxon argued that policy support for innovation towards a low-

carbon future needs to tackle institutional lock-in by creating or facilitating support

structures for learning, co-ordination, expectations and scale economies among

innovators (Foxon 2003). This means going beyond the traditional view that innovators

just need financial support for R&D activities, and an economic framework which

provides a pricing mechanism for externalities, such as the social and environmental costs

of climate change (Foxon 2003). More specific policy recommendations in this area were

made in a report for DEFRA on sustainable consumption and production policy,

highlighting the need for a support framework for learning, networks and visioning

exercises, as well as a better integration of environmental policy objectives with other

policy areas (eg integrating environmental policy goals better with economic policy), and
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a commitment to embedding this approach throughout government institutions (Geels et

al. 2008).

The combination of technological and institutional lock-in is captured by the concept of

carbon lock-in, where the dominant technologies and institutions are characterised as

interdependent, making up a ‘techno-institutional complex’ (TIC) (Unruh 2000). The TIC

is not seen as permanent, but it is very slow to change, principally because of inertia in

organisations, rather than inertia in the development of new science and technology

(Unruh 2002). Three broad policy approaches are described to counter this systemic

inertia in the context of climate change: the so-called ‘end-of-pipe’ approach, which seeks

to leave the system intact but remove the emissions from the atmosphere, where they are

harmful (eg carbon sequestration); the ‘continuity’ approach, which seeks to modify

selected components but maintain the overall system architecture; and the ‘discontinuity’

approach, which replaces the system entirely (Unruh 2002, p.318). To achieve a

discontinuous change in the system requires simultaneous growth in both supply and

demand, which leads Unruh to conclude that discontinuous change ‘should be considered

as much a market breakthrough phenomenon as a technological breakthrough phenomenon’

(Unruh 2002, p.321, emphasis in original).

2.7.3 The scale and process of change

Researchers at Stanford University reviewed the study of innovation in the construction

industry in the US, observing that ‘most innovation studies in the building industry have

focused on [the] behaviour of the firm instead of the structural characteristics of the

market’ (Taylor, Levitt undated, p.4). They also make a distinction between incremental

and systemic innovations: incremental innovations are characterised as improving

productivity within a firm (for example, a decision to replace one building component

with a different product that fulfils the same function). On the other hand, systemic

innovations ‘necessitate a change in the process that requires multiple firms to change

their practice’ (Taylor, Levitt undated, p.6). This characterisation of ‘incremental’ and

‘systemic’ change is perhaps more useful than Unruh’s ‘continuity’ and ‘discontinuity’
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labels, as it focuses on the scale and extent of the change required, rather than trying to

categorise that change by dichotomous types.

The history of applications of Market Transformation in appliances markets also suggests

that Unruh’s distinction between ‘continuous’ and ‘discontinuous’ change is too ‘black

and white’. Instead, MT suggests that a transformation can be achieved through careful

manipulation of the existing system architecture, so that the market remains in operation

in much the same way as before but delivers a rather different outcome in terms of energy

performance. Unruh’s dichotomy does not fit with the evidence from MT as well as

Taylor and Levitt’s scale, based on the number of firms whose practice needs to change in

order to achieve the desired result. The repeated rounds of innovation are key to

achieving more radical change in a step-wise fashion, which enables many incumbents to

remain involved. Thus, innovation can enable radical outcomes to be achieved through an

approach which also allows (at least some) continuity across the actor-network.

2.7.4 ‘Hidden’ innovations

A series of reports for the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts

(NESTA) argue that innovation can apply to service provision as well as to new

technology, and that so-called ‘low innovation’ sectors do in fact show innovative

practices, but that these are ‘hidden’ because of the assumptions (based on the linear

model of R&D) that prevail in innovation policy-making (Harris et al. 2006, Harris,

Halkett 2007, Abreu et al. 2008). They conclude that policy to support innovations is not

well-aligned with the ways in which innovation actually takes place in the UK economy,

and make recommendations for improving the situation.

According to these NESTA reports, common indicators of ‘innovation’ include patent

applications and amounts of money spent by business and government on R&D – a

situation which focuses the innovation policy debate quite narrowly on new products and

new technologies. Harris shows that the UK economy between 1996 – 2004 performed

rather poorly by these indicators, but during the same period its science base was

disproportionately influential in the world economy and its macro-economic performance
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was strong, as reported by the OECD (Harris et al. 2006). This apparent paradox – poor

innovation performance but robust economic health in the late 1990s and early 2000s – is,

Harris argues, a consequence of using indicators which hide the true sources and value of

innovations in other sectors of the economy. By equating innovation with spending on

R&D, much innovation activity in the economy is ignored, because ‘formal R&D is much

less important in many service sectors than in high-tech manufacturing’ (Harris et al.

2006). The importance of this hidden innovation has grown as the manufacturing sectors

(for which the linear R&D model is most applicable) have declined. As Harris reports,

high-tech manufacturing is a shrinking sector of the UK economy (high-tech

manufacturing accounts for 2.5% of the UK economy with medium-high tech adding a

further 3.6%). Manufacturing more broadly accounted for just 15% of gross value added

(GVA) in the UK in 2005 (Harris et al. 2006).

Harris and Halkett present a series of arguments as to why innovation in construction is

‘hidden’ from the conventional indicators of R&D spending and patent applications.

Focusing on the new-build sectors within construction (rather than refurbishment), these

authors identify three key aspects of innovation in this sector:

 Innovation in construction is highly non-linear: it derives from evolving working

practices, project collaborations and problem-solving

 Innovation is driven by regulations, client demand and skills supply

 Innovation takes place between construction companies, consultants and clients,

not in the R&D lab

Source: (Harris, Halkett 2007)

2.7.5 Innovation in services and institutions

In the earlier report in the NESTA series, Harris et al (2006) draw lessons from five case

studies from different service sectors and draw several conclusions:

 that inter-disciplinary networks (especially informal collaborations) are key to

success in innovation practice;
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 that non-commercial environments can prompt innovation, for example through

the advocacy of social or environmental goals that would be absent in a purely

commercial project;

 that the public sector often plays a key role in bounding and informing innovation

by commercial organisations (eg through the public sector roles of regulator and

client);

 that the capacity to innovate in these ways is broadly distributed across society

and is not the preserve of only a few inventors and technologists;

Assessing the applicability of these conclusions to the context of housing RMI is one aim

of the fieldwork. If they do hold true, then that has important implications for devising a

strategy to make low-carbon refurbishment mainstream. It would suggest that the

existing industry does have the capacity to innovate and that the public sector is an

important partner in innovative collaborations, both as regulator and as client. This also

fits with the conclusion from Market Transformation that procurement would be a good

way to create examples of best practice in this sector.

A procurement process would suggest that innovation should start with public-sector

housing and diffuse from there to the privately owned stock. How that diffusion should

take place is open to question, but there would seem to be a need for coordination so that

the collaborative learning process leads to knowledge that can be shared. In a highly

distributed system, such as housing RMI, the need for coordination is also high.

2.7.6 Innovation for socially-defined objectives

Harris et al. (2006) argue for a shift in emphasis away from the traditional indicators

(R&D budgets, number of patent applications) towards a focus on the outcomes of

innovation. More far-reaching still, they argue for the integration of innovation policy

with policy objectives from across government: ‘[t]he focus of the UK’s innovation policy

should be determined by what we as a nation want from innovation, rather than focusing

on innovation as an end in itself. […] In particular, the challenges of an ageing population,
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healthy living, social cohesion and the need for greater environmental sustainability will

require innovative solutions’ (Harris et al. 2006, p.9).

This argument that innovation needs to serve society’s goals rather than define them is

part of a much wider debate about future prospects for a sustainable economy, including

the prospect of a Keynesian investment programme focused on labour-intensive

industries, which increase energy efficiency and provide forms of new, low-carbon

infrastructure (Jackson 2009). A similar case has been made in relation to strategies for

finding ways out of recession (Bowen et al. 2009). It is not the purpose of this thesis to

explore those perspectives in any further detail, but it is worth noting in passing that the

task of refurbishing UK housing to achieve climate change targets has these deeper

resonances with innovation policy, economics and job creation.

2.8 Theoretical framework

2.8.1 A socio-technical view of markets

The thesis take a broadly socio-technical approach, and makes use of ideas from several

different theoretical and analytical constructs within that broad approach: Transitions for

its focus on change in complex systems; Market Transformation for its application to

teleological change in a market context; Actor-Network Theory for its characterisation of

‘normal’ behaviour as the outcome of negotiations between competing forces, and for the

importance it places on the agency of things. These approaches are to a large extent inter-

linked but a hierarchical representation is given here for the sake of clarity – situating

Transitions, Market Transformation and ANT within the framework of STS (Figure 2.8).

The link between ‘service markets’ and ‘market transformation’ is shown as a dotted line

as a reflection of the fact that MT is as yet unproven in service markets.
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Figure 2.8 Elements of the analytical framework (highlighted) as sub-components of a socio-technical
systems approach, and how they relate to the subject of low-carbon housing refurbishment

2.8.2 An MT approach to the multiple markets of housing refurbishment

Can the success of the MT approach in appliance markets be replicated in relation to the

housing stock? The lessons from MT suggest that some combination of standards,

procurement, incentives and labels would be an appropriate policy toolkit, but the

question of how each of those instruments might be applied is not straight-forward. There

are significant differences in applications of MT to different classes of electrical appliance,

so it seems reasonable to assume that an MT approach for housing would be different too.

There is a parallel between the influence of retail sales staff and building tradespeople in

guiding consumer choice in these rather different markets, while the insight of tiered MT

highlights the need for a technically competent integrator role to oversee and coordinate

the activities of different tradespeople and specialist sub-contractors to achieve genuinely

low-carbon results.

Engagement of policy-makers with appliance manufacturers can be seen as an example of

strategic niche management, with evidence of many of the policy dilemmas identified by

Schot and Geels. If this new structure has proved itself important in appliance markets,

what might the equivalent be in the housing refurbishment market? How many (and
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which) of the many different actors with a stake in the future of housing would need to be

part of such institutional change?

Viewing housing RMI as a complex socio-technical system captures the interdependence

of people, products and buildings, while ANT provides a perspective from which

unfamiliar, innovative circumstances can be analysed. The decision-making process in

any refurbishment project can be seen as a negotiation between the people involved and

the buildings, materials and products required to do the work. The concept of actor-

network provides a framework for understanding how tradespeople make choices and

decisions in relation to products, materials, clients, buildings, information, policies, and

other actants involved in the RMI process. Sub-optimal outcomes may be commonplace

because of path dependence, with dominant practices being black-boxed or ‘locked in’,

whilst successful transformation of the energy performance of the housing stock will

require a process of enrolment that leads to a new ‘black-boxed’ system. Avoiding

dissidence will be part of the challenge of making a new ‘configuration that works’, in

which low-carbon results are the norm, rather than the exception.

In terms of Unruh’s classification of change to the techno-institutional complex, this

transformation of the energy performance of the housing stock falls somewhere between

the ‘continuity’ and ‘discontinuity’ approaches, in the sense that a mature market for RMI

already exists, but new practices and products would have to be integrated into it in order

to achieve the desired result. In Taylor and Levitt’s characterisation, the change needs to

be systemic rather than incremental, involving multiple firms.

This discussion frames key questions for the prospect of applying MT principles and

insights to housing refurbishment:

 Who are the influential actors in home refurbishment decisions and how is their

influence expressed?

 What are the significant opportunities for doing low-carbon refurbishment?

 Who will play the role of technically competent ‘integrator’ ensuring a genuinely

low-carbon result?
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 How can a system composed of multiple markets be made to work towards the

goal of stock efficiency improvement?

 What will be the need for coordination in this highly distributed system, and how

might that coordination be carried out?

2.9 Methodology

2.9.1 Overview

The thesis uses three different research methods: case studies, semi-structured interviews,

and computer models. Case studies are used to investigate innovation in two domains:

the first set of case studies explores how and why some of the pioneers of low-carbon

housing refurbishment have carried out their projects, including exploration of the

problems and challenges that they have encountered along the way; the second use of

case studies focuses more specifically on the innovative practices of pioneering firms and

tradespeople involved in low-carbon refurbishment activities, exploring how and why

they became involved in doing innovative kinds of work. These cases throw light on their

experiences of negotiating the new challenges and unfamiliar ways of working, which are

inevitably involved in low-carbon refurbishment (compared with mainstream

refurbishment). The case studies provide evidence from successful pioneers of how (and

under what conditions) innovation operates in this domain.

However, the thesis is not just concerned with how a small number of innovators operate,

but also with how mainstream practice can be transformed so that low-carbon becomes

the norm. The fact that a few successful innovators can be found does not mean that their

innovative practices will automatically diffuse and become mainstream. Indeed, these

pioneers are the exceptions that prove the more general rule that low-carbon housing

refurbishment is almost completely ignored by the construction industry and its clients.

And yet, if the long-term CO2 emissions reduction targets are to be met in the housing

sector, such practices need to become mainstream. In order to contextualise the experience

of pioneers, therefore, a view is also needed of mainstream construction practice in

domestic refurbishment projects, exploring the dynamics of decision-making processes
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and understanding the custom and practice of a notoriously conservative sub-sector of the

construction industry. Semi-structured interviews are used to explore custom and practice

in the mainstream, with a set of interviewees including self-employed ‘one-man bands’,

micro-businesses of 2 or three employees, and senior managers of larger firms with 15 –

20 staff members.

Finally, three small-scale computer modelling techniques are used to provide evidence for

three quite specific questions. The first of these (in chapter 3) uses social-network analysis

software (Pajek) to create a visualisation of the network of institutions involved in three

relevant markets: the domestic energy efficiency market; the micro-generation market;

and the market for domestic repair, maintenance and improvement (RMI). The Pajek

software is used because it is better able to accommodate multiple data points and the

relationships between them than the human brain, and the resulting visualisation is based

on algorithms which apply to all the data equally, making it internally consistent, if not

completely objective. From a socio-technical systems viewpoint, such a visualisation is

helpful in identifying strong and weak relationships in the institutional framework.

The second modelling exercise (chapter 4) uses SAP 2005 to estimate the effect of poor

workmanship and poor quality assurance on a typical low-carbon refurbishment project.

The technical literature provides much of the evidence for the loss of performance due to

poor quality workmanship in specific situations and for single interventions (eg wall

insulation). However, there is no overall assessment in the literature of how typically poor

practice in these specific areas would contribute to an overall loss of performance for the

whole home. Nor is there any case study evidence to compare ‘good’ and ‘poor’

installation practices in otherwise identical (or near-identical) refurbishment projects. In

the absence of this evidence, a simulation of ‘good’ and ‘poor’ workmanship is provided

by using SAP 2005. Values for entry into the model are derived from the literature review,

and the model provides an estimate of how poor practices might combine to erode overall

performance.

The third model (chapter 5) is a simple spreadsheet devised to estimate the potential size

of the market opportunity for incorporating low-carbon activities into sub-categories of

the market for RMI (eg new kitchens, re-roofing). There is no data collected on the value
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of labour at the level of these sub-categories of the RMI market (eg the number of person-

hours at different rates of pay that are involved UK-wide in fitting new kitchens), but

market research data does exist at a good level of disaggregation for the products used in

each sub-sector. A spreadsheet model is used to derive the value of labour in each sub-

sector as a function of the labour-intensity of the work in hand. The derived value of

labour is then added to the value of the products to reach a total value for the whole

market.

The reasons for using each of these research methods in these ways are discussed in the

following sections.

2.9.2 Case study research

A case study is ‘an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon

within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and

context are not clearly evident [… It] copes with the technically distinctive situation in

which there will be many more variables of interest than data points, and as one result,

relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating

fashion and, as another result, benefits from the prior development of theoretical

propositions to guide data collection and analysis.’ (Yin 2003), pp. 13 – 14).

The case studies in this research are used to investigate the decision-making process and

design choices in refurbishment projects, and to explore the dynamics of innovative

practices. There is no attempt to control or manipulate informant behaviour; and the

concern is with contemporary (and future) practice, rather than historic events or historic

records. Using Yin’s classification in
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Table 2.5, the topic does not lend itself to study by experiment, survey, archival analysis

or history, but it does lend itself to analysis by case study.
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Table 2.5. Relevant situations for different research strategies (Yin 2003, p. 5)

strategy

Form of research

question

Requires control of

behavioural

events?

Focuses on

contemporary

events?

Experiment How, why? Yes Yes

Survey Who, what, where, how

many, how much?

No Yes

Archival analysis Who, what, where, how

many, how much?

No Yes/no

History How, why? No No

Case study How, why? No Yes

Case studies are widely viewed as a ‘weak sibling’ among social science research

methods, because of a perception that they are lacking in precision, objectivity and rigour

(Yin 2003, p. xiii). However, Yin argues that this rather stereotypical view of case study

research is rooted in misconceptions and vague, imprecise definitions of case study

methods and other research methods. Crucially, Yin argues that case study research is

applicable in certain research situations, and not in others. One crucial distinction is

between the selection criteria used in case study research and other qualitative methods,

particularly surveys. Randomisation of sampling in populations is widely viewed as

desirable because it removes bias, but this method may not be very enlightening if all the

respondents are inexperienced in the subject of the study. Indeed, randomisation can only

sensibly be applied once the population has been defined in line with the research goals.

Thus, a study of the experiences of people with a particular type of cancer must first try to

identify the population frame which includes only those people with the relevant cancer.

Within that population, randomisation may then be relevant, especially if the population

is large. However, there may also be reason to apply various filters to the sampling, for

example introducing a filter to ensure geographical diversity, so that the results of the

study reflect healthcare practice across the country. Thus, sampling needs to be consistent

with the research question and design. Flyvbjerg distinguishes between random selection

and ‘information-oriented’ selection: random selection is relevant where the total
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population is large or where the size of the sample is decisive for generalisation. In these

circumstances, randomisation makes the size of the study manageable and avoids

systematic biases in the sample. However, this approach only provides useful evidence

where the research question is one which is relevant to the entire population to be

sampled. In other cases, the research question itself may place some expectation on the

information content of the cases selected, and in these cases a small, non-random sample

may be appropriate (Flyvbjerg 2006, p. 230).

Flyvbjerg proposes a typology, based on broad characterisations of different research

questions: ‘extreme’ or ‘deviant’ cases may be useful where the research focuses on a

subset of the total population, which are especially problematic or especially good in

some more closely defined sense. ‘Maximum variation’ cases can provide information

about the importance of certain circumstances for case process or outcome (eg by selecting

three or four cases which are very different on one dimension, eg size, location, budget).

‘Critical’ cases provide information that allows logical deductions which can be

generalised more widely. (The classic example of a critical case is the use of a feather and

a lead coin in a timed ‘drop test’ to prove Galileo’s assertion that mass does not alter

acceleration due to gravity – from this experiment a generalisation can be inferred

without testing a large sample of other materials). Finally, a ‘paradigmatic’ case is one

which in some way serves to exemplify and, by extension, define a whole class of other,

similar cases. Flyvbjerg presents these categories as overlapping rather than exclusive - it

is possible for a given case to have characteristics of different types. Innovative

refurbishment projects are an example of extreme or deviant cases, where the subset of

the population is defined by their innovative practice.

Generally, therefore, the purpose of a case study is to learn something useful, not

necessarily to assert that the lessons learned have universal or widespread applicability.

Indeed, the focus of the research question in this thesis is on how to apply the lessons to

mainstream practice, so the observation that low-carbon refurbishment is not currently

mainstream has no explanatory power at all: it is the starting point of the research, not its

result. A randomised sample of the population of home refurbishment projects could be

expected to reflect mainstream practice, which would be of little help. Therefore, to draw
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useful evidence from case studies, this thesis requires a selection process, which is more

information-oriented than random.

A sample case study of one low-carbon refurbishment project is included in appendix B.

The field of housing refurbishment involves many different actors and interest groups

(including private householders, landlords, tenants, sales and letting agents, construction

firms, policy makers, and various advocates of social welfare, energy conservation and

architectural heritage). A fuller account of the overall system would need to reflect the

views of all of these and more, and the proponents of ANT argue that an account needs to

be as full as possible. However, writers on research methods suggest that ‘there is a

tendency for researchers to attempt to answer a question that is too broad or a topic that

has too many objectives for one study’ (Baxter, Jack 2008, p. 546). Yin (2003) and Stake

(1995) both make similar points and advocate strict boundary-setting to keep things

manageable.

2.9.3 Semi-structured interviews

While case studies provide useful and relevant data on the complexities of projects of a

specific type – low-carbon refurbishment projects – the aim of this research is not just to

analyse how a handful of exemplars have been successfully managed, but also to relate

the special case of those exemplars to more mainstream practices and views. The question

of mainstreaming new practice needs to take account of the non-pioneers as much as the

pioneers. The purpose here is to reach a general characterisation of how the actors

involved in mainstream refurbishment view their work and arrive at decisions; what

motivates them to work in particular ways and what sources of influence they respond to

positively, negatively, or indifferently – and why. This part of the research is essentially

exploratory in nature, seeking to ‘understand the world from the subjects’ point of view,

to unfold the meaning of their experiences’ (Kvale, Brinkmann 2009, p. 1).

Surveys or questionnaires can be used to elicit information about informants’ motivations,

behaviour, opinions but are best suited to creating statistical comparisons of responses

taken from finite sets of options, but a better method for exploring informant perspectives
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in an open-ended way is to use interviews (Arksey, Knight 1999, pp. 34 – 35). The semi-

structured interview requires the researcher to develop a set of broad topics for

discussion, and to pursue them in each interview in a way that has some flexibility and

allowance for improvisation, particularly in the area of asking follow-up questions to get

at the detail of an informant’s views and to test the researcher’s own understanding and

interpretation of what is being said. Semi-structured interviews typically use open

questions (how, why, who, what questions) rather than closed questions (when, how

much, how many questions or questions with finite sets of response, eg yes/no) (Arksey,

Knight 1999, p. 5).

A more ethnographic approach to this research would be to observe contractors as they

work on building sites, and this would have arguably been better in the sense that it

would have allowed real behaviour (rather than reported behaviour) to be observed.

However, aside from the practical difficulties of finding agreeable informants and gaining

access to sites, the data gleaned from such an exercise would be very project-specific,

leading to doubts about how generalisable it might be. Instead, an approach using semi-

structured interviews with experienced senior staff in construction firms allows the

breadth of their experience to be captured, including their own generalisations about their

working lives and the perspectives they have developed over many years. It is this

accumulated experience of informants which is of interest here, rather than specific

examples of practice. For all these reasons, semi-structured interviews are used.

2.9.4 Computer modelling

Three small-scale models feature in the thesis. In chapter 3 a visualisation of the RMI

actor-network is created using Pajek social network analysis software. This software

creates a ‘network’ image made up of nodes and lines, which represents a complex set of

relationships in a necessarily simplified way. The algorithms in the software create a

balanced image, in which the proximity of different nodes to one another reflects the

relative importance of relationships across the actor-network, with pairs of closely placed

nodes having better developed relationships than pairs of remote nodes. The lines can be

thought of as springs, and the whole diagram represents a state where the competing
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forces of all the springs are in equilibrium. The nodes in the centre of the visualisation are

placed there because of their central role in the actor-network, while those on the

periphery of the image are more marginal, reflecting the smaller number and strength of

their connections. This model and software are described in detail in appendix A.

The second model is a use of SAP 2005 to bring together the evidence of the effects of poor

workmanship that exist in the literature, and create an overview of how specific instances

of poor workmanship might combine to affect the energy performance of an entire

building. Detailed input variables are given in appendix D. A model is an appropriate tool

to use here, not only because there is no observed data that could be used, but also

because the need to control other variables is much more easily met by using a model

than by conducting real-world experiments (which would also be prohibitively costly to

arrange). In this particular context, the simplifications that are inherent in the model

provide a degree of clarity: the model provides a fixed base case, against which the study

variables can be assessed.

The third model is a simple spreadsheet model called the Products and Derived Service

Market Model (PDSMM). It is used in chapter 5 to provide an estimated breakdown of the

headline figures for economic activity in the RMI market. It uses published data on the

total spent on construction products by sub-sector (eg kitchens, roofing) to derive a

corresponding value for the labour content of the work. It uses estimates of labour-

intensity by sub-sector to create an overall breakdown for the market potential of

incorporating low-carbon into the RMI service sector. The detailed assumptions and

figures used in the model are given in appendix E.
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3 UK housing, energy, policy and industry

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the background for the research chapters which follow. It reviews

the context within which the activities of housing refurbishment, energy efficiency

improvements and installation of microgeneration technologies currently operate. It

provides figures on recent trends in energy consumption and emissions from the

residential sector, as well as the housing stock itself. Current policies and programmes are

then discussed, highlighting strategic debates about how long-term climate targets might

be met. The make-up of the construction industry is summarised in terms of three

different groups of installers working on housing refurbishment – the specialist firm

installing energy efficiency measures as part of government-backed programmes, the

installers of microgeneration technologies, and the SMEs in construction who carry out

refurbishment works that are not primarily associated with energy efficiency or LZCs.

Two important aspects of this mainstream industry are then reviewed – the industry’s

own recent strategic debates about its future direction (including its role in mitigating

climate change), and the further education training infrastructure which provides formal

vocational training through FE colleges. A critical review of accreditation systems for

energy-related installations argues that the compliance regime has not kept pace with the

number of new regulations that have come out in recent years. Finally, a visualisation of

the institutional actor-network for the field of housing refurbishment is presented using

social network analysis software, which shows in graphic form the degree of separation or

proximity of the institutions for domestic energy efficiency, domestic refurbishment work

and the installation of microgeneration technology.

3.2 Residential energy consumption and CO2 emissions

In 2009 the residential sector accounted for 28.5% of national energy consumption – some

506 TWh/year out of a national annual consumption of 1776 TWh (Department for Energy

and Climate Change 2010b, p.14).
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The trend for domestic sector consumption has been generally upward since 1970, despite

occasional reductions, as happened in 2009, when the UK economy was in recession

(Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010c). This trend can be partly accounted

for by a historic shortage of housing, exacerbated by an increasing population and a

decreasing average number of people per household, but also by other trends. Trends for

household energy consumption over time have been inferred from models and other

sources: the increased consumption for space heating has been attributed to increased

comfort, reflected in a rise in internal temperatures that exceeds the differences in external

temperature data for the same period; the increase in domestic use of hot water reflects

changing social norms around washing habits; and energy for domestic lighting and

appliances reflects rapid growth in the ownership and use of electrical and electronic

appliances (Boardman et al. 2005).

Domestic energy consumption is dominated by space heating, which in 2008 was

estimated to account for 58% of the annual total. Energy for hot water was the second-

largest end-use (24%), followed by lighting and appliances (16%) and cooking (3%) – see

Figure 3.1. The growth in each end-use has been rather different over the period 1970 -

2008, with space heating increasing by 20%, hot water by 10%, lighting and appliances by

170%, and energy for cooking seeing a reduction of 40% (Figure 3.1).

Despite rising energy consumption, the CO2 emissions for the domestic sector fell by 22%

over a similar period - from 198 MtCO2 in 1970 to 154 MtCO2 in 2001 (Figure 3.2),

attributable to a combination of energy efficiency improvements and fuel switching,

noticeably an increase in natural gas to replace other, more carbon-intensive fossil fuels,

both for thermal loads within the home and for electricity generation in remote power

stations (Shorrock 2003).
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Figure 3.1 Modelled UK domestic energy consumption by end use, 1970 – 2008 (Department for
Energy and Climate Change 2010c, Table 3.6)
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Figure 3.2 Annual carbon dioxide emissions from the domestic sector, 1970 – 2001 (Using data from
National Statistics 2002, Table 11.7)

The effects of energy efficiency policy since the 1970s have been to act as a brake on

growth in demand – not doing enough to reduce consumption in absolute terms, but

keeping the growth smaller than it would otherwise have been by a significant amount

(Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3. Estimated energy efficiency savings from improved heating systems and insulation, 1970 –
2008 (Using data from Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010c, table 3.18)

3.3 UK housing stock

3.3.1 Size and condition of the housing stock

In 2009 there were estimated to be 25.8 million homes in the UK (Office for National

Statistics 2009a). The thermal performance of the stock is generally poor, with worse

thermal characteristics for buildings in older age-bands compared to newer construction

types (Lowe, Oreszczyn 2008). The average modelled energy performance of the housing

stock (using the 2005 version of the Standard Assessment Procedure, SAP) increased from

SAP 17.6 in 1970 to SAP 51.4 in 2008 – an improvement which can be attributed partly to

the increasing proportion of more recently built homes in the stock, as well as to the

effects of energy efficiency improvements to older homes (Department for Energy and

Climate Change 2010c). The distribution of SAP ratings shows that there is a long ‘tail’

towards the worst-performing end, with an insignificant number achieving over SAP 80

(Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 Distribution of SAP 2005 ratings for the existing housing stock, showing A – G bandings for
the Energy Performance Certificate (Boardman 2007, p. 45)

3.3.2 Tenure

Recent years have seen a rise in the number of UK homes in the private rented sector and

a corresponding decline in the number of properties that are rented from registered social

landlords (RSLs, another term for housing associations), with privately owned homes

(owner-occupied) showing growth followed by a slight tailing off since 2006 (Figure 3.5).

Each tenure has its own characteristics. The landlord-tenant split in the private rented

sector negates any economic rationale of energy payback (Counihan, Nemtzow 1981).

Rents in the social housing sector are capped to keep housing affordable for the poorest

and most vulnerable groups in society (Housing Corporation 2007), but some RSLs seek a

relaxation of the cap so that RSL investments in energy efficiency can be recouped

through rent increases without increasing total household expenditure (Doyle 2009). RSLs

are concerned to avoid decanting tenants wherever possible because of the cost and

management time for the RSL and the disruption to tenants’ lives. There are prescribed

cycles of maintenance and repair in RSL properties, for which RSLs receive central
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Figure 3.5 UK housing by tenure, 1997 – 2009 (Office for National Statistics 2009a)

government support (Department for Communities and Local Government 2009a). All

landlords seek to avoid having properties left empty for any length of time (‘voids’) as it

directly affects their income (Chartered Institute of Housing 2009).

Homes in the public sector (social housing) have, on average, a better standard of energy

efficiency (as measured by SAP) than private homes, whether owned or rented

(Boardman et al. 2005, p. 39). Social housing has also seen a higher level of improvement

than private housing in the decade 1996 – 2005 (Boardman 2007, p. 42)

The three tenures represent strategic options for the diffusion of low-carbon

refurbishment across the housing stock. Innovation might be started in the social housing

sector, where public funding and the pursuit of standards higher than the legal minimum

already exist for new housing construction. Funding for new homes from the Homes and

Communities Agency (and its predecessor, the Housing Corporation) has been made

conditional on achieving Code for Sustainable Homes level 3 (which exceeds the

minimum required by the Building Regulations), while additional financial incentives are

in place for developments achieving the more advanced levels 4 and 5 (Homes and

Communities Agency 2009). The social rented stock accounts for over 4 million homes,

67%

18%

15%
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representing a significant potential for innovative projects. Of these, 2.4 million are owned

by RSLs and more than 95% of RSL housing is owned by fewer than 400 associations, each

with over 1,000 homes (Tenant Services Authority 2010, p. 4). The 1.8 million homes

owned by local authorities in England are also owned in portfolios of over 1,000

properties, although several districts have transferred their stocks to Arms-Length

Management Organisations (ALMOs) (Department for Communities and Local

Government 2010c, table 116). These statistics show that the majority of property in the

social sector is owned in much larger portfolios than in the private sector. Diffusion of

successful innovations would have to be able to adapt to the different circumstances in the

private sector, both rented and owner-occupied.

3.3.3 Age and types of construction

There is a wide variety in the types of construction of UK homes, from tenements and

four-in-a-block buildings in Scottish cities, to system-built homes from the middle of the

twentieth century; from older stone and cob buildings to timber-framed homes both old

and new. However, housing statistics focus on the majority of the stock, which is made up

of a small number of very common types: houses with solid brick walls (generally those

built before the 1930s); houses with masonry cavity walls (generally from the 1930s

onwards); high-rise flats; low-rise flats. The age profile of the housing stock is shown in

Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. UK housing stock by age band, 20082 (Using data from: Department for Communities and
Local Government 2010b, Scottish Government 2008, H M Government 1998, Local Government Data
Unit Wales 2009, Northern Ireland Housing Executive 2010)

3.4 Regulatory framework

3.4.1 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)

The year 2002 saw the introduction of requirements under the European Union’s Energy

Performance of Buildings Directive 2002/91/EC (European Commission 2002). The EPBD

applies to all buildings, not just homes. In relation to housing the key requirement was for

member states to establish an energy rating method and labelling system, which in the

UK is met by the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC). The implementation of the EPC is

discussed separately (section 3.5.6 below).

A recast of the EPBD was agreed by the EU in May 2010 with the intention of

strengthening the energy performance requirements and clarifying some of its provisions

(European Commission 2010). In relation to housing refurbishment, the recast makes

several material changes to the working of the EPBD, including these requirements:

2 Figures for Scotland are based on 2003 – 2006 data; Welsh figures are reported for 1962 – 1981 rather than
1965 – 1980 and include 1998 data for the three oldest age bands.
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 The energy performance of an existing building of any size that undergoes major

renovations to be upgraded in order to meet minimum energy performance

requirements (removing the previous threshold set for buildings of over 1,000 m2)

 Minimum energy performance requirements be set for significant elements of

building envelopes (ie those that have a significant impact on thermal performance)

 Minimum energy performance requirements be set for technical building systems, eg

boilers, air-conditioning units etc

 The European Commission to establish common principles for the definition of low-

and zero-carbon buildings - the precise definition of ‘low- and zero-carbon’ to be

determined by Member States but it must be in accordance with the principles set by

the Commission

 Member states to set targets for increasing the number of low- and zero-carbon

buildings, including new and refurbished dwellings, new and refurbished

commercial buildings and buildings occupied by public authorities

 Member states must aim for cost-optimal levels of energy performance of their

building stocks using a methodology developed by the Commission

 Where a building has an EPC, its rating must be displayed in advertisements for sales

and rentals

 Regular inspection of boilers with a rated output for space heating purposes of over

20kW

 Member states to provide information to tenants and building owners on energy

performance of buildings in general, and on EPCs and inspection reports in

particular

The recast EPBD defines ‘major renovation’ as meaning work which is higher in value

than 25% of the building value (excluding land value), or which involves 25% or more of

the surface of the building envelope. An important distinction is made between ‘cost-

effective’ and ‘cost-optimal’ levels of investment. Where ‘cost-effective’ refers to a cost-

benefit analysis based on an assumed maximum length of payback period for the person

bearing the cost, ‘cost-optimal’ refers to the economic life-cycle of the intervention: ‘the

cost-optimal level shall lie within the range of performance levels where the cost benefit

analysis calculated over the estimated economic lifecycle is positive.’ (European
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Commission 2010, Article 2, paragraph 14). In effect, the switch from ‘cost-effective’ to

‘cost-optimal’ increases the length of time over which an intervention can be deemed to be

cost-beneficial – typically from 7 years to 25 years. By relating the cost-benefit analysis to

the life of the intervention, rather than a notional willingness to pay, the scope of the

provisions is potentially increased significantly. However, the recast EPBD is yet to be

transposed by member states and there is likely to be extensive debate and lobbying about

what it will mean in practice. For example, the directive’s statements for the minimum

energy performance requirements for existing buildings include the caveat that they

should be ‘technically, functionally and economically feasible’ (European Commission

2010, Article 7). The requirements for EPCs allow member states to choose between ‘cost-

optimal’ or ‘cost-effective’ as the basis for making recommendations for improvements to

buildings (European Commission 2010, Article 11, paragraph 2). An EPC recommending

cost-optimal interventions would be considerably more ambitious in its estimate of

potential for improvement. The Commission has set itself the task of establishing a

methodology framework for calculating cost-optimal levels of minimum energy

performance improvement (European Commission 2010, Article 5).

3.4.2 Climate Change Act 2008

The Climate Change Act (CCA) commits the UK government to a legally binding target of

at least an 80 percent cut in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, to be achieved through

action in the UK and abroad, with an intermediate target of at least 34 percent reduction

by 2020. Both these targets are against a 1990 baseline. Five-year national carbon budgets

are to be set, three at a time, on a rolling basis. The first three carbon budgets will run

from 2008-12, 2013-17 and 2018-22, and were set in May 2009. The Government must

report to Parliament its policies and proposals to meet the budgets: the first such report

was the Low Carbon Transition Plan (LCTP). The CCA also provides for the creation of

the Committee on Climate Change (CCC), which is a new independent, expert body to

advise the Government on the level of carbon budgets and on where cost-effective savings

can be made. The Committee submits annual reports to Parliament on the UK's progress

towards targets and budgets. The Government must respond to these annual reports,
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ensuring transparency and accountability on an annual basis. The CCC also has a remit to

advise the government on the appropriate balance between action at domestic, European

and international level, and the government is required to ‘have regard to the need for UK

domestic action on climate change’ (H M Government 2008a).

The CCA also has provisions on emissions trading (EU and UK), emissions from aviation

and international shipping, specific technologies (eg biofuels) and environmental impacts,

adaptation of buildings to climate change and reports on the efficiency and sustainability

of the government estate.

In relation to housing refurbishment, the principal interest of the CCA is the setting of

carbon budgets and implementation plans – the LCTP being current.

3.4.3 Building Regulations

The Building Regulations are set up in such a way that Approved Documents prescribing

various standards can be used to amend the Building Act 1984 without the need to amend

the primary legislation (H M Government 1984). The sets of approved documents have

grown in number over time, their numbering systems are not standardised across

England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, and each has its own timetable for

periodic revision (Killip 2005). Of particular relevance here is the approved document for

Part L (Part J in Scotland) – which was divided into 4 sub-categories in 2006: L1A for new

dwellings; L1B for existing dwellings; L2A for new non-domestic buildings; L2B for

existing non-domestic buildings (Department for Communities and Local Government

2010a).

In the consultation draft for the 2006 revision to Building Regulations Part L (England &

Wales) there was a proposal to bring in ‘consequential works’ for the first time, although

this was dropped from the final revision, which included ‘consequential improvements’

instead. The regulations in force since 2006 require ‘reasonable provision’ to be made to

upgrade the thermal performance of any thermal element of a building if 25% or more of

that element (by surface area) is to be substantially transformed (Department for

Communities and Local Government 2010a). So, for example, if an external wall needs to
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be substantially re-built or repaired, it should also be insulated at the same time. With

‘consequential works’ the principle would apply to the whole of the existing building, not

just the thermal element which needs work, and a threshold expenditure is specified, say

an additional 10% of the project budget should be spent on cost-effective improvements.

Available studies on compliance with part L of the building regulations (in England and

Wales) have focused on new-build housing, rather than refurbishment. The requirements

for part L have got tighter since these studies were carried out, but the observation among

industry practitioners is that – with only a very few notable exceptions – the situation has

not improved in the meantime (Mawditt 2010 Pers. Comm.). One study investigated

compliance with Building Regulations generally – not only Part L – and was based on

observations of building sites, questionnaires with occupants of recently completed

homes, and interviews with Building Control inspectors (Baiche, Walliman & Ogden

2006). It concluded that levels of compliance were not always sufficient and that the

reasons were largely due to lack of skills and understanding, rather than wilful rule-

breaking, although time pressure for completion was also a factor, leading the authors to

recommend that stricter site management is needed to improve compliance. Another

study, commissioned by the Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes, focused on Part L

(2002 version) only, and was based on interviews with Building Control inspectors

(Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes 2006). It found that Building Control officers

saw fire safety and structural safety as significant issues, which warranted sanctions.

Non-compliance with Part L was viewed as too trivial an issue to challenge, because the

consequences are not life-threatening. In addition, the technical points where compliance

was found to be wanting were to do with: thermal bridging; conservatories; U-values;

areas of windows, doors and rooflights; internal lighting; commissioning certificates;

operation and maintenance manuals; and air leakage.

An earlier technical monitoring study on 99 recently completed homes found that one-

third did not comply with the recent innovation in Part L of a minimum air leakage

standard of 10m3/h/m2 @ 50Pa, as well as recording a number of other non-compliant

practices (Grigg 2004).
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3.4.4 Secure and Sustainable Buildings Act 2004

A key piece of enabling legislation in England and Wales was the Secure and Sustainable

Buildings Act 2004 (SSBA). Its importance to the low-carbon refurbishment agenda is that

it explicitly provides for the Building Regulations to apply retro-actively to existing

buildings regarding ‘measures calculated to secure, or to contribute to, the prevention or

reduction of emissions (whether or not from the building in question) of smoke, gases,

vapours or fumes’ (H M Government 2004). Through the SSBA, modern revisions to

Building Regulations can be applied to buildings which were constructed before the

modern regulations came into force.

3.4.5 Energy Act 2008

The Energy Act 2008 contained a provision to allow the government to offer financial

incentives in the form of a feed-in tariff. Specifically, it gives the Secretary of State powers

to modify the conditions of electricity supply licences, including the ‘provision requiring

the holder of a supply licence to make a payment to a small-scale low-carbon generator, or

to the Authority3 for onward payment to such a generator, in specified circumstances’ (H

M Government 2008b, Article 41).

3.4.6 The legislative framework for regulation of refurbishment

The legislative framework for current and future regulation of housing refurbishment is

therefore well developed, even though the important detail on the definition of cost-

optimal is uncertain as yet. The introduction of the SSBA, in particular, provides for

changes to Building Regulations to be applicable retrospectively to buildings which were

built before the changes come into force. Given that the Building Regulations are set up so

that they can be regularly revised through changes to Approved Documents, this means

that the primary legislation necessary for regulation of housing refurbishment is already

in place.

3 The ‘Authority’ here refers to the Office of the Gas and Electricity Markets, Ofgem.
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3.5 Current policies and programmes

3.5.1 Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT)

The Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT) is the major source of funding for energy

efficiency measures in UK homes. Its lineage as a policy comes from the regulation of

electricity and gas suppliers, whereby energy supply and consumer protection are

guaranteed by a number of standards of performance which the suppliers must meet if

they wish to avoid a penalty. One of these obligations (placed on energy supply

companies under the Utilities Act 2000) requires the companies to secure quantified

energy efficiency savings and CO2 emissions reduction targets, or risk a fine of no more

than 10% of turnover (Office of gas and electricity markets 2000). The emissions

reductions are allied to a list of approved measures, for each of which there is a deemed

saving made, as drawn up by government (UK Government 2000). A minimum of 40% of

households receiving CERT-funded measures must be in a priority group comprising

vulnerable and low-income households including those in receipt of eligible benefits and

pensioners over the age of 70, with a proposal before parliament in June 2010 for further

changes:

 that 15% of households targeted should be from a ‘super priority’ that are most at

risk of fuel poverty (a sub-set within the 40% of ‘priority’ households);

 that a minimum of 68% of savings be as a result of insulation measures;

 that halogens and compact fluorescent light-bulbs be excluded from the list of

approved measures, and light-bulb ‘mail-outs’ be no longer allowed

(Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a)

The current CERT scheme is estimated to require £3.2bn of investment over 4 years,

equating to the installation of measures worth some £800 million per year, and is widely

regarded as a very successful way of providing a large volume of the most cost-effective

measures without any cost burden to the public sector. The average cost of CERT to

energy customers is expected to rise from £41 per household per year to £50 (Department

for Energy and Climate Change 2010a).
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The desire to prioritise energy efficiency improvements for the most vulnerable in society

is motivated by a concern for social justice, rather than environmental protection. EDF

and RWE npower expressed concern about these mixed social and environmental

objectives of CERT in evidence to the Communities and Local Government select

committee in 2008:

‘a disproportionately high percentage of the UK’s largest domestic household carbon abatement

programme is being directed at households who generally use the least energy, and create the least

carbon emissions. This carbon emissions reduction programme is therefore being significantly

undermined by trying to achieve both social and environmental objectives.’

‘the blurring of carbon and fuel poverty objectives within a single framework is producing a sub-

optimal outcome for both objectives.’

The Construction Products Association added a similar view:

‘It is perfectly legitimate to help old and low income households to afford the installation of central

heating, but it is wrong to suggest that this is in any way part of a policy to tackle climate change.’

(House of Commons Communities and Local Government Committee 2008, p.16,

paragraph 39)

However, social equity is an important concern in relation to CERT, as it is the totality of

energy consumers who pay for the programme through their energy bills. The poorest

consumers and vulnerable households should, so the argument goes, benefit from the

programme as a priority group, or else the entire programme runs the risk of being highly

regressive. The tension between environmental and social policy goals is an artefact of

how the programme has been designed. Other polices (eg incremental block tariffs)

would arguably work more harmoniously to meet both social and environmental

objectives. The energy market and energy tariff reform are outside of the scope of the

thesis, however.

CERT is typically administered by energy suppliers through the provision of discounted

or free goods (eg low-energy light-bulbs) or grant-supported or free services (eg cavity

wall insulation). When Centrica trialled the use of Council Tax rebates as the vehicle for
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providing financial incentives, they found that take-up of energy efficiency measures

increased, with the Local Government Association reporting to the Communities and

Local Government select committee that the council tax rebates have been popular in over

60 local authority areas (House of Commons Communities and Local Government

Committee 2008, p.21, paragraph 52).

3.5.2 Decent Homes

Decent Homes (DH) is a programme of property improvements in the social rented

sector, funded by government grant to local authorities and RSLs to bring housing up to a

minimum of fitness. It was introduced in 1997 and was at first based on a minimum

‘fitness’ standard, but this was replaced with a new evaluation scheme in 2006 – the

Housing Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) (Department for Communities and

Local Government 2006). The National Audit office estimates that £22bn was spent on the

DH programme between 2001 – 2009, although that figure includes an unknown amount

spent on a broader category of ‘major repairs’ (National Audit Office 2010, p. 6). There are

four broad criteria for DH:

 Homes should not have any category 1 hazards under the HHSRS

 Homes should be in a reasonable state of repair

 Homes should have reasonably modern facilities and services

 Homes should provide a reasonable degree of thermal comfort

(Department for Communities and Local Government 2006)

A SAP rating of 30 (using SAP 2005) is estimated to be the threshold for the category 1

hazard of ‘excess cold’ under the HHSRS, which equates to homes rated F or G on the

EPC. Even so, only 4% of social housing was recorded as having a SAP rating of under 30,

compared with 16% in the private rented sector and 11% of owner-occupied homes

(Boardman 2007, p. 46). DH does not apply to private housing.
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DH has a record of fitting (much-needed) new kitchens and bathrooms but its

contribution to energy efficiency is widely seen as a missed opportunity, with an average

uplift of 10 SAP points being insufficient to seriously tackle fuel poverty (Fuel Poverty

Advisory Group 2008), as well as being insufficient to meet long-term climate change

targets (Boardman et al. 2005).

3.5.3 Warm Front (and variants)

Warm Front (WF) operates in England, with similar schemes elsewhere in the UK – the

Energy Assistance Package in Scotland; the Home Energy Efficiency Scheme in Wales;

and the Warm Homes Scheme in Northern Ireland (UK Energy Saving website 2010).

These are means-tested grant schemes aimed at people on welfare benefits, with slightly

different criteria in each scheme. They all provide financial assistance and advice towards

the installation of loft insulation, cavity wall insulation and central heating systems. In

England the maximum grant is £3,500 (or £6,000 if the property is off the gas grid, in

which case oil-fired central heating is installed).

Warm Front in England assisted over 635,000 households between June 2005 and March

2008, averaging some 215,000 per year. The annual budget 2005 – 2011 is roughly £300

million and the projected average grant is £1,800 per household (National Audit Office

2009).

3.5.4 Energy Saving Trust advice centres

The Energy Saving Trust (EST) has a network of 21 local advice centres, offering home

energy audits, advice on available grants, lists of local installers of energy efficiency

measures and LZCs. These centres provide ‘one stop’ services for citizens wishing to find

out about government-backed energy conservation and renewable energy schemes. In

addition, local advice centres often develop local projects.

According to the EST’s own website, the service has advised 7 million consumers over 10

years, promoting ‘energy efficient measures such as loft insulation, condensing boilers,
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cavity wall insulation etc’ (Energy Saving Trust 2009). The most recent publicly-available

evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of this advice service dates from 2004 and

suggests that advice at the time led to energy cost savings of between 5 – 9% (Darby 2006).

3.5.5 Feed-in Tariffs (FITs)

The UK adopted a feed-in tariff for small-scale microgeneration installations in April 2010,

providing a financial incentive for every kWh generated, whether that electricity is used

in the premises of the generator or exported to the grid. The structure of the tariff takes

account of the capital cost and expected lifetime of each technology, so that each

supported technology makes an attractive investment – with three groups of supported

technologies being relevant to the scale of domestic refurbishment projects: small scale

photovolatics (PV), small wind, and micro-CHP (Table 3.1).

Incentives for thermal systems are being considered under an ongoing consultation for a

renewable heat incentive (RHI).

The FIT system replaces the Low Carbon Buildings Programme (LCBP), which offered

grants towards the capital costs of various LZC technologies, but which was over-

subscribed and then shelved for several months – a ‘rocky history’ of implementation

(Bergman, Jardine 2009, p. 11).

While the LCBP is now history, the significance of the shift to a FIT is that it moves from a

capped budget administered as a capital grant towards an open-ended system of financial

reward for every unit of renewable electricity generated by a small generator (under

5MW), guaranteed for the life of the technology. Evidence from other countries suggests

that the FIT may stimulate the market for small-scale LZCs far more effectively than the

grant-based programmes that went before (Mitchell, Bauknecht & Connor 2006), although

it is too early to be sure of that in the UK.

The LZC market is itself made up of technology-specific markets, but it can also be seen as

one important component of an integrated ‘whole home’ approach, combining the

installation of LZC technology and building fabric improvements. However, at present
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Table 3.1 Table of Feed-in Tariffs up to 2013 The most relevant systems for domestic refurbishment
projects are shown in bold. (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010f)

the approach is not being integrated with improvements through fabric measures.

Instead, the Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) has been set up as a register of

installer companies, one of which must be used for the FIT payments to be validated.

Where the LCBP made it a condition of grant that cost-effective energy efficiency

measures had to be installed, the FIT makes no pre-condition in relation to energy

efficiency, on the grounds that the accreditation system required would add too much to

4 Domestic scale microCHP pilot will support up to 30,000 installations with a review to start when the
12,000th installation is completed.

Tariff level for new installations in

period (p/kWh) [NB tariffs will be

inflated annually]

Technology Scale Year 1:

1/4/10 –

31/3/11

Year 2:

1/4/11 –

31/3/12

Year 3:

1/4/12 –

31/3/13

Tariff

lifetime

(years)

Anaerobic

digestion

≤500kW 11.5 11.5 11.5 20

Anaerobic

digestion

>500kW 9.0 9.0 9.0 20

Hydro ≤15 kW 19.9 19.9 19.9 20

Hydro >15-100 kW 17.8 17.8 17.8 20

Hydro >100 kW-2 MW 11.0 11.0 11.0 20

Hydro >2 MW – 5 MW 4.5 4.5 4.5 20

Micro CHP

pilot4

<2 kW 10 10 10 10

PV ≤4 kW (new build) 36.1 36.1 33.0 25

PV ≤4 kW (retrofit) 41.3 41.3 37.8 25

PV >4-10 kW 36.1 36.1 33.0 25

PV >10-100 kW 31.4 31.4 28.7 25

PV >100kW-5MW 29.3 29.3 26.8 25

PV Stand alone system 29.3 29.3 26.8 25

Wind ≤1.5kW 34.5 34.5 32.6 20

Wind >1.5-15kW 26.7 26.7 25.5 20

Wind >15-100kW 24.1 24.1 23.0 20

Wind >100-500kW 18.8 18.8 18.8 20

Wind >500kW-1.5MW 9.4 9.4 9.4 20

Wind >1.5MW-5MW 4.5 4.5 4.5 20

Existing microgenerators transferred

from the RO

9.0 9.0 9.0 To 2027
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the complexity of the scheme and make monitoring difficult, although the government

has signalled that these conditions may be reviewed in future (Department for Energy

and Climate Change 2010f).

The FIT is clearly focused on stimulating the renewable energy industry rather than

promoting integrated approaches to energy efficiency and building-integrated renewable

energy.

3.5.6 Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs)

The EPC was introduced gradually between August 2007 and October 2008, when the

final category of homes (privately rented) were included in the scheme (Department for

Communities and Local Government 2010d). This labelling scheme for dwellings uses the

A – G scale and rainbow colours that are familiar to consumers from appliance labels, but

with two innovations. Firstly, ratings are given for both ‘current’ and ‘potential’, in

recognition of the fact that building refurbishment is key to improving energy efficiency.

Secondly, in England, Wales and Scotland this is a dual label (Figure 3.7), with separate

ratings for energy efficiency and CO2 emissions. The dual label is needed to capture

improvements to

Figure 3.7. Energy label (energy performance certificate) for housing in England & Wales.
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building fabric as well as the benefits of switching to less polluting fuels, including

building-integrated renewable energy technologies (Department for Communities and

Local Government website, Scottish Building Standards Authority website). Northern

Ireland’s version of the EPC has only an energy efficiency rating (with ‘current’ and

‘potential’), but not an environmental impact rating (Department of Finance and

Personnel website).

In the first 6 months of the EPC system being in force for all property transactions, some

445,000 EPCs were issued, showing the potential of this information system to influence

the market on a mass scale (Kennedy 2008 Pers. Comm.). However, two studies in recent

years have shown numerous fundamental problems with the EPC system. A review in

2008 for the UK Energy Research Centre included 26 detailed recommendations, which

can be summarised under three broad headings:

 Better alignment with the workings of the property market (eg viewing the

audience of the EPC as the buyer, rather than the seller; develop training courses

for conveyancing solicitors)

 Better communication, including clarification and explanation of assumptions (eg

modelled energy consumption using ‘standard occupancy’; promotion of the A-G

rating in all property particulars)

 Technical accuracy and choice of promoted measures (eg solar PV is always

recommended but solar water heating is not; different regional climates are not

modelled)

(Banks 2008)

A second report in December 2009 was based on a database of over 300,000 EPCs held by

National Energy Services Ltd, and a series of stakeholder interviews (National Energy

Foundation 2009). The quantitative analysis showed that the average uplift on the A-G

rating was only 10 SAP points, which in most cases means that the ‘potential’ rating is in

the same A – G band as the ‘current’ rating. This report found similar conclusions to the

2008 study, but added insights from consumers who had received (and in some cases

read) an EPC for a property that they were interested in buying. When asked about their
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memory of the EPC and its recommendations, a total of 61% either did not see the EPC,

saw it but did not read it, or read it but didn’t see any recommendations for

improvement. The rough overall split was: three-fifths missed or ignored the EPC and its

recommendations; one-fifth were actively interested; and one-fifth were unsure or

sceptical (Figure 3.8).

interested,

intending to act

soon

4%

not considering

recommendations

12%

did not see or

read EPC or find

recommendations

61%

some action

already taken

15%

not sure

8%

Figure 3.8 Reactions to the EPC and its recommendations for energy improvements among 302 recent
homebuyers (Using data from National Energy Foundation 2009)

Where respondents said that they did not plan any improvements to their home, the

single biggest reasons given (ahead of cost and lack of time) was that they did not like or

believe the recommendations in the EPC. Reasons for this need to be explored further, but

may include the use of primary energy rather than delivered energy, which makes

comparisons with domestic energy bills highly misleading for the average consumer.

Also, as both the UKERC and NEF reports demonstrate, there is a lack of clarity over the

assumptions used to calculate the rating and some inaccuracies with rdSAP.

It is unsurprising that the EPC and Warm Front should both be promoting an uplift of an

average of 10 SAP points, because both schemes work to the same list of cost-effective
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measures. However, this scale of ambition is a long way short of what scenario-based

studies suggest is required to meet the 2050 climate change targets (eg Skea et al. 2009).

Also, in terms of the workings of a market transformation approach, the calculation of

technical potential – and the commitment to future tightening of the standard - has been

key to the way in which efficiency improvements have been achieved for different classes

of electrical appliances (see chapter 2). In contrast , the EPC seems to reflect the possible

improvements that can be achieved with existing policies, rather than being a tool to

stimulate more ambitious targets which might be met through innovation.

3.5.7 Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance (LESA) and Enhanced Capital

Allowances (ECAs)

The Landlord’s Energy Saving Allowance (LESA) is a tax allowance for private landlords,

which has been available to private landlords since April 2004 and to corporate landlords

since July 2008. The scheme is due to end in April 2015. LESA is a tax allowance which

allows landlords to claim up to £1,500 against tax every year on properties rented in the

UK and abroad. Eligible energy efficiency improvements include cavity wall insulation,

loft insulation, solid wall insulation, draught proofing, hot water system insulation and

floor insulation (H M Revenue and Customs 2008). It is not widely known about by

private landlords and uptake is low (Energy Saving Trust 2008).

Enhanced capital allowances (ECAs) are for private landlords who pay corporation tax,

providing tax allowances for certain (efficient) types of energy plant or machinery (but

not insulation) in rental properties (Enhanced Capital Allowance Scheme 2009).

3.5.8 Efforts to eliminate homes rated F and G on the EPC

The Energy Saving Trust (EST) was asked by the government to manage a programme

targeting the very worst housing in the stock, with the aim of bringing all F- and G-rated

homes up to the standard of an E. The EST’s analysis concluded that, despite recent

improvements in energy efficiency, 17% of homes in England are F and G rated, and are

not ‘decent’ to be lived in (following the approximate definition of Fs and Gs constituting
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a category 1 hazard for excess cold under the HHSRS). Bringing them to the low end of

the E band (SAP 39) would cost less than £3,000 per property in 85% of cases, with the

remaining 15% likely to cost £5,000 - £9,500 to upgrade (Energy Saving Trust 2010a).

A scheme agreed between CLG and EST allows EST to use EPC data to promote its advice

services and grants at those who have recently purchased a property rated F or G. After

four months (deemed the optimum amount of time after moving in) the new householder

is sent a letter by the EST, recommending energy efficiency improvements. Because of

concerns over data protection, the householder’s details are then destroyed and EST is not

able to analyse response rates. There has been no discernible increase in demand as a

result, however (Weatherall 2010, Pers. Comm.).

3.6 Policy debates and strategic issues

The policy and delivery infrastructure that has developed over several decades to support

investment in energy efficiency in UK homes has reached a strategic crossroads. Despite

its success, the future potential of CERT is limited by the fact that the measures it supports

will each reach saturation point (full take-up), estimated to be around 2015 for cavity wall

and loft insulation. Policy-makers and industry groups are looking beyond CERT, in

terms of the funding mechanism, technical specifications and policy framework that

might be required in future. These debates have been a recurring theme in government

consultation documents and strategy documents in recent months and years. The most

significant of those are reviewed in the following sections.

3.6.1 The UK Low Carbon Transition Plan (LCTP) and Home Energy

Management Strategy (HEMS)

The Low Carbon Transition Plan (LCTP) covers the entire UK economy, in line with the

requirements of the Climate Change Act for a national strategy to be written. It broadly

outlines an approach based on continuing with CERT to the end of 2012, with additional

activities to include:

 Roll-out of smart meters to every home by 2020
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 Developing ‘more pro-active services’ from the EST

 Piloting a ‘pay as you save’ finance model

 Introduction of feed-in tariffs for domestic-scale microgeneration

 A neighbourhood approach for low-income areas - the Community Energy Saving

Programme (CESP)

In addition, the LCTP promised consultations on making EPC ratings compulsory on all

property advertisements, and on a renewable heat incentive. The additional cost of this

work to consumers (implied to be through the post-CERT supplier obligation) would be

6% on today’s household energy bills by 2020. To reduce the impact of this extra cost on

the most vulnerable groups, increases are planned to Warm Front grants, and the

introduction of a mandatory social price support mechanism ‘at the earliest opportunity’.

Other policies (eg RHI) would also be designed to advantage vulnerable groups.

(Department for Energy and Climate Change 2009b), p. 79).

A more detailed strategy document for the residential sector was published in March 2010

under the title ‘Warm Homes, Greener Homes: a strategy for household energy

management’ (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a). It is referred to here as

the household energy management strategy (HEMS).

HEMS covers some of the same ground as the LCTP, but adds some detail. Loft and cavity

wall insulation are expected to reach their saturation point by 2015. Solid wall insulation

is a recurring theme, because it has the potential to make a significant difference and

because it is more costly than insulation for cavity walls. HEMS presents the steps to be

taken in such a way that specific interventions are not quantified, although the total target

CO2 emissions reduction from upto 7 million ‘eco-upgrades’ is 4Mt CO2e, of which the

expectation is that 3.5 MtCO2e will come from ‘more significant insulation measures’

(Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a, p. 13). The other 0.5 MtCO2e can be

assumed to be attributable to microgeneration technologies, although HEMS is not

specific about the detail of this either. The definition for ‘eco-upgrade’ is based on

measures, rather than a more holistic performance standard for the whole home:
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‘By an eco-upgrade we mean the installation of a set of measures that goes significantly beyond

basic insulation to include the installation of smart meters and either solid wall insulation or,

alternatively, the installation of loft and cavity wall insulation alongside a form of renewable

energy generation.’

(Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a, p. 14).

The document identifies two key challenges for eco-upgrades: immature supply chains in

the UK for some technologies; and cost, although HEMS notes that the unit cost of solid

wall insulation comes down if whole streets, neighbourhoods or clusters of homes have

their walls insulated at the same time.

Local authorities are identified as key members in a new partnership approach to

delivery, built on ‘an obligation for energy companies to work with local authorities’,

although the detail of how this would work is not described. One area where local

authorities and energy companies might club together would be in the development of

district heating schemes, and HEMS proposes an ‘enabling framework’ for this – again,

with little specific detail.

Provision of information to consumers and local authorities also features as an ambition

of HEMS, with a consultation promised on improving the access to and usefulness of data

from EPCs. There is a continuing commitment from government to provide ‘independent

and authoritative advice’ to consumers, although HEMS hints at a (partial) shift in

government thinking towards an actor-network approach with the concept of ‘trigger

points’, when other events or activities in normal day-to-day life might present good

opportunities for low-carbon refurbishment decisions to be incorporated at the same time:

‘there is … potential for trades people to advise when they go to homes to undertake

plumbing or building work, for example’(Department for Energy and Climate Change

2010a, p. 41). Accreditation of advice services, installers and products are described in

HEMS as important elements of a workable, credible system, although there is no detail

given on specific schemes other than CIGA, which guarantees cavity wall insulation work

funded by CERT.
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A consultation is promised on possible regulation so that ‘the installation of loft and

cavity wall insulation where feasible would be a condition of renting out a property from

a date in the future, at the earliest 2015.’ (Department for Energy and Climate Change

2010a, p. 8). This hint at the possibility of a future mandatory minimum standard is

interesting on two counts. Firstly, it introduces the idea of a phased introduction, starting

with rental properties. Secondly, it still uses the language of measures to be installed,

rather than a standard (or an EPC rating) to be achieved. Phasing the introduction by

different tenure types can be seen as equivalent to developing policy for different classes

of electrical appliances, based on the specific workings of each market. The notion that

regulation be based on loft and cavity wall insulation, where feasible, leaves open the

opportunity to rent out homes in any condition if they do not have a loft or cavity walls.

Regulation based on these measures would be far narrower in its application than one

based on a performance standard for the home (regardless of its construction type).

HEMS estimates that it will generate 65,000 ‘core’ jobs and potentially many times more

throughout the various supply chains involved in delivering this work. A new ‘retrofit

consortium’ is proposed to bring products to market, drive down costs and encourage

employers to invest in training, but the non-governmental members of this proposed

grouping are large-scale property owners and private sector organisations ‘such as British

Gas and the Mark Group.’ (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a, p. 47).

SME tradespeople are mentioned in HEMS as one source of advice on refurbishment

decisions to householders, but the main thrust of the document is still dominated by an

approach based on individual measures, a strong focus on the need for cost reduction and

the role of government at national and local levels. The estimate for job creation is an

interesting allusion to the economic potential, but the emphasis placed by HEMS on

existing markets in mainstream construction is extremely muted when compared with the

construction industry’s own view of the potential of the LCTP. In its interim report to the

Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills, the Low Carbon Construction

Innovation Growth Team observes that ‘[o]ver the next 40 years, the Low Carbon

Transition Plan is virtually a business plan for construction’ although they also identify

numerous barriers and market failures, essentially linked to the almost complete lack of
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client demand for the necessary work (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills

2010).

HEMS also reports that work is being undertaken with the Royal Institution of Chartered

Surveyors (RICS) to ensure ‘that energy performance of homes starts to be better reflected

in its market value’ (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a, p. 9). In a report

by RICS on EPCs, the surveying profession commented that ‘value is inextricably tied to

demand. There is currently little demand for energy efficiency; therefore valuers can

struggle to assign value to it as their role is to reflect the market, not to drive it’ (Royal

Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Department for Communities and Local Government

2010, p. 4).

In summary, HEMS describes the period to 2015 as being focused on delivering the

‘standard’ insulation measures and developing the supply chain for more advanced ‘eco

upgrades’ in the social housing sector, as well as encouraging expansion of district

heating networks. A more active role for local authorities is envisaged through Low

Carbon Frameworks, by which local authorities would work in partnership with industry

to deliver local energy saving targets. Beyond that, there is no clear or consistent focus on

the existing markets for RMI and property transactions. There are a few allusions to how

the low-carbon policy agenda is intimately linked to the future of the UK economy and

established markets, but the dominant focus of HEMS is still on measures, rather than

standards, and on the need for cost reductions and independent sources of information,

rather than the more integrated policy approach of market transformation.

3.6.2 Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP)

The Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) began in October 2009 and its first

period runs to the end of 2012. It follows the model of CERT in that it is funded through

an obligation on energy suppliers, but the focus of CESP is on the most deprived

neighbourhoods, of which some 4,500 have been identified in Great Britain. As of 30 April

2010 there were 6 live CESP schemes, but the total number is expected to reach 100

schemes, delivering upto £350 million of efficiency measures, saving around £300 per year
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in around 90,000 households and saving nearly 2.9 MtCO2 (Department for Energy and

Climate Change 2009a, Office of gas and electricity markets 2010).

The programme is intended to be delivered through the development of community-

based partnerships between Local Authorities (LAs), community groups and energy

companies, via a house-by-house, street-by-street approach. The scheme is described in

official documents and on government websites as being a ‘whole-home’ approach, which

means that a wider set of measures is eligible than for CERT, notably including energy

advice and works involving district heating and community CHP. Where there is overlap

with CERT measures, suppliers have to show that the work carried out under CESP is

additional to their obligation under CERT and, for similar reasons, works which are

required under Building Regulations are ineligible (Office of gas and electricity markets

2009). The approach is fundamentally based on a list of measures, though, not on a

standard (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2. Eligible measures under the Community Energy Saving Programme CESP (Office of gas
and electricity markets 2009)

 cavity wall insulation

 a connection to a district heating

scheme

 a district heating meter for

individual house billing

 draught-proofing

 external solid wall insulation

 flat roof insulation

 fuel switching

 heating controls when provided

with a new heating system

 glazing

 a heat pump

 a home energy advice package

 internal solid wall insulation

 loft insulation

 microgeneration measures other

than a heat pump

 a replacement boiler

 under-floor insulation

 an upgrade of a district heating

scheme

3.6.3 Pay As You Save (PAYS)

This is a proposal for a finance mechanism for low-carbon refurbishments, based on a

legal charge on property deeds, which would effectively make the repayment of the

capital binding on the property, rather than any particular person. If the property were

sold before the capital was repaid, the duty to pay would pass to the new owner. The
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advantage of such a scheme is that it could provide up-front capital costs, with repayment

spread over a longer period than a normal (personal) loan. In theory, the savings from

energy efficiency would be greater than the charge on the property, making the finance

available at no net loss to any resident.

An intensive round of expert workshops was paid for by the government and coordinated

by the UK Green Building Council in 2008 to develop the idea in detail, resulting in a

summary report (UK Green Building Council 2009).

However, the administration costs of such a scheme could be quite high, including:

administration of the financing; approvals system between refurbishment service

provider and billing service provider; new contract to negotiate between PAYS subscriber

and billing energy service provider; legal costs of the new charge on the property;

accreditation of refurbishment providers; provision of a trusted advice service (Figure

3.9). The costs of these administrative overheads would all need to be recouped from the

savings made if the logic of the current proposal were to work.

Figure 3.9. Overview of PAYS finance mechanism (UK Green Building Council 2009)
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3.7 Installers and the refurbishment industry

For the purposes of this thesis there are three sets of industry actors operating in the field

of home refurbishment: one providing cavity wall insulation and loft insulation (funded

through the CERT mechanism, Warm Front and Decent Homes); a second installing

microgeneration technologies (with financial support through the feed-in tariff and

predecessor grant programmes); and a third fulfilling all the functions of repair,

maintenance and improvement (RMI) that the market demands. Each can be characterised

as a sub-set of all the potential actors in any future market for low-carbon refurbishment.

New entrants to such a market are also to be expected, but they are not discussed here.

3.7.1 CERT installers

The existing industry established around installation of grant-supported measures (cavity

wall insulation, loft insulation etc) views government policy as a key determining factor

in fitting insulation as a stand-alone activity, for which this industry has grown to become

effectively a group of specialist contractors (Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes

2008). They are particularly aware of the approaching saturation points for the various

insulation measures which they specialise in, and look to government policy to stimulate

new areas of work, particularly in the field of internal insulation of solid walls, which they

view as providing most of their additional work in the coming decade, although the

saturation of cavity wall and loft insulation markets means that their projection for jobs is

for growth to a high of over 12,000 installer jobs in 2013, followed by a rapid fall to just

over 6,000 by 2020 (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Projections of the variation in employment supported by installation of various types of
insulation in the domestic sector (Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes 2008)

3.7.2 Microgeneration installers

In May 2010 there were 656 installer companies registered under the Microgeneration

Certification Scheme (MCS) in the UK, which is only concerned with electric technologies

(Wharton 2010 Pers. Comm.). In the Low Carbon buildings Programme, which ran from

April 2006 to April 2010, thermal technologies were also included, of which solar water

heating was the dominant technology and had the largest market, with approximately 200

different installers (Bergman, Jardine 2009, p. 26).

Although the term microgeneration is used in policy and research as an umbrella term,

there is a high degree of specialisation on the ground, suggesting that there are in fact

several small industries and markets, rather than a unified one. Somewhere between half

to three-quarters of companies install only one technology, and where more than one type

of technology is installed there are noticeable synergies between solar PV and solar

thermal (roof-mounted panels, same issues of insolation and orientation), and between PV

and wind (roof-mounted, common skills and knowledge needed for electronic

components such as inverters) (Bergman, Jardine 2009, pp. 32 – 33).
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Solar thermal installers overlap with general plumbers, but the other LZC technologies

tend to be more specialist, without an obvious counterpart among mainstream trades

(Bergman, Jardine 2009).

3.7.3 Domestic RMI

The complexities of the construction sector are shown in Figure 3.11. The largest element

in economic terms is contractors’ output, but a substantial portion of that is made up of

the cost of materials. Materials are both imported and exported and – especially since EU

enlargement led to the arrival of migrant workers from accession countries – there is

movement of labour across national boundaries as well. A significant ‘parallel’ economy

exists, with informal construction work estimated to be worth £10bn per year (a seventh

of the total of contractors’ output). Small-scale operators working for cash and DIYers

(outside the tax and insurance systems) contribute to the work done on buildings and to

the market for materials, but not to the direct labour market.

Figure 3.11. Structure of the construction industry, 2006. Overlapping circles indicate where one
subsector contributes to the output of another. (Source Construction News 2006.)
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In 2008, construction in the UK accounted for £123.6 bn of output, of which some £48.2 bn

was spent on housing - 39% of the total (Office for National Statistics 2009b). The

breakdown for where this money was spent shows that most money was spent in the

private sector (new-build and repair & maintenance), while the total expenditure on

housing repair & maintenance (in both public and private sectors) was 58% of the total –

exceeding the total amount of money spent on new housing (Figure 3.12).

private RMI,

18.3

public RMI, 9.6

public new, 4.0

private new,

16.3

Figure 3.12. Public and private investment in housing, £bn, GB 2008 (Office for National Statistics
2009b, table 2.1)

The construction industry is made up of over 200,000 firms: a large number of small

businesses, particularly micro-businesses, and a small number of large firms. Firms with
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1- 3 employees make up 70% of the total number of firms in the industry (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13. Number of firms in construction by number of employees, GB 2008 (Office for National
Statistics 2009b, table 3.1)

At the same time, the small number of large firms (employing 80 or more) account for

39% of the total workforce (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.14. Total size of workforce by size of firm, GB 2008 (Office for National Statistics 2009b, table
3.5)
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Construction is a sector which responds rapidly to changing fortunes in the wider

economy. As recently as 2006 the Construction Skills Network estimated that the industry

needed to recruit and train 88,000 entrants per year for five years (CITB-

ConstructionSkills 2006), but by 2009 firms were laying off staff and the overall estimated

labour shortage was down to 37,000, of which 13,000 were in manual trades (CITB-

ConstructionSkills 2009a). The housing RMI market has experienced a decline over the

same period, as ‘consumers cut back on non-essential work on their properties,

particularly as disposable incomes have come under pressure and employment

uncertainties increase’ (CITB-ConstructionSkills 2009a, p. 4).

Nonetheless, the industry is forecast to grow in the period 2010 – 2014, in line with

forecasts for general economic recovery (CITB-ConstructionSkills 2009b).

3.8 Strategic issues in construction

3.8.1 Health & safety, productivity and process efficiency

As an industry, construction has been focused on improving management practices and

contractual relationships since the publication in 1994 of the Latham Report,

‘Constructing the Team’ (Latham 1994). Two further reports followed, produced under

the direction of Sir John Egan - ‘Rethinking Construction’ in 1998 and ‘Accelerating

Change’ in 2002 (Egan 1998, 2002). The Egan agenda sets out to transform the way

construction gets done. The reports summarised the industry’s culture and practice as

being characterised by a plethora of specialist tasks, typically sub-contracted, with little or

no effort made to achieve a good integrated result. Casual labour relations and a single-

minded focus on lowest cost mean that there are many accidents on building sites, corners

get cut, work gets done sloppily or gets damaged, and profits are reduced as a direct

result of the fragmented approach and inefficient management. Environmental

performance of the process and the final product are also compromised, with unmet

energy targets and large volumes of construction waste going to landfill. While not

addressing the environmental agenda directly, Egan recommended a sea-change in the

culture and implementation of construction as a process, focusing on achieving high
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quality results. This aim requires changed practice throughout the supply chain – from

the building client to the designers and the on-site construction team.

Like Latham before him, Egan was primarily concerned with improving processes that

are internal to the industry and broadly to do with a commitment to greater quality. Egan

characterises construction as ‘a series of sequential and largely separate operations

undertaken by individual designers, constructors and suppliers who have no stake in the

long term success of the product and no commitment to it’ (Egan 2002, p. 13). Better

integration and partnership working are seen as key to tackling the inefficiencies and

confrontations that predominate. The ‘Accelerating Change’ report includes quantified

targets for reducing capital costs, construction time, accidents and defects; whilst

simultaneously increasing predictability, productivity and profitability. Beyond these

industry-internal concerns, Egan also highlights a need for construction to focus more on

its customers.

The low-carbon agenda in construction thus needs to be seen in the context of an industry

whose prevailing culture is characterised by fragmented roles, adversarial relations

between those roles, wasteful and inefficient management processes, and poor client

satisfaction.

3.8.2 The carbon agenda

To date, the most concerted activity around the carbon agenda in the construction sector

has been focused on new construction rather than refurbishment. In 2007 the then Prime

Minister announced that all new homes would be ‘zero carbon’ by 2016, with an outline

timetable for implementing this target with intermediate standards for 2010 and 2013

(Department for Communities and Local Government 2007). This announcement was

followed by a public commitment document, which the government encouraged industry

members to sign (Department for Communities and Local Government 2008a), and led

directly to the establishment of a new institutional structure: the 2016 Task Force, a joint

government-industry group with responsibility for clarifying and planning how the 2016
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target is to be achieved; and the Zero Carbon Hub as the coordinating body for detailed

work on the 2016 target (Department for Communities and Local Government 2008b, c).

In response to the ongoing debate about the definition of ‘zero carbon’, the Zero Carbon

Hub has proposed a space heating energy efficiency standard for ‘zero carbon’ that is 39

kWh/ m2.yr for mid-terrace houses and flats, and 46 kWh/ m2.yr for end-terraces, semi-

detached and detached houses (Zero Carbon Hub 2009). In order to meet the ‘zero carbon’

target, the industry proposes a ‘zero carbon hierarchy’, in which fabric measures and

LZCs would have to meet 70% of the overall carbon target, with the remaining 30% being

accounted for by ‘allowable solutions’ – effectively off-setting emissions through

investments in more cost-effective renewable energy supply (large wind) and partnering

with ESCos. The 39-46 kWh/ m2.yr proposed standard is better than current practice but

quite a long way short of the Passive House standard of 15 kWh/ m2.yr (PassivHaus

Institut 2010).

The fact that the proposed fabric standard falls short of international best practice, and

that 30% of ‘zero carbon’ is proposed to come from remote ‘allowable solutions’ raises

interesting questions, which are fundamentally political in nature. Demonstration projects

have shown that better energy performance of the buildings themselves is possible, but it

involves a need to re-appraise conventional materials and familiar techniques (Lazarus

2002). Pushing too quickly on new standards can lead to resistance among construction

professionals, as their experience becomes less relevant to the new design challenge

(Lowe, Bell & Roberts 2003a, b). This encapsulates the tension between wishing to find

genuinely innovative, low-carbon solutions at the same time as seeking mainstream

industry acceptance.

In 2009 an industry task force, the Low Carbon Construction Innovation and Growth

Team (IGT), was charged by the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills to

consider how the UK construction industry can rise to the challenge of the low carbon

agenda. It suggests in its interim report that ‘a lack of integration between design, product

development, construction and building operation represents a serious barrier to the

development of innovative and cost-effective proposals for the reduction of carbon

emissions associated with the built environment’ (Department for Business, Innovation
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and Skills 2010, p. 17). This fragmentation echoes the work of Egan and Latham but the

inclusion of building operation is a new addition to the issues raised by Egan and Latham.

This addition takes the reform agenda beyond issues of process efficiency within the

industry and client relations, suggesting that the construction industry needs to take an

interest in real energy performance as a way of informing and reforming established

practices.

3.8.3 Buildability

The term buildability typically applies in the field of construction project management

with a focus on the ease of construction, the robustness and quality of what gets built, and

a reduced risk of error, delay or cost over-run. The Construction Industry Research and

Information Association defines it as ‘the extent to which the design of the building

facilitates ease of construction, subject to the overall requirements for the completed

building’ (CIRIA 1983p. 26). Crowther (2002) highlights the importance of the conditional

clause in the CIRIA definition and argues that ‘overall project goals may actually restrict

the buildability of the project, such that heuristic principles of buildability may not

necessarily be appropriate in all cases’ (Crowther 2002, p. 2). In other words, some

building projects may be inherently more complicated and carry greater risks for the

project manager than other projects.

The term ‘buildability’ has come to the fore in recent times as a term used by members of

the construction industry to provide a ‘reality check’ to the pursuit of ever tighter energy

and CO2 emissions standards for new buildings. An industry task group used

‘buildability’ as a kind of checklist for proposed ‘zero carbon’ standards for new housing:

‘does the specification require overly complicated construction processes? What are the

implications for site management and build processes? Will the supply chain be able to

deliver circa 200,000 units p.a. to this standard?’ (Zero Carbon Hub 2009). These concerns

are real enough but they are couched in the language of current incumbents, rather than

innovators. What is seen as an ‘overly complicated construction process’ by an incumbent

may be something to which others can adapt more readily; site management and build

processes may need to change, but that may be because existing techniques, materials and
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practices are unsuited to the new standards. ‘Buildability’ can be seen as an expression of

the dilemma of the diffusion of innovation: how can the new and unfamiliar be reconciled

to the expectations of the existing mainstream? Exactly what is meant by ‘buildability’ is

not just open to interpretation, but is also an example of the management dilemmas

described in the Strategic Niche Management (SNM) literature (see chapter 2).

The concept of ‘buildability’ in relation to low-carbon projects therefore carries within it a

tension or contradiction: to be replicable on a large scale, these projects need to be easy

enough to construct, reasonably robust and of good quality, without undue risks of delays

or unexpected costs; but for genuinely low-carbon results to be achieved, some amount of

experimentation and innovation needs to take place, and that is inherently costly and

risky.

3.8.4 Regulation and innovation

The tension between mainstream industry practice and innovation has also been

considered in relation to building regulations, with Gann et al (1998) concluding:

‘when performance-based building regulations are treated as static sets of technical

requirements they have limited roles in stimulating innovation. They may even act to

inhibit innovation if they are too narrowly drawn. A more progressive approach is possible

in which regulations are seen as part of a dynamic social and technical development process

[…] [A] major difficulty with this approach however, is that regulators do not necessarily

know a priori if an industry will be capable of complying. At issue here is whether the form

and content of standards are matched appropriately to the goals sought from regulation

and specific sectoral requirements needed for compliance. How can an appropriate match be

achieved? The answer requires sector-specific knowledge about types of market,

technologies, firm-level competencies, structure of industry and competition, and technical

infrastructure. It is likely that without appropriate detailed knowledge within regulatory

authorities, regulations may miss their intended goals.’

(Gann et al. 1998, pp. 283-286)

Gann et al characterise this tension as being between regulators seeking to impose tough

performance standards, and industry lobbies seeking to weaken regulation and make
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standards looser. Gann et al’s focus on the need for detailed knowledge within regulatory

authorities suggests that the low-carbon refurbishment agenda carries risks and

challenges for regulators and policy-makers, as well as for industry.

3.8.5 Value-added tax (VAT) and the parallel economy

The Sustainable Development Commission, the Commission for Architecture and the

Built Environment and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors all support the

principle of reducing VAT on refurbishment works to help incentivise moves towards a

more sustainable built environment (House of Commons Communities and Local

Government Committee 2008, pp. 19 – 21). The Cut the VAT Coalition is an industry

alliance of 13 organisations, similarly arguing for a reduction of VAT on refurbishment

works from the current 20% to 5% in order to reduce the competitive advantage of firms

offering illegal ‘cash-in-hand’ services, thereby under-cutting VAT-registered companies.

The relatively high VAT rate on refurbishment compared to new-build is cited in the

housing and environment community as putting a disproportionate emphasis on new-

build as a solution to housing problems. A 5% VAT rate applies to domestic energy

supply in recognition of the hardship experienced by those in fuel poverty. The rate on

professionally installed energy-saving products (on an approved list) was equalised with

the rate on energy in recognition of the need to remove a perverse incentive to consume

rather than conserve if energy was taxed at 5% but insulation and other energy efficiency

measures were kept at 20%. However, all RMI activities that are not directly related to

energy efficiency are taxed at the higher rate of 20% (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3. UK VAT rates in relation to domestic energy and construction

VAT rate

New construction 0%

Energy 5%

Professionally installed energy-saving products 5%

Refurbishment – all other goods and services 20%
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As part of a European experiment to apply reduced VAT to certain named labour-

intensive services, the Isle of Man first trialled a 5% VAT rate on domestic property

renovations and repairs on 1 January 2000, subsequently extended to 31 December 2010 in

the light of the positive results of the trial, when the standard VAT rate was 17.5%, not

20% (Killip 2008a, pp. 21 – 22). The threefold aims of the Isle of Man government were to

create employment, cut back on the parallel economy (ie reducing VAT-dodging by

offering ‘cash in hand’ deals), and to improve the housing stock. From the introduction of

the reduced rate of VAT in 2000, both the total sales and the total tax output from

construction increased compared to previous years, and the figures for construction

increased faster than for the Isle of Man economy as a whole (Table 3.4). The impact on

the parallel economy appears to have more than compensated for the loss of VAT receipts

that might be expected from a 12.5% reduction in the VAT rate.

Table 3.4. Analysis of growth in sales and VAT receipts immediately before and after introduction of
5% VAT rate on domestic property renovations and repairs on 1 January 2000 in Isle of Man (Using
data from Isle of Man Government 2003, table 9)

sales growth (year on year)

Year

VAT receipts growth (year on year)

construction Whole economy construction Whole economy

+14% +17% 1999 +9% +7%

+25% +14% 2000 +10% +7%

+23% +20% 2001 +13% +9%

In its report on the original experiment to the European Commission, the Isle of Man

government concluded:

‘the experiment has been successful in achieving its and the EU’s aims of creating

employment and reducing the size of the shadow economy. In addition there have been

other benefits to the Government and people of the Island, including improvements to the

existing housing stock and reduced pressure on green field site developments. There has

been far less pressure on builders to cut corners, reduce prices and work outside the system

- the knock on effect of this, according to the Employer’s Federation is happier customers

and staff, fewer complaints and staff movements, all of which contribute to improved
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profitability. All concerned have expressed the desire to continue with the regime and for it

to become a permanent feature.’

(Isle of Man Government 2003)

The arguments about VAT rates are therefore more than about equalising incentives

between new-build and refurbishment projects. The results from the Isle of Man trial

suggest that VAT reform might be an effective way of reducing cash-in-hand deals in the

unregulated economy – and that it can be achieved at the same time as increasing VAT

receipts generally, rather than reducing them, as would seem logical at first sight. If it can

be assumed that the mainstreaming of low-carbon refurbishment requires an increased

regulatory effort (as the evidence from MT in appliance markets suggests), then VAT

reform can be seen as an enabling policy for improved compliance. Without the fiscal

reform, the increased regulatory effort may have the undesirable effect of driving more

RMI activity into the parallel economy.

3.9 Vocational training

3.9.1 The system of Scottish/National Vocational Qualifications (S/NVQs)

Vocational qualifications (S/NVQs) operate at different levels, reflecting the level of

educational attainment that each represents. In the system for England and Wales, NVQ

level 1 represents the most basic literacy and numeracy skills, while NVQ 2 is equivalent

to an A – C grade at GCSE: NVQ 2 is effectively the lowest level of qualification that is

actually taught. Most construction trades start at NVQ 2, while skilled craft trades and

mechanical and electrical engineering qualifications typically require the trainee to

achieve NVQ 3. Beyond that, NVQ 4 is equivalent to a technician and NVQ 5 is equivalent

to a master craftsman. Beyond NVQ 5 are the grades equivalent to higher education with,

for example, a surgeon needing to acquire knowledge and skills equivalent to NVQ 11. In

construction, the qualifications typically range from NVQ 2 – 5 (Lister 2008a Pers.

Comm.).
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Vocational training typically takes place at FE colleges with work placements – the

definition of an apprentice is someone who combines formal learning with a paid job.

However, there are also two methods of gaining qualifications for older/more experienced

workers on buildings sites:

 OSAT (On-Site Assessment & Training) - helps experienced workers get the

qualifications to prove they can do the job. It turns their existing skills and experience

into a nationally recognised qualification such as an NVQ or SVQ.

 EWPA (Experienced Worker Practical Assessment) – a single day of tests for workers

with a minimum of five years’ experience and who don’t need any further training.

3.9.2 Institutional framework

Sector Skills Councils are the bodies which oversee the development of vocational

training in the UK economy. The first Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) were set up in 2002,

often building on structures that existed previously, such as National Training

Organisations (NTOs). The innovation of the Sector Skills Councils was to give employers

a strong voice in the development of a skills agenda for their industries. The 25 SSCs

cover about 85% of the UK economy, with coverage for the remaining 15% being

provided by the Alliance of Sector Skills Councils (ASSC). The ASSC is also the strategic

body for all SSCs, acting as an umbrella organisation and coordinating communication

with government on strategic skills issues. The UK Commission for Employment and

Skills oversees the performance of the SSCs, advising the government on their relicensing.

Each SSC is responsible for setting the National Occupational Standards (NOS) in the

relevant economic sector: the NOS documents are key to the development or refinement

of vocational training programmes, as it is the NOS which describe what a competent

person in a given occupation should be able to do (Holmes 2008 Pers. Comm.).

Amendments to the NOS will feed through to the requirements for different

Scottish/National Vocational Qualifications (S/NVQs). A different tier of organisations –

the Awarding Bodies – take the S/NVQ requirements and turn them into specific

curricula, which are then delivered in colleges up and down the country (Holmes 2008

Pers. Comm.).
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National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) are work-related, competence based

qualifications that reflect the skills and knowledge needed to do a job effectively, based on

the NOS documents. They represent national standards recognised by employers

throughout the country, and are organised into a classification which is based on the

competence levels required. NVQs should familiarise trainees with current best practice,

the ability to adapt to future requirements and the knowledge and understanding which

underpins competent performance (Holmes 2008 Pers. Comm.).

Responsibility for funding for skills in England passed in April 2010 from the Learning

and Skills Council (LSC) to a new body, the Skills Funding Agency (SFA).

Skills is also a devolved issue, with different infrastructure in England, Scotland, Wales

and Northern Ireland. Most Vocational Qualifications in Scotland are developed,

accredited and awarded by the Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA). In Wales, it is

done by the Department for Children, Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills (DCELLS).

In Northern Ireland, it is the Department for Employment and Learning (DELNI).

3.9.3 Sector Skills Councils in relation to low-carbon refurbishment

Of the 25 SSCs, seven have some relevance to low-carbon housing refurbishment (While

ConstructionSkills covers alterations to building fabric, SummitSkills is important for the

installation of energy generation and conversion equipment (boilers, solar panels, heat

pumps etc).

The overall objectives of ConstructionSkills, the sector skills council for construction, are:

 Improving business performance;

 Improving image and recruitment; and

 Qualifying the workforce and continuous development.

In 2008 ConstructionSkills established a Future Skills Unit (FSU) with a specific set of

functions in relation to new skills for sustainability, focusing on six themes: innovation;
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Table 3.5) although ConstructionSkills is by far the largest in terms of its training budget.

While ConstructionSkills covers alterations to building fabric, SummitSkills is important

for the installation of energy generation and conversion equipment (boilers, solar panels,

heat pumps etc).

The overall objectives of ConstructionSkills, the sector skills council for construction, are:

 Improving business performance;

 Improving image and recruitment; and

 Qualifying the workforce and continuous development.

In 2008 ConstructionSkills established a Future Skills Unit (FSU) with a specific set of

functions in relation to new skills for sustainability, focusing on six themes: innovation;

Table 3.5 Sector Skills Councils and their bearing on low-carbon housing refurbishment

SSC name SSC remit Relevance to housing

refurbishment

comments

ConstructionSkills All construction:

domestic, non-

domestic, civil

engineering

Covers repair,

maintenance and

improvement

The dominant SSC in

housing

refurbishment in

terms of budget and

reach

SummitSkills building services

engineering

Covers mechanical and

electrical energy supply

technologies in homes

(boilers, solar panels

etc)

Key to good

installation and

integration of energy

supply technologies,

including new micro-

generation

technologies

Asset Skills Property, Facilities

Management, Housing

and Cleaning

Covers property

professionals and

housing professionals

Includes housing

managers,

surveyors, planners,

estate agents, letting

agents, energy

inspectors

Creative &

Cultural Skills

Advertising, Crafts,

Music, Performing,

Heritage,

Design and Arts

Includes Institute of

Historic Building

Conservation

Applies to a small

proportion of the

housing stock
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SEMTA Science, Engineering

and Manufacturing

Tehnologies

Includes manufacture

of residential energy

technologies and

control

Important interface

between technology

and users

ProSkills Building Products,

Coatings, Extractive

and Mineral

Processing, Furniture,

Furnishings and

Interiors, Glass and

Glazing, Glazed

Ceramics, Paper and

Pulp and Printing

Includes manufacturers

of concrete and clay-

based building

products (bricks, tiles

etc), glass and glazing,

coatings (eg wall

coverings, paints)

Relevant to product

supply chains for

low-carbon housing

refurbishment

Financial Services

Skills Councils

financial services,

accountancy and

finance

Relevant to various

finance mechanisms

Eg mortgages, loans,

charges on property

renewables; zero carbon; low carbon; change; and environment (ConstructionSkills

2008a). Its stated objectives are to:

 Provide a leadership role on future skills issues relating to the construction

industry, working with employers, other built environment Sector Skills Councils,

government departments and key agencies

 Link with and support a number of projects to enable ConstructionSkills to gain a

better understanding of emerging and changing skills requirements and the

impact on training and qualification responses

 Use Construction Skills Network and other forecasting and research expertise to

enable ConstructionSkills to provide an authoritative analysis for the sector on

future skills needs

 Identify and work with industry and other key stakeholders when it is appropriate

to develop new qualifications to support future skills needs and to work with the

Qualifications and Standards Team to put them in place
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 Develop networks of industry experts, key stakeholders, funders and providers, to

identify future skills needs and ways of nurturing and supporting leading edge

skills development until it becomes part of the mainstream

 Ensure that ConstructionSkills has sufficient internal expertise and knowledge

with access to specialist external expertise. There should be particular emphasis on

innovation and sustainability, to enable it to respond to the needs of industry.

(ConstructionSkills 2008b)

The setting up of the FSU marks a conscious attempt by ConstructionSkills to build its

own capacity to understand the skills requirements for a sustainable built environment

and to help prepare the industry more widely for the changes that might be necessary.

This statement of functions for the FSU is noteworthy because it marks a shift beyond

engagement only within the industry and actively seeks to involve (and learn from) a

wider set of stakeholders.

3.9.4 Funding for training and demand for courses

Although SSCs all administer a publicly-funded budget for training, construction is

unusual in that its training programme is substantially funded through an industry levy,

with all registered firms (except the very smallest) contributing to the training fund,

administered by CITB-ConstructionSkills. In 2007, £165.4 million was collected in levy

contributions and £137.7 million was administered in training grants to nearly 22,000

firms. Taking account of all CITB-Construction Skills’ activities, not just the training

grants, for every £1 of Levy received in 2007, the industry received a direct benefit of

£1.17. Half of the total training support went to small and micro businesses (CITB-

ConstructionSkills 2008) and 75% of levy payers supported the continuing existence of the

levy in 2006, according to a survey of levy-payers (CITB-ConstructionSkills 2006). The

funding system for construction training is valued by and delivers benefits for the

industry as a whole.
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It is widely observed that innovation in training begins with short courses. If someone

does something new and others express an interest in what that person is doing, a

common step is for the innovator to put together a short training course. Summit Skills

conducted a review of the courses available for small-scale renewable energy technologies

in 2007 and found several such courses across the country, some delivered by product

manufacturers and others by independent organisations, such as the Centre for

Alternative Technology (National Energy Foundation 2007). For buildings themselves (as

opposed to bolt-on technologies) there are several courses aimed at the new-build market,

trading on the ‘zero carbon by 2016’ policy announcement, including the AECB’s

CarbonLite Programme. In 2008 Parity Projects developed a training course specifically

addressing low-carbon housing refurbishment, in collaboration with the London branch

of the Federation of Master Builders and London Borough of Croydon.

A strategy document sponsored jointly by industry and government in 2008 highlighted

the need for a jobs market to support training initiatives: ‘unless demand is nurtured,

training products and services will not be used, and the knowledge/skills base will not be

developed’ (Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform 2008, p.23). The

SSC framework, with its employer-led structure and focus, means that only those skills

which respond to a market need will be developed. If industry is to invest to make it

work, then there has to be sufficient conviction that this is a real market, ie that the

investment in skills development will lead to some economic benefit to industry

members. This hinges crucially on the industry leaders’ perception of whether there is a

market for the new low-carbon skills, and that is intimately linked to government policy.

Some courses on sustainability issues (including low-carbon) have been introduced by

colleges on a speculative basis but they have invariably been withdrawn due to a lack of

students (Bolton 2009 Pers. Comm.). The market for training is dependent on the market

for jobs and, while a college may choose to try out a new course, it can only be maintained

if there is ongoing interest from trainees. The Innovation and Growth Team set up by the

Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills identified one of the principal

barriers to progress towards a low carbon future as ‘the lack of drivers for a change in

customer demand, without which the supply side lacks the confidence to invest in new
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products and services for which there may be no market at a profitable price’

(Department for Business, Innovation and Skills 2010, p. 3).

The system for vocational training in relation to construction is well-resourced and

strongly led by an industry, which provides funding through the levy and is involved in

strategic developments through the SSC framework. The capacity exists in this system to

develop new training initiatives, but the degree of support that such initiatives will enjoy

is closely linked to the industry confidence in the economic advantage that will flow from

doing the training. If there is only a small-scale market for the work, the vocational

training system is unlikely to dedicate significant resources to creating the necessary

training infrastructure.

3.9.5 Conceptual framework for knowledge and skills

Knowledge and skills are clearly related to each other but the Learning and Skills Council

framework for apprenticeship training makes a useful distinction between the two, and

adds two other areas in which a trainee needs to demonstrate competence. The personal

attributes required are classed under four headings, each of which is linked to a key

element in the training infrastructure: practical competence linked to vocational

qualifications; underpinning knowledge linked to technical certificates; transferable skills

linked to key skills training; and a trainee’s rights and responsibilities linked to health and

safety and workplace inductions (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.).

Since the Latham and Egan reports, there has been an industry-wide push to improve

health and safety on construction sites, with a downward trend in recent years for fatal

injuries for workers on construction sites (Health and Safety Executive 2010). While a

reduction in fatal injuries is clearly a welcome development, the focus on health and

safety reflects the emphasis on industry-internal processes, rather than the energy

performance of the end-product. Indeed, it is the other three ‘quarters’ shown in Error!

Not a valid bookmark self-reference. that need to be developed for low-carbon

refurbishment to become a mainstream practice: transferable skills, underpinning

knowledge and practical competence.
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ConstructionSkills runs a Construction Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS) and provides

CSCS cards to contractors listing their qualifications. The CSCS card is widely ignored by

clients and therefore seen as an unnecessary administrative and cost burden by

contractors (Lister 2008b Pers. Comm.), despite claims on the CSCS website that the CSCS

card is ‘increasingly demanded as proof of occupational competence by contractors,

public and private clients and others’ (ConstructionSkills 2010). The card aims to

encourage builders and other tradespeople to carry out training for a recognised

qualification, but is purely voluntary.

3.10 Accreditation and compliance-checking

Training provides a means of overcoming poor workmanship due to ignorance, but it

does not tackle deliberate corner-cutting. For standards to be upheld, training needs to be

complemented by systems for checking that work is being done sufficiently well, with
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2008 Pers. Comm.)
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accreditation for individuals or firms involved in doing the work, and compliance checks

for individual projects.

Checking compliance with Building Regulations is carried out by Building Control

officers or Approved Officers but, as discussed above, the regulations for the conservation

of fuel and power are generally regarded as unimportant, compared with fire hazards and

structural safety, with relatively high levels of non-compliance reported in the new house-

building sector. There have been no comparable studies for refurbishment since the

advent of the new part L in 2006, which includes part L1B in relation to existing

dwellings.

In fact, the record of application of Building Regulations has shown an imbalance between

– on the one hand – an increasing number and frequency of revisions to the regulations,

and – on the other hand – a failure to develop robust compliance checks to match. A new

approach based on ‘competent person’ schemes was introduced, whereby independent

organisations administer registers of installers for inclusion on the list of ‘competent

persons’, who are then empowered to sign off their own work as compliant with all the

necessary regulations. The scheme administrators also serve as inspectors and

coordinators of information to keep registered members up to date with the latest

developments. The history and justification of the emergence of self-certification through

‘competent person’ schemes is described by CLG thus:

By the mid 1990’s significant increases in the amount and types of work to which the

Building Regulations applied meant that the supervision of notifiable work could no longer

be practicably accommodated within the traditional building control framework.

(Department for Communities and Local Government 2009, p. 4)

The first ‘competent person’ schemes were authorised in 2002: CORGI’s remit was

extended to include energy efficiency of gas appliances as well as gas safety; the Oil Firing

Technical Association (OFTEC) started a scheme for oil-fired boilers; HETAS Ltd began

one for solid-fuel appliances; and FENSA (a subsidiary of the Glass and Glazing

Federation) was the scheme set up to certify replacement glazing. In 2005 these were

joined by five new certification schemes for electrical safety (compliance with new Part P),
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and in 2006 by three more schemes to cover conservation of fuel and power (part L)

(Department for Communities and Local Government 2009). Some schemes have

diversified slightly since inception (Shahriyer, Williams & Wright 2009).

The principle of all eleven competent person schemes is based on registration, notification

and inspection5. Installers pay to register with a scheme and earn the right to self-certify;

compliance certificates are then given out; and scheme operators perform inspections

(almost exclusively visual) to monitor quality and, in cases of non-compliance, demand

that the installer remedy the fault (typically within 28 days). In practice, the number of

notifications is very mixed across the different schemes, with almost 90% of the 966,000

notifications coming from one scheme, FENSA, and a wide variation in non-compliance

rates between the different schemes. (Shahriyer, Williams & Wright 2009).

A survey of installers registered under competent person schemes suggests that these

schemes are not doing enough to ensure compliance, with the installers themselves

offering suggestions for improving compliance rates:

 random spot check inspections

 more enforcement of Building Regulations by building control bodies

 more site visits/inspections by local authority Building Control for both members and

non-members of competent person schemes

 formal qualifications (replacement windows and doors sector)6

 provide installers with updates and clarification on changes to the Building

Regulations

(Shahriyer, Williams & Wright 2009)

On this evidence, the competent person schemes are failing to provide a rigorous,

methodical or consistent approach to compliance-checking, which means that self-

certifying installers are consequently rather free to decide for themselves what is

compliant and what is not. The lack of random inspections from the regulators themselves

5 More recent additions to the list of schemes (BINDT and Capita Gas Register) are ignored here, as they
were not subject to the 2009 evaluation commissioned by CLG.
6 A vocational qualification for glazing (windows and doors) does in fact exist, but this survey suggests that
not all glazing installers are aware of it.
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(Building Control), and lack of good information on changes to regulations both

contribute to the impression of a system in need of reform. The fact that inspections are

predominantly visual also has important implications for energy performance, as heat

loss is invisible to the naked eye; thermal bridging and air leakage are both key risks

associated with the fitting of windows and doors, but there is no indication that either risk

is being communicated to the installers, or being tested by the inspection regimes in force.

The introduction of the FIT relies heavily on the Microgeneration Certification Scheme

(MCS), which accredits both products and installers. To be eligible to receive the FIT only

MCS products and installers can be used. The MCS lists for products and installers have

developed from earlier lists for previous grant-funding programmes, Clear Skies and Low

Carbon Buildings Programme (Microgeneration Certification Scheme 2010a).

Given that low-carbon refurbishment needs good quality workmanship, attention to

detail, and a high degree of theoretical understanding (at least for project integrators),

some form of accreditation is clearly also necessary. The existing system is simply

inadequate to the task. Accreditation is needed to ensure quality but it needs to be

implemented in a way that fits with industry custom and practice (without compromising

on quality control). The accreditation could take the form of a ‘competent person’ scheme,

whereby the project manager for a job has to be accredited for the proper integration of

different tasks, while the people employed on the job (direct employees and sub-

contractors) need to be accredited for just the task(s) that they carry out. However, that

‘competent person’ scheme would need to be more rigorous and tightly controlled than

the ones reviewed for CLG in 2009.

The fundamental problem with the current system is that training, accreditation and

compliance checking are treated as three separate issues, each with its own institutions,

whereas they need to be viewed as components of a complete system. Training should be

needed because without it, accreditation is not possible, and lack of accreditation should

mean that work cannot be certified as compliant. Lack of compliance certification should

mean a significantly reduced opportunity to work in the industry, thereby providing an

impetus to secure accreditation, which involves being properly trained. In relation to low-

carbon refurbishment, where quality is paramount, the three elements of training,
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accreditation and compliance can be viewed as a classic ‘three-legged stool’, where the

system is only as strong as the weakest leg.

3.11 The institutional framework for low-carbon housing

refurbishment

The domains of energy efficiency, microgeneration and mainstream repairs and

maintenance are treated at a policy level as rather separate. By tracing the relationships

between different actors in a combined actor-network, it is possible to gain an overview of

how these different domains relate to one another (de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj 2005). A

representation of the institutional framework for low-carbon housing refurbishment is

presented here using Pajek software. It shows (in simplified format) the connections

between different institutional actors, their relative size (based on annual budget), and

their relative centrality to the overall system. An overlay on this visualisation points to the

conclusion that the different elements are not well coordinated: the energy efficiency

industry and EPC are rather peripheral to the overall system (but fairly well linked to one

another), while the construction, microgeneration and vocational training industries form

a large cluster of components, which is rather remote from energy efficiency and EPCs

(Figure 3.16). Detailed data tables and a further discussion of the use of Pajek software can

be found in appendix A.
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Figure 3.16. Visualisation of the low-carbon RMI actor-network using Pajek social network analysis
software.

3.12 Summary

There is clearly much work to do before the measures-based approach characterised by

CERT can be replaced or complemented by a standards-based approach involving

mainstream construction firms. However, the scale of the challenge of achieving 80%

reductions in CO2 emissions from the housing stock is well beyond current provision for

energy efficiency and microgeneration. The SME construction industry does operate on a

scale that could match the task, but the sector is currently ill-equipped to take on the

challenge. The notion that the mainstream industry might be able to adapt – and the

question of what policies would be needed to provide a suitable framework – is central to

the research reported in the following chapters.
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4 Technical complexity and risks of low-carbon

refurbishment

4.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the technical aspects of low-carbon housing refurbishment and

the consequences for getting this work done in a way that optimises between benefits and

risks. A key concept in this discussion is that of critical limits when making physical

alterations to buildings: at what point do the alterations start to have significant negative

knock-on effects, and what can be done about them?

The question of cost is not included here, but is returned to in later chapters. Instead, the

focus here is technical potential and technical complexity. Nor is the aim to demonstrate

how any individual building could be taken to as close to zero as possible in the best

possible circumstances: here the concern is how technical issues might affect the

possibilities across the entire housing stock, some of which will inevitably involve

compromises and constraints.

4.2 Methodology

In order to answer the first of these questions, evidence is sought from two different

sources. First, there is a review of the technical literature, most of which relates to new-

build housing rather than refurbishment, but which offers relevant insights, nonetheless.

Second, lessons are drawn from case studies of demonstration refurbishment projects,

showing how some of the pioneers of low-carbon housing refurbishment have tackled the

task. A sample case study is provided in appendix B.

Additional information was also gathered through membership of relevant specialist

networks, including the following:

 Old Home Super Home network – an association of low-carbon refurbishment

pioneers coordinated by the Sustainable Energy Academy (with administrative

support from the National Energy Foundation), which organises several types of
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activity: occasional meetings among pioneers to share experiences; ‘open house’

events for the public; website with summary case studies, video fly-throughs of

refurbished homes, campaigns to increase the size and geographic spread of the

network; lobbying for policy change

 Ecovation network – a similar association to the Old Home Super Home network,

but based in Oxfordshire, which organises several types of activity: occasional

meetings among pioneers to share experiences; ‘open house’ events for the public;

public lectures/seminars, a ‘green’ ideal home fair featuring talks and trade stalls

from relevant businesses; directories of relevant products and local service

providers; and a website

 Association for Environment Conscious Building – the national association for

‘green’ building, which has a strong technical pedigree, having published various

building standards (AECB ‘gold’, ‘passive house’ and ‘silver), run the pilot

CarbonLite training course for design professionals, and which hosts an annual

conference for practitioners and an on-line discussion forum, to which many of the

most experienced practitioners contribute

The results of this technical discussion are then used to model three different scenarios for

the refurbishment of a typical 3-bed solid-walled semi-detached house, where the

variables between the scenarios are the quality of workmanship and design, and the

extent to which real-world constraints are assumed to limit the work that can get done.

4.3 Thermal insulation

Thermal insulation of building fabric has for many years been discussed in terms of the

rates of heat transmittance from different building elements (elemental U values for

ground floor, walls, roof, windows, doors – expressed as W/m2.K). Although standards in

the Building Regulations are no longer given in terms of elemental U values, they do still

feature as back-stop minimum standards for the approach introduced in 2006, based on

Target Emissions Reduction figures ( Department for Communities and Local

Government 2010a). In computer models of the housing stock, U values are widely used,
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providing a convenient format for key input variables (Skea et al. 2009, Boardman et al.

2005, Johnston 2003). Insulation standards for building elements still show room for

improvement, but the benefit from each additional centimetre of insulation gets smaller as

the total thickness increases (Borer, Harris 2005, p. 191), which means there is a law of

diminishing returns in advocating greater and greater thicknesses of insulation. Space

constraints tend to create a practical upper limit, as does cost (Borer, Harris 2005, p. 192).

Insulation materials include rigid boards (eg polyurethane), semi-rigid boards (those with

a higher degree of flexibility eg wood-fibre boards), foldable blankets or batts (eg mineral

wool) and loose-fill products (eg polystyrene beads, cellulose fibres). In vertical

applications (ie on walls) blankets, batts and loose-fill products may slump over time due

to gravity, leaving a gap at the top of the insulation (Association for Environment

Conscious Building undated). In horizontal applications (under floors, in lofts), a blanket

or batt can be stuffed into inaccessible corners more readily than a rigid or semi-rigid

board, although it is possible to over-stuff such materials and lose performance through

compression (Association for Environment Conscious Building undated). Loose-fill

materials are also suited to filling inaccessible areas in horizontal planes as they can be

poured and pushed into tight corners. If they are not held in place (eg by a layer of paper

or membrane), loose materials may be moved or removed by subsequent air movement

(Association for Environment Conscious Building undated).

Structural timbers tend to warp or shift over time, meaning that the gaps that need

insulating in old buildings are rarely straight or square (Association for Environment

Conscious Building undated). Accurate cutting of insulation is a practical challenge,

therefore, but one which can be overcome by taking the time and care to stuff or fill any

gaps (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Small off-cuts of wood-fibre board can be used to stuff gaps and ensure a tight fit for
insulation (photo: author)

Foam spray insulants expand as they are applied, becoming rigid once dry (and

trimmable with a sharp blade), making them useful for filling gaps and holes. A snug fit

can be achieved with rigid insulation boards if they are deliberately cut small, leaving a

gap around the perimeter into which a foam is then sprayed, although this is quite labour-

intensive (Association for Environment Conscious Building undated).

Most rigid insulation boards are joined together by simply butting one up against the

other, with a proprietary tape to seal the joint. Tapes adhere best to clean, dust-free

surfaces, but refurbishment sites are typically quite dirty, dusty environments. In practice,

the tapes can begin to peel off within a few months of being fitted, leaving the insulation

boards poorly secured and free to shift position, opening gaps which may compromise

performance. Longer-lasting edge details include tongue-and-groove designs, by which

boards slot together and hold each other in place (Figure 4.2). These give the installer

some increased margin for error in cutting and fitting
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Figure 4.2. Insulation boards with tongue-and-groove edge detail (arrowed) are designed to ‘lock’
together and maintain a snug fit over time, also providing a small margin of error for accuracy in
cutting and fitting without creating gaps (photo: author).

boards, although accuracy of workmanship is still important: tongue-and-groove boards

have also been observed with gaps between them (Lecompte 1990, p.353).

Controversy surrounds the disputed performance claims for so-called ‘multi-foil’

insulation products, which are made of several layers of plasticised aluminium, plastic

sheet and blown plastic foam in very thin layers, making a product whose claimed

performance is equivalent to much thicker quantities of foam or wool-type products
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Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Sample of a multi-foil insulation material, with 19 separate layers (plasticised aluminium,
plastic sheet, blown plastic foam), a nominal thickness in use of 30mm, and a claimed performance
equivalent to 200 mm of mineral wool (photo: author)

There have been contradictory results from in-situ tests and product certification tests

under European standard conditions, leading to hotly argued debates about how well the

products really perform and how applicable the established testing procedures are to this

type of product (Market Transformation Programme 2008).

4.3.1 Insulation of cavity walls

Cavity wall insulation (CWI) is a ‘standard’ insulation measure, which is quick, cheap and

not very disruptive (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010a), and which in

2006 had been installed in approximately 40% of homes with cavity walls - excluding a

small proportion of homes where insulation is not advised, due to exposure to wind-

driven rain makes insulation (Utley, Shorrock 2008, p. 25). Accelerated installation rates
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for CWI to 2015 are a key part of the government’s residential energy policy (Department

for Energy and Climate Change 2010a).

To install cavity wall insulation holes are drilled in the outer leaf of the wall so that

insulation can be blown in to the cavity. A number of practical constraints can affect the

application of cavity wall insulation, including the thickness of cavities, physical barriers

inside cavities (eg ‘snots’ of mortar, cavity wall ties), the density of insulation material

pumped into the cavity and the proper working of the pumping equipment. Based on

measurements of cavity wall insulation in 70 dwellings, the average U value was 0.65

W/m2.K, compared with an average of calculated U values for the same sample of

dwellings of 0.48 W/m2.K, (Doran, Carr 2008, pp. 32 – 34, table 4). The practical constraints

associated with cavity wall insulation are demonstrated by comparison of these U values

with the assumptions for cavity wall performance in two published studies using

scenarios – RCEP scenario C (Palmer et al 2006) and Johnston et al.’s Integrated scenarios

(Integrated ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’) (Johnston et al 2005). Common to all these scenarios is the

assumption that a U value of 0.25 W/m2.K would be achieved in cavity walls, contributing

to stock emissions reductions in the range 70 – 83% by 2050.7

However, to achieve 0.25 W/m2.K, a more radical approach than conventional cavity wall

insulation is needed, as even the best-performing insulants (eg polyurethane) would

achieve a U value in a typical 50mm cavity wall of 0.37 W/m2.K. To reach 0.25 W/m2.K

would require the fitting of internal or external wall insulation as well as insulation in the

cavity, with the associated technical risks of interstitial condensation within a wall

structure that would effectively sandwich masonry between two layers of insulation. The

development of a new insulant with better heat resistance than polyurethane would be a

welcome innovation and cannot be ruled out, but it would not help where the cavities are

already filled.

7 The higher 83% figure in Integrated scenario ‘c’ also assumes widespread use of heat

pumps with COP 2.3 and the carbon intensity of grid electricity reduced to the same

figure as for natural gas: 51 kgCO2/GJ (Johnston et al. 2005).
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Thus, as the performance standard for walls gets tighter, the conventional wisdom that

cavity walls are cheap and quick to improve begins to lose coherence: to bring a cavity

wall up to an advanced standard may be just as costly and disruptive (and more

technically challenging) than the work required to bring a solid wall up to the same

standard.

4.3.2 External insulation of solid (masonry) walls

Insulation applied to the outside of solid masonry walls has three technical advantages

over internal wall insulation. Firstly, it obviates the risk of interstitial condensation, as the

temperature gradient and humidity gradient across the wall will not cross at a point

where moisture could accumulate and cause damage (Twinch 1988). Secondly, by placing

the insulation on the outside, the thermal mass of the masonry wall remains exposed to

the conditioned indoor space, where it can contribute to comfort and energy conservation

by moderating extremes of temperature and providing a ‘passive’ cooling effect, which

may become increasingly important as summer-time temperatures rise, especially in the

south of England (Tuohy, McElroy & Johnstone 2005). Thirdly, external wall insulation

(EWI) can help reduce thermal bridging at junctions between floors and walls, and walls

and roofs.

Where EWI has been fitted, a thickness of 100 – 250 mm is typical, giving U values in the

range 0.2 – 0.1 W/m2.K for expanded polystyrene (EPS). The work to install EWI often

involves re-routing external pipes and services and may necessitate extending the roof

eaves (Poyzer, Schalom 2003).

4.3.3 Internal insulation of solid (masonry) walls

Internal wall insulation (IWI) involves technical disadvantages, which are the converse of

the technical elegance of EWI, namely because IWI involves a risk of interstitial

condensation, and the decoupling of the thermal mass in the external walls from the

conditioned indoor space.
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Where IWI has been installed, 50 – 100mm total projection into the room is typical (U =

0.54 – 0.28 W/m2.K for EPS with a 25 mm air gap), reflecting some level of compromise

between losing floor space and optimising thermal performance.

IWI is disruptive, typically requiring work that involves dust and noise. In some cases, it

may have a knock-on effect on things like fitted shelves and furniture (or reduced space

for free-standing furniture), and on fittings such as electrical sockets, skirting boards and

radiators. None of these are insurmountable, but they do involve extra work. Decorative

cornices will be lost if the insulation is to fulfil its potential. These decorative plaster

mouldings can be replaced after the insulation is installed, although some are protected

under Conservation regulations. The issue is one of balance between architectural

conservation and energy conservation: one pragmatic choice that has been made is to stop

the insulation just below the cornice and accept the penalty in terms of reduced insulation

performance (Bordass 2006 Pers. Comm., Doggart 2009 Pers. Comm.).

4.3.4 Insulation of roofs

Pitched roofs can be insulated at the level of the joists or rafters or both, with U values of

0.18 W/m2.K possible using the government-recommended depth of 270mm loft

insulation (mineral wool). Similar performance can usually be achieved in other common

applications, such as flat-roof loft conversions, using blown-plastic insulation boards

(Energy Saving Trust 2010b).

4.3.5 Insulation of floors

Heat loss through the fabric of floors is related not only to the construction of the floor,

but also to the total length of the floor edge which is exposed to outdoor conditions. In a

detached house, the heat loss perimeter runs all the way round; in a semi-detached, the

heat loss perimeter excludes the side adjoining the neighbouring dwelling; in mid-

terraced houses, two sides are excluded. In flats above ground floor level, there is no heat

loss to the flat below where both flats are kept to the same temperature. Most UK homes
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have a suspended timber or a solid concrete ground floor, often with a combination of

suspended timber in some rooms and concrete in others (typically the rear extension).

Suspended timber floors may have a basement below or a sufficiently high crawl space

underneath to work in, in which case they can be insulated without disturbing the room

above. However, many suspended timber floors have only a gap of 100mm or so between

the bottom of the joists and the soil, and in these constrained situations, insulation is only

possible when the floor is removed (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4. A suspended timber floor with a small gap below the joists can only practically be insulated
by lifting the entire floor (photo: author)

4.3.6 Thermal performance of windows and doors

The thermal performance of windows and doors has improved radically in recent years,

and the Window Energy Rating (WER), which is now enshrined in the building

regulations for widow replacements in existing dwellings, takes account of the whole-
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window U value, the solar transmittance of the glass, and a factor for air leakage through

the window – with the minimum standard set at WER C, or U-value 1.6 W/m2.K

(Department for Communities and Local Government 2010a, p. 14).

4.4 Thermal bridging

The term ‘thermal bridge’ is used in two distinct ways, which it is worth clarifying. The

first meaning relates to any feature in a design, where part of the thermal envelope is

insulated (out of ignorance or oversight), and creates a significantly higher rate of

conductive heat loss than the designer intends. This kind of ‘thermal bridge’ can be

substantially eliminated through better design, workmanship or choice of materials.

Examples of this kind of thermal bridge are reviewed in the following section, where they

are termed ‘missing insulation’. Failure to take account of thermal bridging of this kind

can lead to significant sources of heat loss (Olivier 2001).

The other use of the term ‘thermal bridge’ refers to those features which compromise

thermal performance in even well-designed details, in recognition of the fact that a

building needs both structural strength and good thermal characteristics, and providing

both of these characteristics entails compromises. This use of the term ‘thermal bridge’ is

particular relevant to linear non-repeating thermal bridges (discussed below) and the use

of Ψ (‘psi’) values in building design software (such as PHPP) and building energy 

assessment software (such as SAP). These essentially unavoidable instances of thermal

bridging are here called ‘thermal bridges’, as opposed to ‘missing insulation’.

Thermal bridges are commonly classified into three categories: ‘point’, ‘repeating linear’

and ‘non-repeating linear’. Point thermal bridges include such things as cavity wall ties,

screws, nails and other fixings which are driven or fixed into other buildings elements as

part of the structure. Repeating linear thermal bridges refer to those elements which recur

at regular distances throughout a built structure, such as joists, rafters or studwork in

timber walls. Non-repeating thermal bridges are those which define boundaries between

building elements, such as lintels above doors and windows and the junctions between

walls and floors, and between walls and roofs (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5. Linear non-repeating thermal bridges (Association for Environment Conscious Building
2007, p. 8)

Point fixing systems generally represent a smaller area of thermal bridging than linear

fixing systems. Metals are particularly good conductors of heat but have important

mechanical properties, which make them invaluable as mechanical fixings (nails, screws

etc). This has led product designers to create fixings for insulation with plastic inserts over

the metal part of the fixing to reduce the (already small) source of heat loss that they

represent. Of related concern here is the need to avoid condensation on the exposed cold

metal, which could lead to a localised build-up of moisture and damage to the insulation

or building structure (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6. Fixings with plastic inserts to reduce the effect of point thermal bridging and condensation
risk on the metal part of the fixing (photo: author)

A variety of design options are available to reduce repeating linear thermal bridges, all

seeking to reduce the area through which heat is conducted. The use of timber ‘I’ beams

or plywood plates to connect sectional timbers allows for a much smaller gap in the

insulation than is achieved with conventional timber in rectangular sections (Borer, Harris

2005, p. 197). A similar effect can be achieved by fitting sheets or rolls of insulation in two

layers, the second at ninety degrees to the first, using counter-battens or counter-joists.

This effectively replaces the repeating linear thermal bridges with point thermal bridges,

with a much reduced area across which heat is easily conducted (Borer, Harris 2005, pp.

205-206).

Non-repeating linear thermal bridges are a particular concern of advanced energy

standards, as attention to the design of construction details at junctions between building
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elements can reduce heat loss significantly (Association for Environment Conscious

Building 2007). At the junction between floor and wall, one solution is an ‘upstand’ of

insulation standing along the wall above floor level (Figure 4.7), although other details

have also been proposed to address this design problem (Simmonds 2010 Pers. Comm.).

Figure 4.7. Reducing the thermal bridge at the junction of floor and walls – an ‘upstand’ of
polystyrene insulation (white in the photograph) continues through the floor and joins the insulation
underneath, with concrete then poured into this ‘tray’ of insulation (Poyzer, Schalom 2003)

In summary, thermal bridging can add significantly to conductive heat loss through a

building’s envelope, but there are several ways in which that additional heat loss can be

minimised and managed, if not entirely eliminated. Product design and innovation can

help, for example with tongue-and-groove detailing on the edge of insulation boards, so

that they tend to fit snugly, or with insulated battens. However, installation still relies on

manual skills, so workmanship cannot be entirely removed from the set of considerations.

Where computer models have used BREDEM algorithms, which do not take account of

psi-values (eg Boardman et al. 2005, Johnston 2003), the modelled output effectively

assumes that U values also include psi-values. For the U values used in the models to be

reasonably accurate, good quality design and implementation are needed for building

fabric improvements.
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4.5 The effects of missing insulation

Three options for internal insulation of walls will serve to illustrate the point that there are

parts of a building’s thermal fabric, which can be forgotten or ignored because they are

invisible and inaccessible. The effects of leaving gaps in the insulation at these places is

explored here in a theoretical worked example, focusing on the point where a suspended

timber floor meets an internally insulated wall. Three possible practical approaches are

described – approaches A, B and C.

In approach A, ceilings and floors adjacent to the external wall are removed, the wall is

fully insulated, and then the floorboards and ceiling are reinstated to abut the insulation,

which would then be continuous through the floor void and remove the thermal bridge

completely at that point (Figure 4.8). This is the most rigorous but also the most disruptive

option.

In approach B either the ceiling or the floor are partly removed in order to insulate the

void below the floor-boards but the ceiling and floor themselves are reinstated as before

without being cut back. This has the effect of reducing the thermal bridge to only the

depth of the ceiling (assumed here to be 13mm) and the depth of the floor-boards (18 mm)

(Figure 4.9).

In approach C the portion of wall below the floor-boards is ignored completely, leaving a

continuous uninsulated section of wall between the floor and the ceiling below it,

typically a depth of about 130mm in pre-1919 homes (Figure 4.10).
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Insulation
continuous
through void
between ceiling
and floor

Floorboard and
ceiling cut back
to abut insulation

Figure 4.8. Thermal bridging eliminated by cutting back floor and ceiling.

Extent of
thermal

bridge

Insulated
void between
ceiling and
floor

Floorboard and
ceiling still
create thermal
bridges

Figure 4.9. Insulated void reduces thermal bridging to the width of the ceiling and floor.
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Figure 4.10. Uninsulated void between ceiling and floor leads to thermal bridging.

Similar voids also exist at the level of the ground floor and the junction of the wall and

roof. The effect of the three different approaches on the rate of fabric heat loss across a

two-storey wall is shown in Figure 4.11. Approach A achieves the intended performance

of 0.4 W/m2/K and approach B is not far behind at 0.42 W/m2K. However, approach C

would increase the rate of heat loss from a nominal U value of 0.40 W/m2.K to 0.53

W/m2.K, a 32.5% loss in performance. The effect of missing insulation can add up to 50%

to nominal U-values in this way (the percentage ‘loss’ becomes greater as the design

standard gets better) (Association for Environment Conscious Building 2007, p. 8).
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Approach A Approach B Approach C

Floors & ceilings cut

away; continuous

insulation, no voids.

Floors & ceilings

untouched; voids

insulated.

Floors & ceilings

untouched; voids not

insulated.

100% of wall area

insulated

99% of wall area insulated 93% of wall area insulated

Whole wall U-value = 0.40

W/m2.K

Whole wall U-value = 0.42

W/m2.K

Whole wall U-value = 0.53

W/m2.K

Figure 4.11. Three approaches to insulation and the effects of the resulting thermal bridges on rates of
heat loss (U-values) from an internally insulated solid wall in a two-storey dwelling.8

4.6 Airtightness and ventilation

Improving airtightness reduces heat lost through infiltration of cold air, but it can also

lead to a lack of fresh air, which is implicated in the growth of house dust mite

populations and mould spores, although the direct causal link between ventilation and

respiratory health problems is unproven (Ucci et al. 2004). Moist, stagnant air can also

damage the structural integrity of the building, as timber and brickwork can both be

compromised by the effects of moist, stagnant air over time (Association for Environment

8 Assumptions used : internal room height 2400mm; void depth (joist height) 100mm; ceiling (plasterboard)
thickness 13mm; floor (suspended timber) thickness 18mm. NB the impact on ventilation heat loss is
ignored.
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Conscious Building undated). To manage these risks with a minimum of wasted energy

requires a strategy of ‘build tight – ventilate right’ (Association for Environment

Conscious Building undated). There are several points where cold air typically enters a

UK home (Figure 4.12).

1. Through air bricks which are required to

ventilate sub-floor voids to prevent wet and

dry rot.

2. Gaps between floor boards, at the floor

edge, and around radiator pipes.

3. Leaking windows and doors.

4. Pathways into floor voids and then

through to the cavity at poorly pointed in

joist ends.

5. Gaps between window and door frames

and external walls.

6. Gaps at the edges of ceilings below a roof

void.

7. Open chimneys.

8. Gaps around loft hatches.

9. Service penetrations (light fitting and

water pipes etc.) through ceiling into floor or

roof void.

10.Vents passing through the roof void.

11.Permanently open bathroom extract

vents.

12.Gaps around bathroom waste pipes.

13.Permanently open kitchen extract vents.

14.Gaps around kitchen waste pipes.

15.Gaps between wall-to-floor joints,

particularly in timber framed construction.

16.Gaps in and around electrical fittings in

hollow walls.

Figure 4.12. Air leakage pathways (Energy Saving Trust 2010b, p. 34)
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Wet plastering tends to help improve airtightness because the wet material fills gaps, and

makes neat junctions (although plasterers customarily leave gaps by only plastering down

to the level of the tops of skirting boards rather than all the way down to the floor). On the

other hand, dry-lining (using insulated plasterboard on dabs of adhesive) tends to

represent a higher chance of air leakage around the dabs and at the edges between sheets

of plasterboard (Association for Environment Conscious Building undated).

Mechanical ventilation is an integral requirement of both the Passive House and Minergie

refurbishment standards (Minergie 2009, Passivhaus Institut 2010), based on the premise

that advanced low-carbon refurbishment projects should aim to achieve high levels of

airtightness, such that a mechanical ventilation system is needed to provide adequate

fresh air for structural integrity and occupant health.

In the UK an airtightness standard of 10m3/hr/m2 @ 50 Pascals (Pa) has been a requirement

for new housing since 2002, which is relatively leaky compared with the Passive House

standard of 0.6 m3/hr/m2 @ 50 Pascals (Grigg 2004). Compliance levels were initially about

50% (Grigg 2004) and the industry continues to find this new requirement challenging

(National Trust, Redrow & Bryant Homes 2008).

Such studies have tended to focus on new construction, and there is a relative scarcity of

comparable sources of information for refurbishment. Pioneer networks exist, where

private householders predominate and, although their experience is valuable, it is also

typically limited to the one project which that household has undertaken. In order to

draw more general conclusions about the practical challenges of doing low-carbon

refurbishment work, a greater depth and breadth of experience is ideally required. One

important source used here is the on-line discussion forum of the Association for

Environment-Conscious Building (AECB), which has the benefit of drawing together

experiences and opinions of multiple practitioners on numerous real-world problems

encountered when trying to achieve good quality, well-integrated solutions to particular

aspects of low-carbon refurbishment. The weakness of this forum as a source is its lack of

formal academic rigour, but its strength is in the diversity of views expressed (it is

generally a very active forum) and the grounding of those views in practical experience.
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In the discussion which follows, references to ‘AECB undated’ relate to this discussion

form. An example thread from the AECB discussion forum is given in appendix C.

In refurbishment situations, the mechanisms of air leakage are similar to those in new

buildings, and a thorough job may require work such as pargetting (ie sealing masonry

with a layer of thinned plaster) in inaccessible parts of the building envelope, such as

between the ceiling on one storey and the floor of the storey above or on walls behind

wooden staircases (Association for Environment Conscious Building undated). Thus,

attention to detail and good quality workmanship are both required to achieve a good

airtight building envelope.

Where good levels of airtightness are achieved, whole-building systems for mechanical

ventilation are needed, with ductwork extending to every habitable room. Heat recovery

allows for, say, 85% of the useful heat to be exchanged between the outgoing warm,

stagnant air and the incoming cold, fresh air. Sizing of plant and pipework are related

aspects of the design task: smaller diameter ducts tend to result in increased air resistance

within the ducts, which then require higher powered fans to achieve the necessary

ventilation, thus reducing the carbon benefit of the overall system (Borer, Harris 2005, p.

181).

An alternative strategy, common among pioneers of low-carbon refurbishment, is to aim

for a less thoroughly airtight envelope, with small vents at strategic points, such as trickle

vents in window frames; openable vents to allow a trickle of air to pass through otherwise

blocked chimneys (Sustainable Energy Academy 2007). In this approach, draught-

proofing, snug insulation and well-fitted door- and window-frames all serve to improve

the airtightness, but there is a level of uncontrolled infiltration which provides most of the

fresh air requirement (Association for Environment Conscious Building undated). Extract

fans are typically provided in kitchens and bathrooms where humidity levels can be high

when people are bathing/showering or cooking. A humidity sensor can turn the fan on

and off automatically in response to changing RH; or else a manually operated fan might

have an over-run timer, which turns the fan off again after a (user-adjustable) number of

minutes in operation (Sustainable Energy Academy 2007).
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Blocked chimneys reduce air leakage but need some ventilation to protect brickwork.

Alternatively, the entire chimney stack can be removed, which is technically feasible but is

only practical when a major renovation is being considered (Association for Environment

Conscious Building undated).

The benefits and drawbacks of these contrasting approaches are discussed in the section

below ‘Towards a practical low-carbon refurbishment standard’.

4.7 Compound effects of poor design and poor workmanship

A brief summary of one rather less successful refurbishment project provides a case

where the quality of design and implementation is of a lower standard. This case study

was the conversion of a 1930s farm building into offices, but the principles demonstrated

here are also relevant to domestic projects. For this refurbishment the wall insulation

system featured a number of regularly placed metal rails for fixing the insulation to the

wall, which resulted in significant repeating linear thermal bridges (metals being good

conductors of heat). The insulation on this project was also very loosely fitted, with

numerous gaps and holes inaccurately filled with small off-cuts of insulation material

(Figure 4.13). Once the wall had been finished with a layer of plasterboard, these details

were hidden from view.

In this case the temperature gradient and the repeat thermal bridging from the metal

fixing rails were diagnosed with thermal imaging (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.13. Internal wall insulation (expanded polystyrene) before plasterboard is fitted,
showing metal fixing rails and gaps in the insulation due to poor workmanship (Watts 2004
Pers. Comm.)

Figure 4.14 Thermal image of a completed wall in the same project as Figure 4.13, showing
thermal bridges due to metal fixing rails and a temperature gradient across the wall height
due to convection bypasses around the poorly fitted insulation (Watts 2004 Pers. Comm.)
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The design engineer for this project reported that the insulation was effectively being

bypassed with warm air being carried around the insulation by convection, resulting in

the bottom of the wall being cooler than the top. Such ‘convection loops’ are attested

elsewhere, and are of particular significance in wall constructions, where the vertical

alignment of the insulation increases the chance of convection arising (Trethowen 1991).

The gas consumption for heating on this project was approximately double the predicted

amount (Watts 2004 Pers. Comm.). The monitoring and reporting of this project was

unusually thorough, but there have been other instances of poor workmanship resulting

in compromised performance (Olivier 2001).

4.8 Related technical issues

4.8.1 Humidity and condensation

Condensation may lead to wetting of structural elements, such as timber or brick, causing

deterioration and ultimately structural failure (Heckroodt 2002). While atmospheric

humidity varies with the weather, activities within buildings (eg breathing, cooking,

bathing) add more moisture to indoor air. However, the capacity for air to carry water

vapour varies with temperature, with higher capacity at higher temperatures. The more

important measure for moisture in buildings is therefore relative humidity (RH), ie the

percentage of saturation that is reached at a given temperature. As the temperature

increases, the saturation point rises and the relative humidity drops. Conversely, where

the temperature drops, the capacity of air to carry water vapour falls, leading towards the

‘dew point’, at which the air can no longer carry the quantity of water vapour that it

could, leading to vapour condensing out as water droplets. One particular concern is

interstitial condensation, where the temperature gradient across an insulated building

element coincides with the moisture gradient. In particular, where outdoor conditions are

cold but humid, the temperature will drop across the structure but the RH may be

relatively unchanging, leading to interstitial condensation at the boundary between

insulation and structure. Key practical issue for health and building soundness is whether

moisture reaches critical levels for long enough periods of time. (Twinch 1988).
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Different building materials have different absorptive capacities, which also affects the

point at which condensation occurs (Galbraith, McLean 1990). Hygroscopic materials can

help moderate the fluctuation in internal RH by ‘breathing’ – absorbing water vapour at

high levels of RH and re-releasing it as the RH drops (Simonson, Salaaonvaara & Ojanen

2004). The use of vapour barriers assists building performance by regulating the flow of

water vapour at different points in the structure, with a less permeable layer on the warm

side of an insulated structure and a more permeable layer on the cold side (Al-Homoud

2005).

Structural timbers need ventilation to prevent moist air causing timber damage, as

reported by one refurbishment pioneer, who found that the floor joists of one property

had rotted and been propped up in the past with an old iron bedstead (Smith 2007). These

problems can clearly exist in unrefurbished properties, but the process of insulating and

making buildings more airtight creates additional risks, particularly at floor-wall and

wall-ceiling junctions (Bordass 2010a Pers. Comm.).

4.8.2 Damp

Damp is caused when moisture in the ground rises through capillary action up

foundations and walls, causing structural problems, such as timber rot (Heckroodt 2002).

Damp can also compromise the performance of insulation products, and the addition of a

snug layer of insulation and reduced infiltration may reduce the opportunity for damp to

evaporate, particularly at the junction between the ground floor and an internally

insulated wall. The installation of insulation and vapour barriers may spread the problem

from its original source because these new products can provide a platform through

which water may wick. Where these energy-efficiency improvements are being made, the

treatment of damp needs to be considered at the same time in order to minimise the risks

of failure or lost performance.
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4.8.3 Indoor air quality (IAQ)

There are a number of sources of air pollution in indoor environments, of which several

are related to the process of low-carbon refurbishment: volatile organic compounds

(VOCs) from paints and other finishes; high concentrations of radon (a problem in certain

areas); and mould spores (Jones 2002), which are associated with respiratory health

problems (Williamson et al. 1997, Garrett et al. 1998), although a direct causal link to

respiratory health problems remains unproven (Ucci et al. 2004). From the perspective of

low-carbon, the principal issue is the complex interaction of several factors, which need to

be taken into account at the same time if problems are to be avoided. These interacting

factors can be summarised as follows (Borer, Harris 2005):

 Improved airtightness reduces heat loss through infiltration, and is therefore

desirable in terms of energy efficiency, but it also increases the risk of contaminants

remaining for longer periods, which need to be managed with a strategy for

controlled ventilation.

 Insulation helps to increase internal temperatures, which reduces RH, but the

installation of insulation on internal surfaces creates complex new combinations of

different materials, in which the risk of interstitial condensation may increase.

 The buffering effect of hygroscopic building materials can help to moderate RH,

which needs to be weighed against the better thermal performance (under standard

test conditions) of non-hygroscopic materials, such as blown plastic insulants.

 Ventilation systems need to achieve good IAQ with minimal energy penalty for fans

and other equipment

4.8.4 Solar gains and overheating

Passive solar design in temperate climates like the UK makes use of the changing sun-

path in the sky over the seasons, allowing useful solar energy into buildings during the

winter, but shading it out during the summer (Borer, Harris 2005, pp. 232 – 233).

However, the existing built environment is not generally designed to optimise solar gains
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in this way, and the potential for retro-fitting passive solar features to a home will vary

from site to site. In some cases, significant solar design features (eg sun-spaces, trombe

walls) may be possible, but the case studies of low-carbon refurbishment suggest that

commoner issues in relation to solar access are natural daylighting (eg with sun-pipes)

and shading (Sustainable Energy Academy 2007). Orientation is also important for solar

panels, and some pioneer refurbishments have used the opportunity of major extensions

or loft conversions to provide bigger roof spaces with better access to sunlight, on which

to mount solar energy technology. For example, a loft conversion may present a new and

better-oriented area of roof-space on which to mount a solar panel (Sustainable Energy

Academy 2007).

Of more general concern across the stock is the increased risk of over-heating in the

summer (especially in the south of England) as a result of inevitable climate change

during the twenty-first century (Tuohy, McElroy & Johnstone 2005). In relation to housing

refurbishment, this has implications for shading and thermal mass, particularly in

situations where conversions or extensions create light-weight (timber-framed) structures,

which are more likely to over-heat. Avoiding future over-heating (and increased air-

conditioning) may require changes to conventional techniques and materials used,

especially in building extensions.

4.8.5 Fire hazards

Insulation laid over electrical cables and above recessed light fittings (or other localised

sources of heat) can lead to over-heating and the risk of electrical fires. This risk is well-

known and included in good practice guides for insulation installation (eg Griffiths 2007,

p. 48).

The consequences of poor understanding and incorrect installation of refurbishment

measures can be dramatic, as was shown in the Australian Green Home Loans

programme in 2010, where several fires and fatalities were attributed to over-heating from

the laying of insulation over electrical cables in roof spaces, and short-circuiting where

metal fixings met live wires (Ecogeneration 2010, Doggart 2010a Pers. Comm.). The
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subsequent resignation of the minister in charge and the high-profile halting of the

scheme may set the Australian domestic energy efficiency agenda back several years

(Hawke 2010). Australian buildings and climate are very different from the UK, so the

nature of the risks and consequences is not the same, but the Green Home Loans

programme can still serve as a cautionary tale for UK programme design.

4.8.6 Integration of solutions

A study was commissioned by the UK government (the then Office of the Deputy Prime

Minister) to evaluate the risks of condensation damage in new-build homes in relation to

changes to the building regulations and their impact on construction practices on-site.

Based on 16 site surveys and in-depth discussions with developers, the study team

identified several problems: lack of knowledge and understanding of Robust Details;

unclear communications from designer to constructor; poor placing of insulation, leading

to convection bypasses; gaps in insulation increasing the risk of heat loss and

condensation, which might cause structural damage; poor airtightness detailing; damage

to airtightness membranes from subsequent interventions (eg service penetrations);

significant non-repeating thermal bridges, especially in the detail around large structural

elements, such as bay windows. (Bell, Smith & Miles-Shenton 2005, pp. 5-6).

Although this study was focused on new housing construction rather than refurbishment,

it nonetheless provides evidence of the inter-connected nature of building physics. If

insulation is fitted poorly so that there are significant thermal bridges, the cold spots

create higher risks of condensation, which may lead to standing water, mould growth and

structural damage. The technical issues involved are interdependent, so there is a need for

practical details which tackle them together in an integrated way.

Further examples of the need to integrated systems are described below under ‘energy

system controls’.
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4.9 Practical constraints

4.9.1 Loss of living space

Internal wall insulation reduces the length or width of rooms (sometimes both), which is

widely viewed as a barrier (eg Association for Environment Conscious Building undated).

Evidence from the pioneers who have installed internal wall insulation suggests that 50 –

100 mm internal wall insulation is an acceptable compromise between reduced heat loss

and reduced floor area (Sustainable Energy Academy 2007), especially as the relationship

between insulation thickness and heat loss is non-linear: 200mm of insulation does not

perform twice as well as 100mm (Borer, Harris 2005, p. 191).

There are also various critical limits at work, up to which the loss of floor area is barely

noticeable, and beyond which the impacts are severe. Thus, the loss of 50 – 100mm from

the dimensions of a reasonably well-proportioned room may not be noticed: a room that

is 3.4 metres long provides essentially the same functionality as one that measures 3.5

metres. In contrast, where internal wall insulation would make a narrow hall or staircase

even narrower, so that it became difficult or impossible to move furniture and other bulky

objects around the house, the realistic compromise may be zero loss of width. This is not

just because the percentage lost is greater, but because a critical threshold is reached, with

unacceptable knock-on effects on everyday life. This problem has been noticed in many

semi-detached houses, where the staircase runs along the inside of the side elevation

external wall: internal wall insulation here is not realistic unless the staircase can also be

moved (Kelly 2006). In these situations, external wall insulation may be a better

alternative, at least for the side elevation (assuming that there are no external physical

constraints).

Ducts for whole-home ventilation systems are typically installed at ceiling height and

boxed in, creating an unobtrusive end-result (Figure 4.15). Space also needs to be found

for air handling units, which may create problems in smaller properties; less so in larger

homes (Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.15 A boxed-in duct for a ventilation system, with a grille directly above the cooker. (photo:
author)

Figure 4.16 Air handling unit and associated ductwork in the loft of a large property, where there is
sufficient room for storage as well. (photo: author)
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4.9.2 External physical constraints

Physical constraints exist on the outside of properties as well, including where front walls

are at the edge of an already narrow pavement/highway (ie there is no front garden), and

where lamp-posts and other infrastructure are situated close to outside walls (Figure

4.17). Similarly, the usable width of narrow alleys and passages between buildings may

make 150 – 200 mm external insulation impractical because of the impact on access

(Figure 4.18). In these situations, it is likely to be more practical to insulate internally than

externally, although internal constraints, such as narrow passages and staircases, may also

be present.

These constraints clearly do not apply everywhere, although no survey work has been

done to estimate the percentage of homes that might be affected in this way. An informal

survey suggests that these issues predominate among smaller, inner urban homes, such as

pre-1919 terraced houses.

Figure 4.17 Physical constraints on external wall insulation 1: this terrace of houses fronts directly
onto the public highway, the pavement is already narrow, and the lamp-post almost touches the wall
(photo: author)
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Figure 4.18. Physical constraints on external wall insulation 2: reducing the width by as little as
100mm would make this narrow alleyway unusable for many everyday tasks, such as rubbish
collection. (photo: author)

Other constraints include the presence of mature climbing plants on external walls, which

property owners and neighbours may be very reluctant to lose for the sake of external

wall insulation (Simmonds 2010 Pers. Comm.).

4.9.3 Conservation of architectural heritage and building appearance

There are estimated to be 1.2 million homes in Great Britain in designated Conservation

Areas, representing 4 – 5 % of the housing stock which is subject to the tightest

development controls on the grounds of preserving architectural heritage (Bottrill 2005).

However, all developments are subject to Planning law and, while small changes to

existing homes may be allowed under ‘permitted development’ rules, Planning

regulations apply to proposed developments beyond certain threshold limits, and also

apply to many alterations, which affect the appearance of the streetscape and the public

realm. There have been several cases where, for aesthetic reasons linked to Planning and

heritage concerns, the façade of a semi-detached house has been insulated internally,
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while the side and rear elevations have been insulated on the outside (Poyzer, Schalom

2003). This approach retains the brick appearance of the streetscape, but changes the

appearance of the side and rear walls. One consequence of this approach is the creation of

a non-repeating linear thermal bridge at the corner where the internal and external

insulation both finish (Figure 4.5). By continuing the internal wall insulation for a distance

of, say, 50cm along the side wall, it is possible to substantially reduce the heat lost at this

point (Figure 4.19). The return of internal wall insulation creates a visible vertical step in

the finished wall (Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.19. Schematic detail of solid wall insulation, showing a return of internal insulation at the
corner to reduce the heat loss at the corner (modelled heat flow lines shown as contours) (Schalom
2010, Pers. Comm.).

External wall

insulation
Internal wall

insulation

‘Return’ of internal

insulation
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Figure 4.20. Interior view showing a return of insulation as a small ‘step’ feature in the corner of the
room (arrowed). (Schalom 2010, Pers. comm.).

A similar effect can be observed in terraced houses with internal wall insulation: the party

walls represent a non-repeating linear thermal bridge (Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21. Thermal image showing evidence of thermal bridging (arrowed) where the terraced house
on the left has internal wall insulation without a return, and the house on the right is uninsulated.
(Bordass 2010b, Pers. Comm.)
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From a technical and practical viewpoint, removing chimneys may be desirable for a

number of reasons (increased floor space, reduced infiltration, avoidance of structural

damage to brickwork inside the chimney) and the work may be undertaken as part of a

major renovation project. However, it may also change the outward appearance of a

dwelling by removing the chimney stack and pots from the skyline, which might then be

a cause for concern among heritage lobbies.

4.10 Hot water systems

The volume of hot water used in households is largely a function of ‘normalised’ practices

in personal hygiene, which have changed considerably over time and which can be

expected to keep changing, either in the direction of escalating use of energy and water

(eg the current trend for more frequent showers) or in the opposite direction (eg the

marked decline in water temperature for clothes washing in the late twentieth century)

(Shove 2003b). Demand for hot water is highly variable between households, with one

study finding extremes at less than 25 litres per day, rising to in excess of 300 litres per

day – although an average figure was found to be equivalent to 40 litres/day + 28

litres/person/day (Martin 2008, cited in Clarke, Grant 2010).

A study of the assumptions in the Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) design

software used monitored data from UK homes and a critical review of the assumptions in

PHPP to estimate that total heat demand for hot water can vary from about 27 kWh/m2.yr

to over 40 kWh/m2.yr (Clarke, Grant 2010, p. 6). This is significantly more than the Passive

House standard of 15 kWh/m2.yr for space heating.

Reducing heat loss from water heating systems can be achieved by better insulating hot

water tanks (where present) and pipework, while efficiency gains can be made by

installing more efficient heating appliances. Integration of LZCs (eg solar water heaters)

can reduce emissions by reducing the need for fossil systems.
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4.11 Fixed lighting

Energy efficiency in fixed lighting systems is largely a matter of the efficiency of lamps

and the level of service required. Switching behaviour also affects a light’s total time in

service and therefore its energy consumption. Technology in the form of additional

switches may afford the user a greater degree of flexibility in choosing different lighting

levels and energy consumption.

Another design choice (for example, in loft conversions) concerns recessed light fittings in

insulated roofs. The light fitting should not be covered with insulation because of the risk

of fire caused by over-heating of cables and fittings (Energy Saving Trust 2006). Published

installation details tend to concentrate on preventing insulation covering cables and

fittings, and making the recessed light fitting airtight (Energy Saving Trust 2006, p. 14).

This detail is designed to reduce heat loss by infiltration of cold air, but does not address

heat loss by conduction across the uninsulated thermal bridge. A more holistic solution

would be to use a different kind of light fitting, which did not interfere with the insulation

in this way (eg pendants or wall uplighters).

4.12 Energy system controls

Heating controls (and their use by residents) take on a more significant role as the energy

supply technologies become more numerous and the overall system becomes more

complex. In a review of 55 solar hot water systems, it was found that on average the solar

panel provided 15% of household hot water demand, compared with the installers’ and

manufacturers’ claim that these systems provide 60% (Hill 2008).

The problem is primarily one of timing: if a gas-fired boiler is programmed to ensure that

there is a full tank of hot water in the morning, there may be little or no need for the

energy from a solar panel during the day, meaning that over 90% of the potential benefit

of the solar system is lost (Hill, Lynch & Levermore 2010). The requirement to raise stored

water temperatures to 60 degrees Celsius for an hour to prevent incubation of Legionella

bacteria is also estimated to reduce the effective savings from solar hot water by 25%, with

some evidence to suggest that a lower temperature (eg 50 degrees Celsius) would be
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appropriate in domestic systems (Hill, Lynch & Levermore 2010, pp. 7-8) The difference

between potential and achieved performance may vary to a large degree because of poor

integration of technology, controls, user awareness and user behaviour. Although some

solar system installers are aware of these issues and treat system integration (including

controls set-up and client education) as a part of their work, there are many others who

do not (Association for Environment Conscious Building undated). One contractor

reported raising the issue of solar optimisation with a well-known manufacturer of

controls, to which the response came back that the problem is well-known but there are

no plans to attempt to remedy it (Kaushal 2008, Pers. Comm.).

These issues (energy system control design for usability and disease prevention) take the

discussion beyond the boundaries of the thesis but it is another aspect of the problem

which needs addressing if real-life performance is to come close to what is assumed in

design manuals and computer models.

4.13 Quantified impacts of good versus poor workmanship and system

integration

In order to estimate the combined effects on performance of the various issues discussed

so far in this chapter, evidence from different sources has been compiled. Firstly, a

modelling exercise using SAP 2005 algorithms was carried out to calculate the heat loss

coefficient (W/K) for a 3-bedroom semi-detached house with solid walls, which is

assumed at the outset to have 50% of its windows double glazed and 100mm loft

insulation – but which is otherwise unimproved. Improvements were modelled to one

design standard but two different standards of workmanship and energy system

integration – a good standard and a poor standard. The interventions modelled included

insulation of the roof, walls and floor, as well as physical improvements to reduce air

infiltration (eg blocking up chimneys), and fitting full double glazing (Window Energy

Rating C, U = 1.6 W/m2.K). The degree to which insulation was missing was included as a

percentage loss of performance over the target U value in each case, and the effect of non-

linear repeat thermal bridging was estimated to reflect good design and implementation,
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compared with poor design and implementation. Details of the assumptions used to

define input data are given in appendix D. With good workmanship and integration, it is

possible to reduce heat loss by 66%, but poor attention to detail may result in only a 55%

reduction (Figure 4.22). Although poorly carried out works still show a significant

improvement over the unrefurbished property, the workmanship ‘penalty’ modelled here

is a 34% higher rate of heat loss, compared with the same design carried out with care and

understanding.

Figure 4.22. Modelled specific heat loss from a 3-bedroom, solid-walled semi-detached house, showing
the effects of good and poor workmanship on building energy performance.

4.14 Summary and discussion

The historic focus of domestic energy efficiency policy in the UK has been on making as

many cost-effective improvements through simple measures as possible. But, as the

standard for fabric improvements gets tighter, so there is a rise in the relative importance

of detailing, quality of workmanship and understanding of building physics. The

installation of one or more LZCs in a home also adds complexity, and the evidence from

monitored solar water heating systems suggests that there are many ways in which these

complex systems may under-perform.

Different aspects of low-carbon refurbishment work can be broadly categorised as

‘measures’ and ‘principles’, where the former is a category of interventions that are
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typically viewed as ‘stand-alone’ tasks, while the latter are concerned with integration,

process, and design (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1. Summary of measures and principles involved in achieving low-carbon refurbishment.

Measures Principles

 Cavity wall insulation

 Loft insulation

 Draught-proofing

 Hot water tank and pipe

insulation

 Boiler replacement

 Heating controls

 Low-energy lighting

 Microgeneration (LZCs)

 High-performance glazing

 Solid wall insulation

 Ground floor insulation

 Structural damage (condensation risks)

 Ventilation

 Airtightness

 Fire hazards (eg insulation over

wires/recessed light fittings)

 Avoiding/remediating combinations that

compromise overall performance (eg not

using recessed light fittings in insulated

roofs/ceilings)

 System integration (eg ensuring that controls

prioritise solar thermal over fossil fuel)

 Thermal envelope (ie not missing insulation)

 Thermal bridging (ie achieving structurally

sound junctions with minimal heat loss)

 Quality assurance (eg attention to detail in

fitting insulation, vapour checks)

 Avoiding summer overheating (eg provision

of adequate thermal mass)

The question of ‘what is low-carbon refurbishment?’ can be re-cast as a strategic decision

about which combination of measures and issues to include within the remit and, by

inference, how low to set a standard (or set of standards). For example, if airtightness in

refurbishment is pursued less rigorously in refurbishment than it has been in new-build

(and in European refurbishment standards), it would be possible to obviate the need for

costly, space-taking ventilation plant and ductwork.
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Achieving good airtightness requires a ‘whole-home’ approach, and subsequent works

(eg service penetrations) would all need to be done carefully if ventilation heat loss is not

to creep upwards over time. An alternative approach, typical among pioneers, would be

to aim for a lesser standard for ventilation heat loss, achieved by plugging obvious gaps

in the building envelope (eg around window frames), fitting modern windows and doors

with good draught seals, blocking up open chimneys (with trickle ventilation) and fitting

extractor fans in kitchens and bathrooms. Evidence from a carbon dioxide sensor reading

in one refurbished home on one day showed that CO2 levels were towards the upper end

of acceptable limits, suggesting that greater efforts to improve airtightness would require

additional mechanical ventilation (Bordass 2010c Pers. Comm.). Further research would

be needed to investigate this issue across a sample of refurbished homes.

One key difference between the ‘measures-based’ approach and an integrated low-carbon

approach is the extent of underpinning, theoretical knowledge needed to achieve a good

result: measures require relatively little theoretical knowledge to install (although quality

of workmanship is still important), while an integrated low-carbon approach demands a

good grasp of several technical subjects and an understanding of how they interact. The

technical risks of fire, structural damage and condensation need to be managed.

Low-carbon projects also rely on a commitment to quality of workmanship and a

coordinated approach to the work of different trades, with each intervention having a

potentially negative effect on other interventions by other trades. There are many ways in

which performance can be compromised by a lack of coordination or poor attention to key

details. The industry’s grasp of these issues is generally low, with a number of pioneers

serving as the exceptions that prove the rule.

The proposal that the industry needs a new role of ‘integrator’ (World Business Council

for Sustainable Development 2009) thus has far-reaching consequences for training,

practices and contractual relationships.
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5 Market demand – challenges and opportunities

5.1 Introduction

Fawcett and Boardman (2009) summarise the potential of a market transformation

approach but recognise that lessons from appliance markets may not transfer easily to

housing: ‘the key will be to develop a sophisticated understanding of the housing market;

the major actors, their relationships, opportunities for influence, financial flows, the

ability of the building industry to deliver efficient new homes and high quality

renovations, and a host of other factors which determine how the housing market (or

markets) actually works and how efficiency can be made a more central part of market

decisions.’ (Fawcett, Boardman, p. 227)

Hinnells and Boardman identify innovation as one key element in a process of market

transformation, including innovation of technologies, processes and services: ‘it is key,

therefore, that we understand how to drive innovation, and that this understanding is

common to many actors, including policy makers and decision makers within firms’

(Hinnells, Boardman 2008, p. 203)

Between them, these two papers frame a research strategy for investigating the potential

for market mechanisms to deliver low-carbon housing. Both papers use evidence of past

successes in appliance markets to suggest the kinds of policies which might be

appropriate, but neither of them actually explores the markets, actor-networks,

institutions or innovations which might bring about the changes they describe. Issues to

do with the demand for low-carbon refurbishment (or the lack of it) are the subject of this

chapter, while the next chapter addresses the question from the point of view of the

supply for low-carbon refurbishment (or lack of it). Chapter 7 then considers the nature of

innovation in this sector, investigating the means by which a process of improvement to

mainstream practices might be brought about.

Taken together, the three chapters 5 – 7 provide the evidence needed to assess whether

and how the insights of market transformation programmes in product markets really can

be applied to housing refurbishment.
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5.2 Markets, opportunities and intervention points

5.2.1 A system of markets

This section describes the different markets that might be implicated in a move towards

low-carbon housing refurbishment, and assesses which of those markets might be

candidates for an approach based on Market Transformation.

A key concept here is that of ‘intervention point’, meaning a moment in the operation of

the market where one or more policy instruments can be applied with good effect. In

appliance markets, the key intervention point is the point of sale. Can this concept apply

to buildings? What are the key interventions points, that is – what are key decisions and

moments in the life of a building, which represent a good, market-based opportunity to

intervene and do some part of a low-carbon refurbishment? The corollary is that other

moments in the life of the building are not so good. The aim overall is to identify the good

opportunities and discuss how they might be taken to advantage. A further complicating

factor here is that there are multiple markets in operation, each of which has different

characteristics, and each of which contributes to the overall ‘system of markets’, which is

characterised as a nested hierarchy in Figure 5.1.

The EPC is given a unique status in Figure 5.1 as the element which provides a link

between the refurbishment market on the one hand, and the property market on the

other. The dotted lines connecting the EPC to other parts of the system are used to reflect

the fact that the ‘current’ and ‘potential’ ratings on the EPC are themselves too

unambitious to be consistent with the 80% CO2 reduction target by 2050, and so EPC

reform is a pre-requisite for making the link between property markets and the more

advanced refurbishment activities that are required (see chapter 3, section 3.5.6).

Boardman (2007) argues for a mandatory minimum standard to apply to property

transactions, but there is no a priori reason for thinking that this is the best or only market

through which a standard might apply. It has certain advantages, certainly, in that

property
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Figure 5.1. A simplified system of markets for low-carbon housing refurbishment9

transactions are already subject to regulation and administrative requirements (eg Land

Registry searches, surveys for insurance and mortgage companies). The familiar A – G

rating scheme would fit well with a regulatory approach to minimum energy

performance standards for housing. However, the EPC and property transactions are only

one side of the systems of markets. A discussion is presented here of the characteristics of

all the different parts of the system of markets shown in Figure 5.1, with the aim of

identifying as many useful (or problematic) intervention points as possible.

The following sections take each of the elements of the system of markets in turn and

assess the potential for each element to contribute to an MT approach, while also

highlighting potential difficulties. It is worth stressing that the discussion here is not

about the existing state of the market, but about its potential for the future.

9 Only a sub-set of the possible activities are shown at the lowest level, in the interests of clarity.
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5.2.2 Opportunities and intervention points in property markets

Figure 5.1 divides the property market into four distinct categories, three of which match

the different tenures – owner-occupied, private-rented and social-rented – while the

fourth category ‘buy to let’ refers to private sales where the buyer’s intention is to rent the

property out, rather than live in it themselves. Levels of regulation vary between these

different markets, too, with affordability and social welfare of paramount importance in

the social rented sector, so that ‘it is questionable the extent to which there is a “market” –

in that tenants often have little choice over their housing allocation’ (Fawcett, Boardman

2009)p. 228).

There were 2.7 million property transactions in the UK in the year 2005/06, made up of

1.08 million private purchases (including buy-to-let), 1.14 million private rentals and 0.47

million social rentals (Boardman 2007, p. 48 table 5.5). The length of residency (ie the time

between home moves) has a different distribution curve for different tenures, but can be

broadly characterised as a rapid turnover in the private rented sector and a slower

turnover in the social sector and in privately owned homes (Figure 5.2). Although the

mean residence is 13.9 years, there is a significant proportion of very settled households,

for whom property transactions are largely irrelevant as an intervention point in the

system (Boardman 2007, p. 49).

Nonetheless, there are opportunities linked to property transactions in the owner-

occupier sector, as shown by a survey of 302 homebuyers in 2008/9 asking what home

improvements they had made in the first twelve months since moving: 39% had made

large or medium-sized alterations (eg extension, loft conversion, conservatory, new

kitchen or bathroom, double glazing, heating system, rewiring); 29% had made small

alterations (eg shelves, doors, decoration, carpets, DIY), and 32% had made no alterations

at all (National Energy Foundation 2009, p. 24).

This suggests that a significant market potential exists in the early months of an owner-

occupier’s tenure. If a requirement could be introduced by which the purchaser of a

property were required to bring it up to standard within, say, 12 months, that would fit

better with the workings of the market for private sales, although it creates the need for a

compliance checking system a year after the sale, which currently does not exist. The
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Figure 5.2 Length of residence between home moves by tenure, England 2005/6 (adapted from
Boardman 2007, p.49 table 5.6)

proposal in the Home Truths report is that a mandatory minimum standard would apply

to the current owner of a property, rather than the new owner (Boardman 2007, p. 54),

which has the advantage of applying the standard at a time when a sanction could more

meaningfully be applied. However, it also generates plenty of opportunity for political

lobby groups to argue against what might be seen as an unacceptably draconian measure.

Notwithstanding these political difficulties, the proposal does have the advantage of

opening up the potential for low-carbon works to be integrated into other works, should

they be planned, and of creating a real impetus for getting the work done.

In rental markets, one general concern of landlords (private and social) is to minimise

void periods between tenancies, because of the direct loss of income (Chartered Institute

of Housing 2009). However, the private and social rented sectors represent two rather

different markets, with different opportunities and challenges for low-carbon

refurbishment.
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One sub-set of private landlords manage their portfolios of property professionally (ie as

their main source of income) and for these it is not uncommon to carry out major works

when a new property is first acquired, even if that means ripping out fittings that are in

good condition, because of the advantage to the landlord in knowing that all systems are

then compliant with modern safety standards (eg wiring) and also less likely to go wrong,

thereby reducing future complaints from tenants (Socha 2008, Pers. Comm.). The other

sub-set of private landlords are sometimes termed ‘hobby’ landlords (ie those for whom

rents are not their main source of income), who typically have a smaller portfolio (often

just one property which they have inherited) and this group is much less likely than the

professional landlords to carry out major refurbishment works when they first acquire a

property (Socha 2008, Pers. Comm.).

This suggests that policy for the private rented sector would best reflect the market if it

focused on property acquisition, rather than subsequent rental. One intervention point in

this context would be the buy-to-let mortgage market. Works carried out between

tenancies are undesirable, as they might prevent a potential tenant moving in, while

works carried out during tenancies run the risk of provoking complaint from the tenant,

depending on the level of disruption involved.

In the social rented sector there are prescribed cycles of maintenance and repair for RSL

properties, for which RSLs receive central government support (Department for

Communities and Local Government 2009a). Rents in the social housing sector are capped

to keep housing affordable for the poorest and most vulnerable groups in society, with

rent rises limited to no more than 0.5% above the retail price index (RPI), and to an

absolute maximum increase of £2 per week (Tenant Services Authority 2009). Some RSLs

seek a relaxation of the cap so that RSL investments in energy efficiency and low-carbon

technology can be recouped through rent increases, on the understanding that the

increased rent would be more than offset by reduced energy costs, thereby ensuring that

total household expenditure is the same or lower than before (Doyle 2009 Pers. Comm.).

This concept assumes that the rebound effect in vulnerable households can be managed,

even though one study on the Warm Front programme finds no correlation between SAP

rating and energy expenditure, suggesting that energy saving cannot be assumed to offset
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rent rises in this way (Hong, Oreszczyn & Ridley 2006). RSLs are concerned to avoid

decanting tenants wherever possible because of the cost and management time for the

RSL and the disruption to tenants’ lives.

RSLs can raise capital by borrowing from banks and the sector as a whole holds cash

reserves, but they operate with multiple objectives and are ‘expected to comply with

policy initiatives as they arise […] Potential requirements such as retro-fitting existing

stock to meet higher environmental standards could reduce the cash available for

additional development’ (Tenant Services Authority 2010, p. 52).

In the social rented sector, which is already highly regulated, the planned maintenance

programmes offer good opportunities for integrating low-carbon works, but extra capital

needs to be available at the right time to make it work in practice.

5.2.3 Opportunities and intervention points in the energy efficiency

market

The residential insulation industry was estimated in 2008 to be worth ‘in excess of £1bn

and growing at an estimated 10% per annum’ (Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes

2008, p. 9). The industry faces a strategic crossroads, with the saturation of the available

potential for cavity wall insulation projected to be met by 2015 if existing levels of

installation activity are maintained, and it identifies the need to shift attention to solid

wall and floor insulation, which are ‘more costly and disruptive measures than cavity

wall or loft insulation’ (Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes 2008, p. 7).

These industry actors focus on insulation as a stand-alone measure, although they

acknowledge the advantages of integrating insulation works with other projects: ‘the

main barrier to the installation of suspended wooden floor insulation is the intrusive

nature when floorboards are lifted. However if other major work is being carried out then

it is a relatively simple task to undertake’ (Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes 2008,

p. 6).
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The insulation industry identifies four priorities for its own research and development

programme:

 Finding ways of dealing with hitherto unsuitable or unfillable cavity walls

(estimated to be 7% of the cavity-walled stock)

 Developing technologies that make solid wall insulation a more cost-effective and

attractive option for householders

 Developing the market for suspended timber floor insulation

 Training or re-training the work force to support the delivery of mass market

volumes of solid wall and floor insulation

(Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes 2008, p. 9)

This sector of the construction industry therefore sees its role as specialist installers of

insulation products, rather than as diversifying into other areas and delivering the

insulation by a different strategic model. For this approach to work, the initiative to

integrate insulation into other projects will have to come from the householder or other

contractors working on, for example, those projects where floorboards are being lifted.

However, it is not clear that this would necessarily mean that the specialist installers

would be called in, as the more general contractors may do the work themselves. For this

reason, the insulation industry does not offer any real intervention points: they see

themselves as the installers of certain products, but not the creators of market

opportunity, nor the integrators of solutions that take account of the full range of technical

issues and risks.

5.2.4 Opportunities and intervention points in the micro-generation

market

The introduction of the feed-in tariff (FIT) in April 2010 signalled a shift in the way that

policy supports micro-generation technologies (see Table 3.1, chapter 3 for details).
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In order to comply with the FIT arrangements and provide eligible installations to

customers, installers must be registered with the Microgeneration Certification Scheme

(MCS). The figures for May 2010 (ie early registrations) showed that there were 656 firms

registered as installers under MCS, of which 27 (4%) offered all 9 technologies, with other

installers specialising by technology to some degree, although all of these 656 firms

offered at least three of the technologies (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. Number of different technologies offered by firms registered under MCS, May 2010 (Using
data from Wharton 2010 Pers. Comm.)

The introduction of FITs has led to rapid growth in the industry, with over 1540 installers

registered with MCS in December 2010, an increase of 235% in six months

(Microgeneration Certification Scheme 2010b).

The LZC market is itself made up of technology-specific markets, but it can also be seen as

one important component of an integrated ‘whole home’ approach, combining the

installation of LZC technology and building fabric improvements. However, where the

LCBP made it a condition of grant that cost-effective energy efficiency measures had to be

installed, the FIT makes no pre-condition in relation to energy efficiency, on the grounds

that the accreditation system required would add too much to the complexity of the
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scheme and make monitoring difficult, although the government has signalled that these

conditions may be reviewed in future (Department for Energy and Climate Change

2010e).

The opportunities for using the new demand for micro-generation to stimulate demand

for fabric measures is therefore limited, although in theory at least the roof-mounted solar

technologies have some potential to be incorporated into major roofing repairs, roof

replacements or loft conversions.

5.2.5 Opportunities and intervention points in the RMI market

There are nearly 80,000 SME firms in the construction industry, who are predominantly

engaged in carrying out RMI works to existing homes in a market which is valued at

£28bn per year (Office for National Statistics 2009b). This works out at an annual average

of £1,085 per home, although the expenditure is concentrated in projects and will vary

greatly from property to property and from year to year. A definitive list of RMI tasks

does not exist but is certainly long and varied, including at least the categories listed in

Table 5.1.

What opportunity for low-carbon interventions is represented by the tasks and building

projects listed in Table 5.1? Certain items offer no practical opportunity (eg replacing a

single broken roof slate), but the ones marked with an asterisk do. Some are already

regulated for energy efficiency by building regulations (eg loft conversions) but others (re-

wiring, re-plastering, new kitchens, new bathrooms, new carpets/flooring) are not. Not

every instance of these tasks would be suitable but, taking flooring as an example, the

potential for incorporating under-floor insulation is high where the existing floor is being

lifted and replaced: less so, if the existing floor is simply being fitted with a new carpet or

other covering.

For this approach to begin to become normal, the discussions between contractors and

clients need to begin to include this key concept of seizing good opportunities when they

present themselves. The example of a new kitchen will serve to illustrate the point: where

a property owner decides to commit to such a project, ripping out old kitchen units, sinks,
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Table 5.1. Provisional classification of Repair Maintenance & Improvement tasks, highlighting good
candidates for integration with low-carbon refurbishment (shown with a *)

Repair Maintenance Improvement

*Flood damage Re-pointing brickwork *Re-wiring

Burst pipes Window-cleaning *Re-plastering

Underpinning/subsidence Boiler servicing *New windows

Leaking roof Appliance servicing *New doors

Broken glass/tiles/gutters etc Timber treatments *Loft conversion

Rising damp problems *Extensions, conservatories

Timber rot/woodworm *Conversions

*New carpet/flooring

*New kitchen

*New bathroom

*New lighting

*New central heating

Painting (interior)

Painting (exterior)

Wall-papering

pipework, etc, the resulting empty shell of a room is a good opportunity for insulating the

thermal envelope, improving airtightness, and reducing thermal bridges. Adaptations to

space heating systems (eg fitting under-floor heating) may also fit into a longer-term plan

for a replacement heating system. However, if the thermal fabric is not improved while

the kitchen is an empty shell of a room, this can be seen as a missed opportunity: getting it

insulated after the new kitchen is finished – involving ripping out the newly installed

furniture and fittings – would be an unpopular, wasteful and expensive way to proceed.

Only when the kitchen is ready for a subsequent renewal will there be another

opportunity to do many of the low-carbon interventions required. This approach is

designed around opportunities that exist (but are regularly ignored) in the existing

market. A similar attempt to summarise the principal opportunities was published in the

Energy Saving Trust’s ‘guide to sustainable refurbishment’ (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4. Trigger points for energy efficiency (Energy Saving Trust 2010b, p. 7)

In order to estimate the potential scale of this approach, the opportunity for carrying out

low-carbon works needs to be quantified. According to the Construction Statistics Annual

(CSA), the RMI market was worth £28bn in 2008, but that headline figure is only broken

down in terms of public and private sector expenditure (Office for National Statistics

2009b). The Office for National Statistics, which has responsibility for the CSA, does not

gather statistics in sufficient detail to give a breakdown of the market in terms of the types

of work carried out, ‘as it would be too burdensome on respondents’ (Ormerod 2009,

Pers. Comm.). The true potential for integrating low-carbon with RMI is unknown,

because of a lack of detailed data on the RMI market.

A first approximation is made here using a simple spreadsheet model, called the Products

and Derived Service Market Model (PDSMM). The model and its detailed assumptions

are described in detail in appendix E. It uses summary sales data for relevant construction

products from market research data collated by AMA for the residential refurbishment

sector (AMA website). For construction as a whole, the Construction Products Association
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estimates that products represent 40% of total turnover, which means that labour makes

up 60% (Construction Products Association 2010). However, this figure is for the entirety

of the construction industry, not only residential RMI. In order to make estimates for the

total value of the domestic RMI market, the PDSMM uses an estimate of labour intensity

in sub-sectors of the RMI market to derive the value of labour from the AMA figures for

products. An estimate of the breakdown of the RMI market, using the PDSMM, is shown

in Figure 5.5.

The results seem promising in terms of accuracy, to the extent that the total is of the right

order of magnitude (several billion pounds per year), but falls short of the total figure

provided in the CSA. This is to be expected, as the AMA figures omit certain product

categories, which are nonetheless commonplace among the low-carbon demonstration

projects (eg omissions include plastering and plasterboard; wiring and electrical).

The shortfall between the total derived from AMA figures and the total given in the CSA

is assigned a category ‘other’ by a simple deduction. In the model, this miscellaneous

category accounts for £7.69bn, or 28% of the total.

Four categories of activity in Figure 5.5 are covered by existing energy efficiency policy.

Two of these categories (windows, doors, conservatories; heating systems) are subject to

regulated minimum product standards. Of the other two, building insulation is supported

by grants under CERT and other energy efficiency programmes, while one aspect of

lighting – the provision of replacement compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) – has also been

an activity with strong support from CERT, although the domestic lighting market

extends well beyond the market for replacement bulbs. In the PDSMM output, they

together represent expenditure of £5.5bn.

The evidence from case studies suggests that roofing, kitchens, and bathrooms represent

opportunities for integration of a low-carbon approach, although there will almost

certainly be cases where the opportunity is limited, so the assumption here is that the

maximum potential is 95% of the total market. The category ‘décor’ also includes some

opportunities (eg new flooring may be an opportunity for under-floor insulation and

improving airtightness). There is insufficient detail in the AMA market report summary
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to provide an estimate of how much of the £8.22bn spent on décor represents an

opportunity for integrating low-carbon works (AMA Research 2009). Similarly, the
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other, 7.69

Figure 5.5. Summary of PDSMM model results, showing annual expenditure (products and services)
by category of work, £bn 2008

category ‘other’ undoubtedly covers some extra potential for integrating low-carbon

works (eg internal plastering and external rendering are both opportunities to incorporate

wall insulation), but the size of that potential cannot be guessed from the available data. If

one makes the (cautious) assumption that 10% of the market for décor and 10% of the

market for ‘other’ represent opportunities for low-carbon works, then the total market

potential amounts to a total of £12.5 bn (Table 5.2).

These figures carry significant uncertainties, so conclusions need to be treated with

caution, but it seems that approximately 45% of the total RMI market by value is directly

linked to energy improvements or has the potential to be an intervention point for more

costly and disruptive energy-related works.
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Table 5.2. Estimate of potential for low-carbon works as a percentage of RMI market sub-sectors

Market sector Estimated %

potential for

low-carbon

Value, £bn per

year

Windows, doors 95 1.23

insulation 95 0.81

lighting 95 0.83

heating 95 2.37

roofing 95 2.02

kitchens 95 2.13

bathrooms 95 1.55

decor 10 0.82

other 10 0.77

total 12.52

5.3 Challenges and market barriers to achieving low-carbon housing

5.3.1 Lack of demand

A review of recent studies on UK householder reasons for investing (or not) in energy

efficiency and LZCs shows that, while the three dominant barriers are ‘lack of

information, high up-front costs, and hassle and disruption’, consumer responses vary for

different technologies (Herring, Caird & Roy 2007). So, for example, the loss of storage

space may affect people’s decisions over loft insulation, whether that is related to the

chore of moving things out of the loft in order to provide access for the work to be done,

or reduced head height for storage after the insulation is fitted - or both.

The Communities and Local Government Committee (CLGC) published a report on

climate change and existing housing in April 2008, which includes a list of barriers to

energy-related home improvements based on a government memorandum summarising

the reasons which are ‘routinely advanced to explain why householders do not choose to
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commission or undertake comparatively straight-forward home improvements with fairly

quick payback periods’ (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3. Barriers to energy efficient home improvements with fairly quick payback periods (House of
Commons Communities and Local Government Committee 2008, p. 31)

Barrier Description

Hassle factor The difficulty of commissioning work and the inconvenience and

disruption caused during installation

Trust Lack of confidence in identifying reliable installers or contractors, and

suspicion of energy suppliers who come bearing energy saving deals

Up-front costs Even with short payback periods, the up-front cost may be a significant

disincentive to many works. In addition, the perception of what measures

may cost has an influence

Information/

knowledge

What can be done, what grants are available, where advice may be had,

and how much things really cost

Technological

immaturity

The limited availability of many zero or low-carbon technologies makes

them not just hard to find, but expensive

Risk Households may expect to move before a measure pays back its cost;

additionally, there may be uncertainty about new or unfamiliar products

Other priorities Householders often have higher, more visible or cosmetic home

improvement priorities, such as extensions or kitchen or bathroom

overhauls

A number of assumptions are implicit in Table 5.3, which it is worth making explicit, as

they throw light on the associated question of barriers to home improvements with long

payback periods. The following sections compare the barriers listed in Table 5.3 with

experience from pioneers of low-carbon refurbishment.

5.3.2 Hassle and disruption

Where the CLGC categorises the difficulty of commissioning work and the disruption

during installation as examples of ‘hassle factor’, the experience of low-carbon
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refurbishment pioneers suggests that they are two distinct problems. Indeed, for pioneers

the difficulty of commissioning work has been related to the problem of identifying

reliable installers (categorised as a matter of ‘trust’ in Table 5.3). Disruption is also an

issue, but the experience of the pioneers is that this is relatively easy to manage if the low-

carbon work is done at the same time as other home improvements. In other words,

where the CLGC views ‘other priorities’ as a barrier to energy efficiency improvements,

the experience of pioneers is that the integration of low-carbon works with other projects

is a key strategy – to the extent that doing it any other way is simply unrealistic in terms

of market acceptability. Pursuing the integration of low-carbon works with people’s home

improvement priorities may help overcome the nuisance of disruption because once a

household has accepted the disruption of ‘having the builders in’, the disruption of doing

additional energy-related works is marginal. A logical question to ask in response to this

line of argument is the extent to which the marginal disruption (and cost) changes the

decision-making process. Just because the barrier is reduced in size does not mean that it

can be ignored. Reliable evidence on this question is hard to find, with the experiences of

successful pioneers making a skewed sample (by definition). However, one source of

evidence from a more mainstream case suggests that it does have potential to work, as

described below.

One local authority, Uttlesford District Council (north west Essex), has adopted a policy

for consequential works through Planning. This policy states that, for refurbishment

works that require Planning permission (extensions and conversions), a requirement is

made to install all cost-effective energy efficiency measures upto an additional 10% of the

project budget on the building(s) which existed at the same property address before the

Planning application was made (Uttlesford District Council 2008). This policy takes the

concept of consequential works quite a lot further than Building Regulations, where the

focus of the regulation is on individual building elements (eg floor, wall) and the energy

standard only applies if 25% or more of the area of the element is to be affected by the

planned works, in which case ‘reasonable efforts’ have to be made to bring the whole of

the element up to the required standard. In contrast, the Uttlesford Council policy applies

not only to all of the existing building where major works are planned (ie those where
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Planning permission needs to be sought), but to all buildings at the same property

address (Energy Saving Trust 2007, Roos 2008 Pers. Comm.).

This policy only requires the ‘standard’ insulation measures to be installed but it is

nonetheless a precedent from which some lessons can be drawn. For instance, it might be

thought that such a policy would deter local residents from submitting plans because the

requirements are too onerous, or because the barriers to energy efficiency, as laid out in

Table 5.3, are stronger than property owners’ desire to improve their property. However,

the number of this type of Planning application received by Uttlesford Council went up

from 360 to 900 in the first year of the policy being in force (Energy Saving Trust 2007,

Roos 2008 Pers. Comm.). This seems to suggest that the consequential works policy does

not deter the market to any observable extent, and that the state of the housing market

and the economy generally are stronger factors influencing people’s decision to ‘move or

improve’ than the consequential works policy itself. The council also provides advice and

support for applicants and, by limiting the scope of the policy to the cost-effective

measures, is deliberately aiming for relatively easy gains to the overall energy efficiency

of the local housing stock. Planning decisions are open to appeal, which is another reason

why Uttlesford has chosen to stick to ‘easy win’ measures. Uttlesford Council has not had

any appeals against this policy in the first year of it being in place (Roos 2008 Pers.

Comm.).

Making the principle of consequential works apply through Building Regulations would

have the advantage of extending the policy to the national level. Also, Building

Regulations are not subject to appeal, as Planning decisions are, and would arguably

provide a more robust base for policy. What is not clear, however, is how the question of

consumer acceptability might change if there were to be a requirement to carry out more

disruptive and costly works using this policy instrument. Hassle and disruption are

inevitable aspects of many kinds of building work, but that does not stop the RMI market.

The key seems to be timing: sometimes disruption is a price worth paying, so a household

might choose to live without a kitchen or bathroom during a renovation project and

accept the inconvenience because of the promise of the better living conditions that the

work provides. If a condition of being granted permission to do so is to also have a cavity
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wall filled, the additional disruption is relatively small. The same is not true if the

additional requirement meant taking up floors or creating noise and dust in parts of the

home which the household wanted to continue using.

This conjecture proposes that disruption is a relative, rather than an absolute barrier, and

that householders do not resist disruption equally at all times. The chance of making

disruption for low-carbon works acceptable to householders is probably increased by

making it marginal - that is by only doing the low-carbon works when other relevant

works are already being planned.

5.3.3 Trust

Under the heading of ‘trust’ the CLGC names two groups: installers or contractors, and

energy companies. The trustworthiness of energy companies is an issue for ‘standard’

energy efficiency measures because of the supplier obligation and the energy companies’

involvement in the CERT funding mechanism. Thus, where pioneers have included these

measures, the same issue of trust may be a factor. When it comes to installers and

contractors, the situation with pioneers provides evidence of a different kind. By their

nature, the pioneering projects have required unusual contributions from contractors,

although in some cases householders have chosen to DIY aspects of their refurbishment,

rather than employ a contractor to do the work. This may be partly a question of cost (DIY

being cheaper) but it is also related to the fact that the pioneers themselves are in some

cases far more knowledgeable about the work required than the majority of contractors

who might be employed, leading to a situation where the local workforce is not trusted to

carry out the work. The boundary between client and professional roles begins to become

blurred at this point, as the owner-occupier begins to take on some of the work of

designer or project manager (as well as continuing to be the client). In other examples of

pioneering projects, there has been an architect with a particular interest in the low-

carbon agenda and, in at least two instances, the architect has designed work for their

own home – again creating a blurring of roles between the client and project team.
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Where these project roles become blurred in this way, the question is less about trust and

more about influence and leadership on the project. In a conventional project, the concern

is that contractors may not do the work properly, even though they should know how to

do it (and are assumed to have done similar work many times before). In a pioneering

low-carbon project, the question of who should know how to do it is more open to

negotiation and experimentation. In some cases the knowledgeable person is the client, in

others it is the architect or other designer, and in others it is one or more of the team of

contractors. Where Banks (2001) found that heating engineers have influence over the

detailed specification of projects, that is not necessarily the case in the pioneering projects.

There are two separate issues at work in this discussion: how can consumer trust in

contractors be improved? And how can influence be brought to bear on RMI projects so

that more of the low-carbon potential is realised? It may be possible to tackle both of

these, but Banks’ study suggests that SME contractors can be influential, whether or not

they are trusted (Banks 2001).

5.3.4 Cost

The question of cost is prominent in current debates about low-carbon housing

refurbishment, with the PAYS scheme being developed as a new way of financing change

(UK Green Building Council 2009), and it has survived the change of government in May

2010 and been incorporated into proposals for the Green Deal (Department for Energy

and Climate Change 2010h). However, there are two more fundamental questions to ask

before trying to devise finance mechanisms. What standard of intervention is needed?

And how much will it cost? The proposed Green Deal extends the list of ‘standard’

measures to include solid wall insulation but does not include other technical aspects of

low-carbon refurbishment (Department for Energy and Climate Change 2010h).

Three different reports have provided estimated costs for refurbishing the UK’s housing

stock to some low-carbon standard, although the methods, estimates and target emissions

reductions are not consistent across the three (Table 5.4). Further estimates have been

made on a ‘per home’ basis in relation to a demonstration project by Retrofit South East
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Table 5.4. Published cost estimates for low-carbon housing refurbishment in the UK

Report Cost

estimate

£bn/year

Target

outcome

Methodology Comments

‘Home Truths’

(Boardman

2007)

9.9 –

12.9

-80% CO2

by 2050

Sum of estimates for

proposed investment

programmes and tax

reform

£12.9bn from 2008;

£9.9 – 10.4bn from

2017 to 2050.

‘Building a

Greener

Britain’ (Killip

2008a)

3.5 – 6.5 -60 –

65% CO2

by 2050

Extrapolation of marginal

costs from 2 recent case

studies10

Marginal costs for

low-carbon work

were 13 – 15% of

total costs

‘How low?’

(Centre for

Sustainable

Energy et al

2008)

2.6 – 3.5 -80% CO2

by 2050

Model of installation rates,

technology unit costs,

discount rates. Lower

estimate includes

technology learning for

LZCs.

Excludes cost of

assumed 60%

reduction in carbon

intensity of grid

electricity by 2050

(Price 2010) and in the industry stakeholder workshops coordinated by UK Green

Building Council in relation to the PAYS finance model (UK Green Building Council

2009). Based on figures from these two reports, plus inferred unit costs for each of the

three reports summarised in Table 5.4, achieving the 80% reduction target will cost

between £5,000 and £40,000 per dwelling, each of these studies having estimated their

costs in a range from low to high. Among these five studies the mean low cost estimate

per dwelling is £12,400 and the mean high cost estimate is £23,100, but data points are

widely scattered with no clear line of best fit. This can be accounted for by the differences

in the assumptions between these studies, which include: whether costs are full or

marginal; whether (and how much) money is required for institutional infrastructure;

whether costs are included for an assumed decarbonisation of electricity. There are too

many dependent variables involved here, and the methodologies employed are too

different to make detailed comparisons meaningful. However, all of these estimates are at

least of the same order of magnitude.

10 A house in Oxford refurbished in 2004, which then had its loft converted in 2007; a house in London
refurbished and extended 2004 – 2008. CO2 reductions shown here are absolute, not per unit floor area.
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A more consistent set of cost estimates has been calculated by Parity Projects, using the

company’s own software to estimate the marginal cost and percentage CO2 emissions

reduction for different dwellings using, in each case, 12 months consumption from fuel

bills as a baseline (Smith 2010, Pers. Comm.). The scatter of data points achieved follows

the sort of curve that might be expected, with a steeper increase in cost as the emissions

reductions get higher (Figure 5.6).

% Saving in Packages - 30 houses

£0

£5,000

£10,000

£15,000

£20,000

£25,000

£30,000

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

CO2 Saving

Figure 5.6. Scatter graph of estimates for marginal cost of low-carbon refurbishment against CO2

emissions reduction for 30 houses. (Source: Smith 2010 Pers. Comm.)

In fact, at the level of an 80% reduction, the figures in Figure 5.6 are quite close to the

mean figures from the published reports discussed above and summarised in Table 5.4,

suggesting that £12,000 - £25,000 per dwelling is the best available estimate of costs for

achieving an 80% emissions reduction. It should be emphasised, though, that the basis for

comparing the figures from these different sources is very uncertain. Where the Parity

Projects figures are based on marginal costs (ie they assume that low-carbon works are
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only realistically carried out when other works are already planned), they do not include

costs for administrative support systems that might be needed, should the approach be

rolled out on a national scale. In contrast, Boardman (2007) does include some costs for

such administrative infrastructure, which goes a long way to explaining why her total

estimates are among the highest reviewed here.

5.3.5 Risk

Where the CLGC associates ‘risk’ with long paybacks and uncertainty of householders

with new products, chapter 4 has shown that the pioneers of low-carbon refurbishment

operate with a new set of technical risks as well, associated with doing the work without

sufficient technical understanding or to an inadequate standard of workmanship. These

new risks represent an extra dimension to the issue, which will need to be taken on board

and managed.

5.3.6 Information and knowledge

The conventional view of energy efficiency, summed up in Table 5.3, is that independent

advice and information are needed, covering technical options, finance options, sources of

advice and accurate estimates of cost.

Citing Aldrich, the OECD observed that ‘[t]he use of information instruments to influence

consumer behaviour depends on two assumptions: that the consumer believes acquiring

the information will lead to benefits and that the consumer can use the information to

reap the benefits’ (OECD 2001, p. 21). Information can therefore be seen as one component

of a wider system. In the case of the EST advice centre network, the information provided

is embedded within a system of grants and installer accreditation for standard measures.

However, there is no such delivery infrastructure in place for the more ambitious

interventions required for low-carbon refurbishment. The information is in any case hard

to come by, as pioneers report a common problem with finding knowledgeable

contractors to carry out the work, leading to a situation where much of the information

offered takes the form of advice not to go ahead; this advice has to be ignored if the end-
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result is to be achieved. This observation is also borne out in visitor surveys from Open

House events, where many visitors to pioneering refurbished homes had researched

around the subject generally but were missing specific information on the specialist

products, suppliers and installers needed to get the job done (Hamilton, Killip 2009).

The conclusion reached by Banks (2001) was that heating engineers are generally very

influential over the final specification for private domestic heating systems (whether they

are generally seen as trustworthy or not). In order to provide the right sort of information

widely enough, the wider system needs to be aligned with it, creating messages that are

reinforced rather than contradicted, and which lead to decisions that can then be readily

implemented. In relation to the influential contractors, the choice would appear to be

between the creation of an information and delivery system which drowns out the voices

of the SMEs giving contradictory advice, or else to enrol those influential actors in the

whole enterprise by getting them to recommend (and be able to install) the low-carbon

interventions.

5.4 Conclusions

With 2.7 million property transactions in a typical year, the EPC provides information to

the property market on a significant scale, although the number of households that move

only infrequently is also large. As Boardman (2007) has proposed, it may be necessary to

impose a requirement for a new EPC to be produced for all properties at least once in, say,

every ten years, in order to provide complete coverage for the EPC, including homes

which are not offered for sale or rent very frequently.

The fact that the EPC promotes only ‘standard’ insulation measures in the A – G rating is

a problem which needs to be remedied before it can play a part in promoting genuinely

low-carbon housing refurbishment.

The system of markets described in Figure 5.1 suggests that there are three groups of

actors who could be considered as possible delivery agents for low-carbon refurbishment.

Of these, the micro-generation industry is growing fast with the new FIT policy, but it is

still in its infancy in terms of absolute numbers, and the design of the FIT (with no

precondition for energy efficiency) means that this market is free to ignore building fabric
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improvements. The opportunities to install microgeneration might represent intervention

points for upgrading roof insulation, but the opportunity to integrate other works is

limited beyond that. The second group is the energy efficiency industry, which is bigger

than the microgeneration industry. It currently operates as a group of specialist insulation

contractors delivering insulation measures. Its most recent strategic report sets out a

vision to expand the list of measures to include solid wall insulation, but not to change the

general approach of tackling energy efficiency measures as stand-alone home

improvement choices. Only the last group – made up of the SMEs operating in the

mainstream RMI market – is currently big enough and diverse enough to capture the

many opportunities which undoubtedly exist for low-carbon refurbishment.

Integration of low-carbon works into the mainstream RMI market has the greatest

potential for reducing costs and disruption by making them marginal, because of the

sheer diversity of activities that the market covers. Indeed, the evidence from pioneering

demonstration projects is that the work is only sensibly undertaken at the same time as

other works, precisely because of the cost and disruption involved. This conclusion is

supported by the evidence from the ‘consequential works’ policy pioneered by Uttlesford

Council, which showed that the imposition of cost-effective measures on larger

refurbishment projects (those requiring Planning permission) did not have any discernible

effect on the number of Planning applications being made.

The analysis of the different markets within ‘housing refurbishment’ suggests the need for

a shift away from doing ‘low-carbon’ separately from mainstream RMI works. This

change of perspective can be summarised as a move away from listing barriers towards

listing opportunities. The question remains whether the opportunities that clearly exist in

the RMI market can be converted successfully to projects which integrate low-carbon.

There are significant advantages to taking this approach. Firstly, there is the fact that

installers are influential over specification decisions for RMI projects. They may not be

widely trusted by property owners, but that does not mean that they lack influence over

specifications for projects.
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The level of technical knowledge and attention to detail required to achieve genuinely

low-carbon results was shown in chapter 4. The technical complexity of doing low-carbon

refurbishment means that a new ‘principle-based’ approach is needed if the work is to be

done with minimal risk and to a high enough standard. The ‘principle-based’ approach

has three distinct advantages: greater opportunity; marginal cost and disruption because

of integration with other works; potential to more closely achieve modelled results

through active management of workmanship and technical risks associated with low-

carbon refurbishment. Some product innovations may aid the process (and some are

already in evidence at an early stage of development) but there needs to be a commitment

to quality in the process of doing the work as well.

The market opportunities appear to be predominantly ‘room-by-room’ rather than ‘whole

home’. Translating a whole-home standard into a room-by-room approach would require

a set of subsidiary documents (pattern books or robust details, perhaps), dealing with

insulation, thermal bridging, airtightness, integration of LZCs and controls.

The pursuit of low-carbon through ‘room by room’ interventions creates a need for

coordination of work over time and between different teams of contractors. How this

coordination can be achieved is a key consideration for the effectiveness of the room-by-

room approach. The room-by-room approach also creates the potential for new loop-

holes, with the work specified for project A being scaled back on the assumption that the

additional work will be completed during a future project B. If project B does not take

place, or if it is carried out in a way that does not integrate well with project A, many of

the technical details for reducing thermal bridges and improving airtightness may not be

achieved, leading to loss of performance and increased technical risks. For the room-by-

room approach to work well, the contractors delivering the work have an important

responsibility for ensuring quality and technical integrity between projects.

A ‘room by room’ approach will not be appropriate in all cases, with some interventions

(for example external cladding) being more realistically achieved at the level of a whole

building (or at least a whole wall). In order to capture this need for flexibility of approach,

while maintaining the insight that most of the market opportunity exists below the ‘whole

home’ level, the term ‘project by project’ can be used. Projects may be small-scale
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interventions (eg room by room) or larger-scale (eg whole-home retro-fits). The point to

retain is that each can be seen as an opportunity to integrate low-carbon works, and the

coordination and integration of these works over time is just as important as getting each

individual project right.

The experience of pioneers has been that the RMI industry generally has little or no

capacity to do this work, although a small number of specialist firms do exist, specialising

in providing what amount to niche services. But could it become a commonplace activity

performed by the mainstream industry? The challenge of integrating low-carbon with

RMI can be broken down into a series of simpler questions:

 How does the market for RMI operate? Ie, what is its custom and practice?

 Does the RMI market innovate? If so, in what circumstances? Which actors in the

actor-network of refurbishment are the source(s) of innovation? How does

innovative practice develop, and with what results?

 Is it possible to identify factors which would be likely to lead to dissidence among

the industry? Is it possible to identify factors which would be likely to lead to

enrolment among the industry?

 What other strategic issues need to be addressed – beyond industry practices and

innovation?

The next chapter explores these issues by investigating custom and practice in the

construction industry, including customary approaches to innovation. Through better

understanding of how the market operates, can insights be gained in to how the necessary

transition can be managed?
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6 Custom and practice among SME construction firms

6.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a characterisation of custom and practice among SME construction

firms, based on interviews with the managing director in each case (or other senior

personnel). The importance of understanding the ‘starting point’ from which innovation

and change might develop is a common theme in the literature on Market Transformation

and Innovations (chapter 2).

6.2 Methods & research design

Semi-structured interviews are used here in order to elicit responses from interviewees

which are open-ended. The semi-structured interview allows each respondent to give

more or less detail on any given topic compared to the rest of the sample, and allows the

interviewer the freedom to probe more deeply with follow-up questions if the

conversation seems to merit it. At the same time, the organisation of the interview into

broad themes provides a basis for comparison between the different interviews and

allows common themes to emerge.

The overall aim of these interviews was to gain insights into the ways in which SME

construction firms work and to elicit their attitudes, experiences and general approach to

innovative practice. Respondents were asked about the size of their firm, their role within

it, the geographical range within which they work, the history of the company (how long

established and by whom) and the types of work undertaken, including any specialisms.

Respondents all had decision-making power within their firm, either as self-employed

individuals, company directors or as senior managers in the larger companies in the

sample. As the overall aim of the research was to gain insights into custom and practice

and particularly to understand how innovations are handled, it was important to

interview those with some responsibility for the firm’s management, rather than new

recruits or junior employees.
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Given that the research seeks to explore how housing might make a significant

contribution to meeting those climate change targets, it would have been fruitless to ask

questions outside that remit, such as finding the SMEs’ views on climate change or energy

policy generally. Furthermore, the long future horizon of 2050 carries with it a great deal

of uncertainty, which could lead to uninformative speculation about what might or might

not happen. Instead of couching the interviews in terms of what the future might bring,

the interviews frame the question in terms of current practices with a focus, where

possible, on processes of change and innovation. Not only does this focus the research on

the actions of the informants themselves, it allows for a fuller exploration of the actor-

network involved in housing RMI from the particular perspective of the construction

SMEs.

Guided by the tenets of ANT (chapter 2), the interview questions focused on relationships

with people, products and processes (eg regulation) in the workplace; on education and

trusted sources of information; priorities in relation to work; views on the environmental

impacts of buildings; and views on the future of the industry.

The questions concerning relationships with people, products and processes aim to

capture the complexity of the actor-network of housing RMI from the tradespeople’s

perspective. The discussion on education and trusted sources of information explores in

more detail the channels of communication that might be brought to bear in a future shift

towards low-carbon. Given the current low state of understanding and awareness, there is

a clear need to provide information, and this part of the interviews examines where SME

tradespeople look for information that affects their working lives. The section on priorities

in relation to work aims to elicit what motivates SME tradespeople and, by extension, to

indicate what might be effective ways of engaging their attention in a future programme

of low-carbon retro-fits. The section on the environmental impacts of buildings served a

dual purpose: gauging the importance attached to the environmental impact of buildings

among SME tradespeople, and gauging how they saw their role in reducing

environmental impacts. The question about the future of the industry was designed as a

deliberately open question at the end of the interview, so that the interviewees’ own view

of the medium- to long-term future might be elicited. This was intended to bring to the
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fore any issues which the interviewee might think important but which had not been

directly addressed during the earlier parts of the interview. By leaving the question about

the future until last, the major focus of the interview was kept on existing custom and

practice. Two questions at the end of the interview (‘What do you most and what do you

like least about your work?’) were included to provide a snapshot of how these people

view their working lives more generally, slightly separately from the earlier focus on

custom and responses to innovation. The interview crib sheet can be found in appendix F.

6.3 Sampling and bias

SMEs are a difficult group to study with qualitative research methods because they lack

the time to participate. A random sample was deemed unworkable for this thesis because

of constraints of time and money. In the absence of a national database of builders, this

would have required collation of hundreds of smaller databases from local directories.

Instead, use was made of the membership database of the Federation of Master Builders

(FMB), which is the largest UK trade association of SME construction firms with some

13,000 members, and a well-placed ‘gatekeeper’ organisation with which to work. An

email was sent out by the FMB asking a random sample of 100 of its members with a

working email address to participate in the research. This elicited just one positive

response – from KK, who was at least partly motivated to take part because the firm was

researching eco-renovation as a potential area to specialise in. Given the extremely low

response from this approach and the clear bias towards eco-renovation expressed by the

one firm recruited by this method, it was decided that there was no benefit to be had from

extending this appeal to the entire FMB database. Instead, the FMB’s officers then hand-

picked some of their more active members and made direct personal approaches to them.

The FMB was unwilling to make its database available because of data protection issues,

so the initial communication came from the FMB officers. The research was to contribute

to a report entitled ‘Building a Greener Britain’, commissioned by the FMB, and the

interviewees recruited by this method were either national or regional committee

members, or recent winners of FMB awards, including the prize-winner for construction

waste management and the prize-winner for best eco-renovation.
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Five recruits were also obtained through personal networks. Four of the five were

contacted through mutual acquaintances, so that the concession to do the interview was a

favour for a friend. In the case of SD, the interviewee was a tradesperson encountered at a

Café Scientifique event, who agreed to be interviewed after several exchanged emails on

the subject of the environmental impacts of buildings.

There is significant bias in these sampling methods and the resulting population of

respondents. The FMB proved instrumental in recruiting interviewees and helped extend

the geographical coverage beyond personal networks in and around Oxford. The FMB’s

sponsorship of the ‘Building a Greener Britain’ report was a key factor in the success of

the recruitment exercise.

6.4 Respondent profile

A summary of respondents is given in Table 6.1. In each case the interviewee was the

Director or Managing Director of the company, with two exceptions: NA was an

employee in a small firm, working to gain qualifications and then set up his own business

with a focus on solar water heating – which he did within a year of the interview; JK was

the Contracts Manager in his firm and also one of the sons of the company’s founder.

A distinction is drawn in Table 6.1 between builders and builder/developers, where the

latter are firms with a significant interest in building new buildings rather than RMI.

Builder/developers therefore engage in more than just construction work, including the

purchase of land for speculative development. This leads to a different set of experiences

around issues such as Planning and working with design professionals. However, the

distinction between builder and builder/developer is not entirely clear-cut, as these firms

all seem to be flexible and adaptable in the work that they take on, depending on the

wider circumstances.

While willing and able to do different kinds of work depending on demand, several

interviewees reported having quite specialist fields of work within the portfolio of

services they offer, such as: the renovation of residential and nursing homes for the
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elderly (DE); maintenance and service contracting for schools (NE); eco-renovation of

housing for social landlords (JK); restoration of historic buildings (KF).

Table 6.1. Summary of 15 interviewees from SME building companies (Recruited for interview as
follows: Italics = friends/acquaintances and their networks; plain text = hand-picked by FMB; bold =
responded to random sample email of all FMB members with email addresses)

ID Trade Location/work area Size of firm

SD Builder Oxford 1 employee

TB Heating engineer Oxford 2 employees

RW Electrician South Oxfordshire 2 employees

SA Builder/developer Hertfordshire 15 employees

NA Heating engineer Oxfordshire Not known

JK Builder/developer Birmingham/W Midlands 20- 25 employees

DE Builder Shropshire Upto 15 employees

RG Builder Devon 8 employees

NE Builder South London Upto 20 employees

ER Builder North Northumberland £0.5m - £0.75m/yr

MQ Builder North-east Lincolnshire £1m/yr

CM Builder South Wales Not known

CC Builder/developer North-east Lincolnshire £1.2m/yr

PR Builder Newcastle/Tyneside 5 employees

KF Builder Devon 17 employees

KK Project manager London, Cambridge, Brighton; soon

also in Manchester, Spain

11 employees

Interviewee KK is described as a Project manager in Table 6.1 as this firm was set up

principally to provide good quality customer service using sub-contractors. KK, the

Managing Director of the firm, had come from a background in banking. KK’s firm was

also unusual among the sample in that it had operations in Spain (and plans to expand to

other countries), providing a property management service to British ex-patriots. Other

interviewees with overseas experience included RG, who had worked on refurbishment

projects in France (ie working on holiday homes of existing British clients); and NE, who

had once taken on a contract for the British Embassy in Russia.
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Nonetheless, there is a general tendency for these firms to stick to their local area,

although the size and boundary of that area has a certain amount of elasticity, depending

on the circumstances. The local ‘patch’ typically extends to about an hour’s drive from

home base. As well as reducing travelling time, this local focus allows firms to develop

long-term working relationships with Building Control, suppliers, other contractors (eg

for sub-contracting) and even with clients. Thus, ER’s firm in rural North

Northumberland covered a relatively large - but sparsely populated - area, while in

contrast, NE’s firm in south London concentrated on just a few, densely populated

boroughs. Exceptional proposals can also be enough to tempt these firms beyond their

normal ‘home’ patch, for example MQ (based in North-east Lincolnshire) had taken on a

contract to build 17 new flats in Leeds. For such projects, as with the overseas contracts,

there may be a need to stay away from home during the working week.

In terms of personal backgrounds, the sample showed some variety: SD was working as a

general builder but had shifted from an earlier career in information technology (IT), and

NA had followed the same path from IT into heating engineering. DE was an accountant

before he set up his building firm. Of the remaining interviewees six had started out in

construction by inheriting their family firm (SA, ER, MQ, CM, CC, KF), although one of

these (MQ) was running a new company, not the inherited firm. At the time of the

interview ER was in the process of winding the company up, prior to retirement. RG’s

firm had built up from being a sole-trader to having 8 employees, whilst the other self-

starters were still running micro-businesses (SD, TB).

Interviews were conducted between January and June 2008 and were carried out face-to-

face (except RW, who was interviewed by telephone). Interviews ranged from 34 – 141

minutes in length (mean 74; median 70 minutes).

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Contractual arrangements

Contractual arrangements can be characterised as fairly fluid and varying from project to

project. At the level of micro-businesses, this may mean securing a job and employing
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someone as a specialist sub-contractor one week, only to have the roles of main contractor

and sub-contractor reversed the following week. It depends on which of the tradespeople

gets the lead and negotiates with the client. With the larger projects and the larger firms,

there are added layers of contractual complexity: medium-sized firms often have directly

employed workers, but they will also sub-contract work if they need extra pairs of hands

at particularly busy times and also for certain specialist trades (eg SA’s firm sub-contracts

flat-roof felting, heating and plumbing and electrics). Sub-contracting of different skills is

widespread, particularly for plumbers and electricians. This seems to be because both

require registration (CORGI11 for plumbing; NICEIC/NAPIT for electrical work) and

because of a constantly changing regulatory environment. Construction firms seem to

prefer to leave that business to others to manage rather than take on the skills and

paperwork in-house. The interview with MQ was typical of this approach, with the

meeting venue (a café which MQ’s firm had re-furbished) serving to illustrate the point:

‘… we have a bread-and-butter marketplace, where smaller works fill up the majority of our day …

the larger works, like this {ie like the café refurbishment} … we increase our ability to do them by

sub-contracting.’

JK described a shift away from doing gas and electrical work in-house towards sub-

contracting, citing a time penalty as the reason for losing the specialist trades within the

firm:

‘We’ve recently come off the NIC – we were CORGI and NIC registered – but that then became

more of a specialist field, which we didn’t have the time to do so … we’ve sort of lost that arm.’

The decision to sub-contract this work was also influenced by a reliable alternative being

available:

‘We’ve got a very good sub-contractor that we’ve had a long-standing relationship with.’

Electrical and gas work were similarly the areas of expertise that were uppermost in SA’s

mind when he was asked to reflect on his company’s practices in relation to direct labour

and sub-contracting:

11 Since the interviews took place, CORGI has been replaced by the ‘Gas Safe’ registration scheme. The use
of CORGI is retained, as it was current at the time.
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‘We sub-contract the mechanical engineering, which is obviously the heating and plumbing - and

the electrics. Most of the other trades we carry out within our in-house operatives.’

However, SA also commented ‘We would sub-contract that’ when prompted with the

example of flat-roofing. The option to call upon such specialists clearly gives the SME

construction manager flexibility. Gas and electrical works are common fields for sub-

contracting, being both quasi-ubiquitous across the housing stock and also fairly tightly

regulated for health and safety reasons, with a system of trained and accredited

‘competent persons’. Only they are able to sign off works as being compliant for the

purposes of Building Control. Decisions on what work to sub-contract and what to assign

to employees are clearly made by balancing the need to keep employees provided with

work while also recognising that sub-contracting is more attractive as tasks become more

specialist – as defined by the need for specialist skills, equipment and certificates of

competence.

6.5.2 Relationships with building designers

In addition to the multiplicity of arrangements between contactors, there are different

contracting methods between contractors and designers. Projects involving architects and

other design professionals may be new-build projects, but can also cover major

refurbishment projects. SA expressed a preference for the ‘design and build’ route to

procurement, which means that the architect and other design professionals are employed

by the constructor:

‘I will actually tell them how we want certain details done. And – I’ve experienced this a few times

over the years – where I will actually find a good detail and I will actually say to an architect, look

we want this detail at that particular ... and eaves is a good example. And they will do it. Because

the buildability of that is so much simpler to what may be specified and drawn by them.’

In contrast, traditional procurement requires the contractor to work to the designer’s

drawings, which leaves the contractor with much less power over design decisions. The

perception that architects and designers may over-complicate things was fairly common,

with the SMEs presenting their own role in the design process as the voices of practical,
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common-sense solutions that are good value for money. For SA, it was always better to be

in control than to be dictated to by a designer:

‘Well, if I’m doing a Design & Build, they will do what I tell them. And provided it satisfied

Building Regs, then there isn’t an issue. But I have been frustrated over the years, where you’re

working … um in the private sector … for certain organisations that … the architects will be most

insistent. We want it done that way. And quite honestly they could have saved the client money.’

Working relationships with architects and other design professionals can be tense when

responsibilities are contested or poorly defined, with the result that oversights and

omissions will result in unforeseen cost for one party or the other. ER’s experience was

typical:

‘Well, probably because we got let down really badly … architects to me … they do plans, they do

specifications … we price a specification … I would rather price a bill of quantities because then,

you’ve got your quantities and you know exactly what you’re doing. If you’ve got a specification –

and I used to do this – take a spec off a plan, I would build my own … say, it was for an extension

… I would do my own spec from the groundworks, building up etc etc. Now, if I missed something,

it was deemed by the architect – and I am thinking of one or two personal ones here – it was deemed

by them that I should’ve spotted it. It wasn’t deemed by them that they should’ve put it on the plan

… so we had a few bad experiences.’

6.5.3 Relationships with Planning and Building Control

Generally, the only working relationship that came in for concerted criticism was the

relationship with Planning. This was primarily expressed by that sub-section of SME

builders working as small-scale developers, who are the ones with direct experience of

submitting plans to the local authority Planning department for approval. Planning

officers have considerable power and are perceived as being unaccountable, basing

decisions on their own personal aesthetic values and never offering guidance or help to

the developer wishing to submit plans that would be passed. A new Planning officer may

contradict advice from a previous colleague, causing delay and additional costs to the

developer.
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‘… Planning’s a different matter, I think they’re a law unto themselves really. […] I’ve had a

situation where we’ve spoken to Planning officers and said “this is what we’re hoping to do” –

“Yeah, that’s great, no problem at all” … put the Planning application in and it comes back and

“refused” – “So why is it refused?” - “Because you can’t do that.” – “Well why were we told that

we could?” It’s just various things like that.’

‘Um … in this area, the Planning department is abysmal. […] They’re indecisive … they’re

opinionated …[they’ll refuse permission] because they don’t like it. Not because it’s not good for

the area, it’s not good for the client … they don’t like it.’

‘Planners are an absolute nightmare … they really are. It’s one of those where it’s like … they’re

like the Inland Revenue almost [laughs] … there are laws but there are no fixed laws … it’s a

Planner’s interpretation of that law. My interpretation may be totally different to what another

Planner’s interpretation is … A classic example would be … we’ve got a plot of land, we’ve gone in

to the Planners and said “this is what we’ve got – what would you let us build here? We’ll design

whatever you want providing it’s OK with you” and they’ve come up with a number of

suggestions and we’ve said “great, we’ll come up with a design that meets your requirements”.

That chap then leaves … his colleague will take over and say: “That’s not acceptable.” “Well, hang

on a minute, your colleague has just …” “Ah, but I’m not him”

In contrast, Building Control officers are typically seen as practical and helpful, willing to

visit sites and work around problems as they arise.

‘We try and build up a very good relationship with Building Control inspectors … and we look at

the fact that they’re there to help us and advise, rather than enforce … although they are enforcers.

I think if you go with that approach, rather than say “oh, they’re going out to check the building,

we know it’s right” … if you ask for their advice … and almost kow-tow to them a bit, you tend to

get a good relationship.’

Interviewees generally report good relationships with other tradespeople, both employees

and other people working in the local area. These networks of contacts are useful for work

as well as having a social dimension:
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‘Well, it’s word of ear because I know a lot of other builders and they chat, we chat … and we all

sort of say “well, that’s a load of crap” or “that’s good” or “they’re a good supplier” or “they’re a

good firm” and so on. […] a lot of it is word of mouth, isn’t it?

Most interviewees had a strong sense of themselves and their business as part of their

local community, with a fair degree of pride in maintaining the built environment in

which the community functions, as well as providing important services to local people in

terms of keeping their homes secure and well maintained, and in preserving or increasing

the value of people’s property assets:

‘I’m so proud of the company name. Coming to an end … I’m just glad that we’re going to be

remembered as a good company in the area, having done a lot of different things. I mean, dad could

literally drive throughout the county and point “that, that, that, that … and I was involved in that

… I was up on that roof when war broke out” … things like that.’

6.5.4 Relationships with suppliers and merchants

Suppliers and merchants are generally viewed as useful allies and long-term relationships

with local suppliers are seen as valuable. Advice on products from trade counters is

generally valued, although one respondent complained that the local merchant employed

untrained young staff with little or no relevant experience.

‘I would say, builders’ merchants and their product knowledge has really gone down these last ten

years because they’re employing people … they’re not training the people in the products […] they

haven’t got a clue what they’re selling … talking predominantly of the B&Qs and the Focus and

what have you […] Locally we […] had a family firm, MC builders’ merchants […] good firm,

good builders’ merchants, good product knowledge … unfortunately they sold out to Jewson’s,

which I can’t blame them for doing. Now […] we have D in the area […] you’ve really got to go in

and say to one of the people you know – “right, they know more about timber, and they know more

about plumbing…”. But … not good.’

Some firms are loyal to one supplier but it is probably more normal for builders to use

more than one supplier in order to be able to compare prices, to play one off against the
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other on price, to have a fall-back option if one source of materials cannot supply

products for whatever reason, and sometimes because service is more important than

price anyway:

‘You don’t always pay the cheapest price. If you know you’ve got a certain supplier, he says he can

get that material at a certain time – it will arrive. The other guy might be pounds cheaper but

you’re not going to guarantee … and then you’ve got guys waiting on site for material.’

‘Yeah, we have fairly good relationships. We try and keep to the same suppliers and we probably

use about four or five suppliers … and then deal with them on a regular basis really. […] If you

keep to one you’re not getting the competitiveness on price and the prices do vary drastically

between them so … we’ll basically obviously get two or three quotes from each supplier and go for

the cheapest one.’

6.5.5 Relationships with clients

Clients are viewed in somewhat contradictory ways. At one level the customer is seen to

be ‘always right’, in the sense that satisfying the customer is the ideal end-point of any

project. MQ reported his priority as:

‘To have a client that’s happy … and they’re happy and they will pay you … and probably more

importantly, because of the happiness, they will tell their friends. […] Because word-of-mouth is

better than any advert.’

However, all interviewees displayed some level of wariness around clients, based on their

experience of both good and bad client relationships. For example, some clients are seen

as having unrealistic or impractical ideas:

‘Generally I’m suspicious of clients with ideas […] especially if you don’t know them already, like

if they’re a new prospect … you don’t know how much thinking and how much brain power they

actually have … as to really how good an idea it is. So you have to […] replicate all their research

yourself in order to be sure in your own mind that it’s any good … especially for the application

you want it for.’
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If a client absolutely insists on something being done in a certain way, that is not typically

seen as a problem, however, so long as the client is happy to pay: problems seem to arise

when clients want unusual work at knock-down prices or when clients attempt to save

money by buying inferior quality components and/or doing some of the work as a DIY job

(eg decorating). From the SME’s point of view, this leads to lower overall quality of the

finished project, inefficient use of time and, in the case of clients wanting to DIY part of

the work, tensions can arise between client and contractor, as the client role becomes

merged with a sub-contractor role, effectively undermining the contractor’s power to

make day-to-day project management decisions:

‘I don’t have any really rich clients, who can just wave their chequebook at you and say “just get

on with it” […] They’re always tight on price, which means they start putting their nose in, which

means that […] I can’t do the whole job end to end, because they think they can do part of it – and

usually they can’t – but they’re paying so I just have to go “yes” …’

The classic case where clients seek to save costs is in doing the painting and decorating

themselves:

‘The thing is that painting is just like all the other trades – you do it according to your project plan

and you do it before you finish the bathroom … because you put all the first fix in, then you …

part-paint it, which means you’ve mist-coated everything so you can see all the errors in your

plaster and you correct those, and then you re-mist-coat and when it all looks nice you then do all

bar the last coat – sometimes you do the last coat as well – and then you tile and put all the bling in

and it all looks lovely. If they think they know what they’re doing they’ll insist that they do the

painting and that means you’ve finished the whole thing but with all the walls and the ceilings

undone and you look at it and go, “That looks crap. I’ve put all this bling in here and it looks

awful.” And you know that they’re going to spend far far more labour than you did to do a bad job

whereas if they’d just paid you for just another couple of days, you could have done a really nice

one. That’s frustrating … other times you get “OK, we knew we were going to go over budget but,

never mind, just do the whole thing” and then you can do a beautiful job and then they go “oh,

that’s actually really nice”.’
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Having to chase clients to get paid is a common theme. At the extreme end, this was seen

as deliberate and brazen flouting of a contractual obligation:

‘The signed contract doesn’t get you paid. People will sign a contract saying “yes, I will pay when

this work is complete” but when the work’s complete say “well, sue me – I’m not paying.” And

that happens …’

A more common experience was of clients being slow to pay bills:

‘I only get really pissed off about payment, really. The work’s no problem … really … it’s no

problem at all.’

‘You know, the fact that I work all day and I come home and produce all this paper in the evenings

and invoice people and chase money.’

Aside from getting paid, problems with clients arise when they fuss about what are seen

as unimportant details, or when clients add extras to the schedule of work without

wanting to add anything to the budget or the time for completion. For DE a good client is

one who does not constantly interfere, but who is able to make decisions quickly when

needed. His characterisation of a ‘good client’ is:

‘He lets us get on with it, really. I mean he lets us make the decisions … and if we need a decision

out of him, he makes it very quickly … and […] he’s not pernickety … I mean in certain respects

… we’ve had one client where they asked us to stain the top of the doors … which isn’t a major

issue but when the rest of the house was falling down, that “we weren’t working” … seemed a bit

over the top, we wouldn’t stain any tops of doors normally, it’s just not something you do.’

In contrast, his characterisation of a demanding client returned to the issue of cost:

‘I think they don’t understand the actual cost involved in things and if you give a fixed price for a

job and something else comes up within that job, I don’t think they understand […] how much

extra work is involved … and there’s lots of times when we’ve been on jobs and they’ve said “can

you just do this and can you just do this?” Yes we can but obviously it’s taking us away from what

we’ve quoted … and it’ll cost more money and take longer. So that’s really what I understand as

“demanding”.’
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There is also a sense that tradespeople’s knowledge and experience is under-valued, and

that clients treat tradespeople without as much respect as they might treat other groups:

‘… what does … annoy one … if I had to be absolutely brutally honest, is that the graduate

Quantity Surveyor in a large company through to the person who’s watching a DIY programme

on the telly, they all think that they might know more than you when you give them good and

honest advice […] people with a specialism which is trade-based or practical-based … there’s very

little respect. I mean, in the States there’s no particular respect for anybody but there is a financial

respect that you get paid the amount of money that it’s worth to do the job. Whereas in the UK it’s

always something that’s chiselled, the construction process.’

This perception of construction clients always seeking to cut costs or load additional work

into existing budgets was a recurring theme, and a source of resentment:

‘…and then of course you come into the field of “extras” … via the architect, via the customer …

and “oh well, we’ll just have that wall moved there” or “we won’t have a door there” or “we’ll just

have new shelves there” [ …] there was one contract that we did that … at the end, we had eighty

architect’s instructions to price … and we had to literally fight for every single penny on that, so

that left me with a very bad taste, and I know that that goes on quite a bit.’

Notwithstanding these comments on the difficulties that are had with clients, respondents

also revealed that the client role is key to the success of projects, especially those where

unfamiliar or unusual methods, materials and techniques were being used:

‘ We did a job for the National Trust […] and it was a gardener’s cottage at Gibside Hall, which is

one of the local National Trust places … and we had to do a lime putty wash to the outside … so

we had to source out where we could get the lime and we got the lime from Wallington Hall, which

is a big hall further up the country here … and they have lime pits, and […] I found that very

interesting … to source that and actually dig into the lime pits, get the lime, […] practically you

were going back, what 50 – 100 years, and paint the whole of the outside with this lime wash so

that it fitted in […] and for that particular job we actually as well used under-floor heating for the

first time[…] I think we had an understanding client in the National Trust, inasmuch as we

weren’t abiding by penalty clauses for completion of work, because you were allowed to […] source

the lime … you had to take your time, this is what I’m saying. In today’s standards, if you’re on a
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completion date and you go over that, you’re on a penalty clause … you’re rushing things, you

can’t put [in] the time, the effort … and the calculations maybe. […] Yes, yes, it was a nice job

that.’

Interviewee JK, when talking about the housing association they had worked with on an

award-winning eco-renovation (featuring a host of technologies in a specification that was

far from mainstream), gave an unequivocal assessment of the clients:

‘Great. Fantastic bunch of people, those guys.’

The lesson that can be drawn from the discussions about clients is that the client

relationship is crucially important: bad client relationships tend to make projects more

stressful (and the contractor resentful); while the experiences that were re-told of

successful projects all involved good and understanding clients, who communicated well,

trusted the construction company to ‘get on with the job’, and accepted that unusual and

innovative projects take extra time and money.

The inherent tensions in client relations are managed by a number of means. Contractors

develop a kind of ‘sixth sense’ for vetting clients during initial meetings and, if it is

suspected that the client will prove to be difficult to work with or unrealistic in their

expectations, then one of several stratagems can be employed to avoid getting the

contract. These include: making excuses to not quote for the work (or quoting deliberately

high); and simply ceasing communication, and not returning phone calls, not quoting at

all.

‘ I’ll go and see jobs and I’ll do it in a manner … I’ll go and pick up the drawings, discuss the job,

I’ll spend the time there, I’ll ride away and I’ll take a view and, if I’m not happy […] I’ll send the

drawings back and thank them for the opportunity. [ …] I do send a fair few back.’

‘People phone up for jobs … we have an answer-phone on occasionally […] I mean, it’s not very

professional but sometimes I won’t reply. You know, if somebody phones up, they want a bit of

guttering put on […] It’s not very professional but it’s an easy opt-out really.’

This section of the interviews hinged around interpretations of the phrase ‘demanding

client’, which was deliberately chosen to capture a number of possibilities: that clients
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might sometimes want unusual or unfamiliar work done; that there might be something

in their character or the interpersonal ‘chemistry’ that caused tension between client and

contractor; that the difficulties with clients might lead to positive outcomes (such as a low-

impact project with useful learning experiences for the contractor) as well as negative

outcomes (such as hard-to-please or simply awkward customers). Generally, the

respondents understood ‘demanding’ to mean clients who wanted to cut costs or cut

corners, or clients who wanted to add in extra work at no extra cost after the initial

contract had been agreed. Where clients had insisted on excellent workmanship or

unusual products and techniques, this did not equate in the contractors’ mind to

‘demanding’ behaviour, so long as the insistence on quality was backed by a willingness

to pay, a degree of respect for the practical skills of the contractors, and good

communication. This underlines the importance of the client role in securing good-quality

work:

‘It was nice to completely transform this from what was a very green, grubby little site into what

is, you know, real eye-catching […] I think I’ve been lucky actually because I’ve had some very

good clients … over the years and I’ve built houses of a very high spec … and a lot of money

thrown at it … and it’s not something that’s going to be knocked down in ten years’ or twenty

years’ time.’

The commitment to quality from these good clients also implies a commitment to paying

a bit extra for the extra quality, which is apparent in only a minority of cases:

‘… society wants their buildings built at the cheapest possible price … there’s very few industries

or commercial undertakings that want to spend sort of iconic amounts of money equivalent to what

the Victorians spent on their buildings.’

‘Clients we find – and I suppose it’s not nice to say – we’ve found probably over about the last

fifteen years, no matter how good a quality of job you do for them – and this is predominantly in

the sort of housing association market that we’ve dealt with and even to a certain extent the City

Council – it’s not down to the quality of your work or your performance, it’s down to your bottom-

line figure. It’s always been the case. You know, you might be a couple of thousand pounds more …

and offer perhaps a better service but they’ll go to the cheapest … always the case.’
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6.5.6 Relationships with products, materials and tools

Discussions with interviewees about their experiences and attitudes to new products,

materials and tools showed that price (and the client’s willingness to pay) is a key

consideration here too. To elicit responses in an even-handed way, the question was

framed hypothetically: what would be the thought processes involved in deciding

whether or not to trial a new product:

‘Obviously if we were working for a client, it would be price. […] Would the client be willing to

pay? If it was a new product and it was a lot more costly … I would say 90% of clients would say

“don’t use it”.’

Other factors also count:

‘Is it cost-effective? Is it labour-saving? And is it of benefit to the client? […] The benefit to the

client would be that he’s got … a better product because it performs better … or it has a greater

staying power.’

Cost can also be a stimulus for product substitution, where the contractor uses a cheaper

product to increase their own profit:

‘If we’ve tendered and won work at a cost … we don’t always necessarily pass on our saving to our

client’

Beyond the issue of cost, the widely observed conservatism among tradespeople appears

to be based on informal but complex risk assessments. Again, the responses reflect the fact

that the question was put in a hypothetical way:

‘It would depend on … where it fitted into the job because you don’t want to risk a new material,

especially when it’s a high part of the spend or if it doesn’t work it’s difficult to get out again. […]

A different brand of silicon for example – because that’s the end of a job, if it doesn’t work you can

always go back and re-do it […] but if it was, say, to be the insulation or the kind of pipes you use

… and they fail […] you have to re-do the job for free.’
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Lack of knowledge can also play a big part in this risk-assessment process, as TB’s account

of his changing attitude to condensing boilers shows:

‘Two years ago when legislation came out on condensing boilers, that was a real major issue […].

Because although condensing boilers were being installed way before that particular date, the vast

majority of plumbing and heating engineers were not installing them … so when it became a

legislation that became a huge issue … for general plumbing and heating. […] I think the first

reaction was … they were all sort of dubious. You know, “is this … the wonder thing it’s supposed

to be … or is it a little bit … you know, put up to be something special but is not very special?”’

When asked to compare this general account with his own personal reaction to the

introduction of this new technology, the shift from wariness to positive endorsement took

time and understanding:

‘I was suspicious of it … didn’t really know … probably the uncertainties and the lack of

knowledge perhaps … because lack of knowledge is the first thing that makes you … like that. […]

But now I think it’s a wonderful piece of equipment … and its ability to perform the way it does

and use all that latent heat that is lost through flues is tremendous.’

The effect of regulation and better understanding led in this case from initial scepticism,

through a period of learning to a final acceptance and enthusiasm for the new technology.

But, even so, all of the teething problems that were associated with condensing boilers did

need to be addressed. With condensing boilers, TB identified the problem of plumes of

water vapour blowing towards neighbours’ windows, but feels that this has now been

adequately resolved:

‘I do feel that the boiler manufacturers though have resolved a great deal by bringing in these

plume diverting kits and that enables the majority to divert the plume away from being a

nuisance.’

Trying new things carries a burden of risk, which some firms are willing to take on. DE’s

medium-sized company was a fairly willing innovator, despite the risks associated with

unfamiliar products and techniques. His account of using a new, one-coat render system

for the first time illustrates the point that innovations can have disadvantages as well as

advantages:
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‘It was as messy as hell. It was awful. Basically it comes in a spraying machine and then you spray

it on but it splatters everywhere … the finish is great, it gives you a good finish […] that will last

for thirty years and you can power-wash it down if it gets grubby, so it’s saving in terms of

painting it […] so it’s certainly saving the environment in terms of cutting down the amount of

paint we’re using … but the initial mess is dreadful [ …] it’s gone all over the windows, all over

the guttering [ …] the first three courses have been blue engineering brick and it’s dribbled all

down that … so we’ve had to clean all those off so the time savings that we should have had weren’t

there. I suppose it’s a learning curve […] in as much as we should’ve masked it all up but the

suppliers didn’t tell us that it would be that messy, you know if we’d masked it all up and covered

it in plastic it would’ve been very good …’

There are therefore understandable reasons why tradespeople show a tendency to stick

with what they know: unfamiliar products, processes and techniques may be inherently

problematic (as with pluming problems in early condensing boilers) or they may involve

a degree of trial-and-error, which is, by definition, an inefficient use of time. Interviewee

DE was probably one of the more innovative company directors, but he himself identified

the cultural conservatism across the industry:

‘… coming back to your new products … I had a brickie working for me and I took him down to …

Tarmac, just north of London … to see their Aircrete thin-joint technology and he went “oh, why

are you taking me down here? I don’t want to see this, I don’t want to change, what’s wrong with

blocks … what’s wrong with the way we’ve done it all along?” … And we went down there and

the stuff was fantastic … he built a wall about that high and that long in about half an hour and

within an hour you could bang nails in it and it’d gone off … you couldn’t do that with block-work

and he … he thought this was great. We’ve never used it since … purely because we can’t find it

[…] you can get the Aircrete blocks from local suppliers … but the thin-joint technology’s not …

that popular and you can’t get [it].’

The general lack of desire to innovate tends to reinforce the strong position of established

suppliers in product supply chains, and the difficulty of sourcing new products in turn

becomes a barrier to greater up-take of new ideas.
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Interviewee NE, another company director with a curious, inquiring outlook and a self-

confessed interest in gadgets, managed the risk of the unfamiliar by conducting trials,

where possible, using his own offices or choosing like-minded clients on whom to test out

new products:

‘We’re running these LED lights {points to lights in room} and you can see that that LED low-

voltage … I can never remember the name – RO 80 … light has a significantly greyer cast to it

than these warm whites here.

‘ I’d find someone like myself who was into gadgets and we’d whack something in and see how they

lived with it’

Another innovative construction company manager was JK, who identified his own

personal interest as a strong factor in his choices to try new things out, even if that was at

odds with others in the same company:

‘ I know my colleague’s more profit-orientated … he’d just look at the job to see how much money

he’s going to make out of it whereas I think myself … that’s less of an interest. Having a new

challenge and […] being an innovative contractor.’

The alternative to being innovative for this particular individual was boredom with doing

the same tasks on one project after the next:

‘You do … you find it tedious after a while.’

This personal desire to avoid boredom leads to practical experimentation and even

strategic decisions to specialise in innovative niches, where the inquisitive individual is in

a position to influence company policy. The investment of time and effort in learning

about new things is seen by these people as part of the process, as this account of

installing a heat pump for the first time illustrates:

‘The installation was … an absolute doddle. It wasn’t as difficult as it’s made out to be. It’s

expensive kit but obviously being the first time we’ve done it there’s a bit of a learning curve there

… but it isn’t all that difficult at all, it’s quite simple.’
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And, where a particular technology has been used successfully on more than one

occasion, the confidence that comes from experience can be enough to prompt a company

to invest in developing skills in-house, rather than using specialist contractors:

‘Same with the solar panel installation, we used to sub it out […]. Again it’s not that difficult.’

It is worth remembering here that the sampling method for these interviews was for the

trade association to hand-pick a number of active members and award winners from

among their membership. Interviewees DE, JK and RG had all won industry awards for

innovative practices or innovative projects and are therefore un-representative of the

population of SME construction firms. They themselves raise this point in the interviews

and hint at the more widespread conservatism in the industry at large.

However, despite the deep practical and cultural roots of conservatism in the industry,

innovation does take place. New things are tried by the naturally inquisitive individuals

(eg RG, DE, JK, NE) but the more general reasons for innovating with material things are

either because of client specification on a particular project or to achieve some benefit to

the installer themselves – usually a saving in cost or time or both:

‘We’ve just put in an irrigation system. We’ve just put in a recycled water system in a house,

which takes all the waste water from the sinks and the like[…]. I was quite impressed with all that.

[…] The client’s requested it … it’s a big tank. And then they’ve got an irrigation system round

the garden so they can recycle all that water.’

This system was new to the contractor but, as the client had requested it, the contractor

had had to make it work. And his assessment of the installation process was:

‘No problem at all. Very simple.’

Another innovation in response to client demand was for a particular insulation product

but, again, the contractor’s experience with this was a happy one because the client was

willing to allow the time and money required:

‘We had a client a few years ago and he was renovating a very very large farmhouse […] and he

wanted to use […] this wall insulation […] and it was totally environmentally friendly and

everything … and there was no plastic in it […] and it took a little bit of sourcing, a little bit of …
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wondering how to fix it … there again, good client who let us take the time and who was willing to

pay for it, because it was quite a lot more money.’

Clients are not the only source of innovation, however, and SMEs themselves will try

things out if they perceive an advantage. In this account MQ used a new flooring board,

which was made of two sheets bonded together, one to deaden the sound of footfalls, and

one to provide an impact-resistant finish:

‘What it did, it allowed us to come into compliance … with a less … labour-intense method and a

less material-intense method. […] So, as opposed to two operations within a job - laying one board

and then bonding another one to it – we bought it already bonded, just laid it down. Job done. No

waste … less waste because you’re using one product.’

Manufacturers’ claims for new products are treated with healthy scepticism but also

open-mindedness: the claims are not necessarily believed, but there is generally a

willingness to ‘give things a go’ and find out at first hand what the benefits and

drawbacks really are.

‘We tend not to believe the claims until we’ve actually seen it in use ... perhaps the BRE have done

tests on it … you can’t always take in manufacturers’ claims, we’d rather go by performance …

personal performance.’

‘Ease of installation. […] The performance of the product. Obviously we wouldn’t want to fit

something that you have to go back to time and time again. One, it’d be a pain for the client and

it’d be a loss for us.’

In the absence of direct personal experience of a particular product, other kinds of

experience can be brought to bear:

‘ The actual material that it’s made of and then the way it’s fabricated and put together … that it’s

going to withstand whatever its use is. That’s what we predominantly look for and then we’d look

at price, how competitive it is in the market.’

The decision to try something new (and the assessment as to whether or not to continue

with it beyond an initial trial period) is a complex judgement based on at least five

interdependent variables: cost, time-saving, product availability, product quality and
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consequential risks. In reality, it is rare to find a case where the innovation makes no

difference on four of these variables but does make a difference to the fifth (eg a product

which takes the same time to fit, gives the same quality of result for no added risk, is just

as widely available as the one it replaces, but which costs less). More typically, all the

variables will be implicated in the process of innovation, and the trade-offs between

benefits and drawbacks are a matter of judgement. But the same criteria are more

commonly used to justify conservatism – sticking with something that is tried and tested:

‘ If it’s down to us we will stick to one set of products. I mean, we always use MK switches and

sockets unless we’re told not to. We always use MK fuse boards because it just means you carry

less spares. We don’t want ten lots of circuit breakers in the van with us.’

When pressed to consider a situation in which this loyalty to the MK brand might shift,

the same criteria emerge again, but this time presented as reasons for conservatism:

‘I mean, we tend to use MK because it’s good quality, it’s a bit expensive … it’s actually not a cost

decision for us, I mean we would make more money by using other products but we know it’s all

good quality kit and we get very little problems with it. I guess I’d need to be convinced that what

you were offering was readily available in the way that you can go to any wholesaler in the country

and get MK kit and it was … preferably cheaper and mainly that the whole range was … good

quality. […] When you start using cheap products, when you start tightening up the terminals

and the head of one of the screws snaps off or … you come to take a socket off the wall a few weeks

later for whatever reason and you find that the cables are not held in tight, that kind of thing. It’s

just easier and quicker to use something you know is reliable.’

RW’s loyalty to the MK brand is revealed to be made up of all five variables: the cost is

higher, but that is outweighed by the other four – time-saving, product availability,

product quality and the resulting low risk that problems will arise.

6.5.7 Education, training, sources of information

Some respondents are time-served (ie not formally trained but benefiting from a wealth of

experience); some are self-taught new entrants (especially those who have had an earlier
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career in another field and moved to construction later in life); many have formal training.

In general, apprenticeships with day-release college learning are seen as a good model for

education, combining recognised qualifications with valuable work experience. At the

same time, there is a recognition that formal training is not necessary for everyone and

that some people do not want it, preferring to learn ‘on the job’:

‘Right, out of the fifteen of us I should think there’s only two or three that haven’t gone through

any formal training at college and that’s […] their choice […]. I mentioned about the one earlier

[…] and I’ve got other lads, younger lads, who are just happy doing labouring type of work but

they develop skills … it may be brick-laying, whatever. But because they’re working […] in a small

company … because they’re working beside a carpenter or [whatever]… they do adapt to it and

[…] they can develop the skills and another tradesperson basically can teach them. They may not be

taught the technical aspects of, say, brick-laying – how you make a brick and kiln it and all the rest

of it, which is what they will learn at college - but in a lot of respects some of that isn’t relevant …

as long as they’re capable of doing their job. But all the lads, the younger lads, my four nephews,

for example, they’ve all been to college.’

Several interviewees showed a strong commitment to training in general, but they also

recognised that matching people’s ambitions and aptitudes to a future career in

construction is far from straight-forward. The experience with apprentices was coloured

by the fact that many of these young people are uninterested or simply uncertain about

which particular career to choose:

‘I think out of twenty [apprentices] we’ve got two that were any good. […] One left … he had a

better offer elsewhere, which is unfortunate. The other chap’s still with us.’

Two good apprentices out of twenty is not a particularly high success rate, but the

situation is accepted fairly philosophically:

‘I mean … the majority are school-leavers and after […] twelve months they’ve thought “this isn’t

what I want”. Or they’ve been really not interested … and as much as our guys on site would like

to teach, there’s only so much you can teach somebody who doesn’t want to know … and you part

company.’
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Interviewee ER highlighted the fact that construction is not perceived as a first-choice

career, with negative effects in terms of public perception and in terms of the quality of

recruits:

‘… the other main thing that I would like to see happen is within the education sector of not

classing construction as the last resort … you know […] “I haven’t got the grades for this, I

haven’t got the grades for that, I haven’t got the grades” – “well, all right, go on a building site, be

a labourer” […] I would love the construction sector to come into its own and for people to …

especially the education … to say “yeah, you’d make a darn good plumber, yeah” you know. And

have pride in [it]…’

Several directors of larger firms expressed mixed feelings about the quality and relevance

of some college courses. There is a sense that some colleges are not sufficiently industry-

focused and that individual course tutors are out of touch with modern site practices or

otherwise unsuited to the training role:

‘The actual NVQ training that I sent the lads on to college, I’m not that happy with … and I’ve

had experience of that myself, I did the NVQ level 2 in plumbing … and I wasn’t happy with the

course at all. […] It’s the way they teach it and the timescales that they take … I think college

training is slightly different to real-world training … and the trainers at the college are in their

own little bubble-world, if you like and they don’t really understand what’s going on outside that

… in the industry.’

‘A lot of the tutors at these colleges tend to just … maybe not control the kids as much as they

should … sometimes you don’t even know if they’re actually in college for that day … and I

haven’t had a bad experience as such but it’s just feedback that I’ve heard […]. I know some of the

tutors … and really, maybe, one or two of them, really it hasn’t been their field … I would say …

to be training. I’m trying to say this in a delicate sort of a fashion, really.’

Not all trainers are poor, however, and a good trainer can make a course that is well

taught and relevant:

‘[He] actually came from industry … and he still trained in industry and I think that’s why that

was a very very good course. But the trainers at college they don’t really come from industry …
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they’re chaps who’ve been … maybe they’ve come from industry but they’ve been there … ten

years now training in college and they tend to lose it.’

Interviewees DE and NA – both more mature entrants to the industry, having worked in

other fields before – expressed frustration with a system that seems targeted at school-

leavers rather than more mature, more goal-oriented students with a clear idea of what

they want to learn and why (and how quickly):

‘Well, I’ll give you an example from the NVQ plumbing course I went on … they did a foundation

[…] evening course – two days – one day a week […] for a year. We […] worked through a work-

book […] it was the first time they’d done plumbing at the college, so they were on a learning curve

… they then got some more guys in to do the NVQ level 2, and […] we sat in the first lesson and

they gave us the work-book that we’d done in the foundation course.[…] Our NVQ over two years

… they could have condensed it into one. And it was a three-hour course and had half-an-hour

break between it. All the guys on that course were [… ] I was probably one of the youngest at

thirty-five at the time … so they were all trying to change industries, they were all […] trying to

become plumbers and […] make a living for themselves and I felt that the college should have

anticipated that and realised that they weren’t teaching sixteen-year-old kids … but they didn’t

change the courses between them and it was very sad that I think only two guys actually finished

… qualified on that course out of thirty.’

This evidence from one or two anecdotes does not give an indication of how widespread

the problems are, but it does point up some of the different expectations and training

needs of different age-groups.

Trusted sources of information were fairly uniform across all respondents and included:

trade press, trade associations, large trade fairs (eg Interbuild), wholesalers/builders’

merchants. Building Control inspectors were generally seen as useful and reliable sources

of information about changes to regulations. The internet was not universally used but,

where people did use it, their purpose was to fill in details on information gathered from

elsewhere as much as for searching for new information from scratch.
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‘I use the internet a hell of a lot. […] I try and source products on there and suppliers on there …

various things. […] I read the trade press, various bits and pieces like that. I’ve been to the

Interbuild and things like that […] depending on what they are and when they’re available.’

The internet is also used a source for technical information and updates to regulations:

‘Well, if we want to know what … insulation values … for roofs … because all the regs are

changing all the time […] we use [the internet] for quite a lot of products.’

6.5.8 Priorities in relation to work

When asked about what constituted a good, satisfying job most responses mentioned the

client relationship, although other factors are also important, notably a sense of pride in a

job well done and making a profit at the same time:

‘Bringing it in on budget … it’s got to be done correctly … um and create a good relationship with

the client if there is a client.’

‘I guess I get satisfaction out of the fact that we know we’ve done it generally … on most jobs we

can honestly stand back and say we’ve not cut any corners and we’ve done it as well as we can and

if the customer’s happy with what we’ve done then that’s great. I do get satisfaction from it.’

Doing good quality work and having satisfied customers is seen as a good business

strategy because it enhances the contractor’s reputation and leads to repeat work:

‘I’m not being over boastful but I think that’s why I’ve been in business over twenty odd years. I

get a lot of people just come back to me over many many years.’

6.5.9 Relationships with regulations

The regulation of building work is accepted as a necessary and generally positive thing, at

least where the regulation is designed to protect health and safety:
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‘you go into a lot of houses where there’s various additions – lights connected to sockets and cables

running down the fence to a shed, wired into the back of a socket outlet. […] It’s easy to wire

things up such that they work but it doesn’t necessarily mean because it works, it’s safe.’

Rapid changes to regulation cause some resentment, however, because of the amount of

time it takes to keep abreast of regulatory changes:

‘There’s much too much [regulation] – too much coming out.’

Generally, though, contractors accept regulation as an inevitable part of their working

lives and are happy to go along with new regulations once they have found a way to

accommodate them in day-to-day practice.

Even so, sometimes the regulations are ignored or only partly obeyed, as this example

from SD shows. The issue here is that a qualified electrician has to wire transformers for

low-voltage lights if they are within a certain distance of a sink (water being an electrical

hazard) but a general builder (without the electrical accreditation) can wire them in if they

are further away. The judgement about whether or not to bend the rules is based on the

risk of technical mishap and the risk of being caught:

‘It’s really frustrating […] Occasionally people ignore the regulation because it’s not sensible […]

they take a view on it […] as to how sensible it is that you do obey that particular bit of the

regulation. Because if you’re fitting a whole load of halogen transformers or whatever then it

doesn’t really matter if you go that close … not really, it’s not like a major issue. And the other

thing is you’re unlikely to get your bum bitten. Whereas wiring a Jacuzzi wrongly, the bad

outcomes are much more serious.’

SA volunteered a similar example to do with disabled access, where one inspector’s

interpretation of the law would have meant undoing the whole job because a doorway

was too narrow by 20mm:

‘We built the cloakroom … the toilet under the stairs and the width of the stairs was 20mm less

than it should be … and this building inspector insisted we change it. And we couldn’t, because it

was all built and done, so we spoke to his superior and we said it had … I can’t remember the term

for it – I’d checked the regs out and there’s a special term … he accepted it.’
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And if I feel the person is being unreasonable, albeit they’re … to the Bible, if you like … I will

actually discuss it and put a point of view. But that’s where experience comes in. I think because I

have had experience of that sort of thing, I would discuss something, you know.’

There is thus some sense that regulations need to have a certain amount of flexibility –

that they may need to be bent, if not actually broken:

‘Well, you have to take a view on some of these things, I mean it’s such a minute thing, you know.’

Judging when and how to bend these rules depends on various assessments that the

contractor has to make: what might be the safety consequences of bending the rules?

What might be the additional work involved in retrospectively complying with the rules?

How likely are the rules to be enforced and what would be the consequences of being

found out?

In relation to building energy standards, the Building Regulations are what constructors

work to. They may have direct experience of projects that exceed the regulations but only

client demand will push a contractor to do more than the minimum and, even then, the

experience of working on one innovative project is not sufficient in itself to change the

generally conservative outlook:

‘I have been involved through Housing Associations with some houses where they’re not looking

to put any heating in at all. It’s basically insulation and ventilation. And they seem to work. But

you’ve got to bear in mind that we are told through statutory regulations what we can and cannot

do and, as a smaller builder, that’s the way we operate.’

6.5.10 Views on environmental impacts of buildings

The environmental impacts of buildings and building work are both seen as significant,

with waste management on-site being a common object of comment. However,

environment is a low priority for most:

‘Builders are focused on getting the job done as quickly as they can. … Building sites generally

aren’t particularly green places.’
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This part of the interviews was intended to elicit responses about the impacts of buildings

in use, but many respondents focused instead on the environmental impacts of the

process of construction. This is perhaps unsurprising, given that the process of

construction is more immediate to them and – in the case of construction waste – the

impacts are large and very visible. Nonetheless, the business opportunities presented by

the environmental agenda were clear to some:

‘It’s a great business opportunity first, I wouldn’t be interested otherwise.’

Interviewees JK and DE, whose companies had won awards for environmental

management (DE) and low-carbon refurbishment (JK) , both offered an analysis with a

policy focus as well as being aware of the opportunities this represented for the

construction sector:

‘I mean basically we’re talking about buildings in this country … is it 50% of the carbon

…emissions […] so it’s huge and when they’re looking at cars and things like that and saying that

we’re producing too much carbon with those … I mean, buildings are obviously the way to look at

it … that’s one way we can save an awful lot of energy.’

‘And it’s not so much the new-builds, OK they’ve got to build more and more efficient homes […]

carbon neutral, but where they’re missing it all, I think, is you’ve got thousands if not millions of

existing stock and it’s that stock that’s using a hell of a lot of energy. The heat loss from those is the

biggest challenge … and that’s what they’re not doing. They’re not challenging that and to my

mind the only way you can reduce that heat loss is through insulation.’

Several interviewees volunteered environmental benefits of things that they had done, but

always in conjunction with other benefits, especially time- or cost-saving. Thus, MQ had

used an acoustic insulation board on a project which meant that only one product had to

be laid instead of two. The main benefit was a time saving, but MQ also claimed an

environmental benefit in terms of less material waste. Similarly, DE’s experiment with

one-coat render was intended to save time, but the benefit of not having to re-paint in

future was presented as a reduced level of resource consumption. Both DE and ER

expressed interest in insulation products made from natural materials (eg sheeps’ wool)
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or recycled materials. Other environmental impacts (such as air pollution or life-cycle

impacts) were not mentioned in any of these cases.

Energy and CO2 emissions were generally viewed as being adequately dealt with by

current regulation and technical developments (for example, improvements to boiler

technology). Building Regulations are a very familiar part of the context in which SME

builders work.

Interviewee DE questioned how far regulations could reasonably go in terms of insulation

thickness in refurbishment. His experience led him to the view that regulations are

already bordering on the unrealistic, although in the particular case he mentions, a

workable solution (additional structure to support the insulation) had been installed to

meet the requirements of Part L1B, which applied in this case because the property was

being converted to a new use:

‘The insulation values. […] I think they’re great but we’ve got to be realistic in terms of what we’re

doing … the property that we’ve just done down in Shrewsbury, we’ve had to insulate all the

internal walls … it was a nine-inch brick wall … and the amount of insulation we’ve had to put on

has made it very difficult for us to put plasterboard on and keep the structure stable … so we’ve

had to frame it all … because you’re having to fit … fix through 100 mm plaster … insulation …

and plasterboard so you’ve got, you know, 150 mm screws to go through.’

Respondents who had worked on projects with notable environmental features (for

example, building a straw-bale house, installing solar water heaters on a regular basis)

showed a greater awareness and understanding of a wider range of low-carbon products

and methods than those who had not. Energy Performance Certificates as part of Home

Information Packs (HIPs) were not widely recognised (but this may be at least partly

explained by the timing of the interviews, which were conducted only a few months after

the complete introduction of EPCs for property sales). One interview included an

extended discussion of EPCs, in which the interviewer’s own experience of low-carbon

refurbishment was instrumental in sparking interest in the interviewee. This exchange

had shifted away from being a semi-structured interview and towards a more open

conversation, in which the interviewee was seeking information at least as much as the
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interviewer. In this discussion of EPCs there was a double reaction: that there was not

enough information available for builders to be able to respond, should a customer

request energy performance improvements in relation to the EPC; and that the

introduction of EPCs represents a potentially large new market for SME building firms:

‘The area I’m very interested in is this eco-friendly aspect because […] if we as a business were to

promote … you know, “make your house eco-friendly” … if we promoted that […] well, number

one, I’ve got to know what I’m talking about and I’ve got to be able to tell them what we propose to

do … well, at the moment, I’ve got limited knowledge on both so I can’t really promote it, so

therefore it is knowledge, isn’t it?[…] And it ties in with the HIPs as well then you see, doesn’t

it?[…] And certainly in the area where we are, it’s a fairly affluent area […] I’m sure there’s lots of

people, […] who are very conscious of CO2 emissions and what-not … and they would have

something done.’

6.5.11 Views of the future

Generally, all respondents thought the future for business in their part of the construction

industry was healthy, founded on the fact that the UK has a lot of buildings that need to

be maintained, and that the economy generally was still in the ‘boom’ phase of its cycle

when the case study material was collected in 2008. NE drew a fairly clear distinction

between trends to mechanisation in the new-build sector and the unavoidable labour-

intensity of refurbishment:

‘Construction […] like house-building and offices, it’s going to get mechanised with robots … but

[…] refurbishment […] the kind of stuff we do in London, the maintenance of London … I think

will still be hand-wrought.

Reported job satisfaction was high, often linked to a sense that the work is providing a

valuable service to ordinary people in maintaining a roof over their heads and in

preserving or increasing the asset value of customers’ property.
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6.6 Buildability

In the light of the evidence presented here, it is possible to re-visit and partly re-define the

concept of buildability (see chapter 3), so that it relates more closely to the custom and

practice of SMEs, rather than larger firms. In terms of reducing the risk of dissident

responses to proposed changes, this concept of buildability is key: if the SMEs find that

innovations are buildable (for low-carbon or for any other purpose), then they are more

likely to embrace those innovations. Innovations which do not pass the buildability test

are much more likely to be resisted.

The commercial imperative for profitability is present for SMEs just as it is for larger

construction companies, as shown in the fieldwork interviews. The emphasis placed on

standardisation in the CIRIA definition of buildability is rather different, though, in the

sense that refurbishment retains an intrinsic quality of being hand-wrought and labour-

intensive. Housing RMI occupies a place on a spectrum between factory-based product

manufacture and bespoke hand-crafting, probably closer to the hand-crafted end.

Nonetheless, norms do clearly exist in terms of established custom and practice, with a

self-reinforcing pattern of product specification, product availability, installer familiarity,

speed of installation and reliability of the end result – the touchstone of SME

conservatism.

For SME building tradespeople to deliver low-carbon refurbishments on a large scale, the

sector’s capacity to do this kind of work needs to be developed, so there will need to be a

period of innovation and experimentation first. The concept of ‘buildability’ is intended

here to guide the innovation towards new practices which can be learned and adopted by

the mainstream.

For SME construction working on RMI, key elements of the ‘buildability’ idea are that

building work needs to be made up of products and methods that have all of the

following characteristics:
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Practical – solutions need to be relatively simple and quick to implement

Replicable – a refurbishment package needs to be something that can be installed many

times over by the general population of installers, rather than being the preserve of some

kind of elite

Affordable – unit costs may well come down over time and can be influenced by policy,

but at any given time the solutions need to be within the reach of a viable market, or

provided with suitable incentives

Reliable – products and systems need to work well and be robust

Sellable – the costs and benefits to both customer and installer need to be readily

understood

Available – specialist products that take weeks to order will not find favour among the

mainstream: developing product supply chains is key

Guarantee-able – installers make their reputation on delivering things that work and,

conversely, will abandon products or methods which lead to repeated call-backs and

complaints

Profitable – firms need to be able to make a living from it

This set of criteria for ‘buildability’ are rather different from the ones proposed by CIRIA,

which were defined for larger companies working in new construction. However, they

share common themes of simplicity; efficiency and reliability of the construction process;

and acceptability in terms of cost.

In terms of transition management, it is to be expected that some or all of these criteria

will not be met in the earlier stages. The experience of Market Transformation for

products suggests that financial incentives will be needed, and the policy focus on PAYS

as a means of financing change further supports the assertion that some mechanism for

providing finance will be needed. However, the other elements of buildability have

received rather less attention, but they will need to be addressed if low-carbon
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refurbishment is to become a relatively simple, efficient, reliable process which SME firms

can embrace.

6.7 Summary

The SME construction firms interviewed here tend to work in a geographically defined

local area, partly through the practical convenience of travel to and from site, and partly

as an enduring legacy of traditional approaches to running a family business. Long-

established firms take pride in their position as well-known members of a particular

community. Some new entrants to the sector have taken a very different approach,

typically offering added value to customers in terms of specific project management skills,

but ultimately relying on recruiting and managing local labour for site work. Other new

entrants have chosen to become tradespeople as a deliberate switch of career, partly

through choice and partly out of economic necessity.

Several directors of larger firms were interviewed, as well as sole traders. People enter

into contractual arrangements with each other in a variety of ways, although a consistent

preference was expressed for being a main contractor rather than a sub-contractor,

because of the importance attached to being in control of decisions on any given job. Joint-

working with other tradespeople is commonplace, however, and all have lists of people to

contact in case of need. Specialisms tend to be quite narrow, with each tradesperson

typically taking responsibility for that one trade: plasterers don’t do woodwork and

carpenters don’t do wet trades. General builders may well be competent in more than one

trade, but they also tend to know better-skilled specialists in different trades, who they

can call upon as sub-contractors if the job merits it.

Of all the different professions involved in housing refurbishment, SME building

tradespeople express a strong preference for working with practical, hands-on people and

generally report good relations with other tradespeople, suppliers and builders’

merchants and, in many cases, with Building Control inspectors, who are perceived as

being focused on finding solutions to practical problems that inevitably arise.
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Planning was seen by all as a problematic aspect of construction, with widespread

condemnation of a system that was seen to be powerful and unaccountable.

Relationships with clients are key, and can be both positive and negative. As the provider

of work, the customer is ‘always right’ and providing customer satisfaction is seen as

crucially important in maintaining a good local reputation and therefore a steady flow of

work. However, builders have plenty of experiences of bad clients (for example, people

changing their minds about things, refusing payment for work completed, fussing over

unimportant details, not letting the contractor get on with the job). A common stratagem

for managing these tensions is to pick and choose which jobs to bid for, deploying a sort

of sixth sense about what kind of person a prospective client is. If the initial reaction to a

prospective client is wrong at an intuitive, personal level, then there are a number of ways

in which the job can be avoided, from simply choosing not to communicate any further,

through to submitting a deliberately high quote to put the client off. Clearly, this does not

enhance the industry’s reputation for poor customer service, and the practitioners

themselves recognise that this selective behaviour towards prospective clients is

unprofessional. Where there is a particularly good relationship between builder and

client, the scope for experimentation and innovation is increased significantly. The

contractor’s willingness to try new things seems to be influenced by an informal approach

to risk management, based on respect and trust. If the client is seen to be reasonable and

the rapport is good, then there is less likelihood that unfair blame will be attached to the

contractor. If innovative products and methods are being tried with a good client, there is

a greater likelihood that practical solutions will be sought rather than recriminations if

there are problems along the way. Developing such relationships clearly takes time, and

there is more scope to achieve it where clients have portfolios of property and therefore

issue repeat contracts and have greater experience of working on projects. These

professional clients are good for innovation.

SME building tradespeople tend to use their own set of preferred products, materials and

suppliers. In large part, this is because they have to guarantee their own work and it saves

time and money to use tried and tested methods, rather than constantly try new things.

Widespread and rapid availability of materials is also important, so the products and
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manufacturers who dominate the established supply chains will tend to be favoured.

Trade discounts also allow tradespeople to make additional profits through retail mark-

ups. All of these factors tend to lead to conservative practices.

Innovation is not unknown, however, and new products do get tried out (sometimes out

of curiosity but often in response to client demand). Some of these innovations are then

enthusiastically adopted, especially ones which have genuine benefits in saving time

and/or money. The assessment of money- and time-saving takes account of quality and

reliability over time (not just the immediate cost and time taken for installation): a product

will quickly lose favour if the installer is called back frequently to remediate something

that does not work properly. Conversely, a product which leads to few complaints or call-

backs is seen as reliable and will tend to be re-used on other jobs. This tends to create a

self-reinforcing case for sticking with what is familiar: ‘I use it because it does the job, and

it does the job because I use it regularly and know how to make it work’. Part of the

challenge of getting innovations adopted is to overcome the inertia behind familiar

products and customary practices. That involves creating positive experiences of the new

and also allowing enough time to elapse for potential faults, teething problems or more

serious faults to emerge.

Education and training are viewed as very important, because recognised qualifications

confer professional status and are seen as a basic badge of competence. SME building

firms tend to be supportive of apprenticeship schemes and the training levy system

(through which industry pays for a substantial part of training provision), even if they

have had negative experiences (for example, by supporting an apprentice to achieve an

NVQ, only for the apprentice to then leave the firm for better-paid work elsewhere). The

quality of training in construction colleges is seen as patchy, and some respondents

expressed a frustration that college training is almost all targeted at school-leavers. There

is a minority of more mature entrants to the industry, often coming from other sectors

where jobs became scarce. For these people, who often have strong educational

backgrounds and high motivation levels, college courses can seem slow.

Trusted sources of information among SME tradespeople include other people on-site,

merchants and suppliers, the trade press, trade associations (both for publications and
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telephone advice services), and product manufacturers (although product claims do not

go unquestioned). In some cases, Building Control officers are seen as useful in flagging

up impending changes to regulation. Planning is seen by many as a source of frustration,

because of the inconsistent and apparently arbitrary way in which Planners interpret laws

and guidelines. Many SME firms attend big trade fairs to maintain a watching brief on

new developments, and ‘tool-box demos’ at merchant outlets to hear what manufacturers

have to offer. The internet is used enthusiastically by a minority, especially those with a

strong inclination towards innovation.

Priorities at work revolve around customer satisfaction. Avoiding difficult clients is part

of that, but once engaged, SME building firms know that customer satisfaction is key to

them maintaining their reputation and creating a steady flow of work although word-of-

mouth recommendation – widely perceived as the best form of marketing. Making a

profit is also important, of course, but the primary source of what makes a ‘good job’ is

most often the relationship with the client.

The regulation of building work is accepted as a necessary and generally positive thing,

although rapid changes to regulation cause some resentment, because of the time and cost

of attending refresher courses. Generally, people are happy to go along with new

regulations once they have found a way to accommodate them in day-to-day practice.

The environmental impacts of buildings and building work are both seen as significant,

with waste management on-site being a common object of comment. Energy and CO2

emissions are generally viewed as being adequately dealt with by current regulation and

technical developments (for example, improvements to boiler technology). Respondents

who had worked on projects with notable environmental features (for example, building a

straw-bale house, installing solar water heaters on a regular basis) showed a greater

awareness and understanding of a wider range of low-carbon products and methods than

those who had not. Energy Performance Certificates were not widely recognised (but this

may be at least partly explained by the timing of the interviews, which were conducted

only a few months after the complete introduction of EPCs for property sales). Discussion

of EPCs prompted a double reaction: that there was not enough information available for

builders to be able to respond, should a customer request energy performance
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improvements in relation to the EPC; and that the introduction of EPCs represents a

potentially large new market for SME building firms.

Generally, all respondents thought the future for business in their part of the construction

industry was healthy, founded on the fact that the UK has a lot of buildings to keep going.

Reported job satisfaction was high, often linked to a sense that the work is providing a

valuable service to ordinary people in maintaining a roof over their heads and in

preserving or increasing the asset value of customers’ property.

With low-carbon works, as with other sources of innovation, the likelihood of new

practices being embraced and taken up by the mainstream are enshrined in the eight

components of buildability.
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7 Innovation for low-carbon refurbishment

7.1 Introduction

The technical complexities and risks of low-carbon refurbishment have been outlined in

chapter 4, while chapter 5 identifies the RMI market (especially the market for home

improvements) as the key intervention point within a wider system of markets for getting

low-carbon refurbishment work done. The custom and practice of SMEs (who

predominate in the RMI market currently) has been described in chapter 6. The eight

components of buildability are a set of criteria for compatibility with mainstream practice.

In the terminology of Actor-Network Theory, the SME construction firms in the actor-

network are more likely to be enrolled in a process of change if the buildability criteria are

met; if not, they are far more likely to be dissident. The preceding three chapters can thus

be seen as summaries of the risks, opportunities and challenges involved in making low-

carbon refurbishment mainstream.

Following on from the characterisation of the socio-technical system of housing RMI in

the three previous chapters, this chapter focuses on the dynamics of change within that

system, investigating how innovation operates in the housing refurbishment sector. The

focus here is not on individual buildings or clients for low-carbon refurbishment, but

rather on the manner and means by which firms have become engaged with innovative

low-carbon projects. One of the recurring themes in the literature on Market

Transformation (MT) is the need to understand how a market operates and innovates

before attempting to design policy interventions intended to improve the energy

efficiency of a stock of appliances (chapter 2). If MT is to be applicable in the context of

housing refurbishment, the same background research is required. Chapters 5 (demand)

and 6 (supply) provide a description of the market; this chapter describes innovation in

the sector.

Innovation is explored through a series of six case studies, five of which are specifically

concerned with refurbishment of housing, while the other is a case of innovation for new-

build. A new-build case study may seem anomalous but it provides an example of

innovation in response to regulation in a technical field (airtightness) which was first
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regulated in the 2002 revision to Part L of the Building Regulations, and which is still

therefore a relatively new topic (as opposed to incremental revisions to better-established

topics, such as tighter requirements for U values with each previous revision to Part L).

The inclusion of this new-build case study is justified on the grounds that policy

(including regulation of new technical domains) is likely to be relevant for refurbishment

in the future, and that – in the absence of a suitable case for refurbishment in response to

regulation – the next best option is to investigate a related domain (new-build) instead.

These case studies have been chosen to present diversity in the sources and processes of

innovation and serve to throw light on what has so far been observed, leading to an initial

characterisation of innovation in what nonetheless remains a predominantly conservative

sub-sector of construction.

7.2 Case studies of innovation and learning

7.2.1 Technology Strategy Board Retro-Fit for the Future competition

The Technology Strategy Board (TSB) is a quango, sponsored and funded by the

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), which ‘operates at arm's length

[from government] as a business-led executive non-departmental public body.’

(Technology Strategy Board 2010a). The TSB describes itself in these terms:

1. The Technology Strategy Board is a business-focused organisation dedicated to

promoting technology-enabled innovation across the UK.

2. The vision of the Technology Strategy Board is for the UK to be seen as a global

leader in innovation and a magnet for technology-intensive companies, where new

technology is applied rapidly and effectively to create wealth.

3. Its mission is to promote and support research into and development and

exploitation of science, technology and new ideas for the benefit of business, in

order to increase sustainable economic growth and improve the quality of life.

(Technology Strategy Board 2010a,b).
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The second of these strategic aims suggests a narrow focus on new technology, but the

other two – while emphasising the role of technology in bringing about change – do also

hint at a broader definition of ‘innovation’ behind the TSB’s goals. The phrases

‘technology-enabled innovation’ and ‘new ideas for the benefit of business’ can both be

read as encompassing innovation of service delivery as well as the creation of new

products.

This approach to innovation is reflected in the ‘Retro-fit for the Future’ competition (RFF),

which was launched in 2008. The RFF is a £17 million competition, which aims to create

and monitor advanced low-carbon housing retro-fit projects among low-rise homes in the

social housing sector, with a requirement to provide monitoring of technical systems for a

minimum of 24 months (Morgan 2009 Pers. Comm.). From a total of about 350

applications, 86 were selected to go ahead in 2010 (Morgan 2009 Pers. Comm.).

The maximum amount on offer was £150,000 per property, and the RFF set an ambitious

target of 115 kWh/m2.yr primary energy and 20kgCO2/m2.yr for all energy end-uses (as

modelled with PHPP software12), which is broadly consistent with the 80% emissions

reduction target (Morgan 2009 Pers. Comm.). The competition’s aim was to stimulate

innovative approaches to the 80% reduction target, rather than investigating cost-

effectiveness (Morgan 2009 Pers. Comm.). Assessment of projects was carried out in two

rounds of assessment: a first outline round from which selected projects were invited to

submit full proposals to the second (final) round. Assessments for the second round were

based on 17 weighted criteria giving a maximum total of 100 points (Table 7.1).

In the end, each of the 86 funded projects was set to receive an average of £142,000

(Technology Strategy Board 2010a). Even discounting the monitoring element, this is well

in excess of the £12,000 - 25,000 range given in chapter 4 as the best estimate of typical

costs. The money has allowed applicants to focus on innovative technical solutions, as

shown by a review of 20 randomly-selected applicants (not necessarily successful) to the

RFF competition

12 Or 17 kgCO2/m
2.year modelled with SAP.
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Table 7.2).

Table 7.1. Assessment criteria and weightings for second-round assessments of TSB RFF applications
(Morgan 2009, Pers. Comm.)

Assessment criteria Max Assessment criteria Max

Technical summary (innovative

technologies and systems) 10

Diary (records of the building works

in progress) 6

House type (replicability across the

housing stock) 4

Tenants (engagement with residents,

including evaluation) 6

Challenge (overcoming non-technical

barriers) 6

Planning (whether permission has

been granted, applied for etc) 4

Supply chain (economic potential for

UK in scale-up) 6

Building Regulations and Control

(how requirements will be met) 4

Carbon impact assessment (how

target is to be met) 10

Maintenance & insurance (risk

management statement) 4

Cost benefit (statement of cost per

tonne CO2 saved) 6

Additional funding (whether co-

funding is secured) 4

Scale-up (potential for the approach

to be replicated widely ) 8

Technical team & expertise (who is

responsible for what) 4

Monitoring strategy (meeting or

exceeding requirements) 6

Application finances (how clear and

comprehensive is the budget?) 8

Timeline (clear, concise, ambitious

programme of works) 4 Total (17 criteria) 100
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Table 7.2. Summary of technical proposals found in 20 round-two applications to TSB Retro-fit for the
Future competition (Using data from Morgan 2009 Pers. Comm.)

Thermal fabric Qty Ventilation Qty Space & water heating Qty

Floor insulation 20 MVHR 15 Solar water heater 11

Wall insulation 20 Passive ventilation 1 Heat pumps 9

Roof insulation 20 Gas boiler 6

Micro CHP 4

Wood stove/boiler 2

Lights & appliances Qty System controls Qty Micro-generation Qty

‘Low energy’ lights 7 ‘Smart’ controller 7 Photovoltaics 11

A+(+) appliances 6 Micro CHP 4

LED lights 5

Voltage regulation 3

Some innovative insulation materials were proposed, including aerogel phase-changing

materials, vacuum insulation panels (including nanopore technology with tiny vacuum

cells). One project proposed to remove chimneys from the property as a way of achieving

airtightness and removing the risk of condensation damaging brickwork inside the

chimneys. Two out of 20 projects proposed removing the outer leaf of a cavity wall, in

order to create extra width for wall insulation, even though this creates its own structural

problems, which have also to be addressed (a cavity wall’s strength derives partly from

two adjacent leaves being tied together, so removing one leaf weakens the structure). One

team had used thermal imaging to identify gaps in existing cavity wall insulation, which

it then proposed to remedy. Other innovations included: provision of a PV-charged

battery and dedicated DC lighting circuit to avoid energy losses in transforming DC

current to AC; insulated decorative cornices to reduce thermal bridging at wall-ceiling

junctions; waste hot water heat recovery systems in two projects; use of carbon wall-ties

and special joist-hangers to reduce condensation risks associated with internal wall

insulation, particularly where metal fixings are effectively encased in insulation material

at wall-floor junctions. Not all of these innovations would necessarily work as expected,

but the TSB’s aim to foster innovation is reflected in this list of unconventional approaches

and uses of technology.
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The TSB RFF competition is the first publicly-funded programme of low-carbon

refurbishment projects aiming specifically at a standard derived from the 80% emissions

reduction target.

7.2.2 Laser measuring and off-site cutting of insulation to ensure

accuracy and reduce contractor time

One firm is trialling the use of laser measuring tools to create detailed cutting data for

wall insulation boards that are to be fitted internally. The number of data points collected

using this technology allows for an accurate virtual cutting template to be created quite

rapidly, taking account of any edges that are not straight (Figure 7.1). The measured data

is fed in to a computer-controlled cutting machine, and the resulting panels are delivered

ready-cut to site and installed (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.1. Lasers can be used to make detailed, accurate measurements for off-site cutting of
insulation boards (Photo: Doggart 2010b, Pers. Comm.)
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Figure 7.2. The factory-cut boards fit together quickly and snugly (Photo: Doggart 2010b, Pers.
Comm.)

As well as improving accuracy of fit for the insulation boards, early results from this trial

suggest that the time spent on-site by contractors can be significantly reduced – down to

an average of around 80 minutes per room for fitting the insulation boards – but

excluding wall preparation, such as radiator and skirting removal, as well as post-fix

decoration (Doggart 2010b, Pers. Comm.).

7.2.3 Parity Projects – a start-up company offering refurbishment,

project management, training and consultancy services

Russell Smith set up his company, Parity Projects, to do work of various kinds in the field

of domestic low-carbon refurbishment – from undertaking physical works on individual
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properties to producing stock audit reports for local authorities. He had a background in

engineering and project management, having previously worked for a civil engineering

company before deciding to set up on his own. Smith’s first project – and the one which

launched the company – was a refurbishment of his own house in Sutton. Smith used the

house as a living laboratory in many ways, with a variety of products installed in the

house (including several different wall insulation systems), a multitude of temperature

and humidity sensors for monitoring purposes, and a hands-on classroom for

tradespeople.

In 2008 he ran a pilot course for local SME tradespeople in collaboration with the FMB

London branch and London Borough of Croydon. For the FMB/Croydon course, trainees

first had a series of talks and presentations, followed by a site visit. It was when they saw

the work being done on-site that many of the trainees properly understood the

practicality and relevance of the low-carbon agenda to their own working lives. In many

cases, the refurbishment work itself made the concepts understandable, and the fact that

trainees could easily relate what they saw to their own experience meant that they had a

strong positive reaction to it. For some trainees an abstract presentation in a class-room

setting was not particularly convincing or engaging, but the practical on-site session

elicited a more generally positive response: they came face to face with a set of practical

tasks to upgrade a building, which they recognised immediately as being part of their

working domain. The fact that the low-carbon agenda added value to each project was not

lost on them: this was seen clearly as potential new economic opportunity.

As the company grew, Parity Projects began to take on more of a project management role

in refurbishment projects, using a number of local sub-contractors as needed, some of

whom had done training courses run by Parity. A feature of Smith’s overall approach is

the emphasis he places on logistics and project planning. He clearly applied his career

background in civil engineering project management to the task of low-carbon housing

refurbishment, and concluded that much of the difference between low-carbon

refurbishment and conventional refurbishment is about changing the sequence of tasks

and involving different trades in doing things that they traditionally would not do. Thus,

for example, repairing and installing pipework and radiators for ‘wet’ heating systems
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typically involves the lifting of floorboards in existing homes, especially boards along

external walls and under windows, which is where radiators are commonly sited. Lifting

the boards may also involve lifting carpet or other floor coverings. Smith identified this

sequence of tasks as a good opportunity for fitting insulation in the floor void along the

face of the external wall. A floor void insulated in this way can be seen as preparation for

later internal wall insulation works, because an uninsulated floor void is a significant

source of heat loss (as shown in chapter 4). The disruption caused by lifting floors can be a

strong disincentive, leading some contractors to seeking quick and easy methods, such as

squirting expanding polyurethane foam through small holes drilled in the ceiling next to

the external wall (Doggart 2010c, Pers. Comm.). If the floor void can be insulated when

the floor is being lifted anyway, the disruption is kept to a minimum, and the access to the

void is much better than through small drilled holes, making it more likely that the

insulation can be snugly fitted, and that any fire hazards such as electrical cables can be

dealt with, if necessary, at the same time.

Parity Projects has also developed consultancy services, preparing stock management

plans for social housing providers, estimating the costs and carbon savings from future

strategic interventions by large social landlords. Key to much of this work has been the

development of a data collection system and modelling tool, which allow for projections

to be made based on monitored energy consumption figures.

7.2.4 Airtightness: use of testing equipment to develop construction

details

This case study describes how one builder/developer (referred to here as J) has found

ways to achieve high levels of airtightness in new housing construction. Although this

case does not relate to refurbishment, it provides an example of innovation in response to

regulation. Were the refurbishment market to be regulated in the future to meet an energy

standard, similar innovations in the RMI sector might be needed.

The advent of a standard for airtightness in new housing construction in 2006 has been a

profound challenge to the house-building industry, with poor compliance rates reported
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where they have been studied, and the Volume report on a development at Stamford

Brook in Cheshire in 2008 leading the project partners (the National Trust, Bryant Homes

and Redrow Homes) to conclude that ‘[t]he industry needs to re-think the whole design

and construction process by adopting an integrated systems approach, all of which must

be underpinned by a culture of continuous improvement’ (National Trust, Redrow &

Bryant Homes 2008, p.4). A significant source of wasted energy in this development was

found to be due to unsuspected air movement through a cavity party wall, following a

programme of monitoring and analysis by researchers from Leeds Metropolitan

University.

In this context of widespread non-compliance, it is remarkable that J has achieved air

leakage rates of 0.25 air changes per hour (ach) at a pressure of 50 Pascals (Pa), which is

forty times better than the requirement in Part L to reach 10 ach @ 50 Pa (Mawditt 2010

Pers. Comm.). As shown in chapter 3, compliance rates for airtightness under Part L are

not good, so how is it that one firm is managing to do so much better? What insights and

lessons can be drawn for mainstream practices?

In order to develop good details for airtightness, the company invested in airtightness

testing equipment and experimented with it on site. By pressurising the building before

completion and seeing where the air leakage was taking place, it was possible for them to

remedy any faults and repeat the testing procedure. Through this iterative process of

build-test-remedy-test, the company has worked out how to achieve the exemplary

airtightness performance, and to adopt these new methods as standard practice within the

firm. At the moment J is choosing to keep the practical details secret, as the knowledge is

still commercially valuable:

‘We’re a working consultancy, we have to pay for everything we do, we don’t get any government

funding so there’s a sort of … unfortunate … commercial edge to our information and we can’t

always use stuff until we’ve made a bit of money on it’

This firm offers building services as well as architecture and consultancy, blurring

conventional boundaries between professionals and trades, and bringing together a
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mixture of theoretical knowledge, practical skills and direct experience, which means that

they sometimes find easy what others find difficult:

‘People aren’t quite sure … because we do a bit of everything to achieve the building, they can’t

quite get a handle on what we are. “Are you builders? Are you consultants? Are you …?” And

you say, “well, no, we do that” and “oh, that’s really complicated” and we’ve just done it in ten

minutes with an Excel sheet.’

Although unwilling to divulge practical details for commercial reasons, J did offer some

insights into the degree of integration needed to achieve a genuinely low-energy

performance, reflecting on recent strategic debates within the company:

‘Do we get involved as, you know, piecemeal consultants or [on] bits of projects? If you can’t have

an influence on all the factors, you kind of know the project isn’t going to work. Does that sound a

bit arrogant or a bit pessimistic, I don’t know …’

When questioned further about what was meant by ‘an influence on all the factors’, the

response was a clear need for what he called ‘a tsarist role’. This role is effectively absent in

mainstream construction projects, which led to J’s conclusion that ‘it’s a long way before it’s

mainstream, a long way.’ The issue here is not so much technical as contractual, with poor

energy performance inextricably linked to the fragmentation of roles and the adversarial

approach to risk management in conventional practice:

‘[Y]ou start work on a project … all the M&E, the consultants, the architects, everyone there …

[…] no-one really grasps it and says “this is the methodology.” So, everyone kind of wants to take

their fee but wants to mitigate risk. And no-one is going to say “that is wrong – you should be …”

because if someone’s pushed it, it’s like “oh well, that’s their head over the parapet, if it goes wrong

they can take it and we’ll go along, hover just behind and take our fee – don’t take the risk.” And

everyone’s doing it. No-one puts their head above until some idiot does and tells them what they

think of them and then “right, OK, that’s them pushing in that direction, we’re off scot free now.”

But immediately the project’s gone to the dogs straight away because no-one’s committed to it.’

This characterisation of the construction process as antagonistic, adversarial and

unfocused on final outcomes is very similar to the conclusions of the Egan reports, ‘Re-

thinking Construction’ and ‘Accelerating Change’. The observation that risk-aversion and
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buck-passing are not conducive to high performance is not new either. It echoes the

conclusions of the Innovation and Growth Team’s interim report on what the low-carbon

agenda means for the construction industry with the new requirement for resulting

performance to be taken into account (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills

2010). It also echoes the conclusion of the Volume report on the Stamford Brook project:

that the low-carbon agenda represents a fundamental challenge to the way the industry

works (National Trust, Redrow & Bryant Homes 2008). This is not only a question of

needing to shift to new and better products and technologies but, more fundamentally, to

find a form of contractual arrangement by which someone takes responsibility for

building performance and the different roles are integrated into a collaborative team; at

present there is no interest in building performance and the various members of project

teams play largely fragmented roles, with each focusing on limiting their own risk and

liability.

This observation has been made more generally by the Usable Building Trust, which

argues that the process of construction, from design through to occupation of a building,

lacks important information feedback loops from each stage to the previous stage, and

that monitoring and evaluation of buildings is an important but neglected aspect of

learning for industry professionals and building occupants alike. Each new project repeats

the same mistakes as the previous ones because the industry as a whole does not take

seriously the job of learning what works and what does not work (Bordass, Leaman

2005a, Way, Bordass 2005, Bordass, Leaman 2005b).

7.2.5 Product innovation: insulated battens for internal wall insulation

In 2009 Knauf Insulation launched their EcoStud ® product, which is a long, straight

section of blown plastic insulation, which is laminated to a timber facing to provide a

good fixing surface for glues, nails or screws (Figure 7.3). These insulated battens serve as

an alternative to timber for internal wall insulation (wood being a common source of

repeating linear thermal bridges). Improved performance can clearly be aided through

product innovation of this sort, where the new product is intended to be a like-for-like

replacement for an existing mainstream technology or material. Workmanship is still
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important, as the overall performance requires accurate cutting of insulation to ensure a

snug fit between the insulated battens (Figure 7.4), but the product is designed to be

compatible with established custom and practice.

Figure 7.3 Battens made of blown plastic insulation with a timber facing give reduced thermal
bridging and a surface for fixing plasterboard (photo: http://www.greenbuildingforum.co.uk/)

Figure 7.4 Work in progress showing insulated battens, fitted insulation, and plasterboard finish.
(Photo: http://www.knaufinsulation.co.uk/great_british_refurb_-_manches.aspx)
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7.2.6 Adapting practice because of an unfamiliar material - lime plaster

This case study relates the experience of one pioneer client in hiring a plasterer to apply

lime plaster to wood-fibre insulation boards, which the client himself had fitted as a DIY

job on the inside of the solid-brick external walls. The decision to fit the insulation as a

DIY project was taken because of the difficulty in finding local tradespeople who inspired

confidence that they understood and respected the purpose of insulating the house, and

the fear that they would not take sufficient care to ensure a snug fit. However, although

this pioneer was confident of his own skills to cut and fit insulation boards, he was much

less confident of his plastering skills. Therefore, having taken the decision to insulate solid

walls internally with a wood-fibre insulation board, the challenge was to find a means of

completing the job, which meant applying lime plaster directly to the insulation boards.

The use of lime was important, because its hygroscopic properties are sympathetic to the

hygroscopic properties of the insulation material. In common parlance, this insulation

system is ‘breathable’, allowing water vapour to be absorbed and re-released to the air as

the levels of relative humidity change. It is not the only system that works (non-

breathable systems take a different approach) but it is important that the different

products and techniques used should be compatible with each other.

Another feature of the lime plaster was that it was not a ready-made product, but had to

be mixed using fine sharp sand and hydraulic lime in a ratio of approximately 3:1. Such

mixing is common enough for other products used on building sites (eg mixing sand and

cement to make concrete) but confidence comes with experience, so the need to mix the

two products adds another element of uncertainty. Although lime plaster was widely

used before the mid twentieth century, it has fallen out of favour since then, with gypsum

becoming the dominant technology.

At the same time as plastering with lime on the insulated walls, the house needed re-

plastering on over 80% of its party walls and internal partitions, for which wet gypsum

was specified. The job on offer was therefore to effectively re-plaster the whole house,

using lime on the insulated walls and the more conventional gypsum elsewhere.

Three different contractors were interviewed, all of whom offered advice about what

products to use. They all offered the view that the wall insulation itself was a waste of
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time and money, suggesting that gypsum or a mix of sand and cement would be better, ie

more durable and cheaper. The degree of contempt shown by these contractors for lime

varied, but generally it was not held in high regard.

The contractor who was eventually hired (referred to here simply as M) initially offered

similar advice to the others, in particular advocating the use of sand and cement instead

of lime. The fact that such a non-breathable mix would be incompatible with the wood-

fibre insulation material did not register with M as an issue to be considered, presumably

because the concepts of breathability and hygroscopicity were unfamiliar. However, in

the face of a strong commitment to using lime on the part of the client, M compromised to

the extent of suggesting that he would read the supplier’s literature and work by trial and

error, on the grounds that it could not be that much different from gypsum and his skill

and experience of applying wet plasters to vertical surfaces would stand him in good

stead.

Having agreed a fee for the entire job (lime and gypsum plastering), M then set to work,

expecting to have finished well before his planned holiday was due to begin ten days

later. After the first day of lime plastering, M was distraught. He had experimented with

and slightly varied the prescribed mix of sharp sand and hydraulic lime, but that was not

the problem that concerned him. He was finding that the lime plaster mix took several

hours to begin to go off (harden) – much longer than gypsum plaster – and he expressed

strong concern that this would cause unforeseen delay, resulting in either a change to his

holiday plans or an unsettled bill because the work would not be finished on time. He

made it clear that he was not happy with either of these scenarios and, given that he could

not foresee any other outcome, he made his displeasure known to the client. An uneasy

truce was agreed overnight, which amounted to a commitment on both sides to carry on

and see how things went.

Twenty-four hours later, M’s attitude and tone had completely changed. Having learned

through hands-on experience that lime plaster takes about five hours to start to go off, M

hit upon the idea of doing two jobs in one day through judicious time management: he

would apply a coat of the lime plaster in the morning and then go away for several hours,

working on a different job elsewhere. Towards the end of the day, he would return to give
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the lime plaster a final skim before leaving it go off overnight. As the work progressed, M

reported another concern over how to make a neat junction between the gypsum and lime

plasters, given that they have quite different textures and visual appearance on close

inspection. M was worried that the unconventional mix of the two products would

prompt complaints from a purely aesthetic viewpoint, but the client was able to reassure

M that that would not be the case in this instance.

The fact that M had another job on the go at the same time had clearly been part of his

thinking all along, although the client had not been told that M had other work to do

elsewhere. However, having found a workable solution that made best use of his time, M

applied himself to the new routine with enthusiasm, even going so far as to sing the

praises of lime plaster, which he had so recently derided. The end of this particular story

was a happy one: M finished all the plastering (and got paid) in time to go on holiday as

planned.

7.3 A typology of innovation in low-carbon refurbishment

Notwithstanding the widespread conservatism in the industry, these case studies show

that innovation does occur, and that it can take many different forms. Innovation of

products is relevant to the task of low-carbon housing refurbishment, but so are

innovations of practice: doing things in different ways to achieve different end-results.

The proponents of innovation may be any one of a number of different kinds of actor,

including clients, established contractor firms, new entrants to the industry, public-sector

bodies (eg TSB), or product manufacturers.

By reviewing the lessons from these case studies, and referring to the theoretical work on

innovation from chapter 2, an initial characterisation of innovation in this sector can be

drawn under three broad headings: the motive for innovation (ie its orginal source); the

means of motivation (ie the ways in which it is brought about); and the categories of

learning involved (ie the different modes by which useful experience is gained). These

three broad headings each cover several categories, for which the six case studies provide

evidence (Table 7.3). These different categories are discussed in turn below.
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Table 7.3 Categorisation of innovation for low-carbon housing refurbishment, exemplified by the six
case studies.
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Regulation/ government policy

Client demand

Perceived market opportunity

Time-saving/process efficiency

Means of innovation

Design standard

Use of monitoring tools

New processes/time management

Mechanisation of tasks

Experimentation by trial and error

Public funding/procurement

Collaborative problem-solving

Training

Product research & development

Categories of learning

Learning by doing (experimentation)

Learning by using (familiarisation)

Learning by interacting (collaboration)

Learning by monitoring (measurement)

The motives for innovation shown in Table 7.3 are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The airtightness standard in the Building Regulations is clearly the main motivating factor

for J, as well as being the cause of wider industry interest in his firm’s impressive

achievements when compared with mainstream practice. Other policies can also prompt

innovation, including the 2050 CO2 emissions reduction target, which lies behind the TSB

RFF competition and its challenge of achieving 20 kgCO2/m2.yr.
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Client demand, as proposed by Harris et al (see chapter 2), is also an important

motivating force for innovation, illustrated by the case of M the plasterer, for whom the

innovation of lime plaster was imposed by the client. Where clients have multiple

properties to renovate, a more systematic response to client demand for low-carbon

results can be seen in the case of using laser-measuring devices and off-site cutting of

insulation boards.

Despite the fact that the market for low-carbon refurbishment is small compared with the

entirety of the RMI market, there is still a niche opportunity for individual businesses, and

the strategic business decision to enter this specialist market can itself drive innovation, as

shown by the cases of Parity Projects and Knauf.

Time-saving and improving process efficiency are motives for innovation in the case of

laser-cutting of insulation boards, where new tools, new methods and a different order of

carrying out work all combine to create a more efficient process.

The means of innovation shown in Table 7.3 are more numerous than the motives. They

are each discussed in turn in the following paragraphs.

TSB has used a design standard in a way which recalls the European Commission’s

engagement with appliance manufacturers to shift appliance models in the direction of

greater energy efficiency (see chapter 2). However, where the EC work was part of a

wider strategy for market transformation, the TSB RFF projects are more narrowly

focused on stimulating innovation, but without a strategy for diffusion of innovative

practice across the industry.

Monitoring tools have been used to highlight the link between workmanship and end-

result in two instances: J’s use of compliance-testing tools during construction, and the

application of energy monitoring equipment after completion in the TSB RFF competition,

linked to the initial quantified design target.

New processes and new ways of managing time have been seen with heating engineers

insulating under floor-boards (the case of Parity Projects) and with M’s accommodation of

the drying time of unfamiliar lime plaster in his working day. Laser-measuring and off-

site cutting of insulation boards is an example of manual tasks being mechanised, while
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experimentation (use of trial and error to find a solution) is a feature of the innovative

practice of J and M.

The public funding behind the TSB programme has clearly aided innovation. The amount

of money available per project and the design standard combine to give project teams a

stimulus to experiment and work towards whole-home solutions using combinations of

new products and techniques. The TSB projects also feature collaborative problem-solving

by project teams, often with architects or designers involved alongside energy consultants

and suppliers of specialist equipment.

Training can be thought of as simply the means of communicating how to do a job

correctly, and therefore a tool of conventional practice rather than new practice. However

it can be a means of innovation in its own right if the job in question is being tackled in a

new way, as is the case of the heating engineers taught by Parity Projects to fit insulation

under floors when boards are lifted to gain access to pipework.

Products are clearly relevant to the wider issue of innovation in refurbishment, as shown

by Knauf’s development of the Eco-Stud. While Harris et al (2006) have argued that

innovation in construction is hidden from the conventional measures of research &

development in laboratories and new patents, the evidence here suggests that they are in

fact part of the picture. The broad thrust of Harris’ argument about hidden innovation

does hold, but it would be wrong to suggest that product R & D is irrelevant.

The final group of entries in Table 7.3 is ‘categories of learning’, which are discussed here.

The first three (learning by doing, using and interacting) are categories proposed by

Foxon (2003) – as reviewed in chapter 2 – but the last one, learning by monitoring, is a

new insight from this research, at least to the extent that it applies (or should apply) to the

RMI industry.

Learning by doing refers to a process of experimentation, trying new ways of doing things

to see how well they work. Included under this category are the product innovation of

Knauf’s Eco-Stud, as well as the open-minded approaches of J and Parity Projects.

Learning by using is concerned with the process of familiarisation with a new product,

material or tool – of which M the plasterer is a good example.
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Learning by interacting refers to collaborative modes of learning, in which new ideas and

solutions to specific problems arise in discussions between different members of a team.

This type of learning is seen in many of the TSB RFF projects, where designers, builders,

energy consultants, product manufacturers and suppliers have all contributed to designs

which combine several different innovations, each of which has to be accommodated with

the others. It is worth noting in passing that interaction does not necessarily mean

harmonious agreement at every stage. Learning in this way can be stressful and disputed,

as it was at first for the plasterer, M.

The new type of learning seen in the case studies is learning by monitoring. The use of

monitoring equipment and the data gathered from it are striking in the case of J. A similar

approach is taken by Parity Projects, who use monitoring data to create their own cost-

benefit analyses for clients, be that single home refurbishment projects or providing

housing stock surveys for large social landlords. Both of these innovative firms employ

monitoring tools in their work, combining a research element as well as a practical

element to the innovation. This is a particular kind of learning by doing, but it is given a

category of its own here in recognition of the importance of quantitative measurements to

help meet quantified targets. It implies an open and inquiring approach to areas of

uncertainty in on-site practices, an iterative process of experimentation (do-test-redo-

retest) and a commitment to empirical methods. The combination of skills and experience

required to do this kind of work crosses traditional boundaries between trades and

professions, a point which J himself observes when he reports that people find it difficult

to categorise his firm, which lists ‘construction’, ‘consultancy’ and ‘architecture’ as its

areas of expertise. Parity Projects is a similarly multi-disciplinary firm, which employs a

small team of people with various skills, including data analysis and project management.

Three domains of innovation can also be distinguished in the case studies, although

individual cases may combine two or even three of the types:

 product innovations (eg Knauf EcoStud). This type of innovation seeks to substitute

a new product for an established one with no requirement for the contractors’

practices to change. The advantages all derive from the product itself.
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 practice innovations (eg insulating plumbers). Here the products are unchanged

from conventional practice, but the work is carried out in a different way – using

more or less of the same product; applying it in a different manner; applying it in a

new sequence; using someone other than the customary trade to do the work

 process innovations (eg laser measurements and off-site cutting). A process

innovation is taken to mean a fundamentally different approach to the task compared

to conventional methods. Both the laser measurement and the use of airtightness

testing equipment during construction underline the importance of new tools in

making the new process possible.

7.4 Strategic debates arising from case studies of innovation

7.4.1 The scale of interventions and achievable standards

Two of the case studies of innovation (TSB and J) are explicitly focused on interventions at

the level of a whole building, while the others are examples of changes at a smaller scale,

including room-by-room approaches (the case of wall insulation measured by lasers and

cut off-site), and changes to practice for specific trades (M; heating engineers trained by

Parity Projects to fit insulation under floor-boards).

TSB RFF projects have in several cases proposed substantial rebuilding of properties in

order to get round examples of technological lock-in, such as narrow cavities which

cannot hold a thick enough layer of insulation to meet the target U values, or the presence

of chimneys built in an age when heating was provided by open fires, but which can now

be seen as sources of unwanted compromise for airtightness and ventilation because of

the need to avoid the build-up of moist, stagnant air inside these redundant structures. J’s

methodical approach to improving airtightness shows that this particular task is best

tackled as the structure is being erected, because even small gaps or details around fittings

can make a big impact on results, especially where the airtightness standard is advanced,

as for the European Passive House and Minergie standards. In new-build, the challenge is

to get the quality of all the details high enough as the construction process proceeds,

which J has understood by testing half-built buildings and remedying any defects before
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completing the structure. In the context of refurbishment, the fact that the structure is

already built makes this approach virtually impossible, except in cases where the

renovation is so extreme that it verges on being a complete re-build, as in some of the TSB

projects.

The technical potential for refurbishment is at its highest where a whole-house approach

can be taken, largely because the standard for airtightness can only practically be pushed

towards advanced levels in a situation where major structural elements are being exposed

enough for remedial works to be carried out to the entire thermal envelope.

However, the technical arguments in favour of whole-house approaches are in conflict

with the potential for integration into an existing, mature market which is predominantly

for projects on a smaller scale (as shown in chapter 5). Among the pioneers in the Old

Home Super Home network there are many examples of major refurbishments which

have been phased over several years, for example by adding renewable energy

technologies first and planning energy efficiency works later; or by renovating an existing

building almost completely but leaving one or two rooms untouched, for one reason or

another (eg lack of funds to do it all in one go; a desire to maintain some habitable space

during the works).

This tension between technical and market potential is not straight-forward to resolve, but

it does suggest that the most advanced standards may not be achievable using the model

of Market Transformation. The level of compromise that would be needed to achieve

market technical potential is a research question in its own right, and one for which more

evidence would be needed than is currently available. For example, one refurbishment

project that was designed to Passive House standard showed in its first year of occupation

that the design standard of 20 kWh/m2.year for space heating was not being achieved in

practice. However, there were numerous plausible reasons why this might be the case,

such as the energy required to dry out plasterwork during the first year of occupation

(estimated at 2kWh/m2.year), and the compromise in design because of the proximity of

the adjacent property, meaning that there was insufficient space to fit the thickness of

insulation that the designer would have specified, had the physical constraint not been

there.
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Indeed, the issue of physical constraints and how they might be accounted for in future

refurbishment projects raises a difficult question about the need for flexibility (so that

difficult site conditions are factored in to projects), but without creating loopholes that

then get exploited on a large scale, including in situations where the site conditions are

less problematic, but where clients or contractors simply wish to argue for an exemption

and work to lower standards. This question of how standards might be applied in practice

is discussed in more detail in chapter 8.

Innovation in this sector is based on trial and error, so a programme of innovation would

need to involve practical, hands-on projects on which to learn. What standard(s) should

be set for these projects to aim for? The most advanced current standards approach the

limits of full technical potential at about 20 kWh/m2.year, and the cost and disruption

involved in many of the TSB RFF projects shows the scale of the technical challenge

involved. Lesser standards are possible, of course, at least in an initial round of

innovation. In the 40% House report, average space heating demand for the pre-2005

housing stock was 99 kWh/m2.year in 2050 (Boardman et al. 2005). As a first

approximation, then, a suitable standard to trial would fall somewhere between 20 and

100 kWh/m2.year. The mid-point between these two (60 kWh/m2.year) could be taken as a

practical datum for trials. A voluntary standard with three target levels of performance

could be tested, either with the datum as the toughest target to meet (eg standards of 60,

75 and 90 kWh/m2.year for space heating) or with the datum as the middle target of three

(eg 45, 60 and 75 kWh/m2.year). Both of these sets of targets are compromises between the

technical potential of the stock and the state of current knowledge and skills in the

industry. The purpose of setting a ‘compromise’ target would be to shift the knowledge,

skills and practice of the industry in the desired direction, as part of an iterative process of

standard-setting.

7.4.2 Integration of interventions over time

The room-by-room approach suggests a complementary requirement for communicating

between different project teams, so that current projects can take account of past projects

and integrate better with them. A log-book recording interventions in a property is one
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possibility, although such a document would only be as useful as the accuracy and

completeness of the records kept in it. If SME tradespeople were to view such a document

as unnecessary paperwork, there could well be widespread dissidence, rendering it

ineffective. The custom and practice described in chapter 6 shows that contractors resent

the amount of paperwork that they currently have to deal with, which suggests that a log-

book would not be popular and records might simply not be kept accurately or

completely. An alternative way of ensuring continuity between projects would be to rely

on the ability of each contractor to ‘read’ how and why previous interventions have been

carried out, relating that to a theoretical understanding of issues to do with heat loss,

condensation risks, ventilation, thermal bridging etc. In some cases, the new project might

reveal poorly done work by previous contractors, which could then be remedied as part

of the new job. This places a burden of responsibility on the contractor managing the

current project, but no more than would be being placed upon them anyway by the

requirement to fulfil the integrator role. What is more, this ability to ‘read’ a building is

already part of custom and practice, so it is likely to be met with more favour than the

imposition of a written record. The challenge is to fill the role of integrator with suitably

knowledgeable site supervisors. If that can be achieved, then the work involved in

‘reading’ a building would become part of the responsibility of each integrator. If the

current integrator found errors in previous projects which needed to be remedied, that is

no more than a competent and conscientious site supervisor does in the current system.

Secondly, if an opportunity-based approach is taken (ie insulating floor voids when

possible, along with other such opportunities), how does that relate to a standard for the

whole home? If installer A fits insulation to the floor void and installer B insulates the

wall at a later date, who is responsible for the resulting overall performance of the home?

The potential for buck-passing needs to be tightly controlled, and can be addressed by the

requirement that previous interventions need to be read and taken into account in order

for the current project to be completed successfully. In effect, this means that the

integrator on the current project would have to assess previous work and remedy it where

necessary. Faults may be caused by poor workmanship on earlier interventions, but may

also be caused by natural deterioration or unforeseen events (eg water leaks), and in
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either case the current project manager should be expected to intervene where necessary

to put things right.

7.4.3 Knowledge and skills: ‘multi-skilling’ and the ‘integrator’ role

In relation to knowledge and skills, the pioneering project clients have followed various

strategies. Some have hired architects with a specialist interest in the field to design and

manage the project; others have relied on their own educational and practical

backgrounds and played an active role in the project, sometimes as designer and site

supervisor and sometimes as direct labour. In some cases, one person has played the roles

of contractor, designer, project manager and client at the same time. In several cases, the

client has been an established professional architect or designer, and in some other cases,

the client has used the experience of their own refurbishment project as a springboard for

setting up a new business or specialising the work of an existing business in the field of

low-carbon refurbishment.

The common theme to pioneering projects in terms of knowledge is the involvement of at

least one expert with a relevant post-graduate qualification (mostly MSc graduates) or

extensive practical experience and a personal commitment to doing research on the

necessary principles, techniques and products. The Green Building Forum is a well-used

and well-respected on-line resource, where the community of pioneering practitioners

share information and experiences, and where controversial topics are regularly debated

(eg the real-life performance of multi-foil insulation in reducing heat loss by conduction).

Architects and designers working in this field have found that their professional

qualifications need to be complemented by specialist knowledge, obtained through

courses, independent research, direct practical experience, discussions via practitioner

networks, or some combination of all four.

The case of Parity Projects training heating engineers to insulate under floor-boards to

reduce thermal bridging is an example of equipping tradespeople with skills that lie

outside the traditional boundaries of their trade. This concept has become known as

‘multi-skilling’, and contains within it a number of advantages from the perspective of
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project management: having multi-skilled operatives on hand allows for flexibility in

managing labour, as well as providing cost and time efficiencies, where one person can

complete a task instead of that task requiring two people.

The disadvantages of multi-skilling are related to the conservativism of the trades (not

wishing to poach on one another’s domain) and to the issue of guarantees and liabilities in

case things go wrong. A plasterer may refuse to use a hammer to fix a piece of timber

before plastering over the top, not because the plasterer cannot use a hammer, but

because they realise that using the hammer implies responsibility for the outcome, which

might turn out to be a burst pipe or short-circuited electrical cable. The evidence

presented in chapter 6 on the custom and practice in the industry shows that, as

regulations have proliferated, so the roles on-site have tended to become ever more

specialist and fragmented. The tradesperson who ‘has the ticket’ for a particular task has

to take responsibility for that task, which reinforces the reluctance of other trades to stray

into that domain.

Thus, the idea of multi-skilling – attractive though it is in terms of process efficiency – has

strong counter-arguments. It may well be that the particular circumstances in which

Parity Projects persuaded heating engineers to fit insulation are not widely repeated, and

that this is an instance where there is one example of a phenomenon, but no general

applicability.

The case of Parity Projects and the multi-skilled heating engineers also raises another

issue, which is that the impetus for multi-skilling did not come from the tradespeople

themselves: it came from Parity Projects, which is itself an innovative firm with many

unusual characteristics and skills among its workforce. In the situation where the heating

engineers were persuaded to take on the multi-skilling role, Parity Projects’ status was a

blend of conventional roles – project designer, site supervisor, and trainer. Even if

tradespeople can be persuaded to take on unfamiliar roles (and risk reprisals from those

trades who see this work as their domain), there is still the need for a site supervisor to

ensure that the overall project achieves a good level of performance. In other words, the

job of persuading trades to adopt multi-skilled practices is optional, but the role of

integrator is essential.
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Another way of looking at this is to refine the concept of integrator. On any given project

there is an overall site manager, who is in charge of the whole, but there could well be

sub-contractors working on the same job, who take the responsibility for one or more

tasks. Sub-systems can be thought of as collections of individual tasks, while the entire

system can be divided into a collection of sub-systems. The role of integrator is needed at

the overall level, but it is also possible to envisage some element of integration going on at

sub-system level. Thus, what appears to be an example of multi-skilling can actually be

seen as an example of integrators emerging at the level of a sub-system. The distinction is

essentially the difference between skills and knowledge, identified by the Learning and

Skills Council (chapter 3): for these innovative practices to be genuine examples of

integrator roles, there needs to be a level of understanding of underpinning knowledge

because, without it, the skills may be mis-applied (for example, insulation might be fitted

along internal party walls where it is not needed, or it might be fitted in such a way that it

blocks ventilation bricks, leading to condensation problems later on). The task for the

heating engineers who fit insulation under floor-boards can thus be re-conceived not

simply in terms of merging two practical skills, but as taking responsibility for pipework,

thermal bridging and moisture management at the junction between floors and walls. If

they perform that role without supervision, they can be said to be integrators at the sub-

system level; if their work needs to be supervised (for example, to ensure that air-bricks

are not blocked up), then the integrator role resides with whoever is supervising their

work.

7.4.4 Diffusion of innovation

The fact that an innovation takes place is no guarantee that it will diffuse and affect the

custom and practice of multiple firms. The case of J, who jealously guards his trade secrets

for airtightness, is an example of innovation that is being deliberately kept secret (rather

than diffused) despite overtures being made by policy-makers and commercial rivals

wishing to learn from J’s example. In the case of M, the ability to manage time by

combining work with gypsum and lime plasters during the same working day is limited

by the demand for both types of work: if the demand for gypsum plastering remains
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strong and the demand for lime plastering does not grow, the need to diffuse the

innovative practice will be negligible.

TSB has chosen to trial a high-cost, high-specification approach without an explicit

requirement for high market replicability (although that may change). Parity Projects has

innovated with low-cost, low-specification ideas, for which the market replicability is

already high, provided the training is given. J’s use of testing equipment has involved an

investment of time and money during the learning period, but the results in terms of the

airtightness achieved has caught the attention of the house-building industry, which has

struggled to meet the standards, let alone exceed them in the way that J has. His approach

can perhaps best be classed as a strategic investment in order to achieve competitive

advantage. The activities of these innovators suggest that there are important interactions

between cost, performance, and market replicability, which affect the chances of different

innovations diffusing more widely.

Poor performance and unintended consequences from innovative practice are possible,

particularly where there is no integrator with sufficient theoretical knowledge. Thus, in

the case of M, the contractor’s initial advice was to use sand and cement instead of lime

plaster, and it was the client (playing the role of integrator on this project) who insisted on

the use of lime. Theoretical knowledge needs to be applied by one or more actors within

the actor-network, with appropriately knowledgeable tradespeople in charge of

specification and supervision of the work under their control.

Some programme of analysis and quality control also needs to inform the various outputs

from different learning experiences, as raw data and case studies are not much use

without it. The aim of such a programme would be to provide freely accessible, high-

quality and impartial information that is relevant to the practical work of doing low-

carbon refurbishment. Good practice guides, case studies, drawings for robust details and

training videos might all be suitable types of material. Much existing material produced

under the Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme would be relevant here (eg Olivier,

Willoughby 1996). Dissemination could be through the channels of communication which

are already regularly used and trusted by SME tradespeople, ie trade associations, trade

press, builders’ merchants, trade fairs and the internet.
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7.4.5 The culture of construction

There are two common threads running through the literature and the fieldwork on

innovation and learning for low-carbon refurbishment. One is the need for a shift in the

roles of project teams, combining some changes to skills and practices of individual trades

with a new responsibility for system integration to be held by someone in a supervisory

role. This ‘integrator’ is effectively a site supervisor with sufficient knowledge and

experience to manage tradespeople on site and ensure that the project as a whole is up to

standard. The fact that this ‘tsarist role’ is not compatible with current practices presents a

big challenge to the culture of the industry. In an industry dominated by fragmentation of

roles and a focus on limiting risk and liability, how can a role with responsibility for

oversight and overall performance be expected to flourish?

The other common thread is the need for monitoring and experimentation. The case of J’s

firm achieving 0.25 ach @ 50 Pa demonstrates that significantly better results may be

possible compared with mainstream practice, but the means by which those results have

been achieved run counter to the prevailing culture. The case of J’s firm supports the

finding from chapter 6 that practices in the construction industry can and do change if the

circumstances are conducive. In particular, where contractors understand the benefit of

the change and find ways to accommodate it in their normal practices, the switch can be

both rapid and far-reaching. The reverse is also the case, however: if the benefits are not

clear or the proposed change is thought to have dis-benefits (eg time penalties), then it

will in all likelihood be resisted. The innovators themselves appreciate that their activities

are highly unusual in an industry whose reputation for conservatism is well-deserved.

In both of these threads, the challenge is not primarily technical or technological but

rather cultural and procedural. In an industry where time and cost are continuously being

‘chiselled’ there is little room for innovation: tried and tested practices are likely to prevail

unless a protected space for innovation can be created which is less pressured in terms of

time and money. The issue of risk and responsibility is not one that can be addressed by

allowing extra time and money, however, making it arguably the most intractable

challenge of all. Can the industry realistically shift away from fragmented roles and
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limited liabilities to a situation where at least one member of the actor-network, the

integrator, assumes some level of responsibility for the whole of a project?

The low-carbon agenda requires collaborative problem-solving and integrated solutions,

with a high quality of workmanship to ensure that design standards are met in practice

(or only missed by a small margin). The prevailing culture within construction of

minimising liability by minimising responsibility is fundamentally at odds with the need

for good quality workmanship and integration of the interventions that go to make up a

refurbishment project. This point was made in the industry reviews by Sir John Egan (see

chapter 3) and is brought home more starkly by the comment of innovator J that low-

carbon is a long way from being mainstream as a result. At the same time, the influence of

construction SMEs in specifying projects is strong throughout the RMI market, so any

market-based attempt to shift the housing stock towards low-carbon will have to either

overcome that influence or enrol the support of the construction SMEs in achieving it.

This need to change industry practices is profound and far-reaching, going well beyond

the challenges of learning to work with a new brand of product, type of technology, or

performing certain tasks in new ways or in new sequences with other tasks.

7.5 Conclusions

This chapter adds detail to the work of Harris et al, which characterised construction as

one sector in which innovation was hidden from the conventional metrics of patent

applications and R&D spending. The case studies have allowed a more nuanced

description of the operation of innovation in the industry, focusing on SMEs and the RMI

sub-sector. The resulting typology of innovation for the sector shows that the motives for

innovation include regulation and client demand, as Harris et al. suggest, but also include

perceived market opportunity and increased process efficiency (time-saving, quality

assurance). The means by which innovation is manifested are more numerous than the

motives, reflecting the creativity of practical problem-solvers when they wish to apply

themselves to the innovation challenge, and including innovations of products, processes

and people.
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Where Foxon identified three types of learning in the process of innovation

(experimentation, familiarisation, collaboration), the case studies for low-carbon

innovation suggest that there is an important fourth category, that of measurement. The

use of monitoring methods and tools for measuring compliance with regulations on

building sites has great potential for developing new practices that are compliant with

quantified targets. Airtightness testing rigs and temperature and humidity sensors have

been used by innovators as learning tools, and the approach could be expanded to include

other technical fields (eg fabric heat loss) and different diagnostic tools (eg thermal

imaging cameras).

The prevalent culture within the industry is more conservative than this, however. It is

not common for firms to take the trouble to experiment, work with new tools, collaborate

and measure results. When they do so, the results can be quite rapid improvements in

overall performance (largely because the starting point is so low). Fostering innovation

will require extra time and money spent on trial projects, from which the lessons need to

be learned. The process of innovation also needs to be iterative, with each new round of

learning building on the previous round, and developing an evolving standard of good

practice. In order to get this process started, some quantified performance targets are

needed, but these should not be seen as long-lived or unchanging standards, so it does not

matter if they are inconsistent with long-term climate change targets. The more important

thing to get right early on is industry engagement in the process. A datum point of 60

kWh/m2.year for space heating demand would be a useful guide in setting voluntary

standards, towards which project teams would work.

The next chapter considers how a system might be configured to exploit the processes on

innovation in construction as part of an overall strategy to bring about the deep low-

carbon refurbishments of the housing stock that are necessary to meet the country’s

climate change targets.
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8 Discussion

8.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the system-wide challenge of making low-carbon refurbishment

mainstream in practice, taking account of the evidence presented in chapters 3 – 7 about

the technical challenges, the system of markets involved, and the ways in which

innovation operates in the RMI industry.

A summary is first presented of the research findings from previous chapters,

highlighting the conclusions from each chapter and also the limitations of the research.

Recommendations for policy and industry are presented together, based on a general

argument for better coordination between these key domains. Suggestions for further

research are presented before a final summary of the main conclusions of the research.

8.2 Research findings and limitations of the research

Chapter 3 showed that the challenge of achieving 80% reductions in CO2 emissions from

the housing stock is not one that can be met by the current provision for energy efficiency

and microgeneration. The approach based on individual measures, under-pinned by the

logic of cost-effectiveness, is reaching saturation point, and the industry actors involved in

installing energy efficiency measures and microgeneration technology are currently too

small and too narrowly focused to achieve the more ambitious retro-fits implicit in the

2050 emissions reduction target. In contrast the SME construction industry does operate

on a scale big enough to undertake the task, but the sector is currently ill-equipped to take

on the technical challenge, for which there is in any case only a very small market.

The relative position of these different groups of actors is represented at an institutional

level in the Pajek visualisation. This visualisation shows how the Energy Performance

Certificate and the actors delivering government-backed energy-efficiency programmes

operate in a context that is characterised by measures-based approaches and underpinned

by the logic of cost-effectiveness of each individual measure. In this context decisions to

install energy efficiency are treated as stand-alone decisions. The wider construction
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industry (including microgeneration installers) is rather remote from both the EPC and

the actors delivering government-backed energy-efficiency programmes.

The Pajek visualisation relies on a number of assumptions, all of which are open to

interpretation so these results are presented as a first approximation to the reality of the

situation. To increase the robustness of these results, it would be instructive to check the

assumptions behind the key inputs with a mixed group of stakeholders and to run the

exercise again.

Chapter 4 reviewed the technical issues and risks of achieving 80% CO2 emissions

reductions in existing housing through a review of relevant technical literature, on-line

discussion forums of experienced practitioners, and case studies of homes that have been

refurbished to a level beyond that covered by the measures-based approach.

A key distinction is drawn between ‘measures’ and ‘principles’, where the latter are

concerned with integration, process, and design. As the desired level of CO2 emissions

reduction increases, so does the complexity of the intervention and the level of technical

risk that needs to be managed in order to achieve (close to) the desired result and

simultaneously minimise the risks of fire and condensation damage that arise as a direct

consequence of doing the work. SAP 2005 was used to make an approximation of the

difference in overall performance between a well-integrated design with good attention to

detail, as opposed to one where less rigorous practices have been used. The conclusion

that poor workmanship may lead to as much as a 32% increase in heat loss compared to

the design standard shows the importance of quality assurance. The holistic consideration

of performance targets and risk management needs to inform a process of standard-

setting.

The findings from the SAP modelling would be much improved by a better evidence base

for the kinds of gaps and workmanship issues that actually take place in the industry. Site

observation and industry surveys could add to this, leading to a statistical distribution of

inputs for the modelling rather than single input variables based on the resources used

here. Other models than SAP could also be used. A more sophisticated version of this

modelling exercise could be a doctoral research project in its own right.
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Taking a principles-based approach has far-reaching consequences for training. The

amount of underpinning, theoretical knowledge needed to achieve a good result is new.

Low-carbon refurbishment needs a high quality of workmanship and a coordinated

approach to the work of different trades, adding an important dimension of project

management to the more purely technical challenges The industry’s grasp of these issues

is generally low, however.

Chapter 5 reviewed demand dynamics in a system of markets for low-carbon

refurbishment. The fact that the EPC promotes only ‘standard’ insulation measures in the

A – G rating is a problem which needs to be remedied before it can play a part in

promoting low-carbon housing refurbishment that goes beyond standard ‘measures’.

A system of markets is in operation, with three possible delivery agents for low-carbon

refurbishment: the micro-generation industry; the energy-efficiency installers; and the

SMEs in construction delivering repair, maintenance and improvement services. Each

may have a role to play but only the last group –the SMEs operating in the mainstream

RMI market – is currently big enough and diverse enough to capture the many

opportunities which undoubtedly exist for low-carbon refurbishment.

The Products and Derived Service Market Model estimates a market opportunity for

integrating low-carbon works when other projects are planned, representing some £12.5

bn per year (45% of the total RMI market). This model is, once again, only a first

approximation and more reliable results could be achieved through further research,

using on-site observation of real operations and a review process involving multiple

stakeholders in order to better triangulate the estimates about which kinds of work are

good opportunities for low-carbon.

Integration of low-carbon works into the mainstream RMI market has the greatest

potential for reducing costs and disruption by making them marginal, because of the

sheer diversity of activities that the market covers. Pioneering demonstration projects

have followed a pragmatic model of implementation, with low-carbon works only being

carried out when other works are planned, in as a way of keeping the extra cost and

disruption marginal. The ‘consequential works’ policy pioneered by Uttlesford Council
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showed similar results, in that the requirement to incorporate energy efficiency measures

as a condition of granting Planning permission did not have any discernible effect on the

number of Planning applications being made.

Going from a measures-based approach to a principles-based approach can be

summarised as a shift from overcoming barriers towards taking opportunities. This shift

captures four key elements. Firstly, the influence of SME construction firms over on-the-

ground decision-making is strong, so if they are not enrolled in the low-carbon

refurbishment enterprise, they may well be active in undermining it. Secondly, the

opportunities in the RMI market are of a scale to meet the challenge, whereas the

opportunities in the energy-efficiency market and microgeneration market are too small.

Thirdly, both cost and disruption can be made marginal by integrating low-carbon works

into the RMI market. And fourthly, the need for quality assurance and management of

technical risks is ever-present, which means that all market actors will need to acquire

sufficient skills and knowledge to contribute to the final result on any given

refurbishment project. This is a significant agenda for professionalisation in a sector that

has traditionally been craft-based.

Product innovations cannot be ignored, and some are already in evidence, but product

innovations need to be incorporated into an overall commitment to quality in the process

of doing the work.

The market opportunities appear to be predominantly ‘room-by-room’ rather than ‘whole

home’, although whole-home interventions are clearly possible and have been carried out.

A better way of characterising the opportunity would be to talk in terms of a ‘project by

project’ approach, where projects of any scale could be viewed as opportunities.

Translating a whole-home standard into a room-by-room approach would require a set of

subsidiary documents (pattern books or robust details, perhaps), dealing with insulation,

thermal bridging, airtightness, integration of LZCs and controls.

The pursuit of low-carbon through interventions at a smaller scale than ‘whole home’

creates a need for coordination of work over time and between different teams of

contractors. Without this, there is a danger that subsequent interventions could
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undermine the low-carbon design (and performance) of the work that has already been

carried out.

The RMI industry generally has little or no capacity to do this work, however, beyond a

small number of firms offering niche services in a specialist market. The proposition that

it could nonetheless become the preserve of the mainstream RMI market needs to be

checked, and that was the purpose of the interviews with SME construction firms in

chapter 6.

The interviewees reported generally good relations with other tradespeople, suppliers

and builders’ merchants and, in many cases, with Building Control inspectors, who are

perceived as being focused on finding solutions to practical problems that inevitably arise.

Planning was seen by all as a problematic aspect of construction, with widespread

condemnation of a system that was seen to be powerful and unaccountable.

Relationships with clients emerged as a key consideration. Providing customer

satisfaction is seen as crucially important in maintaining a good local reputation and

therefore a steady flow of work, but builders have plenty of experiences of bad clients (for

example, people changing their minds about things, refusing payment for work

completed, fussing over unimportant details, not letting the contractor get on with the

job). Interviewees revealed that they like to pick and choose between jobs based on an

informal assessment of the kind of person a prospective client is. Where there is a

particularly good relationship between builder and client, the scope for experimentation

and innovation is increased significantly. Developing such relationships may take time, so

good clients with portfolios of property are likely to be the best ones to introduce

innovative approaches.

Conservative practices in relation to products can be understood as a subtle expression of

the desire to save time and money, with dominant products and brands being widely

available, familiar, and more likely to offer trade discounts. Part of the challenge of

getting innovations adopted is to overcome the inertia behind familiar products and

customary practices, including a willingness from the clients to allow extra time and

money for experimentation: in these conditions, innovation can indeed thrive. A public
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procurement programme, managed by social landlords, would fit with customary

approaches to innovation in construction.

Education and training are generally valued but the quality of training in construction

colleges is seen as patchy, and with a predominance of courses aimed at school-leavers,

rather than more mature (and experienced) tradespeople.

Trusted sources of information among SME tradespeople include other people on-site,

merchants and suppliers, the trade press, trade associations, product manufacturers,

Building Control officers, trade fairs, ‘tool-box demos’ at merchant outlets, with the

internet embraced by some (but not all) as a reference point, especially on technical

issues.

Customer satisfaction is paramount, although providing satisfaction is at least partly a

question of picking and choosing clients carefully in the first place. Word-of-mouth

recommendations are seen as the best marketing and source of continued work-load.

The regulation of building work is accepted as a necessary and generally positive thing,

with new regulations seen as an irritant at first, but then adapted to once ways have been

found to meet them in day-to-day practice. Energy and CO2 emissions are generally

viewed as being adequately dealt with by current regulation, with standards seen very

much as a target to meet, not to be exceeded.

With low-carbon works, as with other sources of innovation, the likelihood of new

practices being embraced and taken up by the mainstream are enshrined in the eight

components of buildability, that is the introduction of any new products, processes and

practices should be practical, replicable, affordable, reliable, sellable, available, guarantee-

able and profitable.

The case studies presented in chapter 7 have provided evidence for an initial typology of

innovation in the industry, with particular relevance to SMEs and the RMI sub-sector. The

motives for innovation include regulation, client demand, perceived market opportunity

and increased process efficiency (time-saving, quality assurance). Innovation in this sector

is a three-way interaction of products, processes and practices. Experimentation,

familiarisation, and collaboration are all observed in the case studies, and a case is made
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for a fourth category, that of measurement. Measurement can be seen as an aspect of

experimentation, but it seems worth affording it a category of its own in order to

emphasise its importance. It is not common practice to use measuring tools on-site to aid

learning and yet, when such tools have been used, the results can be extremely positive.

In particular, the tools which are used for compliance testing (airtightness rigs, thermal

imaging cameras) have the power to make faults visible, and their use is to be encouraged

– if not on-site on every project, then certainly in the training context.

Innovation does seem to hold the key to transforming practice in a positive way, but the

process of innovating needs to be iterative, building step-wise on changes to established

custom and practice. Quantified performance targets are needed, but these should be

regularly reviewed in the light of what the innovation process throws up. Initially, a

target of 60 kWh/m2.year for space heating demand could be used to set voluntary

standards, towards which project teams would work, with tougher (and less stringent)

targets also being trialled. Learning processes could also be monitored, with the

cumulative experience of firms involved in several innovative projects providing some of

the most useful feedback in terms of what might really work in the mainstream.

8.3 Recommendations for policy makers and industry

8.3.1 Markets

Aside from a very small number of pioneers, there is virtually no interest in low-carbon

refurbishment in the wider RMI market. Both supply and demand need to be stimulated

together in order to break the vicious circle which exists: there is no developed capacity to

supply the service because there is no demand for it; and – in the few cases where

pioneers do show demand – the majority of firms have no knowledge of what is required.

The concept of a future minimum standard was an important feature of the policies and

programmes developed to increase the energy efficiency of domestic appliances, and the

‘zero carbon’ new homes policy is following a similar trajectory in relation to new house-

building. The recent debates about the precise definition of ‘zero carbon’ for new homes

are a part of an ongoing process, which will have an important influence on the overall
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success of the policy. The evidence from these related domains suggests that there needs

to be an announcement of a future minimum energy standard for refurbishment to

provide the strong policy signal that industry needs in order to have the confidence to

invest in training and supply chains.

The need to mobilise the delivery capacity of the mainstream is typically in conflict with

the inherent conservatism of market incumbents, who have invested the most heavily in

achieving current standards. This is exactly the kind of messy network coordination task

described by Schot and Geels in the literature on Strategic Niche Management.

If a future minimum standard is to be applied in the housing refurbishment sector, a

period of upto 10 years seems like a realistic period in which to build up the low-carbon

refurbishment market, given the low starting point. While the broad approach of the

future minimum standard can be applied from one sector to another, the specific steps

required will need to be tailored to the reality of the RMI market, which involves a highly

distributed set of decision-makers, compared with the new-build market. Also, the RMI

market covers both large and small projects, so harnessing the power of the market for

low-carbon results means that whole-home standards will need to be deliverable on a

room-by-room basis in many cases. Where whole-home (or neighbourhood-scale) projects

are possible, they may be able to achieve better results more cheaply and efficiently, but

the demand for RMI services is predominantly for smaller projects.

Some intervention points are more promising than others for doing low-carbon

refurbishment. The estimate given in chapter 5 is that some £12.5bn per year out of a total

RMI market of £28bn (about 45% of the total RMI market) is an opportunity to integrate

low-carbon works into other RMI projects. As well as being a large market opportunity,

the advantage of doing it this way is that the cost and disruption involved are made

marginal.

This perspective is very different from that of most policy documents, which have tended

to treat energy-related decisions as stand-alone choices motivated purely (or primarily) in

terms of cost-benefit. The difference is revealed most clearly in the discussion of market

barriers in chapter 5: a House of Commons committee report suggests that one obstacle to
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energy efficiency is that householders have other priorities for home improvements. In

contrast, the idea here is that the RMI market could be the greatest opportunity for energy

efficiency and low-carbon improvements. That potential is currently untapped, but the

analysis presented in earlier chapters supports the argument in several ways: the size of

the market is large; the actors involved in doing this work (SME construction

tradespeople) are influential in specifying home improvement projects; the interventions

are timed to coincide with an existing, mature market, which means that the consumer in

each case is already prepared to have building work done, accepting that hassle,

disruption and cost are about to be endured.

The inclusion of additional works would change the nature of the projects, and the

process of decision-making, and there is therefore a risk that the ‘extras’ will stifle the

market. However, as the case of Uttlesford Council’s Planning policy has demonstrated,

the demand for RMI services is strong enough to support this approach where the overall

programme is well managed and the list of ‘extras’ is not seen as onerous. This last point

picks up on the concept of ‘buildability’ which, although it is framed mainly from the

perspective of the SME tradespeople, does include the requirement that each intervention

be ‘sellable’. In other words, both the contractor and the customer need to see the required

extras as a price worth paying, even if they are not embraced whole-heartedly or

universally at first. The presence of a future minimum standard is likely to be important

in making the idea sellable: the dialogue between contractor and client is likely to make

mention of the fact that the work will be a regulated requirement in the future, so the

opportunity is better seized while other work is being done. The availability of capital and

incentives at the right time will also be important to the selling process.

The EPC is the only available means for providing information on energy performance to

the market. It has a solid political base in the EPBD, an infrastructure has already been set

up to support it, and it operates on a large enough scale to be able to influence the

mainstream. A ‘back-stop’ requirement to renew the EPC, say every ten years, would be

needed to spread the coverage across the long ‘tail’ of long-term settled households.

However, the estimate of ‘potential’ on the EPC is geared to what can be achieved with

‘standard’ measures, which are insufficient to reach 2050 targets. So, it would seem
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sensible to reform the workings of the EPC to align A-G ‘potential’ rating with the 2050

target. A better estimate of the technical potential is included in the report that

accompanies the A-G rating, but is not reflected on the A-G rating itself. An important

reform of the EPC system would be to make the A-G ‘potential’ reflect much more closely

a standard that is consistent with long-term policy targets.

An underlying problem in this task has been the requirement to only promote cost-

effective interventions, but that may change as the re-cast EPBD is due to place a new

emphasis on cost-optimal interventions. The precise definition of cost-optimal has not

been agreed, but its important difference is likely to be in shifting the cost-benefit analysis

away from a threshold of consumer willingness to pay, and towards a threshold defined

in terms of the operational life of products and technologies.

It might also be feared that active promotion of more advanced, more expensive

interventions without having the necessary training and financial incentives in place

might lead to some kind of backlash, with consumers reacting adversely to suggestions

that they should be expected to undergo major renovation work. However, surveys of

recent home-buyers show that many seriously consider having major works done to a

home within the first twelve months of moving in, while private landlords are most likely

to carry out major renovation works when they first acquire a property. The wording of a

reformed EPC could be amended to reflect the fact that there are various intervention

points, where cost and disruption are being contemplated anyway. The EPC report could

present the potential in terms of opportunity, making it clear that the best time to carry

out the more expensive and disruptive works will be when other RMI projects are being

planned.

Just as appliance labels were complemented by other policies, so the EPC cannot be

expected to transform the RMI market on its own, but it is an important tool in the Market

Transformation policy toolkit. The analysis of successful MT programmes in appliance

markets indicates that other, complementary policies for the context of housing

refurbishment would be minimum standards, incentives, and procurement.
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Despite the concerted policy focus on cost, there is still considerable uncertainty about

what the costs really are, with a factor of eight difference between the lowest and highest

estimates in recent reports (£5,000 - £40,000). The few published estimates are hard to

compare, because of their different methodologies, different assumptions and different

standards for ‘low carbon’. The figures developed by Parity Projects suggest that a range

of £12,000 - £25,000 is realistic for an 80% emissions reduction per property, although the

model and assumptions used to generate these figures have not been validated or

compared with other methods. Better coordinated research is needed to provide a clearer

understanding of costs.

Nonetheless, the low-carbon refurbishment work is likely to be costly. Mechanisms are

needed to provide access to capital (eg loans, mortgages, PAYS-style charges on property)

and provide incentives to encourage pro-environmental decisions in the early stages of

market development (eg tax rebates, feed-in tariff).

Existing systems for capital finance vary by tenure. In the owner-occupied and private

rental sectors, mortgages are a common form of loan finance, secured against the property

itself. If a standard were to be introduced with the sanction being that a non-compliant

property could not re-sold or re-let, low-carbon would, by definition, become a

fundamental determinant of property value. Just as a mortgage lender is likely to judge

that a project to build an extension or modernise a property will add to its value, so the

proposal to incorporate low-carbon works needs to be judged a wise investment by the

property owner and the lender.

Incentives to encourage pro-environmental choices in the early stages of market

development could include tax rebates (eg on Council Tax, Stamp Duty), grants and

cashbacks. Although Stamp Duty is an obvious candidate for tax rebates in relation to

property sales, it does not apply to the rental market, nor to the cheapest properties.

However, it could be used as an incentive to encourage new property owners to

undertake refurbishment work early in their ownership of a property, for example by

being a time-limited tax rebate that had to be taken up within 12 months of the purchase

date. There have been proposals to scrap Stamp Duty, which suggests that it is not as

politically secure as some other taxes as a vehicle for a tax rebate scheme.
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Council Tax is arguably a better candidate as a vehicle for a tax rebate for several reasons.

Firstly, it applies every year so its coverage is better. It is also applied in a banded

structure, which means that the size of the rebate could be related to the bands on a

reformed version of the EPC: if a refurbishment takes the property up 2 bands, the

Council Tax band goes down 2; if the property goes up 3 bands on the EPC, the Council

Tax banding goes down 3. This system would need some detailed design work, for

example to work out how long the discount would operate for (it would be unrealistic for

it to be permanent or transferable on property sale to the new owner), but in theory it

might motivate some people to increase their investment in the low-carbon refurbishment

in order to reach the next band.

The main disadvantage of using Council Tax as a vehicle for incentives is the loss of

funding for local public services, but this could be managed by ensuring that other

funding was available to make up the shortfall, just as happened when Centrica used

Council Tax as a promotional vehicle for funding, even though the money to pay for it

ultimately came through CERT. However, as with Stamp Duty, Council Tax is a poor

vehicle for incentives in the rental market because of the landlord-tenant split: the owner

paying for refurbishment is not the person liable for Council Tax.

If feed-in tariffs were to be reformed in future to include an energy efficiency condition,

that might stimulate the market for a more integrated service of refurbishment, but it

might also serve to slow down the growth in the small-scale renewables market, which

the FIT is designed to achieve.

VAT reform (reducing the VAT rate on all domestic refurbishment work to 5%) has been

advocated on various grounds: reducing costs, reducing the size of the parallel economy

and increasing the total tax receipts by reducing the financial advantage of doing untaxed,

cash-in-hand deals and therefore encouraging more of that economic activity back into the

taxed economy. Another argument can be added to those if one accepts the argument that

the case for professionalisation of the sector is inseparable from the low-carbon agenda.

Firms wishing to take part in a major programme of incentivised low-carbon retro-fits

would have to be registered in order to make the incentive scheme accountable, which

means that they would not be able to operate in the parallel economy. However, non-
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registered and rogue traders may still exist. While VAT rates for refurbishment services

remain high, the incentive to have work done in the parallel economy will remain,

threatening to undermine the process of professionalisation and allowing untrained,

unregistered firms to under-cut the trained, registered firms on price. If the VAT rate on

RMI works were reduced to 5%, that perverse incentive would also be reduced.

The other side of the story about this large market opportunity is that it is only virtual.

Very few industry actors have the experience and knowledge required to carry out the

work to a sufficient standard of competence. When challenged by policy-makers to rise to

the task of acquiring the necessary knowledge and skills, industry bodies point to the fact

that there is no market for the work. Where colleges have trialled courses, they have

inevitably ended up being withdrawn because of low student demand. At the same time,

the vocational training infrastructure exists to develop new standards of competence, in

response to the industry’s perception of market demand for new services requiring those

skills. Here, too, a commitment to stimulate the market through regulation is seen as an

important early step in the process by industry stakeholders.

The training needs can be divided between four established themes in the vocational

training sector: underpinning knowledge (knowing what needs to be done); practical

competence (being able to use tools and products to get the job done); transferable skills

(especially communication with clients, contractors, and others involved in the overall

process, such as building control inspectors); rights and responsibilities (eg the right to a

safe working environment comes with the responsibility to report accidents or hazards).

The precise training needs for low-carbon will need to relate to the required occupational

standards, which should emerge from a systematic review of projects and a process of

stakeholder engagement. However, it is possible, based on the literature review and case

study review in chapter 4, to say that the underpinning knowledge requirement is likely

to include the following:

 aspects of building physics (mechanisms of heat loss, thermal envelope, moisture

in buildings, temperature and relative humidity, sources of moisture, properties of

common building materials, heat gains, thermal mass, shading);
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 residential energy issues (demand patterns, energy conversion technologies,

controls and user behaviour, comfort);

 Low- and zero-carbon energy science and technology, including controls and the

integration of controls to optimise system performance

The training needs for practical competence are likely to focus on the need for accuracy,

quality and sequencing of works in doing many tasks for which tradespeople already

have considerable experience (eg cutting and fitting insulation). In terms of transferable

skills, the need to integrate the work of different tradespeople means good

communication between different contractors. Each tradesperson needs to be able to

communicate effectively with other trades, for example on the best sequence of works to

make the process as efficient as possible without compromising quality.

A minimum standard implies a degree of compulsion, and there would need to be a

‘back-stop’ regulation point, as Boardman (2007) has proposed: a property could not be

re-sold or re-let if it did not meet the standard in force at the time. However, the different

tenures present different opportunities in terms of the workings of the market and the

intervention points that might be used to advantage.

In the private rented sector, professional landlords may choose to carry out whole-home

renovations when they first acquire a new property. This represents a good opportunity

for integrating low-carbon works. In contrast, new tenancy agreements are less good

opportunities from the landlord’s perspective, as time spent on refurbishment works

means lost rental income.

The social rented sector works to pre-planned repair and maintenance cycles, with

budgets for repairs and improvements brought in from different sources to fund each

project. Funding from the Decent Homes programme has been instrumental in enabling

RSLs to upgrade kitchens and bathrooms, although the programme has also been

criticised for not funding better energy efficiency improvements. The same model could

be applied with a stronger focus on low-carbon, providing the extra capital required to

integrate low-carbon interventions with scheduled works.
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In the owner-occupied sector, research suggests that people often consider having work

done in the first 12 months after moving in. This market opportunity could be

incentivised, for example by offering a sliding scale of financial rewards (grants, tax

rebates) so that it was more financially attractive to do the work in the first year than to

wait.

Some have proposed that the most cost-effective means to achieve the necessary change

would be to clad buildings on a street-by-street or neighbourhood basis in large-scale

projects, taking advantage of economies of scale and encouraging the intervention of

larger-scale firms with professional management structures to provide direction and

leadership. Such an approach may work where large landlords own entire

neighbourhoods (eg some housing estates, MoD housing) but it is not consistent with the

fragmented pattern of ownership that predominates. In neighbourhoods where homes

are mainly privately owned, there is no evidence to suggest that such neighbourhood-

level projects would work. Unifying ownership through large-scale compulsory purchase

of private property seems politically unrealistic as well as hugely expensive. Thus, the

neighbourhood-scale approach is at best a partial solution to the problem at the level of

the whole housing stock.

Other approaches are needed to take account of the highly distributed system of

ownership and decision-making. It may be less efficient from the point of view of

engineering and project management to carry out works one property at a time, but

efficiency needs to be weighed against other relevant variables, including the size and

operation of existing markets.

8.3.2 Standards and compliance

A minimum energy performance standard can only credibly apply to the whole property,

and could be expressed in terms of internationally-recognised metrics such as

kWh/m2.year and kgCO2/m2.year. However, the market for RMI operates in a fragmented

way, suggesting that there are many kinds of intervention that could be mobilised in the

interests of a low-carbon end, but which fall short of complete renovation all in one go.
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Whole-home retro-fits (and even whole-neighbourhood approaches) can be pursued

where there is an opportunity for such work, but the most significant potential market is

for interventions at a smaller scale: property owners tend to have refurbishment work

done one room at a time (or maybe several rooms at a time, but not involving the entire

building being renovated in once go). Thus, where a new kitchen or bathroom is being

fitted, there is an opportunity to insulate those rooms, reduce thermal bridging, and

improve airtightness and ventilation. Micro-generation technologies might be installed as

well, depending on the individual project.

The ideas about logistics and scheduling of tasks that have been pioneered by Parity

Projects raise the prospect of doing work that prepares the way for future works. The case

of insulating under floor-boards in order to reduce thermal bridging is one example, but

other pioneers have also used the principle in other ways. Fitting a hot-water cylinder

with a spare heat exchange coil is preparation for the future installation of a solar water

heater, and can be complemented by also doing ‘first-fix’ wiring and pipework, so that the

later work can be carried out without ripping out functioning walls, floors and ceilings: if

the services are already laid, the installation of the technology itself can be less disruptive

and costly.

These innovative practices can be viewed as responses to the tension that exists between

the need to apply a whole-home standard, but to do so in a way that takes account of

market realities. They demonstrate how whole-home standards can be deliverable in a

phased, fragmented fashion if future opportunities are planned for in advance.

The Building Regulations part L1B tackles the issue by applying elemental U values, that

is an insulation standard for individual building elements, with a threshold of 25% by

surface area, above which the standard applies, on the basis that ‘reasonable efforts’ have

to be made to meet the target U value. This caveat can be seen as a weakness in applying

the standard, but it can also be seen as a necessary condition, which allows for the many

site-specific cases where there are physical constraints or other reasons why the standard

might need to be relaxed.
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Part L1B does not yet include a standard for thermal bridging (psi values) or airtightness,

and these are both areas where the construction of the existing building may have a

significant influence on the standard that can sensibly be set. For example, some of the

TSB RFF projects reviewed in chapter 7 have proposed selective de-construction of

building elements in order to overcome features of the building that are inherent to the

design and construction of the building. Such interventions may be technically feasible

but the costs may simply be too high and the technical complexities too remote from any

marketable service to make the approach widely replicable. The options for managing

these issues include: creating exemptions (or weaker standards) for certain types of

building; applying the same carbon standard as other types and accepting that solutions

may have to compensate for having a less tight standard for energy efficiency by

including more investment in low- and zero-carbon energy supply; or applying an

advanced energy standard which effectively condemns certain types of building to partial

or complete demolition, given currently available technology.

Building regulations prescribe a design standard, but do not prescribe methods or

materials, which are the proper preserve of project designers. This principle has the

advantage of giving the regulations and designers flexibility. In relation to existing

buildings, the issue is made more acute by the possibility that the existing building may in

some cases have inherent constraints, which cannot realistically be circumvented. A

refurbishment standard which is expressed in terms of energy and carbon maintains this

principle of flexibility by allowing greater reliance on low-carbon energy supply when the

options for energy efficiency are limited by a site-specific constraint or inherent quality of

the existing building.

If whole-home standards are to be achieved through room-by-room projects, packages of

interventions would be needed for when a room was being substantially altered. Each

package would pay attention to insulation, minimal thermal bridging at junctions

between building elements, steps to reduce infiltration, installation of ventilation systems

where necessary, and installation of LZCs where appropriate. Taking this approach is

more disruptive than the standard measures-based approach (although standard

measures, such as loft insulation, may be included in it). The works done on a ‘room by
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room’ basis would need to be certified as compliant in order to be eligible for any

financial incentives that might be on offer, so there would need to be a system for

translating the requirements of a whole-home standard into practices and specifications

for individual rooms. A number of robust details could be developed to ensure that the

works done on a ‘room by room’ basis were consistent with the ‘whole home’ standard.

Such robust details would need to cover the commonest property types and most widely

applicable designs. A bespoke design option (involving a suitably qualified architect or

designer) would be required where none of the robust details were appropriate, for

example in Listed properties or in properties with unusual construction methods (such as

cob or system-built concrete houses). The idea of designing standard packages for

common property types and a bespoke design service as a back-stop position is effectively

what the Usable Buildings Trust calls a ‘graduated response’, by which a large number of

typical situations are covered relatively routinely, leaving the minority of trickier

situations to a more expensive and time-consuming process of bespoke design.

A standard would need to apply to the entire property, with the room-by-room projects

contributing to the overall refurbishment. For instance, if half of the rooms in a property

had been done room by room, the work needed to meet the standard would be reduced,

involving less disruption for residents. In the room by room approach, costs would be

reduced by being marginal and the burden of meeting the cost could be spread over time.

On the training side, occupational standards could also be developed using the model of

graduated response: one level of training might be required to provide the knowledge

needed to deliver a package of interventions in a safe, proficient way; while a more

advanced training course would be needed to equip the trainee with enough knowledge

and skills to design a bespoke package from first principles.

Although the market data suggests that a room-by-room approach will lead to more

market-based opportunities than one that is based solely on whole-home renovations, the

room-by-room approach also creates the prospect of new loopholes and trade-offs, which

could be used to erode the requirements of the standard. It would be easy to argue that

some elements of the work should be optional on the grounds that they will be

incorporated into later projects, but there is no guarantee that those projects will take
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place. Maintaining a check over time between different contractors and different clients

could be seen as an onerous exercise in record-keeping and compliance-checking. Of

particular concern would be the aspects of workmanship related to thermal bridging,

gaps in insulation, airtightness and the integration of multiple energy systems and

controls. The room-by-room approach provides the best market opportunity but also

opens up these new opportunities for corner-cutting and a new temporal dimension to the

work of integration – ensuring that different projects at different times do not result in a

sub-standard whole.

One possible response would be to require a written log-book for every significant RMI

intervention. However, this would only be as good as the quality and completeness of the

entries made in it. A rather different approach would leave it to the project manager in

each case to assess every project on its merits and use expert judgement to design the

necessary interventions. In order for this approach to work well, every contractor playing

the role of integrator would need to be knowledgeable enough to make the initial

assessment and manage the project accordingly. There would need to be an expectation of

regular compliance checks to keep contractors focused on quality assurance.

Corner-cutting or exploitation of loopholes by contractors can be thought of as

expressions of dissidence, in the language of ANT. The problems of non-compliance can

perhaps be alleviated if the views and experience of contractors are taken seriously in the

development of the standards (and the robust details that will be needed to support

them). Nonetheless, a standard needs a compliance-checking system to match, and

contractors themselves cite better compliance checks as the best way to police self-

certification schemes.

Chapter 6 shows that the custom of SME construction firms is to give themselves some

flexibility (‘taking a view’) in how strictly they adhere to rules and regulations, based on

an assessment of the harm done by bending the rules and a judgement about how likely

the infringement is to be punished. Trying to overturn this practice and make the entire

sector observe every regulation perfectly is one possible strategy, but it is unlikely to be

achieved quickly, if at all. Another strategy would be to accept the practice and do two

things to manage it better: make sure the assessment of harm is based on sound
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knowledge, and apply a tougher regime of sanctions for those infringements which do

harm the overall outcome. For the actor-network to be black-boxed, some degree of

flexibility in interpreting rules seems inevitable, especially as each site and each project is

different, leading to anomalies and one-off problems which the rules cannot be expected

to allow for in every case. On-the-job problem-solving is the preserve of the SME

contractor, not of the regulator, but the contractors need to understand the energy and

carbon consequences of the solutions they come up with.

The SME interviews showed that innovative practices are only likely to be embraced with

any enthusiasm where extra time and money are allowed for the process of

familiarisation. However, to work in the mainstream market, new practices need to

become cheap and quick enough to replicate where extra time and money are not

available. This means, in effect, that the demands of the market (relatively cheap, quick

solutions) need to be included in the process of setting standards and developing new

customary methods of doing the work. A lower overall standard may be part of the price

to pay for avoiding dissidence, at least in the first instance. Learning needs to be seen as

an ongoing process, with the possibility that a standard which appears too difficult to

achieve in one year may become more widely accepted a few years later. Product

innovations can help with this, as shown by the example of flue diversion kits for

condensing boilers. Making the judgement about how to foster innovation, where to draw

the standard at any given time, and how to enrol the industry in support of the whole

enterprise will be exactly the kind of inherently contradictory management task that the

proponents of Strategic Niche Management have highlighted.

The case for reducing VAT on all residential RMI activities to 5% as a means of reducing

the incentive for cash-in-hand deals and tax-dodging has been well rehearsed by industry

bodies and other stakeholders.

One key conclusion of this research is that there is an increased need for coordination,

training, accreditation and compliance-checking, which could be seriously undermined if

large numbers of contractors were operating in the parallel economy to provide cut-price

and non-compliant works. The Isle of Man trial (see chapter 3) showed not only the size of

the problem of the parallel economy, but also that the problem was significantly reduced
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when VAT was reduced to 5%. This fiscal reform can be seen as an enabling mechanism

for greater professionalisation of the industry, linked to the need to ensure that work

takes place within the regulated economy. Greater professionalisation is inextricably

bound to the argument for creating the new low-carbon integrator role in RMI services.

The requirement for standards, compliance checks and the provision of financial

incentives linked to compliance all point to a system based on quality assurance, in which

the parallel economy has no place. VAT reform has been the subject of industry lobbies

for many years but has so far been resisted by governments of different parties. However,

VAT reform may prove to be simply the first step in a more demanding task of shifting

the culture of RMI construction towards greater professionalism and outlawing the

unregistered, informal operators who currently exist.

The technical challenge of getting low-carbon refurbishment right means that it is not a

task that can be left to the lowest-skilled. The integrator role is key. This new role brings

together three key aspects of the work:

 theoretical understanding of issues and principles of building science, not just

practical skills to wield manual tools;

 the experience and management skills to supervise an often fragmented selection

of tradespeople on-site, including employees and sub-contractors;

 the ability and willingness to take on responsibility for the result of a whole

project, including the quality of workmanship of subordinate tradespeople and the

integration of their collective efforts so that the work done by one does not

inadvertently undermine the work of another.

The integrator essentially brings supervision, knowledge and accountability to sites. This

role is necessary from the point of view of promoting quality and technical competence.

The notion that knowledge needs to be introduced into the system raises the question of

who the knowledgeable actor(s) could be and where their knowledge might come from.

The main (or sole) contractor on a project is one possibility, but it could also be another

agent playing a co-ordinating role (managing trades, organising the sequence of works,

liaising with clients). However, these essentially managerial and customer-service tasks
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need to be combined with enough knowledge on the technical side to ensure quality and

well-integrated components, systems and materials. This would also include researching

and sourcing any specialist materials, providing on-the-job training where necessary, and

making strategic links with specialist sub-contractors and suppliers.

New entrants to the RMI market could add valuable transferable skills where the SME

tradespeople and managers are typically weak, for example on inter-personal and

communication skills with clients. However, it is not enough to simply improve customer

service if the physical work does not also get done to a sufficient standard. The fact that

SME construction has weaknesses should not hide the fact that it is also in many ways

well adapted to the market in which it operates, providing a wide variety of services to

millions of property owners on limited budgets. A new entrant providing better customer

service has to match or surpass the SMEs where they are strong if the overall service is to

be a real improvement.

The site supervisor role is an established one in an industry where roles and

responsibilities are highly fragmented, and the main difference between conventional site

supervisors and those offering whole-home refurbishments is, unsurprisingly, a level of

knowledge and experience with low-carbon that is missing from the mainstream.

A fundamental shift in industry culture is needed, where outcomes (including energy

performance) are widely seen as the responsibility of project teams (specifically team

leaders, or integrators). How that shift in culture is to be brought about is a difficult

question in its own right. At a strategic level, the development of training courses,

accreditation schemes and compliance-checking regimes need to be coordinated, so that

the new topics being taught are also the aspects of the work that are being tested for

compliance purposes, and rewarded with various financial incentives. One practical

expression of this coordination could be the use of diagnostic equipment (eg thermal

imaging cameras) in compliance tests and training courses, with practitioners following

the lead of innovator J in using compliance-testing tools on-site in a process of learning by

self-monitoring. Such tools would need to feature in the training for integrators, for

example.
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If the professionalisation agenda is seen as too difficult or too risky, then the prospects for

low-carbon refurbishment are bleak. If the SME construction industry is not actively

engaged in addressing the problem, they will not simply disappear. Instead, they will in

all likelihood remain influential in specifying works and advising clients. Given their

overwhelmingly large market presence, this means that they will be able very easily to

out-compete any parallel system which might be introduced by policy-makers or others.

It is important to realise that the existing RMI market cannot simply be wished away.

Similarly, if low-carbon refurbishments are attempted as decisions which are taken purely

on energy-related grounds, then the cost and disruption will be prohibitive. It only makes

sense to integrate low-carbon into the existing market, exploiting different categories of

RMI work as intervention points for low-carbon works. Financial incentives (access to

capital and additional incentives) will need to be available to coincide with the

opportunities to get the work done.

The development of standards needs to be carried out in a way that engages with the SME

construction industry and, as far as possible, is consistent with custom and practice.

Without this engagement, the risk of creating dissidence among industry actors is

increased. In particular, it seems important for work on developing future standards to fit

with customary approaches to innovation and models of innovation which reflect the

project-based nature of the industry. It is not just the structure of the existing industry but

also the nature of the work itself – adapting existing buildings, whose history and state of

repair may only fully emerge when refurbishment work begins – which suggests that

refurbishment will continue to be hand-wrought to a large extent. Off-site construction or

similar processes borrowed from manufacturing may contribute to the overall process,

but technological innovations will never fully replace the hands-on nature of the work,

nor remove the need for on-the-job problem-solving. Innovations of practice and process

are as important as innovative new products.

Innovation could be introduced through a coordinated programme of demonstration

projects, in which the different project partners actively engage and contribute their

knowledge and experience. A technical expert may need to join the project team to give

specific kinds of technical input, but the aim should be to develop projects which meet as
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many of the eight components of buildability as possible. The judgement of what might

be buildable needs to take account of contractors’ experience and understanding of how

the industry operates: they need to be seen as active partners in the process of finding

workable solutions, not merely ignorant agents who need to learn the technical aspects of

low-carbon.

A relevant question, therefore, is how strategically to proceed: to set truly ambitious

standards and stretch the foremost innovators to the limit; or to set slightly less ambitious

standards, from which a greater number of practitioners can learn useful lessons. Both

approaches could be pursued in parallel. An incremental process might have more

success, introducing new challenges and solutions in stages, rather than aiming

immediately for a standard so remote from current practice that it leads to confusion and

withdrawal. On the other hand, a system based on incremental improvement would

produce results that are not good enough to meet the long-term target, and the techniques

and practices that work for a lesser target may prove unsuited to a more ambitious one.

Different project teams would tackle standards with different degrees of ambition,

generating a wealth of data which would need to be synthesised and summarised for the

benefit of all stakeholders. Nonetheless, there are tensions in this process between how far

and how fast innovation can be pushed through, given that a key aim is to avoid total

alienation of those whose working practices are expected to change. This will require

skilful management.

The availability of materials and maturity of supply chains is another potentially limiting

factor, so there would need to be a concurrent process of innovation for construction

products, and supply chain actors would need to be well integrated into the process of

standard-setting, innovation, learning and coordination.

Procurement for refurbishment would involve RSLs in adopting advanced standards and

committing to achieving them in significant numbers of properties. The adoption of

advanced low-carbon standards will require additional capital. In the longer term,

incentives may need to be aimed at private property owners more generally but, in the

short-term innovation phase, they could also be made available for demonstration

projects, as is being done with the TSB’s RFF competition.
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The skills and knowledge of project managers and employees/sub-contractors would need

to be developed. In keeping with observed innovations in training, this is likely to be

initiated with short courses and CPD, but would need to develop in such a way that it

could inform National Occupational Standards and the delivery of S/NVQs. Both short

course providers and vocational training institutions (colleges, sector skills councils,

awarding bodies) would need to be involved.

Recruiting and training integrators runs counter to the prevailing priority in construction

training, which is concerned with tackling the industry’s labour shortage by recruiting

and training apprentices, mainly under-19s. Integrators are, by definition, more

experienced and more senior members of project teams than teenage apprentices: the

short-term focus on junior entrants to the industry is at odds with the needs of the low-

carbon refurbishment agenda. Resources are needed to train a new cadre of experienced,

older managers. The training of these integrators (recruited from inside and outside

construction) can be seen as one practical task in a wider strategic shift in the building

industry. This will involve higher levels of vocational qualification and a new expectation

that project teams tackling refurbishment works have team members in positions of

responsibility with some level of theoretical knowledge to inform practical decision-

making on-site.

The concept of carrying out innovative projects, which are then monitored and evaluated,

is being used in the TSB RFF competition. This competition, welcome though it is, takes

just one approach among many possible approaches. It focuses on the technical design

standard by keeping that variable constant, but other variables could be tested in similar

ways. For example, more work could usefully be done to research cost information, say

by taking a sample of near-identical homes (preferably a common type in the stock, eg 3-

bed semi or 2-bed terrace) and setting project teams the challenge to see how low they can

go with, say, £12,000, £18,000 or £25,000 (these are rounded figures – low, medium and

high - based on the review of cost estimates in chapter 3). Some other possibilities for

fostering project-based innovation are listed below (not an exhaustive list):
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 Insights into different firms’ strategies for learning could be gathered by selecting

a small number of project teams and following each team through a series of

innovative projects, recording any changes in practice that arise through

experience and repeated tasks.

 Take a sample of near-identical homes (preferably a common type in the stock, eg

3-bed semi or 2-bed terrace) and set project teams the task of finding the most cost-

effective ways of achieving 70%, 80% or 90% emissions reduction (against a

modelled baseline).

 Take a sample of near-identical homes (preferably a common type in the stock, eg

3-bed semi or 2-bed terrace) and set project teams the task of finding the most cost-

effective ways of achieving 0.5 tCO2 per annum, 1.0 tCO2 pa, 1.5 tCO2 pa (absolute,

not per unit floor area).

 Give a project team a home to refurbish as best they can within time and budget

constraints, then do technical monitoring (eg thermal imaging) to highlight

important learning points for workmanship. Then repeat the exercise with the

same team working on a different home, and report the learning process between

the two.

 Apply similar approaches but using an entire neighbourhood, rather than single

dwellings.

 Apply similar approaches but trialling room-by-room methods, using different

project teams for different rooms in a temporal sequence, so that each has to

incorporate the work of previous teams, leading to an overall (monitored) result.

Evaluation of projects would need to take account of the complex interactions between

products, processes and practices, aiming to identify workable, robust solutions (eg if

fitting insulation snugly proves too difficult or time-consuming for the average fitter, are

there product innovations, such as tongue-and-groove edge detailing, which could help?).

Links could be made to new occupational standards and new product ideas. Insights into

policy and institutional barriers could also be gleaned.
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The aim of this innovation process should be to find practical solutions to low-carbon

refurbishment that are buildable by an average contractor (suitably trained), not limited to

a small number of niche specialists within the industry. The scale of the task is too large

and there is a risk of good work being later undermined by dissident contractors.

However, just as with Market Transformation programmes in appliance markets, the

process can (and should) be iterative, so that today’s ‘best practice’ is not fossilised, but is

instead a constantly evolving benchmark of improvement over time, as products,

processes and practices adapt to the new requirements in larger numbers.

8.3.3 Coordination

There are several sub-systems in the institutional framework of housing refurbishment, as

shown in the visualisation shown in chapter 3 using Pajek software. The sub-system for

the EPC is more closely linked to the energy efficiency industry (based on ‘standard’

measures) than it is to the micro-generation industry or the construction sector working

on RMI. In the visualisation of the actor-network, this fragmentation is reflected in the

spatial remoteness of these different sub-systems.

In order to make the whole system work well, there is a job of coordination to be done to

bring the sub-systems into a better, closer arrangement. The barriers here are

organisational: there is no one institution with the responsibility to bring these sub-

systems closer together. Whether this role could be performed by an existing organisation

or whether it would require a new one to be set up is open to debate, but there is a need

for better strategic links between government departments, vocational training

infrastructure, industry bodies, and the EPC system.

There are several important uncertainties which would benefit from further research

work. The unanswered questions around cost have already been outlined, with a wide

range of estimates published using incompatible methods and assumptions.

In addition, there are areas of technical uncertainty concerned with the real effects of

retro-fitting complex configurations of new products into old buildings. Some

experienced practitioners highlight the need to understand better the condensation risks
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with internal wall insulation, especially where junctions between building elements create

complex three-dimensional structures in which interstitial condensation may arise

(Bordass 2010a, Pers. Comm). Related issues include in-situ testing of thermal

performance of different insulation materials and the tolerances that might be required for

design and accuracy of fitting. One objective of this research would be to inform the

development of robust details.

In the 1990s and earlier the Energy Efficiency Good Practice Programme supported the

development of case studies and good practice guides (eg Olivier, Willoughby 1996). The

current TSB RFF competition is set to generate large amounts of quantitative and

qualitative data in relation to the socio-technical system of advanced low-carbon

refurbished homes, although it is not clear how that data is to be analysed and reported.

Demonstration projects in the national Old Home Super Home network have been carried

out without a systematic monitoring programme (as well as several local networks in

Oxfordshire, Bristol, Stroud, Brighton). The requirement for monitoring in these privately

funded projects has not been applied from the outset in the same systematic way as the

TSB RFF competition, but they represent valuable learning that could be added to the

information arising from the TSB-funded projects.

The task of comparing data from these more diverse projects requires an element of

analysis, comparing the lessons learned from less ambitious projects as well as those

designed to the TSB RFF standards. Issues which could usefully be analysed included

cost, robustness of details, contractor responses to the demands of doing the work,

resident responses to living in the refurbished properties, technical monitoring of energy

and related issues (eg in-use U values, humidity changes, the effectiveness of energy

system controls in use).

Without a clear strategy and the resources to do the analysis and dissemination, the

monitoring data from such projects may prove of limited value. The efforts of pioneers

provide a rich resource of experience, but the lessons learned need to be coordinated. If

those lessons are to provide useful evidence for future regulation, then the coordination of

learning needs to be open to scrutiny by the policy-industry networks advocating change.

This is a central and important function in the overall process.
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8.3.4 Proposed system: coordination of innovation, standard-setting and

compliance

A model for continuous improvement through industry engagement is proposed in

Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1 Proposed model for coordinating the iterative development of standards in parallel with
relevant techniques and practices: feedback on problems at the compliance stage inform new
innovations.

This shows energy standards being developed in parallel with the necessary vocational

standards, all based on evidence from well monitored innovative projects. Figure 8.1 is a

development of Figure 2.6 in chapter 2, which summarised the process of setting
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standards in appliance markets. Figure 8.1 has been adapted from that to reflect the

complex system of markets, which exists for housing refurbishment.

A co-ordination role is required to distil the lessons learned from the monitoring of

projects and to manage the various tensions inherent in the process. A judgement is

needed for each iteration of the process to decide which energy standards to aim for and

how the vocational standards need to evolve if the work is to be done sufficiently well.

This process of standard-setting will need to strike a balance between stretching

practitioners to adopt unfamiliar products and techniques, while also maintaining wide

industry support for the overall process. The standards thus set will then need to be

implemented through existing institutional structures, such as vocational training colleges

and building control officers. Each element needs to reinforce the others: the information

provided by the EPC should reflect best practice in the industry and be consistent with

the energy standards that the industry is working to at any given time; training courses

for integrators need to equip them to carry out refurbishment work that meets the

standards; accreditation and compliance-checking regimes need to focus on the energy

standards and quality of workmanship which the integrators are being trained to

supervise. The content of training courses, minimum standards, and compliance regime

need to be complementary: each needs to reinforce the same important messages about

quality of workmanship, quality of design, and system integration.

The standards developed by this process would aim to combine the requirements of the

over-arching climate change target by 2050, but would do so in such a way that there

would be an ongoing process of learning, coordination and improvement. Thus, the early

iterations of the process might not deliver homes to a high enough standard, but these

early projects would inform the development of the next phase. The standards developed

by this process would also need to inform other parts of the overall process, including the

modelling behind the EPC and the training of DEAs. All professionals involved in the

property and home refurbishment markets would need to work within a new regime of

regularly revised mandatory standards, much like the new-build industry works with

various approved documents to meet the building regulations.
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Mobilising the interest and cooperation of the various actors in this diffuse actor-network

is a challenge in itself, and one which hinges on the perception among industry members

of the future size of the market. Voluntary schemes, demonstrations and pilots can all

inform the process, but they do little to stimulate the mass market. Regulation through a

mandatory minimum energy performance standard (MEPS), announced several years in

advance in order to give industry time to invest in supply chains and training, is a key

part of the process of industry engagement. In order for that MEPS to be delivered on the

ground, it needs to be matched by a set of vocational standards for different trades and

different grades of seniority in the nested hierarchy of integrators. These standards will

not achieve market transformation on their own, but nor do the other policy tools achieve

it without this dual set of minimum standards being in place.

Monitoring, evaluation and sharing of lessons learned need to underpin the entire

process, so that the lessons from one round of innovation are fed all the way through to

the compliance regime; and the lessons from one round of compliance testing feed back

into the next round of innovation. A central coordinating body is needed because there

are multiple stakeholders and sources of information in the system of markets that make

up the current delivery mechanism for refurbishment. The EPC, the building industry,

product manufacturers, estate agents, finance brokers and compliance checkers all need to

be working to the same set of standards in order to minimise the risk of dissidence.

Multiple sources of advice and information could easily lead to confusion, mis-

information, inaction or widespread specification of refurbishment works that do not

meet the policy objectives. The coordinating institution needs to also have the authority to

adjudicate on controversial issues, such as contested claims for product performance.

Where new, independent research is needed to support such adjudication, the

coordinating institution needs to have the authority and resources to commission the

work.

To meet the low-carbon agenda, there is a need for some independent monitoring to be

done, with the results being taken into account in the process of finding buildable

solutions. There is risk involved in setting a standard which the SMEs think is un-

buildable, but it is clearly counter-productive to adopt a ‘solution’ that has the support of
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the SMEs but fails to meet the policy goals. A process of negotiation is needed, involving

contractors in experimental projects, backed up by rigorous monitoring and evaluation.

Coordination of learning is key. There is a need for a body which can do this work and it

needs to be independent and authoritative, providing open and free access to relevant

information. This body could manage an ongoing programme of innovative projects,

where suitable properties would be bought, and different approaches to low-carbon

refurbishment conducted as field trials, with monitoring and evaluation of the results.

Each property, once the trials were complete, could be re-sold to help finance the next

round of projects. In order to test different variables in reasonable-sized samples, the aim

might be to carry out 500 – 1,000 such projects in the first three years, after which time the

need for further work would be reviewed (1,000 homes is a tiny fraction of 1% of the

stock). The geographic spread of projects would need to match the local/regional nature of

RMI markets, variations in regional economies and differences in housing stock types and

climate.

8.3.5 The role of policy-industry networks

The training dilemma illustrates the close inter-dependence between policy and industry

practice. Without a strong policy signal to indicate the requirements and scale of a future

market, industry confidence is insufficient for large-scale investment in training. This does

not mean that no industry innovations come about, but it does suggest that diffusion rates

and the ultimate success of these changes are closely linked to policy and how industry

responds to it. The precedent of the ‘zero carbon’ policy in the new-build housing sector

suggests that this is being most actively facilitated through new network-based structures

– the UK Green Building Council and Zero Carbon Hub. What these structures have in

common is a clear remit set by policy, widespread credibility and inclusiveness among

industry actors, and a clear channel of communication with policy-makers. From the

policy side, the benefit of this coordinating role is in bringing clarity and coherence to

industry views; and from the industry side, engagement with the coordinating body is

widely viewed as a good way to influence policy decisions.
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This suggests that policy-industry networks are key to the success of policy-led

innovation in terms of moving away from a business-as-usual (BAU) trajectory towards

one that is consistent with the long-term policy goals (Figure 8.2). Such networks need

time to prepare for the shift of trajectory away from BAU but for how long they might be

needed during and after the shift has started is a question without answer. The

importance of the network is in bringing together the range of actors needed to bring

about policy-led change.

Figure 8.2 The role of policy-industry networks in shifting away from business as usual (BAU)

8.4 Recommendations for further research

The proposed system outlined above represents a large new programme of applied

research, by which the academic research community works collaboratively with industry

and policy-makers to coordinate project-based interventions in the housing stock. This

research should be multi-disciplinary, combining expertise in building physics,

engineering, architecture and also expertise in socio-technical systems and innovation.
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The role for researchers in this enterprise would be to provide their expertise in the

service of innovation but also to treat the programme of innovation itself as a subject of

reflection and development. The aim of this research is not simply to transfer knowledge

from academia to other sectors, but to engage in a genuinely collaborative venture to

create new knowledge that is lastingly useful in application. The views, knowledge and

preferences of industry and policy-makers will need to be given respect and status in a

venture that needs to carry the support of all its stakeholders.

In addition to this wide and over-arching new field of applied research, this thesis has

identified several topics which more conventional academic research could usefully

develop:

 An improved version of the Pajek visualisation exercise, using on-site surveys and

stakeholder engagement to identify in greater accuracy and detail where the real

opportunities exist for incorporating low-carbon works into other RMI projects;

 The SAP modelling of the effects of workmanship on performance would be

greatly improved by on-site observation of real practice on multiple sites and a

diversity of projects in order to provide more reliable input data. Models other

than SAP could also be used to provide a further source of triangulation of results;

 The Products and Derived Service Market Model could similarly be improved and

developed with a stronger focus on cross-checking input variables with data from

other sources;

 Research is needed on financial incentives and effective mechanisms for providing

them in a timely fashion, including (but not limited to) the possible sources of

cross-subsidy for a system based on Council Tax rebates;

 Pioneers and expert informants return repeatedly to the technical risks involved in

doing low-carbon refurbishment, and in particular the added complexity that is

created in terms of building physics. A programme of technical research is needed

into a number of technical issues, including an improved understanding of

moisture problems and potential solutions related to insulation, particularly in
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complex three-dimensional structures, such as at the junction between floor and

wall;

 Materials testing is also needed in-situ, focusing on real-life performance testing

and the monitoring of risk issues, notably condensation and over-heating;

 This thesis has focused on SMEs in construction as potential actors in a system of

markets that could evolve to deliver low-carbon refurbishments, but there are

several other groups of actors whose customs and practices could usefully be

studied as well, including estate agents; mortgage companies/lenders; domestic

energy assessors. A detailed understanding of these actors would be provide a

useful comparison with the work presented here.

8.5 Conclusions

This description of a possible future system in which every SME building contractor is an

ally in a well-coordinated programme of low-carbon housing refurbishment is both well-

founded and fanciful. It is well-founded because the technical and market potential are at

their greatest in the current realm of SME building contractors working in the RMI market

, and because, if the housing stock is to be transformed in this way, the scale of the task is

such that it can only realistically be achieved by enlisting the cooperation of the system of

markets involved in housing refurbishment.

At the same time, the system described here is a long way removed from current reality,

and the task of creating such a system seems daunting indeed: the actor-networks

involved are highly fragmented; the existing policy focus is rather remote from the actors

with the greatest potential to deliver the refurbishments required on the scale required;

and the industry’s custom and practice is conservative, even though innovation can and

does take place.

Which is not to say that such a transformation is unachievable, but rather that the scale of

the transformation required is both broad and profound. Technical knowledge, quality of

workmanship, cooperation and familiarity with monitoring and compliance-checking
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tools need to become commonplace, where they are currently rare. The low-carbon

agenda for housing is inextricably linked to the need for a new cadre of professionals to

manage and support craft-based tradespeople working on projects. The role of integrator

– coordinating the efforts of tradespeople on-site and ultimately taking some

responsibility for the quality of their combined efforts – is fundamentally at odds with the

prevailing culture in the construction industry of minimising risk and limiting liability.

For the integrator role to flourish there needs to be a new cadre of motivated,

knowledgeable professionals with the experience and authority to manage small-scale

construction sites.

The insight that minimum energy performance standards in this field need to be

complemented by new occupational standards is a reflection of the observation that both

products and processes have an impact on the physical changes that happen to a building

during refurbishment work. However, the institutional frameworks for energy standards

and vocational training are not well integrated. Standard-setting, compliance-checking

and training have been presented as three sides of a triangle, with strong links from each

one to the others, but in reality these links are not strong. Improving them will require a

coordinating body, with skilled managers to deal with the messy dilemmas that promise

to be part of the process.
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Appendix A

Visualisation of the institutional actor-network for housing
refurbishment using Pajek social network analysis software

Introduction

This appendix summarises the input data and analysis used to create the visualisation of

the actor-network for housing RMI shown in chapter 3.

The analysis uses Pajek social network analysis software, which is free to download from

the Pajek wiki at http://pajek.imfm.si/doku.php. The terms and procedures described here

are based on the handbook ‘Exploratory Social Network Analysis with Pajek’ (de Nooy,

Mrvar & Batagelj 2005).

Social network analysis allows the researcher to create visualisations of social

relationships, using numbers (based on research) to represent the relative size of different

members of the network, and the number and class of relationships that exist between

them. Algorithms and manual manipulation of the resulting drawings are used to provide

visual clarity and a more objective result than would be possible otherwise. Computer

software is able to process the large volume of data necessary to describe social networks

that are large and complex without the bias that might creep in from a purely manual

representation based on the researcher’s intuitive understanding. There are inevitable

editorial choices, however, which profoundly affect the final visualisation, from which

subjectivity cannot be completely removed. These choices include: which actors to

include; which classes of relationships to include; how those relationships are categorised;

and the degree to which the social network is simplified in order to provide useful

insights but also visual clarity.

A social network is made of individual members and the relationships between them.

Members may be individual people, groups, or organisations. In keeping with the

assertion in ANT that inanimate objects also have agency, the list is here extended to

documents.
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Input data

Each member of the network is represented by a node (‘vertex’ in Pajek terminology), and

relationships are shown by lines or arrows (‘arcs’ in Pajek terminology). Vertices are

connected by arcs to represent the social network. Arcs may be directed, that is the

relationship only works in one direction between two members of the network (eg the

family relationship ‘parent-child’); or it may be undirected, ie it holds equally true in both

directions (eg the family relationship ‘cousin-cousin’). The initial task for the researcher is

to analyse the network and assign numerical values of two kinds: identifiers for vertices,

and types of relationship. For the housing RMI actor-network, a selection of 23 actors was

judged to capture the complexity sufficiently, without adding too much peripheral detail

(A-1).

Table A-1. List of vertices with numerical identifiers

1 "SME_CONSTRUCTION"

2 "MICROGEN_INSTALLERS"

3 "CERT_INSTALLERS"

4 "EST" Energy Saving Trust

5 "EEPH" Energy Efficiency Partnership for

Homes

6 "UKGBC" UK Green Building Council

7 "FMB" Federation of Master Builders

8 "NFB" National Federation of Builders

9 "CPA" Construction Products Association

10 "MERCHANTS"

11 "TRADE_FAIRS"

12 "BUILDING_CONTROL"

13 "CSKILLS"

14 "SUMMITSKILLS"

15 "FE_COLLEGES"

16 "OWNERS"

17 "CLG" Dept. of Communities and Local

Government

18 "DECC" Dept. for Energy and Climate

Change

19 "BIS" Dept. for Business, Innovation and

Skills

20 "REA" Renewable Energy Association

21 "MCS" Microgeneration Certification

Scheme

22 "EPCs" Energy Performance Certificates

23 "DEAs" Domestic Energy Assessors

Relationships were defined in terms of flows of information and money. A typology of

three is proposed to capture all permutations (
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Table A-2).
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Table A-2. Types of arcs used to define relationships in the housing RMI actor-network

Arc identifier Typology

1 Flow of money only

2 Flow of information only

3 Flow of both money and information

The data for vertices and types of arcs is then combined using a simple syntax with a

space separating each of three information points:

Origin vertex > Destination vertex > Type of arc

Each relationship can therefore be expressed in terms of three numbers, for example ‘1 7

3’ signifies a relationship between vertex 1 (SME_CONSTRUCTION) and vertex 7 (FMB),

which is of type 3 (flow of money and information from the origin to the destination). This

and the other relationships making up this simplified version of the housing RMI actor-

network are shown in Table A-3.

Initial visualisation

The data in Table A-3 is then used to draw a simple two-dimensional web, in which the

vertices are arranged around the edge of an ellipse, and the arcs connecting the vertices

are drawn between them, creating a web of criss-crossing lines (Figure A-1).

Figure A-1 contains the basic data but does not give a very clear image of the network.

Greater clarity and information come from two further processes: assigning size values to

different vertices (‘partitioning’ in Pajek terminology); and ‘energising’ the drawing to

show proximity between vertices and to present a visually intuitive ‘core’ and ‘periphery’.
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Table A-3. Definition of arcs (origin destination class)

1 7 3

1 8 3

1 10 3

1 12 2

1 13 3

1 16 2

2 14 2

2 20 3

2 21 3

3 4 2

3 5 3

4 3 2

4 5 2

4 16 3

4 17 2

4 18 2

5 3 2

5 4 2

5 17 2

5 18 2

6 17 2

6 18 2

7 1 2

7 13 2

7 17 2

7 18 2

7 19 2

8 1 2

8 13 2

8 19 2

9 6 3

9 13 2

9 17 2

9 18 2

9 19 2

10 1 2

10 2 2

10 3 2

11 1 2

11 2 2

12 1 2

12 2 2

12 16 2

12 17 2

13 1 3

13 7 2

13 8 2

13 9 2

13 14 2

13 15 2

13 19 2

14 2 2

14 13 2

14 15 2

14 19 2

15 1 2

15 2 2

15 13 2

15 14 2

15 19 2

16 1 3

16 2 3

16 3 3

16 4 2

16 12 3

16 23 3

17 1 2

17 4 2

17 4 2

17 6 2

17 12 2

17 18 2

17 19 2

17 22 2

17 23 2

18 2 2

18 4 3

18 5 3

18 6 2

18 17 2

18 19 2

19 13 3

19 14 3

19 15 3

19 17 2

19 18 2

20 2 2

20 14 2

20 18 2

20 19 2

20 21 2

21 2 2

21 18 2

22 4 2

22 16 2

23 22 2
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Figure A-1. Initial visualisation of the actor-network with nodes equally spaced around the edge and
connecting lines drawn in between

Partitioning

With Pajek it is possible to give an indication of the relative size of each vertex by

assigning a numeric value to each vertex – a process of data manipulation called

‘partitioning’. Given the focus on market transformation in this research, the value

assigned is based on annual budget or turnover for each vertex, most of which can be

sourced or estimated from reasonably reliable sources (Table A-4).
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Table A-4. Annual budget/turnover for each vertex in the housing RMI actor-network

label ID Budget

£000s/yr

source

"SME_CONSTRUCTION" 1 18000000 CSA figure minus MERCHANTS

"MICROGEN_INSTALLERS" 2 6000 Power from the People (LCBP)

"CERT_INSTALLERS" 3 800000 CERT = £3.2bn over 4 years

"EST" 4 42200 EST Annual Review 2008-2009

"EEPH" 5 900 Mark Brown

"UKGBC" 6 1600 Paul King pers. comm..

"FMB" 7 4500 Annual report 2007-08

"NFB" 8 3200 Marie Hill pers. comm..

"CPA" 9 1000 John Tebbit pers. comm..

"MERCHANTS" 10 6000000 CPA website: ‘The products sector […]

accounts for 40% of total construction

output.’ I estimate 25% for labour-intensive

RMI.

"TRADE_FAIRS" 11 20000 No data found. Estimate £20million.

"BUILDING_CONTROL" 12 1000000 No data found. Estimate £1bn

"CSKILLS" 13 170000 CSkills accounts 2009

"SUMMITSKILLS" 14 3400 Summit Skills accounts 2009

"FE_COLLEGES" 15 3500000 BBC website

"OWNERS" 16 1 RMI turnover (£27bn) divided by number of

homes (25.8m)

"CLG" 17 2800000 CLG website

"DECC" 18 3400000 Extrapolated from Budget cut news

"BIS" 19 21400000 Extrapolated from Budget cut news

"REA" 20 1000 No data found. Estimate £1m.

"MCS" 21 1000 Estimated £1m - too young to get reliable

figures

"EPCs" 22 1 Notional sum

"DEAs" 23 190000 Based on CLG figures of 1.9m EPCs in 2009-

10 and average £100 per EPC, based on

DirectGov website

A logarithmic size classification is used here to maintain clarity, as the largest vertices

would eclipse the rest of the image on a linear scale. Six size classes are used, each an

order of magnitude larger than the previous one (Table A-5).

A further refinement of the visualisation can now be drawn to include the partitioning of

vertices into these six size classes (Figure A-2).
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Table A-5. Size of budget/turnover represented by the six classes/sizes of vertex

Class of vertex Budget/turnover represented

1 < £1,000,000 (upto 106)

2 < £10,000,000 (upto 107)

3 < £100,000,000 (upto 108)

4 < £1,000,000,000 (upto 109)

5 < £10,000,000,000 (upto 1010)

6 < £100,000,000,000 (upto 1011)

Figure A-2. Vertices partitioned to give an indication of relative size
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‘Energising’ the visualisation of the actor-network

Pajek includes various algorithms which can be used to ‘energise’ the visualisation of an

actor-network. This process can be thought of as a (reasonably) objective re-drawing of

the initial results, so that actors with the greatest number of connections are shown more

centrally, while those with relatively few connections are situated on the periphery. The

‘energising’ algorithms seek to make connecting lines of equal length (as much as

possible), and the authors of the software liken their function to that of a set of springs: if

each connecting line is a spring and all springs exert the same pulling force on the

different nodes, the effect of ‘energising’ is to bring the network into a state of balance, or

something close to it. Thus, an actor with connections to ten other actors will be pulled in

ten different directions, while an actor with only one connection will feel the force of a

pull in only one direction. The net effect is to create a visualisation with central actors

situated centrally, and peripheral actors on the margins of the diagram. Two sets of

algorithms are included in the Pajek software, named after their joint creators:

Fruchterman-Reingold and Kamada-Kawai.

Further manipulation of the drawing can be done manually (by dragging nodes with the

mouse: the lines automatically maintain the links between nodes). This is typically useful

where the energised drawing places two or more nodes on top of each other, or else a

label becomes hard to read because it gets over-written with lines. The art to manual

manipulation is to keep it minimal, or else the arrangement determined by the energising

algorithms starts to be lost.

Energising can be done in one or more stages, using different sets of algorithms before a

final manual manipulation to provide better visual clarity. There is no hard-and-fast rule

for this: the authors of the software recommend trial and error as the best and most

workable approach, with the researcher taking ultimate responsibility for producing a

visualisation that is both clear and reasonably objective.

The final visualisation used in this thesis was energised first with the algorithms known

as Fruchterman-Reingold; this image was then further energised with Kamada-Kawai; a

final manual manipulation repositioned four nodes to provide visual clarity and to bring
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peripheral nodes closer to the centre, so that the visualisation occupied less space on the

page and gave better legibility to node labels (Figure A-3).

Commentary on the final visualisation

The actor-network is dominated by two vertices – SME construction and the Department

for Business, Innovation and Skills. They both have large budgets/turnovers and are fairly

centrally positioned. The most central vertex of all, however, is the new Department for

Energy and Climate Change. Towards the top-right corner of the drawing are the vertices

related to current energy efficiency policy and programmes, including the provision of

EPCs. In contrast, the bottom-left corner is populated by vertices related to industry,

training and skills. From a market transformation perspective, the peripheral position of

the EPC is noteworthy. The visualisation effectively shows the EPC serving the

interventions defined by cost-effective measures, but not serving or greatly influencing

the wider market for refurbishment. The CERT installers are also peripheral in

comparison with the SME construction firms and the microgeneration installers. As might

be expected, lobby groups for construction are clustered in the bottom right corner,

aligned with the different government departments.

An over-lay on the Pajek diagram shows the proximity and remoteness of different sub-

systems within the actor-network (Figure A-4).
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Figure A-3. The final visualisation after assignment of node size, energising and manual manipulation
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Figure A-4. An overlay on the Pajek diagram in Figure showing the relative proximity of four sub-
systems within the actor-network: Construction, energy efficiency, micro-generation and energy
performance certificates (labels)
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Appendix B

Low-carbon refurbishment case study

Overview

This two-bedroom Edwardian terraced house (Figure B-1, table B-1) was substantially

renovated in 2004 immediately after it was bought, having previously been the home of

an elderly couple in their 90s. The house had many old, worn-out fittings and electric

storage heaters. The previous residents’ family had recently upgraded the windows and

front door (uPVC double-glazing throughout) and fitted new kitchen units, but in most

respects the property was ready for a thorough refurbishment. The house has had work

done to it in two phases – the initial renovation in 2004 and loft conversion in 2007. A

third project (kitchen re-fit and extension) is under discussion for 2011.

Figure B-1. Case study house as bought in 2004
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Table B-1. Case study house: basic description, occupancy and energy sources

Property type (built form) Mid-terrace

Date/period of construction 1908

Location Oxford, urban

Number of bedrooms 3 (2 original plus new loft conversion in 2007)

Floor area 101 m2 (78 m2 original + 23m2 loft conversion)

Number of adults normally resident (age 16+) 2

Number of children normally resident (age <

16)

0

Space heating fuels/technologies Mains gas

Water heating fuels/technologies Mains gas

Sources of electricity Mains only

Renewable energy technologies None

Motivations

The householders report their reasons for undertaking the low-carbon refurbishment

work as:

 We were going to renovate anyway, so it was a good opportunity

 We want to do our bit to reduce our environmental impact

 We wanted to have a warm, comfortable and healthy home

 We had the money available to invest in a worthwhile project

 We wanted to reduce our future energy bills

 One or more of the household has a professional interest in construction/

design/energy/climate change and we wanted to practise what we preach

 It fits with our personal values to do what we can to reduce our environmental impact

where we can afford to do so

Phase 1 – 2004 refurbishment

The whole house was renovated shortly after it was purchased in 2004 with the exception

of the kitchen, which had been recently upgraded with new kitchen units (but not eco-

renovated) by the previous occupants. The kitchen remains the cold spot in the house, as
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it is uninsulated and effectively unheated. A kick-space heater was fitted as part of the

refurbishment work (ie a small fan heater underneath the cupboard under the sink),

which is plumbed in to the central heating system, but it is never used as it is noisy and

not very effective.

The opportunity to do internal wall insulation arose when wallpaper was removed and

the plaster underneath came off the walls in large sheets. The householders wanted the

aesthetic of stripped old floor-boards in the downstairs living and dining rooms, and they

decided to remove the entire ground floor and have the boards planed in order to be able

to insulate between the joists. There was insufficient clearance to be able to insulate the

suspended timber floor from below, so removal of the floor was the only means to get the

insulation laid. A decision was taken early on to do internal wall insulation because it is

cheaper than external wall insulation and because of a desire to maintain the brick façade

(external wall insulation on the street-facing walls would have required Planning

permission, which would almost certainly have been refused, given the appearance of the

house in a terrace of ten similar houses – see photograph). A strategic choice was taken to

use hygroscopic (‘breathable’ ) materials, partly because of the desire to regulate internal

relative humidity, and partly because of the simplicity of installation. The wood-fibre

boards (Pavatex Diffutherm) were fixed directly to the brickwork with mechanical

fixings, and the interior finish was lime plaster with fibre-glass reinforcement. A total

thickness of 60mm was decided upon, as a reasonable compromise between improved

thermal performance and loss of floor area: with that thickness of insulation the total wall

U value with the wood-fibre product was 0.5 W/m2K, which is not very dissimilar to

more advanced blown plastic insulants, which would have required an air gap behind

them, reducing the thickness of the insulation to only 35mm (possible U value of about

0.45 W/m2K). The Pavatex Diffutherm product also had been well designed, with a

tongue-and-groove edge to the boards, allowing a snug overall fit, and the fixings had a

plastic insert over the head of the metal fixing pin, which reduces point thermal bridging

and the associated risk of condensation on the metal. Another advantage of this

insulation system was the semi-rigid, fibrous structure of the board, which meant that it

bent to accommodate unevenness in the wall, and any gaps that did appear could be
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stuffed with off-cuts of insulation board (for example, around pre-existing timbers, which

had warped).

The walls of two rooms (dining room and small bedroom/office) remain uninsulated for

several practical reasons: a) the rooms are relatively small and so loss of floor area would

be more noticeable than in the larger rooms in the house; b) the layout of internal doors

and door-frames would have necessitated fiddly details on the insulation in the corner

next to the doorway; c) a relatively large proportion (about 50%) of the external wall in

each of these two rooms is glazed anyway (ie it is a window), which means that the

benefits of the insulation would be less than in other rooms. At some point in the future

these areas of wall might be insulated, but there are no firm plans to do so.

Insulation under the suspended timber ground floor was achieved using Warmcel 100 (a

recycled newspaper product), encased in a ‘sandwich’ of building papers (vapour

membranes). The Warmcel product was chosen because it is loose-fill, making it easy to

push into awkward corners. In comparison with the higher-performing blown plastic

insulation materials available, the process of achieving a snug fit was less troublesome.

Warmcel was also fitted to the loft floor, where the height of the floor was also raised, so

that the total insulation thickness was 200mm, rather than the 100mm which would have

fitted between the original joists. Floor boards were fitted throughout as the loft was to be

used for storage. Raising the floor with counter-joists reduced the thermal bridging of the

joists themselves, and the loose-fill Warmcel insulation was easy to push into edges and

corners created by the carpentry supporting the new floor. The crawl space above the

bathroom ceiling and the void in the bathroom floor were both insulated with mineral

wool. The two loft hatches in the house (main loft and bathroom crawl space) were

insulated with home-made cushions of mineral wool stapled to the inside of the hatch.

The uPVC double-glazing (no trickle vents) and uPVC double-glazed front door

(estimated 1990s vintage) had been fitted by the previous owners and were all kept, on

the grounds that they all had plenty of life left in them and replacing all the windows

with modern high-performance units would be prohibitively expensive. The two

chimneys on the ground floor were blocked up and had closable vents fitted to the

chimney breast; chimneys in the two original bedrooms were kept open. A manually-
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operated fan with over-run timer was fitted in the bathroom. In the kitchen, ventilation is

provided by opening windows when necessary. Ventilation to the underside of the

ground floor is maintained (to prevent the timber rotting) with home-made air-scoops,

which direct incoming air from existing air bricks.

The project team – 2004

The project was managed entirely by the householders, having interviewed one small

builder who offered to manage the entire project, but his services were rejected because

he did not inspire confidence and knew nothing about eco-refurbishment. For the 2004

project different tradespeople were employed on an ad hoc basis, including: general

builder; plumber/heating engineer; electrician; plasterer. A portion of the work was also

carried out DIY by the householders, including lifting floor-boards, insulation of ground

floor, walls and loft. The DIY work was completed with some paid help from a visiting

builder friend working on “mates’ rates”. The main reason for doing the insulation as a

DIY task was to ensure quality of workmanship and snugness of fit. For example, where

there were large (and deep) gaps between brickwork and window-frames, expanding

polyurethane foam was squirted into the gaps and trimmed off once it had set hard. Only

then were the wall insulation boards fitted.

The house was completely re-wired as well, providing additional sockets and new light

fittings. Generally, simple ceiling pendant fittings were chosen, with the exception of

three recessed halogen down-lighters in the bathroom, including one which has to meet

special standards for water-tightness, as it is situated directly above the shower. This one

recessed light fitting remains but the other two have been replaced with surface-mounted

fittings and frosted glass shades. The replacement of the recessed light fittings allowed

for completion of the insulation of the crawl space above the bathroom, which had been

impeded before.

Dimmer switches were specified for the dining and living room pendants. One supplier

of dimmable low-energy bulbs was found but it turned out that the bulbs were not
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compatible with the dimmer switches (despite assurances to the contrary), which led to

buzzing noises and intermittent flickering of the lights. The incompatible bulbs have been

replaced with incandescent bulbs.

Phase 2 – 2007 loft conversion

The loft conversion in 2007 was contracted to a local firm specialising in loft conversions,

where the director of the company managed the project, including discussing the

specification with the clients, employing labour, managing sub-contractors and liaising

with Building Control inspectors. The loft conversion was done as a double job with the

next-door neighbours, ie the two lofts were converted at the same time by the same firm.

There were some small cost savings from doing it this way, but the main advantages

were that the disruption was endured all at once for both households. The neighbours

selected both the firm and the designer (a structural engineer who also did architectural

drawing), which meant that the low-carbon elements of this project were introduced as

changes to an already existing specification. The changes were discussed and agreed with

the contractor before work began (and a cost was agreed). Some changes were necessary

because of the different internal layout of the two houses (especially the siting of the

boiler in the loft, which meant additional work to re-postition the boiler, hot water

cylinder and pipework out of the way of the new staircase). Other changes were

requested to raise the specification of the loft room:

 Specification of Xtratherm polyisocyanurate foam insulation between the rafters,

across the rafters and in the flat roof, as opposed to the multi-foil insulation

product that had been chosen for the neighbour’s project (and which was

approved by the local Building Control department, despite the controversy over

its real-life performance)

 Timber-frame double-gazed windows, U-value = 1.4 W/m2.K. These windows

were chosen partly on the basis of cost, but largely because better performing
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alternatives would have taken too long to be delivered – a lead-time of 12 weeks

was unfeasible on a 10-week project.

 External blinds to Velux roof-lights (providing shade on the south-west facing

side)

 Solid timber staircase (instead of MDF)

 Wall-mounted uplighters instead of recessed downlighters, on the grounds that

the downlighters would mean cutting holes in the roof insulation, creating

multiple sources of heat loss in the newly insulated ceiling

Issues arising from the refurbishment work

In 2004 the heating engineer was chosen for his technical knowledge and commitment to

the cause of reducing the environmental impact of the house. He used the expected U

values for the thermal envelope to calculate an expected heat demand, and then specified

an unusual make and model of boiler, which could modulate down to 5 kW (lower than

most). The boiler has performed without a hitch but there have been issues with the

controller. The boiler uses a two-wire digital control signal, which is different from most

manufacturers’ norms: there are only two controllers that are compatible with this boiler

and both have been tried. The first was over-complicated (designed for non-domestic

buildings) and counter-intuitive to use, requiring the user to hold down buttons while

turning a dial in order to adjust settings – a design which was found to be fiddly. The

second (currently fitted) controller is more user-friendly but is wireless (ie there is a radio

signal), which means that the signal between controller and boiler is not 100% reliable.

This has led to several occasions when the household has returned from a holiday and

found that the hot water has not come back on as it should have done at the end of a

‘vacation’ period programmed in to the boiler. The ‘vacation’ setting is no longer used for

short breaks. Neither of the two available controllers had features that the household

would have wanted to see, notably there is not a ‘boost’ button to give an extra hour or

two of heating or hot water. The control system is only ever used by one of the two
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people in the household (the other refuses to touch it), and neither of them is completely

happy with it.

Mouse droppings and bits of Warmcel (recycled newspaper insulation) were found

under the stairs in 2010, suggesting that mice had been nesting in the insulation under

the floor. A gap at the end of the floor-boards at this point was sealed with a tight-fitting

piece of timber and the droppings have not been seen since, although the mice are almost

certainly living in the insulation still, gaining access from under the house.

Household and energy-consuming habits

Both occupants are out at work during the week, and the gas condensing boiler is

normally set to provide space heating for 6 hours per day at a set point of 18 degrees

Celsius. Water is also heated twice a day.

They report their energy-consuming habits as ‘Turn appliances off stand-by, where

possible; switch off unused lights; happy to wear a jumper indoors in winter rather than

turn the heating up; take short showers’

Technical data

The following tables and numbers provide a technical summary of the various elements

of the house in relation to their energy performance.
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Glazing – windows and doors

Window type (d-g = double-glazed) number notes

Single-glazed (any type of frame) 0

Pre-2002 ‘first generation’ d-g (U =

3.3)

10

Post-2002 d-g (U = 1.6 – 3.0) 3 Standard Velux roof-lights in loft conversion

High-performance glazing (U < 1.6) 3 Premdor windows in loft conversion (U =

1.4)

Exterior doors number notes

Pre-2002 ‘first generation’ d-g (U =

3.3)

1

Post-2002 d-g (U = 1.6 – 3.0) 1 Fully-glazed back door.

Ventilation

Original open chimneys/fire-places: 4

Chimneys/fire-places blocked up: 2

Chimney’s/fire-places used for flues (eg flue for wood-burner): 0

Extract fan with manual over-run timer: 1

Fuels and energy technologies

The house has mains electricity and mains gas. Space and water heating are provided by

a gas condensing boiler with a hot water tank. A tank with a spare heat-exchange coil

was chosen to accommodate a future solar water heater, but no solar panel has been

fitted (yet).
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Fixed lighting

Incandescent Fluorescent

(CFL/strip)

Halogen LED

Ceiling-mounted pendant 7 5

Strip light 2

Wall-mounted uplighter 5

Spot light

Recessed downlighter 1

Track/cable with multiple lights

Other 1

Domestic appliances with energy ratings

Don’t own

this

appliance

Energy

rating A+ or

better

Energy

rating A

Energy

rating lower

than A

Don’t know

the energy

rating

Fridge-freezer 1

Washing machine 1

Other electrical/electronic domestic appliances

appliance Number

TV 1

Hi-fi 2

Radio/alarm 2

Desktop computer 1

Laptop computer 3

Mobile phone charger 2

Hair-dryer 1

Iron 1

Toaster 1

Electric kettle 1

Micro-wave 1
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Gas appliances

1 Free-standing cooker

Monitored Energy Consumption, Floor Area, Degree Days

Actual annual meter readings over four years (April to March) are given in the table

below, showing a consistently low consumption of both gas and electricity year-on-year

The floor area increased from April 2007 by 23 m2 because of the loft conversion,

although the occupancy remained the same, meaning that the living space was under-

occupied. There was also a noticeable drop in consumption after the completion of the

loft conversion, despite the colder winters that have been experienced in the Thames

Valley over the same period, as indicated by the percentage increase in heating degree

days using 2006-2007 as the reference point (degree day data from

www.vesma.com/ddd/).

2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 4-year

average

Net Gas kWh 10381 8276 8531 8586 8944

Net Electric kWh 1490 1331 1373 1515 1427

Total kWh all uses 11871 9607 9904 10101 n/a

Net floor area m2 78 101 101 101 n/a

Occupancy

m2/person

39 50.5 50.5 50.5 n/a

Total kWh/m2 152 95 98 100 n/a

Heating degree

days cf. 15.5 deg C

(% change

compared to ref)

1463 (0) 1653 (+13%) 1921 (+31%) 2007 (+37%) n/a
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Appendix C

Example thread from the discussion forum of the
Association for Environment-Conscious Building (AECB)

Pages: [1] 2

Author Topic: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI (Read 5140 times)

Ruairi
AECBmember

Posts: 23

Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« on: January 29, 2010, 05:34:03 PM »

Hi All

In a number of retrofit projects we are doing at the moment, we are
applying EWI over existing brick solid walls. I know on Andy
Simmond’s PH retrofit and I think Alan Clarke’s as well, they applied a
parge coat to the existing brick/stone to provide an airtight barrier then
at roof level the airtightness layer was applied on top of the existing
roof joists (roof stripped back). Then the new rafters and insulation
were fitted on top. This all makes perfect sense as the airtight layer can
be continuous and the new roof overhang covers the EWI.

Our projects are slightly different as we will only be stripping back a
few course of tiles at eaves and we will be insulting the roof at ceiling
level. The air tight layer will be the ceiling and will be created by
stripping back the existing plasterboard and replacing with OSB, joints
and wall junction taped then a service void and new plasterboard.
Other than a strip to plaster in the perimeter tape around the ceiling and
making good where needed the existing plaster will be left untouched.
So for the walls we will be relying on the existing plaster finish for
airtightness. Or should we go with the external parge coat method?

The problem I have with this is the detail to join the ceiling airtightness
layer to the external face of the wall at the eaves will be nightmare and
near impossible to get right on site. We could rely on the existing
internal plaster and do the parge coat as an additional measure, but I
don’t like the idea of two spate air tightness layers, as a wise man once
said, you don’t want to fix a leaky bucket by putting it in another bucket
with a hole!

Any thoughts appreciated

Ruairi
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Logged

Mark
Siddall
Moderator

Posts: 1063

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #1 on: January 29, 2010, 07:43:15 PM »

Hi Ruairi,
In our project we are going external so that we can avoid the very
problems that you are encountering. Ai leakage behind internal stud
partitions that abut the external walls is another one, and of course floor
interfaces. Addressed internally they all require extensive stripping back
and disruption. In my view it's really problematic and is best designed out.
(I have a hunch that it's cheaper that way also.)

Sorry to be a doom sayer. If I have any more constructive feedback I'll let
you know.

Mark

Logged

Nick
Grant
Moderator

Posts: 1222

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #2 on: January 29, 2010, 09:04:04 PM »

Hi Ruairi

Normally agree with the bucket analogy but may be best option to parge
externally but hope that the overlap between internal plater from ceiling
down to first floor is enough to seal between. Would be different if was
cavity wall or very open rubble. I think the real weakness if floor joists etc
which are best dealt with from outside.

Any air-leak has to go through wall at first floor level and travel vertically
through the mortar joints and pop out through perps in top course of
bricks.

See what Alan thinks but I'd put money on this being OK.

Nick

Logged

Ruairi
AECBmember

Posts: 23

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #3 on: January 29, 2010, 09:46:45 PM »

Thanks for the responses guys.
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Sounds like parge is the way to go, as stated, floor joist and partition
junctions will always be weak points if we rely on the internal plaster.
Still a bit concerned about the eaves detail, so I will work on this see
what we can come up with.

R

Logged

Mark
Siddall
Moderator

Posts: 1063

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #4 on: January 30, 2010, 09:17:57 AM »

New day new thought:

Depending upon access to the interfaces I recall that Dr Feist mentioned
that gypsum expands when drying (rather than shrinks). Perhaps use a
membrane where ever you can and then treat locally with poured gypsum.
Reportedly worked well around timber.

Mark

Logged

fostertom
AECBmember

Posts: 286

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #5 on: January 30, 2010, 10:45:31 AM »

That could be a good one - how can we check that gypsum really does
that? Tho I do recall seeing many hairlines where plaster has shrunk
away from solid objects - or maybe only from timber, so it may be that
the timber's shrunk away from the plaster. In that case, pouring around
joist ends wd work only for old, fully-pre-shrunk timber. And what
about slight joist-end movement due to floor deflection - that would
force open a hairline in the plastercast.

Logged

Mark
Siddall
Moderator

Posts: 1063

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #6 on: January 30, 2010, 12:50:19 PM »

Tom,
I did not say this was perfect. It is a remedial measure for a compromised
situation. Hairline cracks may occur - but it's a vast improvement upon the
existing condition. I guess that it needs to be >25mm thick to be robust.
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Has been done in PH retrofit schemes in Germany.

Mark

Logged

Nick
Grant
Moderator

Posts: 1222

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #7 on: January 31, 2010, 01:46:39 PM »

My guess is that inner plaster to outer parge connection via bricks will be
more airtight than floor joists ends could ever be made plus that sounds
like a fiddly and time consuming job to do well.

Logged

mike
whitfield
AECBmember

Posts: 10

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #8 on: January 31, 2010, 06:53:58 PM »

I also heard Dr Feist's expanding gypsum tip at the Oxford conference
and tried it on a barn conversion, where existing oak tie beams passed
through the new t/f wall we were lining it with. The gaps b/w the tie
beam and the i-beam studs were about 300mm longx10mm wide. It
seemed to give a tight joint across the 10mm, but shrank and cracked
along the 300mm dimension. I think it has potential as a solution but
needs a trial on your job. Other problems are that gypsum is very
hygroscopic, and ours were exposed to the 'summer' for a few weeks,
became very damp and didn't seem to dry out when we had the roof
cover on, presumably because of the small surface area and deep
poured joint. That wouldn't happen on the top of a wall though as long
as you replaced the roof above straight away. Depending on the detail,
if you can do a simple shuttering and pour say 15-20mm thick, it could
be a cheap quick not too fiddly solution. On a 300mm thick wall, I
think you might get about 4 lin m per bag at 18mm deep??
Mike

Logged

Mark
Siddall
Moderator

Posts: 1063

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #9 on: January 31, 2010, 06:54:13 PM »

Nick,
Agreed but you still have the joint at eaves level - between external parge
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and the existing ceiling/air barrier - unless you decide to go up and over
the trusses (which is of course ideal).

Mark

« Last Edit: January 31, 2010, 06:56:22 PM by Mark Siddall » Logged

Michael
George
AECBmember

Posts: 150

Architectural
Technologist

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #10 on: January 31, 2010, 09:49:37 PM »

Quote from: fostertom on January 30, 2010, 10:45:31 AM
That could be a good one - how can we check that gypsum really does
that? Tho I do recall seeing many hairlines where plaster has shrunk
away from solid objects - or maybe only from timber, so it may be that
the timber's shrunk away from the plaster. In that case, pouring around
joist ends wd work only for old, fully-pre-shrunk timber. And what
about slight joist-end movement due to floor deflection - that would
force open a hairline in the plastercast.

Re gypsum against timber. In more than 25yrs of plastering I have
never known gypsum not shrink away from timber, or indeed anything
attached to timber. I believe it is part of the reason why Cornice was
developed [ie to hide the cracking between wall and ceiling] Also why
we use architrayves around door frames

Logged

Mark Elton
AECBmember

Posts: 23

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #11 on: January 31, 2010, 11:06:20 PM »

Mark, as I understand your projects, you are doing both houses in a
semi-detached pair which makes it easier to adjust the roof line, add
insulation over the rafter etc. In our case, we have a semi where the
other is in private ownership, making it necessary to retain the roof line.
This highlights the big flaw in R4tF! Guess we can work on the eaves
detail to take the air barrier to the o/s face of inner leaf/wall plate and
rely on Nick's thoughts on difficuly air path through inner leaf.

Logged

Mark
Siddall
Moderator

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #12 on: February 01, 2010, 08:16:07 PM »

Mike G,
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Posts: 1063 Is it not that the timber shrinks as a result of changing moisture content?

Mark,
Yes the project that I am working on is somewhat dfferent in this respect.
That's why after some reflection I suggested the gypsum option :-)

Very interesting to hear what Mike W has to say about trialing this idea. I
think that in the the good Drs example a try was formed, this was lined
with air barrier and the gypsum was poured in - local to the penetration it
leaked into all the fine gaps in the timber.

Mark

Logged

Michael
George
AECBmember

Posts: 150

Architectural
Technologist

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #13 on: February 02, 2010, 08:23:58 AM »

Quote from: Mark Siddall on February 01, 2010, 08:16:07 PM
Mike G,
Is it not that the timber shrinks as a result of changing moisture content?

Mark

Yes, it is, but where there is direct contact between gypsum and timber
I believe the process to be:
1. Wet gypsum applied
2. Moisture transfer from gypsum to timber
3. Timber swelling, though not visibly
4. Timber returns to previous MC, leaving hairline crack
Another example of this is where the top edge of skirting can 'cup' if it
hasn't been primed prior to plastering.

Of course seasonal expansion through both temperature and moisture
content cause such minor cracking as well

Logged

Mark
Siddall
Moderator

Posts: 1063

Re: Airtightness in Retrofit – Parge coat under EWI
« Reply #14 on: February 02, 2010, 05:21:28 PM »

Mike
I'm not disputing that there is a hairline crack but we've got from the width
of a pencil down to hairline. That's a good improvement - though not
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perfect. The good thing about the gypsum was that it could leak into all the
cracks in the old timber - as far as I know silicones would not achieve this
as they are too gloopy.

Mark

Logged

Pages: [1] 2

« previous next »

Jump to:
=> Building Refurbishment and Retrofit

AECB Forum
Technical Forums

Building Refurbishment and Retrofit (Moderators: Nick Grant, Geoff
Stow, Mark Siddall)

External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« previous

next »

Pages: [1]

Author Topic: External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls (Read 2770 times)

Jim Miller
Design Ltd
AECBmember

Posts: 13

External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« on: December 15, 2009, 11:38:24 AM »

I am considering options to retrofit external insulation to two houses with 9"
solid brick walls c.1900 and then render/timber clad. Phenolic, mineral, EPS
and cellulose based products all have their pros and cons but in terms of
sustainability which is the best? Surely, over its lifetime the (non breathable,
toxic oil based) phenolic will significantly reduce the heating load and thus
make the largest carbon reduction when compared to the less thermally efficient
options...?

Logged

fostertom
AECBmember

Posts: 286

Re: External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« Reply #1 on: December 15, 2009, 10:14:53 PM »

These 3 linked threads Jim - are you limited on thickness of EWI? Why not
forget CWI and phenolic etc EWI and just go for maximal thickness of Platinum
EPS EWI, which is relatively benign (isn't it? - anyone?) or wood fibre or cork
EWI? That way, all your valuable given-resource of thermally-massive masonry
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becomes part of the house's internal environment - ideal.

Logged

Jim Miller
Design Ltd
AECBmember

Posts: 13

Re: External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« Reply #2 on: January 28, 2010, 01:04:09 PM »

I feel it would be wise to fill the cavity to prevent circulation and EPS/mineral
insulation is breathable. For thermal mass, a single 100mm skin (i.e. if the
cavity is insulated) with solid floors should be enough/good balance. I'm erring
towards using mineral fibre or EPS as its much more benign and in the end with
cavity and EWI this should offer good performance... but still looking into it all.

Logged

fostertom
AECBmember

Posts: 286

Re: External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« Reply #3 on: January 29, 2010, 01:25:39 AM »

Pleeese don't fill your valuable empty cavity. True, for now the 100 inner skin is
as much massiveness as an ordinary heated house with accidental solar gain can
make use of.

But in future, when it gets really serious, you'll be wanting to capture masses of
solar heat and feed it into the back face - or middle i.e. cavity - of the biggest
thermal mass you can lay hands on - that is, your cavity wall with cavity filled
with e.g. weak concrete, or clean shingle if using the cavity to pass sun-warmed
air through to charge up the combined mass of 2 leafs plus shingle fill - all
inboard of an unbroken 'tea cosy' of thick EWI.

Logged

Andy
Simmonds
AECBmember

Posts: 547

Andy
Simmonds

Re: External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« Reply #4 on: February 09, 2010, 11:12:34 PM »

I think fostertom may have a point re thermal mass, but as you rightly point out,
JimMillerDesign, it is important to not let that cavity leak air into the house, and
the thermal convection mechanism may transfer heat from warmer rooms to
cooler rooms, which may not be part of the way the house needs to work (we
have cooler bedrooms upstairs). Also decision will be heavily influenced by
cost. Can you afford to pay for the future proofed extra thermal mass now for
use in 30,40 or more years? I am also nervous of how good a job blown cavity
wall insulation is, I think many 'filled' cavities have unfilled areas....be good to
see some evidence of extent of poorly filled cavities ... or if your glass is half
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full, of extent of 100% filled cavities. If going for the extra thermal mass route I
would favour the wek concrete (or other free flowing) fill for the cavity - which
adds to the cost. Even with the cavity fill (insulation), I would rely on the
airtightness layer being the inner face of the walls, unless perhaps the fill
material is foam and carefully checked to ensure an excellent job.

What is your airtightness strategy?

Logged

fostertom
AECBmember

Posts: 286

Re: External Insulation - Retrofit solid 9" walls
« Reply #5 on: February 10, 2010, 10:16:28 AM »

Quote from: Andy Simmonds on February 09, 2010, 11:12:34 PM
I think fostertom may have a point re thermal mass... (but) Can you afford to
pay for the future proofed extra thermal mass now for use in 30,40 or more
years?
Thanks Andy. But I think it's not 30-40yrs till max thermal mass becomes
essential, more like 5, with popular awareness starting within 2.

Reason being all-fuel price rises, which I'm betting will be hitting pockets
within 1.5yrs, sufficient to create a popular sea-change. After decades of static
price (real terms), crude tripled 2002-7 = 32%pa, then 2yrs chaos = nett stasis,
now back up to 2007 level and rising just as strongly, it seems
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/Economics/Commodities.aspx?Symbol=CL1
(change 2006 in box below chart, to 1999, and click Update). The only question
is 'how strongly?', and I'm incredulous at the blind-faith arguments that still say
'return to level' or even 'less than 2002-7'. Just try compounding 32%pa (or
more) and you get ten-fold within 9.5yrs (or less). Multiply your heating bill by
10, and it's life-changing (or any businesses' heating bill by 10 and it's long
since bust).

BTW, what goes for crude is very closely mirrored by my own heating oil
prices, over 12yrs. Gas OK has been chaotic, but that should be no comfort. Not
sure about electricity, but I'm talking building heating here, not lighting cooking
and electronics. It's false to hope that other fuels like wood will stay cheap.

Quote from: Andy Simmonds on February 09, 2010, 11:12:34 PM
I would rely on the airtightness layer being the inner face of the walls
Absolutely - don't even think of the cavity (filled or unfilled) serving that
purpose. I agree tho that bypass cd be an interim problem - but only until
'proper' tea-cosy EWI is faced up to. At that point the whole interior incl the
former external walls become homogeneous, so by-pass becomes irrelevant.

« Last Edit: February 10, 2010, 12:08:37 PM by fostertom » Logged
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Appendix D

Assumptions behind modelling of integration and
workmanship and input values for SAP 2005

SAP 2005 is used here to model the effects of good and poor quality of workmanship and

energy system integration on overall building energy performance (BRE 2009). Three sets

of data have been created to simulate possible refurbishment interventions in a semi-

detached, solid-walled house with two storeys: case A gives a baseline for the

unimproved house, against which the other two cases can be compared. Case B reflects a

refurbishment of the same house carried out to a high standard of workmanship and

attention to detail (well-fitted insulation, details at junctions to minimise non-repeating

linear thermal bridges). Case C represents the same refurbishment as Case B but to a

lower standard of workmanship and attention to detail. The design parameters for Cases

B and C are the same: the difference is only in the assumptions made about workmanship.

This modelling exercise therefore sets out to quantify the overall effects of different

standards of installation. No extensions or conversions are included: the work modelled is

a whole-home refurbishment of the house without adding to its floor area.

The house modelled for this exercise is a semi-detached three-bedroom property with

solid walls. It is assumed to have two storeys and a rectangular floor plan 7.5 x 5.5 metres

with a single bay on both floors at the front. Ceiling heights are all assumed to be 2.4

metres. The ground level has a suspended timber floor, walls are all made of solid brick

(215mm thick), and the roof is a pitched gable construction housing an unoccupied loft.

Further details about the characteristics of the building can be found in the tables that

follow.

The input data sets for cases A, B and C are shown in two tables. The first of these records

input data that is not assigned a separate reference ID in the SAP 2005 worksheets, but

which is nonetheless required by SAP 2005 – these parameters are given alphabetical

references IDs (Table C-1). The second table records input variables used for A, B and C

with numerical reference IDs taken from the SAP 2005 datasheet (Table C-2).
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Table D-1. Model parameters for relevant variables which are not assigned numerical ref IDs in SAP
2005 data sheet

ref parameter A - ref B - good C - poor

A length 7.5 7.5 7.5

B width 5.5 5.5 5.5

C height 2.4 2.4 2.4

D bay width 3 3 3

E bay depth 1.5 1.5 1.5

F number bays 1 1 1

G no windows 12 12 12

H ave window area 2 2 2

I no external doors 2 2 2

J ave door area 2.28 2.28 2.28

K no chimneys 6 0 0

L no open flues 1 1 1

M no fans 2 2 2

N % windows draught-proofed 50 100 100

O % windows double-glazed 50 100 100

P heat loss perimeter 21.5 21.5 21.5

Q wall U value 2.10 0.27 0.52

R window U value (average) 4.50 1.60 1.60

S ground floor U value 0.70 0.21 0.40

T roof U value 0.40 0.19 0.36

U total wall area 55.4 55.4 55.4

V total window and door area 28.6 28.6 28.6

W total floor area 87 87 87

X perimeter/area (P/A) 0.25 0.25 0.25

Y roof area 43.5 43.5 43.5

Z psi value 0.08 0.15

AA Length of non-rep. thermal bridges 151.6 151.6 151.6
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Table D-2. Model parameters for relevant variables which are assigned numerical ref IDs in SAP 2005
data sheet

quality of refurbishment

unit ref SAP A - ref B - good C - poor

ground floor volume m3 1

first floor volume 2

second floor volume 3

third and other floor volume 4

total floor area m2 5 87 87 87

volume m3 6 208.8 208.8 208.8

infiltration - chimneys m3/hour 7 240 0 0

infiltration - open flues m3/hour 8 20 20 20

infiltration - fans or vents m3/hour 9 20 20 20

infiltration - subtotal ach 10 1.34 0.19 0.19

storeys no. 11 2 2 2

additional infiltration ach 12 0.1 0.1 0.1

structural infiltration ach 13 0.35 0.35 0.35

floor infiltration ach 14 0.2 0.1 0.15

draught lobby ach 15 0.05 0.05 0.05

draught-strip %age % 16 50 100 100

window infiltration ach 17 0.15 0.05 0.05

total infiltration ach 18 2.19 0.84 0.89

total infiltration ach 19 2.19 0.84 0.89

sheltered sides no. 20 2 2 2

shelter factor coefficient 21 0.85 0.85 0.85

adjusted infiltration ach 22 1.86 0.72 0.76

infiltration if mechanical ventilation ach 23 n/a n/a n/a

infiltration if natural ventilation ach 24 n/a n/a n/a

effective air change rate ach 25 1.86 0.76 0.79

doors - heat loss parameter W/K 26 14.4 7.2 7.2

windows heat loss parameter W/K 27 48.3 16.8 16.8

ground floor heat loss parameter W/K 28 30.5 9.0 17.4

walls heat loss parameter W/K 29 116.4 14.9 28.8

roof heat loss parameter W/K 30 17.4 8.1 15.7

empty cell 31

total area of elements m2 32 214.5 214.5 214.5

fabric heat loss W/K 33 226.9 55.9 85.9

thermal bridges W/K 34 0 12.1 22.7

combined fabric heat loss W/K 35 0.0 68.0 108.6

ventilation heat loss W/K 36 128.3 52.1 52.2

heat loss coefficient W/K 37 355.3 120.1 160.8

heat loss parameter W/m2.K 38 4.1 1.4 1.8
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Differences between ‘good’ and ‘poor’ workmanship (cases B and C)

The unrefurbished house is modelled as A (‘ref’ case). The other two cases are intended to

reflect the accomplishment of a refurbishment project of the same overall specification,

but differing in terms of the quality of workmanship and attention to detail achieved on

site. The assumptions made are speculative in the sense that they are based on the kinds

of errors, difficulties and ‘blind spots’ reported through pioneering case studies, not based

on detailed observations or field measurements. There is no way to say for sure that the

bulk of RMI contractors would produce the same results if they were to be involved in

such projects, but a broad assumption is made here that the levels of workmanship

achieved on pioneering projects is at least as good as the industry average – and in many

cases rather better, especially where site supervision was given particular attention or

where project clients did some of the work themselves and made an effort to achieve high

standards of workmanship.

Number of unblocked chimneys

Where the unrefurbished house has 6 open chimneys, the assumption for both cases B and

C is 0 open chimneys, ie that all open chimneys are effectively blocked up.

Floor infiltration

Insulation under the suspended timber floor is snug and well fitted in case B, leading to a

lower rate of infiltration (0.1 ach). In case C floor insulation is fitted with less attention to

detail than in case B but, even so, it improves the situation compared with uninsulated

floor in case A. For case C a floor infiltration of 0.15 is assumed.
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Draught-proofing and window infiltration

Case A is assumed to have 50% of window- and door-frames draught-proofed, with both

B and C assumed to be 100%, reflecting a full set of replacement double-glazed units, as

now required under Building Regulations.

Airtightness

The refurbishment design does not include a whole-home ventilation but assumes user-

controlled extract fans in the kitchen and bathroom. Where the reference case A gives an

overall infiltration rate of 2.19 ach, the good-practice case B has a value of 0.84 ach, and

case C has 1.52 ach.

Design U values

In both cases B and C the design U values are the same – with only the quality of

installation (the extent of missing insulation) being different. The design U values are:

 Internally insulated wall U = 0.40 W/m2.K

 Externally insulated wall U = 0.20 W/m2.K

 Ground floor U = 0.20 W/m2.K

 Loft U = 0.18 W/m2.K

 Windows U = 1.6 W/m2.K ie equivalent to Window Energy Rating C to be

compliant with Part L1B 2010
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Snugness of insulation

The assumptions made here are based on the discussion on the effects of gaps in

insulation discussed in chapter 4, section 4.5. In case B the thermal envelope is almost

completely insulated, with an assumed area of missing insulation (due to inaccessible

areas or slight shifts in material post-installation) amounting to an equivalent to 1% of the

area to be insulated, and a 5% loss of performance compared with the design U value. In

case C the missing insulation is assumed to be equivalent to 7% of the area to be

insulated, amounting to a 32% loss of performance.

Thermal bridging

The assumptions for non-repeating linear thermal bridges are borrowed from the default

values used in SAP 2005 to represent the use (or not) of Robust Details in new-build

construction:

 Case B – good Psi-value 0.08 (good practice new-build standard)

 Case C – poor Psi-value 0.15 (standard practice new-build standard)
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Appendix E

Products and Derived Service Market Model for housing RMI
market

The headline figure for the size of the domestic RMI market (almost £28bn in 2008) does

not provide enough detail to estimate the potential for integrating low-carbon works into

the mainstream market. The data reported in the Construction Statistics Annual (CSA)

distinguishes expenditure by the public and private sector, but does not analyse the

market in terms of the type of work done. The Office for National Statistics confirmed that

data at this level of detail is not collected ‘as it would be too burdensome on respondents’

(Ormerod 2009 Pers. Comm.).

In order to provide an approximate estimate of the breakdown of the headline figure,

another method is needed. The approach taken here is to estimate the size of the service

market by analysing market data from AMA Market Research on the size of the market

for construction products in various sub-sectors of the domestic market (see

http://www.amaresearch.co.uk/AMA_Building.asp for a list of available resources). This

method relies on estimates at several stages of the process, which means that the margin

for error is potentially large and uncertain. The figures presented here are intended as a

first approximation of the make-up of the domestic refurbishment market, rather than

anything more definite or robust.

AMA market research reports for this sector are aimed principally at firms in the product

manufacturing and wholesale industries. Seventeen of the AMA reports are wholly or

partly relevant to domestic RMI activity, some of them being quite specialist (AMA

Research 2009 a-p; 2005):

1. Domestic conservatory market UK 2008 – 2012

2. Building insulation market 2009 – 2013

3. Domestic replacement door and window market UK 2009 – 2014

4. Pipes and fittings market UK 2009 – 2013

5. Professional portable power tools market UK 2009 – 2013

6. Roofing contractors market UK 2010 – 2014

7. Trade adhesives market UK 2010 – 2014
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8. Bathroom market UK 2010 – 2014

9. Domestic kitchen and bathroom worktops market UK 2009 -2014

10. Domestic kitchen furniture market UK 2010 – 2014

11. Ceramic tiles market UK 2008- 2012

12. Floorcoverings market UK 2009 – 2013

13. Paint, coverings and woodcare market UK 2009 – 2013

14. Decorative radiators market UK 2008 – 2012

15. Domestic heating market UK 2009 – 2013

16. Lighting market UK 2010 – 2014

17. The abrasives market report 2005

The data from each of these reports was used to build up a picture of the product markets

that are relevant to domestic RMI. Where the products are relevant to other sub-sectors of

construction, estimates were made of the fraction that relates to domestic RMI – with the

AMA reports typically providing indicative figures. The data from these reports was then

organised into ten more generic categories. So, for example, data from the ‘Domestic

kitchen and bathroom worktops market’ report was divided between ‘kitchens’ and

‘bathrooms’. The nine generic categories are:

 Windows, doors and conservatories

 Building insulation

 Décor

 Lighting

 Heating systems

 Roofing

 Kitchens

 Bathrooms
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 Power tools & consumables13

Although nine sub-sectors provide a better level of disaggregation than the CSA figures,

the categories are still fairly broad, and some categories are missing (for example, there

are no figures for wiring and cabling; bricks and blocks; cement and concrete products;

drainage and rainwater products; timber; building membranes; plaster and plasterboard

products; external works and landscaping; tools other than power tools).

Because of the number of estimated factors involved in this model, combined with the fact

that the AMA data has significant gaps, it is not possible to triangulate accurately the

estimates in this model with the total figures provided by CSA. However, it is to be

expected that the total of the figures extrapolated from the AMA data will be smaller than

the CSA total because of the missing categories. The total attributed to these missing

categories is here listed as ‘other’, and is inferred simply from the difference between the

total of the AMA-derived figures and the CSA total.

Sectoral splits and conversion factors

The model takes account of two sectoral splits and uses two conversion factors to make a

comparison possible between the data presented in the AMA market research reports and

the headline figures in the CSA:

 Sectoral split to show the percentage of products in each category used in the

domestic market and the percentage used in non-domestic markets

 Sectoral split applied to the domestic market figures to show the percentage used

for new-build house-building and the percentage used for domestic RMI

 Conversion from manufacturers selling price (MSP) to retail price

13 This category is made up of two sub-categories, both relatively small: ‘Professional

portable power tools’ and ‘Abrasives, adhesives and fixings’.
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 Conversion factor for inferring the service (ie labour) element from the figures

provided for product sales – based on an estimate for labour-intensity in each

product category

The final estimate for each sub-sector can be summarised by the following equation:

RMI (products and services) =

((DOM_prod * RMI_prod)/ labour-intensity coefficient) * RPC

where:

DOM_prod (domestic fraction of products total) = percentage of product market used in

domestic projects rather than non-domestic projects, £ MSP

RMI_prod (RMI fraction of domestic products total) = percentage of the domestic-related

product market used in RMI projects rather than new-build, £ MSP

Labour-intensity coefficient = labour (service) costs/total of service and product costs

RPC (retail price conversion factor) = retail price/MSP

Explanation of sectoral splits and conversion factors

In most cases the AMA product market figures include figures for products used only in

the domestic market, but there are some exceptions, where products are wholly or partly

used in non-domestic projects. For example, the AMA glazing report includes a category

of ‘commercial windows’, which is assumed to be 100% commercial and 0% domestic.

Conservatories, on the other hand, are assumed to be 95% by value for the domestic

market and 5% for the non-domestic market. This assumption relates to small business

premises, such as pubs and cafes, where domestic conservatories are sometimes installed.
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The data for these product markets does not differentiate between products used in new-

build housing and products used in RMI. The CSA figures show that the total broad

sectoral split between new-build and RMI in 2008 was roughly 42% new and 58% RMI:

this split is generally used unless there is a good reason to suppose otherwise.

Prices in the AMA reports are given in terms of ‘manufacturer’s selling price’ (MSP), so

the figures need to be revised to provide a retail price, if they are to be cross-referred with

the sectoral figures provided in the CSA. This can be done by using a coefficient for retail

price mark-up. The mark-up between MSP and retail price is assumed to be 25% for all

product categories.

The figures for products do not include the cost of service provision, so a figure for the

total (product value plus service value) is made by applying a coefficient for labour

intensity. The Construction Products Association estimates that products make up 40% of

the total construction sector turnover, including all sectors: residential, non-residential,

infrastructure projects; RMI and new-build. Across these different sectors, the value of the

service element is 60%. This provides a rough guide for construction as a whole, but

domestic RMI is classified by the European Union as a labour-intensive service, and it

seems reasonable to assume that the service element in domestic RMI is higher than the

average for construction as a whole. However, domestic RMI labour is generally lower-

skilled and lower-paid than the professions involved in other construction sectors (eg

architects, engineers), so the higher labour-intensity in person-hours does not necessarily

equate to high service cost. The default assumption here is that the intensity of time spent

on RMI is negated by the relative low-paid nature of the work, so the CPA’s figures for

the whole of construction are used as a first estimate: 40% of value is assigned to products

and 60% to service.

A second-stage estimate is then made for different product groups, based on a judgement

that certain product groups are inherently more expensive than others without requiring

highly-paid labour for installation (eg doors, windows and conservatories) and –

conversely – that some products are inherently cheap (eg abrasives, adhesives and fixings

are relatively cheap). These second-stage estimates are summarised in Table D-1.
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Table E-1. Estimates for shares of different market segments for products and service by overall
market value.

Category Products

%age (£)

Labour

%age (£)

Notes

Windows, doors, conservatories 70 30 High product costs

Building insulation 40 60 Default assumption

Décor 40 60 Default assumption

Lighting 40 60 Default assumption

Heating systems 50 50 High product cost; skilled, well-

paid labour

Roofing 40 60 Default assumption

Kitchens 60 40 High product costs

Bathrooms 60 40 High product costs

Pro portable power tools 100 0 Tools = products

Abrasives, adhesives, fixings 30 70 Low product costs

Construction of model

The model is an Excel spreadsheet file with separate worksheets for each of the ten AMA

market research categories, and a summary page with links to each category page.

Summary of model results

The housing RMI market in 2008 was worth almost £28bn (Office for National Statistics

2009b), and the model presented here estimates that 72% of the expenditure is covered in

the AMA market research reports, leaving 28% unaccounted for under ‘other’ (Figure D-

1). This large ‘other’ category would include products and materials not covered by the

AMA reports, including bricks, blocks, timber, electric cable, pipework and associated

fittings, where these are not included elsewhere (eg under kitchens and bathrooms). By
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far the largest defined category is décor (29% of the total), followed by heating systems

(9%), kitchens (8%), roofing (8%) and bathrooms (6%).

Figure E-1. Summary of RMI market model, showing annual expenditure by category of work, £bn
2008

windows doors

conservatories, 1.29

building insulation,

0.85

décor, 8.22

lighting, 0.87

heating systems,

2.49
roofing, 2.13

kitchens, 2.24

bathrooms, 1.63

power tools &

consumables, 0.55

other, 7.69

Sensitivity analysis and model accuracy

A formal sensitivity analysis is not possible with this model, as the method for checking

sensitivity would be the same as the method used to construct the model itself. Accuracy

hinges on the assumed labour-intensity for each category of service, so if the assumed

figure is out by 1%, the result will also be wrong by 1%. It is also possible that the figures

for product markets researched by AMA might be inaccurate but there is no alternative

source of figures to check against. In any case, if errors or uncertainties could be

identified, they would also be recorded as a percentage difference.

Even so, an assessment of model accuracy can be made by cross-referring to figures from

other sources. Thus, the figure for building insulation in the model is £0.85bn, which is

reasonably close to the approximately £0.8bn figure for CERT. Although CERT covers
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more than only building insulation, it also seems reasonable to assume that some building

insulation activity occurs outside the remit of CERT, for example in those RMI situations

where building Regulations part L1B applies (ie major renovations). Although this is not a

particularly rigorous sensitivity test, it does suggest that the model is accurate enough to

draw at least tentative conclusions.
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Appendix F

Crib sheet for interviews with managers of SME
construction firms

Consent and Data Protection

I undertake to keep your personal identity and personal data in the following way:

 you will only be quoted in a way that protects your personal identity;

 nothing given to a third party without your explicit consent;

 records stored in compliance with Data Protection legislation;

OK to take part in the research on this basis? Written consent form or verbal?

Respondent profile

 name, trade, company size and geographical area

 type of work you do (include skills and specialisms)

 Sole trader / Owner/director / Employee / Other

 Main contractor / Sole contractor / Sub-contractor (%ages?)

 Personal history in the trade

 trade associations? Which? Member benefits?

About your relationships with people at work



 Design team (Architects, Engineers …)

 suppliers / merchants / manufacturers

 planners, building control

 other tradespeople

 clients

 other – who?

Experience with particularly demanding clients? Architects/designers?
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About the ‘tools of the trade’: your relationships with material things at work

 What are the tools of your trade, ie what do you use regularly, day in, day out?

 last time you worked with a new tool or product? What was it like?

 Imagine … free sample of a new product. Would you use it? Why/why not?

o Brand recommendations (who from?)

o Performance claims Sense of quality (‘feel’)

o Cost – is it cheaper? Claims of durability/reliability

 Where would you first try out a new product?

o At home On current job

o On next job Keep it in mind (what conditions?)

 How do you react if a customer wants to use a new product on a job?

Education, training and sources of information

 recognised qualifications (eg City and Guilds, NVQs), dates, subjects

 top-up courses or CPD courses in the last five years giving (eg new part L)

 what did you think of the quality of your training? Eg how relevant?

 sources of reliable news and information

o Other builders Wholesaler/supplier

o Product manufacturer Trade press

o Internet Fairs, events (eg product demos)

o Planning / BC Architects / designers

o Surveyors / estate agents Other (who?)

Your priorities in relation to work

What are your priorities on a job? Prompts:

 customer satisfaction profit

 familiarity of materials/techniques speed of work

 predictability of the overall job other (what?)

About your relationships with regulations

 Does your work regularly come under Building Regulations? Planning?

 What is your view of Building Regulations?

 What is your view of Planning?
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 How do you find out about changes in regulations? (prompt: magazines,

conversations on-site)

Your views on environmental impacts of buildings and building work

 Have you ever worked on a building project with unusual environmental

features? If so, give details – what was the project, what was your experience?

 Do you think the environmental impacts of buildings are important?

 What do you think can/should be done to reduce the environmental impact of

buildings?

Thinking about the future

 Do you get satisfaction in your work?

 Has your job satisfaction changed in the last few years? If so, how and why?

 Where do you see your work going in the next 5 years?

 What about the next 10 – 20 years?

 If a young person came to you for advice about starting a career in building, what

would you advise them?

 What are your views on the future of the building business generally in the UK?

 What do you like best about being in the business you’re in?

 What do you like least?
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